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s. GRISWOLD MORLEY, a member of the department of Spanish and Portuguese at the
University of California, Berkeley, is author and translator of the lead article in this .
issue; he is not to be confused with his cousin, Sylvanus G. Morley, well·known Santa Fe
archa~lpgist. THOMAS C. DONNELLY is head of the department of government at the·
University of New Mexico; his original article, of which "Educational 'Progress in New
Mexico" is a part. has been called by the National Education Association one !of the best
studies of its kind in America. EDWIN HONIG. a former contributor of poetry and transla·
tions, is a member of the department of language and literature at the Illinois Institute
of Technology in Chicago.
.
LEWIS FISmm's "Ghost Story" is his second story published here, and others 'have
appeared in Partisan Review, Accent, and various other magazines; he lives in Aurora, New
York. CHARLES NEIDER, of New York, has published widely and now is editing a book of
essays on Thomas Mann and writing a book on Kafka. MARGARET ST. CLAm, who lives in
Richmond. California, appears here for the firSt time, although she has pUbliShed exten·
sively in other magazines. ALEx AumN, of Jackson Heights, New York, has published
poetry and fiction in numerous tg.agazines and is writing a novel; this is his first appearance
in these pages. Poetry and fiction by DAVID CoRNEL DEJONG have appeared here and in
many' other magazines. and a collection of his short stories, Snow-on-the-Mountain, was
published recently; he lives in Providence, Rhode Island. ARTHUR H. SCOUTEN teaches
English at Alabama Polytechnic Institute; he has pUblished articles and criticism in a
number of British and American magazines; '~temoon in August," is his first contribution
to these pages. ALBERT CLEMENTS, another newcomer. lives in Hudson. New York. and has
published in American Mncury-; New Masses, and various "little magazines:'
All but five of the poets in this issue have appeared here formerly. ANN STANFORD.
of Los Angeles. is author of In Narrow Bound and is represented in the anthology Twelve
Poets of the Pacific, edited by. Yvor Winters. MYRON H. BRooMELL. also of Los Angeles.
will have a volume of poet!lS entitled The Time of Dialing appear in the spring under the
joilit imprint of The Swallow Press and William Morrow and Company. MEADE HARWELL,
author of Poems from Sevtral Wildernesses, is a graduate student at the University of
Chicago. CLARA BRUSSEL. of Brattleboro, Vermont, is a new contributor to these pages.
although she has published poems in Poetry. JOHN E. HART, also new to thiS magazine,
had poems published in New Directions: 1942; he teaches English at the University of
Cincinnati. J. C. CREws lives in Waco. Texas, where he runs The Motive Book$hop. ELLIS
FOOTE lives in Salt Lake! City and is the author of The Ballad of Gam Dull and Other
Poems. CAROL ELy HARPER lives in Walla Walla. Washington; her collection of poems,
To a Faulty Lover, was published recently. JUDAH M••TURKAT. of Brooklyn. New York,
appeared in our last issue:~ith a short poem. IRMA WASSAIL lives in Wichita. Kansas. and
has published poetry and· short fiction in many literary magazines. JOHN WILLIAMS, of
Pasadena. Califomia. appears here for the first time. NORMAN KRAEF'r's poem pUblished in
this issue is his second accepted poem; h~ is a radio announcer and lives in ChiCago. P. B.
NEWMAN. another newcOmer. is a graduate of the University of Chicago.
JOHN THEOBALD appears here for the first time as a reviewer, although',a poem by him
was published in a recent issue, and a volume of his poetry will appear sooA.n~e teaches
English at San Diego State College. VERNON A. YOUNG'S article cn Katherine, e Porter.
published last year in this magazine. has been selected for an anthology collection and
for reprinting abroad; he lives in Tucson. Arizona. QUINCY GUY BURRIS. a former contributor of translations and reviews, is a member of the Eng~h department at New Mexico
Highlands University. ALAN SWALLOW, poetry editor of this magazine. teaGhes English
at ·the University of Denver. MARGARET PAGE HOOD, of Las Cruces. New ¥~co, is a
free lance writer on New Mexico folklore. C. L. SoNNICHSEN is head of 'the; department
of English at the Texas College of Mines and Metallurgy in E1 Paso. WALtER 'W. TAYLOR,
JR.. is now in Coahuila. M~ico. on a Rockefeller Postwar Fellowship in· ~thropology.
THOMAS A. KIRBy is head of the English department at Louisiana State UniverSity. STELLA
BREWER BROOKES, professor of English at Clark College. Atlanta. Georgia. recently received
her Ph.D. in the field of Negro folk literature from Cornell University. LLoYDI L6ZES GoFF
is an Albuquerque artist. GEORGE HEDLEY, author of The Christian Heritage in America,
is a member of the faculty of Mills College. Oakland. California. Other reviewers. are
mainly members of the teaching staff of the University·of New Mexico. THELMA CAMPBELL
is a member of the Spanish department; DoROTHY WOODWARD teaches history; MARIE POPE
WALLIS is completing an extensive study of Latin-American women poets at tlle University
of New M~co: LYLE SAUND~ is assistant professor of sociology and research associate of
the School of Inter-American- Affairs; MARION DARGAN is' a member of the department of
history; ROBERT E. BARTON Au.EN is head of the division of speech; ADA RUT:LEDGE is editorial assistant on this magazine: J. D. ROBB is Dean of the College of Fine Arts; and
KATHERINE SIMONS, review editor of this magazine, is a member of the English department.
JUUA KEI.EHER. author of the regular feature. "Los Paisanos," teaches English.
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Griswold Morley

is not an exclusive product of the United States
of America. Wherever cattle thrive on a large scale there must
be rilen to manage them. Here, what with long. grass country, short
grass country, Rocky Mountain plateau, part of the deserts,' and a slice
of the Pacific Coast, there are some 800,000 square miles over which"
beef critters, as well as buffalo ~~d antelope, have roamed. '
Turn now to the south of us.~ to ~e Hispanic countries of the
,Western Hemisphere. Large scale Cattle raising is conditioned neces-sarily by the geography of the land. Extensive plains must exist, and
a suitable climate. Going from north to south, the following natIons
possess a cattle industry of importance: Mexico, Colombia, Vene- zuela, southern Brazil, Uruguay and the Argentine. Each has its type
of cowboy. In Mexico he is called a vaquero; in Colombia andVenezuela, a llanero (plainsman); and in the regions a~ong the River Plate,
a gaucho. The name gaucho first appears in the late eighteenth century, and its origin is unknown.
Not by mere chance is 'our cowboy known in the Southwest as a
"buckaroo," corroption of the Spanish vaq uero. His art and his technique are strictly Spanish, by way of Mexico. The horseman and the
~att1emen existed in Mexico and Spanish California before they did in
',r;tbe United States, and from them we, learned the tricks of riding and
throwing the lasso. If proof is wanted, consider the Spanish origin of
,ithe terms of the trade. Lasso, lariat, quirt, rodeo, caviya, -mustang,
cinch, hackamore, bronco, statnpede, are' all of Spanish derivation.
Some of our cowboy's customs are the offspring, though he did not
suspect it, of old Spanish sports: for example, the "lancing game,"
where the rider, going at full speed, tries to thrust a lance through a
pendant ring. This was a Moorish pastime, described in full detaii by

T

HE COWPUNCHER

• Adapted from "La novelfstica del cowboy y del gaucho," Revisto iberoamericana,
May 16, 1945, by permission of the author and the editor.
(

.253
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Perez de Hita in the late sixteenth century. The Argentine gaucho,
so far away from Texas, but drawing on the same tradition, had his
juego de la sortija, or ring game.
Here is a more curious instance of identical origin. Readers 'of
two celebrated gaucho novels, Soledad, by Acevedo Dfa?:, and Raquela,
by Benito Lynch, have been struck by an episode which th~y thought
lurid and exaggerateq.: to put out a prairie fire, men kill ell mare and
drag its body along the line of flame. Lynch has eveR; been accused
of borrowing the idea from his predecesS0r. No borrowing is here,
only the description of an actual technique. It was standard practice
aJIDong our cowboys, who slaughtered a steer, fastened two lariats to
fore and hind legs, and, as they called it, C'straddled" the fire. Whether
this too came from Spain, or merely originated in both countries from
the exigencies of plains life, I do not know.
.
In essential details, the cowpuncher technique of Texas, Venezuela,.and the Plate is alike. If you read a description of a rodeo or a
bronchobusting in Will James or :p'hilip Rollins,' and another in a,
Uruguayan novel of Reyles or a Venezuelan novel of R6mu~o Gallegos,
you will think it is the same scene. True, some personal acc~utrements
are different. The gaucho used a [aeon, a hilted knife haIfa ~ard long,
for his private fights, while the cowboy flourished his six-shqoter-that
is nothing more than superior Yankee methanical genius. The gaucho..
had another singular weapon, unknown in the North, thd bolas or
boleadorm: two or three stone balls sheathed in leather and united by
strands of rawhide. These terrible implements were thrown to trip
ostriches, horses, and cattle, and they found a place in war as well as in
ranching. Since the bolas leave the hand entirely, they have a longer
range and require less preparation for hurling, than the lasso; hence
they are quicker. It is a reproach to·the white man's powers of invention that he did not think of the bolas. The Spaniards of the South
took them from the Indians of that region. Our Indians had not
devised them, and so our cowboys lacked that weapon.
~"
The cowpuncher, in whatever land he lived and plied his profession, was-a proper epic figure. Always on horseback, living day and
· night with "his beasts, he became an extension of the horse, or the horse
of him. Gait and physique showed his occupation: one cowboy was
known as "wedding-ring Bill," from the rear view of his legs. The
literature of both North and South is full of admiration £01:" expert
and daring horse taming, feats of balance and muscle reading, skill in
roping and herding cattle. But cowboy and gaucho were 'more than
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mere horsemen: Alike they c;leveloped a special code of honor, a pride
in skills, a spirit of discipline, and obedience to unwritten laws of the
trail. They risked their lives again and again. They performed their
work in every weather; they went for days without sleep, if necessary,
like.a sailor or soldier. A broken arm or leg was all in the day's work if
the cattle were delivered on time. '~Courage was taken for granted.
_ Both plumed themselves upon generous hospitality to every stranger,
and their code was firm to ask no questions of him.
In th~se respects the two were alike..In others they differed. The
cowboy must have been among us from the moment the Great West
was explored, but not until tb;e Indians were cleared out of the plains
could cattle raising become an industry. When, in '1846, the British
officer George F. Ruxton crossed the plains from Santa Fe to Fort
Leavenworth, and Francis Parkman explored the start of the Oregon
trail, they found imm~nse herds of buffalo. TheSe had to be removed.
The second half of the nin~teenth century and the beginning of the·
twentieth were the cowboy's best days. 'Also, he was, in the last analysis,
a hired hand on horseback, despite Gene Rhodes's brilliant protest
against the term. He was a law preserver not a lawbreaker, and worked
for a wage.
The ga-q,cho antedates our cowboy by a hundred years or more,
and his background is as. dissimilar as possible. He began as a smuggler, a contiabandista; .he stole before he guarded, unlike the cowboy,
who guarded before he stole. The gaucho carried on an active trade
in hides, dodging the Spanish tariff. He formed the backbone of
armies, and his lawless upbringing made him apt for civil war. If he
did not wish to fight in the ranks, he was impressed by force. If he
deserted from the army, he became a gOlUcho malo, or bandit. He had,
therefore, a backdrop of violence and tragedy, whereas the cowboy of
this country~ though pursuing a very dangerous profession, was in the
~ain a law-abiding citizen like any other workingman. The gaucho
began as anoutlaw and was tamed by time into a farmhand; the cowboy began as a cattle hand and by exception strayed into banditry.
Moreover, the gaucho, as a· good Latin, was a devotee of music.
Our northern cowboy sang songs, as everyone knows, and part of his
. t. rade was to soothe the cattle with his tunes at night, when he rode
herd; but he did not travel with a guitar slung across his saddle; he did
not, like the gaucho, esteem skill in improvising verse as second only
to skill in dueling. The Spanish song contest (payada) took place in
saloon or patio, and a description of one is likely to come into any novel.
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The gaucho, then, in comparison with the cowboy, was -a manysided being. He was an expert horseman and cattleherder" and that
is where the two meet. Bqt he was also sOldier, bandit, musician,
picaro and gambler, politician at the orders of his local boss, and a
cattle owner or cowman (for the word gaucho coversal~ these). For
my present purpose I must leave out of account all the pha~s of his
life that do not coincide with those· of our cowpunchers, and I must
consider him strictly as a cattle hand.
Gaucho aI}d cowboy are alike picturesque figures; more~ they are
heroic figures. And if, to form an epic legend, perspective must be had,
and the mist of remoteness must curl about the characters and blur
the realistic sharpness of the faces, that too is present. The palmy days
of the cowboy are past. He still exists, but his domain has shrunk. The
farmer, the nester and his 'barbed wire have taken over much of it.
The Chisholm trail and the Goodnight-Loving trail are only memories.
The great cattle drives from Texas to Montana belong to the past.
Agnes Morley Cleaveland's No Life for a Lady graphically depicts the
change; so do the accounts of Douglas'Branch and Philip Rollins. And
in the Argentine, the real gaucho has passed from the scene. When
Sarmiento broke the power of the tyrant Rosas in 1852, he rang the
knell for the old wild, free life," and strucf down the gaucho. _He is
now only a heroic legend and, as such, fit material for folkLorists and
novel writers. Cowboy and gaucho both deserve an adequate literature.
What have they had?
.

~';T

Our cowboy has been lucky from the start in the> writers who
described him as he was. From Char~ie Siringo and Andy Adams
down to Will Ja:mes and Douglas Branch -and Philip Rollins and Agnes
Morley Cleaveland, there are portrayals of Western ranch life written
'with knowledge, color, and enthusi~sm. It takes no more than the
plain truth about a cowboy to hold the reader. The facts about him
are better than the fiction. The farther the narrative strays from pure
observation, the weaker it becomes. Even old Andy Adams (A Texas
Matchmaker, 19°4), rambling along without literary pretension, has
a surer vision of life than Owen Wister.
Fortunate in his historians, the cowboy has been unlucky in his
novelists. No thoroughgoing account of cowboy fiction exists. Douglas
Branch's The Cowboy in Literature (1922) has many' gaps, and the
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if

general histories\ of our literature concede only passing allusions to
the "western" novel-very properly, if one considers its slight artistic
value.
It appears that Owen Wister was the first to write a cowboy novel
with a plot. Wister was a competent writer, but The Virginian (1902)'
set a vicious pattern. Every novelist since his day has followed it. The
hero, I need llardly say, is a cowboy of. surpassing skill; he is stronger
.than anyone else, more graceful than anyone else, he throws a lasso
better and with less effort tpan anyone else; he can shoot quicker and
straighter, ride harder and faster than anyone else; the toughest bronco'
has no terrors for him. If he is ever injured it is because someone takes
unfair advantage of him. He is always mentioned on the first page of
the novel. If he has any bad traits we do not hear about them, or they
are he-man sins.
.There is also a villain without the least redeeming feature; he is
homely, brutal, underhanded. I!J- ~?The Virginian he isn't even a good
horseman or a good poker player, ~nd you only wonder why the hero
didn't finish him off in the second chapter instead of the next to the last.
Then, there is the girl. In the ect-rly novels she used to be an innocent
schoolmarni just arrived from the East; she had to <be taught not only
how to ride a horse but also the facts of life. However, the'latest fashion
of "westerns" (the current trade term) casts aside the innocence. I
quote advice to writers of pulp westerns as giyen in the' Writer's Digest
of August, 1942:
Keep away from that innocent virgin' stuff. Layoff that pure-as-thedriven-snow. In selecting heroine for this Vaquero of mine [he is describing how he himself composed a western] I selected· someone to match his
temperament: a little black-haired, black-eyed French girl, who was a mystery in: town.
-

a

She doesn't have to be a black-ey~d French mystery. Sometimes she is
the wealthy daug~ter of a cattleman; in that case she is an e~pert horsewoman and 'condescends to the cowboy. As an example of this type
let me quote from Emerson Hough, Nor.th of '36 (1923), page 2, as
the heroine appears in the room where a crowd of cowboys are eating
breakfast:
Obviously now, she was tall, slender, supple, rounded to a full inheritance of womanly charm unhardened by years of life in' the saddle and under
the sun. More, she was an actual beauty. Anywhere else she would have
been a sensation. Here, she spoiled each unfinished breakfast.
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In any case, cowb()y meets girl, and with the very happiest of .
consequences.
..
In short, "westerns" are not cowboy novels, but two-gun novels;
and the lay figures who function in them might just as well be placed in
the gangster jungles of Chicago as on the plains of Texas and Montana.
They are the successors of the "detective story" and "wild west romance"
of the 1890's. One may even carry their lineage much farther back,
and compare them to the medieval romances of chivalry. In both,
the characters are puppets, and the strings that pull them ~e the same.
The sentiments of Amadis toward Oriana differ scarcely at all from
the Virginian's adoration of his Molly. When Geraint the son of
Erbin slew three giants with his potent sword, he comported himself
no more nobly than gallant Charlie See, who in the poolroom of a
saloon, with his mighty ann hardened on the baseball field, put six
gun-toting cowboys to flight with billiard balls. The ~cient author
and Eugene Manlove Rhodes conceived the drama in like terms; only
the setting differs.
The number of westerns now flowing from North American typewriters is enormous, though less than that of the mysteries. Besides
hundreds of full-length novels, a dozen pulp magazines, paying half a
- - cent a word, are devoted exclusively towestem stuff. In a list of the
most popular authors the average cultured reader would recognize only
a few. You have heard of Peter B. Kyne, Zane Grey, Rex Beach, and
Dane Coolidge, but only addicts and librarians react to the names of
B. M. Bower, C. E. Mulford, M. Brand, .E. Cunningham,: D. Dresser,
and]. Gregory. There are scores more, and most of them never went
near a cowcamp. In 1940 Hurst Julian, who described himself as a
cowboy temporarily in hospital recuperating from the natural accidents
of his calling, wrote an article in the Saturday Review of Literature
complaining of the technical inaccuracy of westerns. He claimed to
have read some three thousand such books and stories, and nearly all
misused. the terminol~ of the range. The only names he excep~ed
were WIll James, Eugene Manlove Rhodes, and Ernest Harycox. Mr.
Julian could have added a few to his list of good angels, I think, for
Dane Coolidge, Emerson Hough, ~d Owen Wister himseI!f (did not
Teddy Roosevelt read and critici;ze his manuscript?) knew range life
well. Ignorance of the subject inatter was not their taint, but the
adolescent tradition of the western.
Eugene Manlove Rhodes deserves a special word. A cowboy himself, he was more proud of being able to ride "anything with hair than
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he was of 'composing successful novels and poems, yet no man worked
harder over his style. He it ~s who advised a novice writer to read his:
own stuff aloud three times, once to himself, one to a sympathetic auditor, ,and a third to one hostile or indifferent. By this. means, he said,
~ll faults would come to light. The result of such severe self-criticism
is one of the most solid and -distinguished styles written by any North
American novelist~ I would call Rhodes' a first-rate writer of third-rate
novels, for their sentences, humor;' accuracy, and color are as admirable
as their characters are distorted and impossible. His heroes are flawless
and his heroines flabby, in the good Wiste-r tradition. It is an advantage that there are, not many heroines. At least. two of his novels have no female characters"rat all.
Some fairly famous names are found among the writers ot westerns.
O. Henry, in Heart 0' the' West (1904), turned out playQI11y sentimental sketches with ranch background. Harold Bell Wright took a
whirl at the game, and James Boyd, author of Drums, recently with
little luck combined the picaresque and cowboy patterns in Bitter
Creek (1939); one can only say that he spoiled both.
No North American novelist of the first rank has yet tried his hand
on the cowboy. The reason may be that he does not bulk large enough
in our civilization. His sway extended over thousands of square miles,
yet.he was only a hireling. The owners were the ones who molded
history. He was not worth the ammunition of the big guns.
So, as the real cowboy fades from view, his passing chronicled and
lamenteq by a few informed ·spirits, his debased and spurious ghost
sinks lower and lower, till it reaches the subliterary plane... As Fred
Lewi~ Pattee remarked, "~he cowboy theme has been chased in every
direction until it has found final refuge in the vast swamp of the
movies." The last decade has seen some indications that clearer understanding and truer art may yet await ranch life. R~al talent has here
and there turned toward the great plains and the desert. But John
Evans'stunning to.ur de force, Andrew's Harvest (1933), is the love
story of a nester, not a cowboy. Walter Van Tilburg CI¥k's The Oxbow Incident (1940) is a psychological study of lynch-spirit in Nevada;
there are cowboys in it, but so far as their emotions go, they could have
been factory h~ds in Pittsburgh or white-coll~t workers in ~an Jose.
Perhaps such writers, or others~of equal gifts, will some day discover
the heart of the cowboy. Gene Rhodes and Will Jam~s saw the heroic
stuff in him "well enough, but th~y could not handle it. The cowboy,
like the railroad man, is a hero who has not found his Homer.
'.<
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When we turn to South American prose fiction about the gaucho,
we step into another world. It is an adult world not an adolescent.
It is a world in which tragedy is the natural accompaniment of life.
Out of his violent origins, continual civil war and pervasive injustice,
the gaucho trails with him an aura of melancholy and frustration that
contrasts as abruptly as possible with our naive northern' notion that
all will come out right in the end. The gaucho has many enemies, and
no defense save his own lacon. The police were against him. The
local judges were party tools, and unless he stood well with the proper
faction the gaucho "could expect no justice. If a petty rebellion was
current, and it usually was, he found himself wthout choice but to fight
on one side or the other, according to who was his protector. If made
prisoner, if arrested on a false charge, he was forced into the army for
the dreaded frontier service. He could not. escape without being
branded a deserter, and i£<he deserted he necessarily became a. bandit.
The gaucho did not object to fighting, to be sure, out he preferred to
do it in his own causes. The sanguinary civil wars of the Plate region
were largely fought by gauchos, and captained by gaucho caudillos.
With such an origin and such training, it is not surprising that the cowboy of Hispanic fiction lives in sorrow and ends in violence.
Of the cattle-raising countries south of our border, only two have
produced fiction that actually depicts the•lariat-thrower in his reality.
Mexico has some bandit novels, and Venezuela, with the celebrated
Dona Barbara} gives the reader a glimpse of llanero life, but in none of
these is the cowpuncher the center of action. In Uruguay and the
Argentine, on the contrary (two nations that are one in geography and
origin, and are separated only by a freak. of chance), gaucho literature
is extensive, vital, and stirring. There are epic poems, chief among
them the famous Matrtin Fierro; there are dramas, songs, histories, descriptions ~f customs, .as well as novels. Gaucho character and habits
of thought have penetrated the regions of the Plate to the marrow. In
1926 Manuel Galvez wrote:
7

The gaucho and the border chieftains have disappeare,d, yet they still
live among us. The pampa penetrates Buenos Aires ina thousand ways.
It gives its Argentinian touch to poetry and pf;linting, t<P novel and drama.
Through the medium of the horse and the cult of the' horse it seeps steadily
into all the social layers and colors the slightly yankeeized soul of the great
city.
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Imagine yourself trying to write such wprds about New York or Chicago, as Galvez did of Buenos Aires, and you will measure the difference
, between the status of the cowboy there and here.
As a result, the prose fiction of the Plate is, one may say, planted
solidly on the old gaucho tradition. In the, United States of North
AtD.erica the cowboy is relegated to the rubbish comers ot literature;
in Uruguay and Argentina, authors of the first rank are proud to interpret him. Javier de Viana, Carlos Reyles, Ricardo Giiiraides, Benito
Lynch-there are no more distinguished names. The fiction of these
and other write:t:s covers every phase of that Protean being: soldier,
bandit, submerged peon, politician, musician, lover, cowboy. 0!lly
the. novels that touch his life as horse tamer and cowhand are my pres-:ent concern. For that reason I must exclude from consideration many
novels that seem at first glance to belong there. Thus, Benito Lynch's
Romance de un gaucho tells the love story not of a cowboy, but of a
patroncito, the son of a cattle- owner. Lynch's Los caranchos de la
Florida, too, describes a ranch owner. Viana's Gaucha is a naturalis!ic
study of abulia in an environment of degraded ranch life. Soledad; by
the elder Acevedo" Dial, portrays barbaric passions and instincts among
.gauchos who could as well be Australian bushmen. Very few are the
novels that examine the skills and emotions of the man on horseback
who has charge of cattle. Those few are of higll rank. Barring the
early sensational "police dramas" of Eduardo Gutierrez, a. sort of inferior Dumas, pete, even the weakest o~ South American gaticho novels
, rates as genuine art. ,In them fiction stands on a level with .factual
description, and not, as with us, below it. And there are factual accounts of gaucho life both truthful and well written; some of the best
are in English by Cunninghame Graham, Black Bill Craig, and that
"Argenti~ian who preferred to ,write in English," as the Argentine
scholar Tiscornia calls him, W. H., Hudson.
I have on several dccasions asked well-qualified Latin Americans
to select a title that should represent their fiction at its best; so that, if
a 'J:!lan from'Mars (or the-United 'States of America) were allowed to
read only one novel, he might. receive the most favorable impression.
It is an unfair question, I know, ~d no one could expect unanimity in
the answers. But a surprising number of experts picked Don Segundo
Sombra, by Ricardo Giiiraides, (1926). This happens to be also the supreme gaucho novel, or one of two. Such a choice could not possibly
happen in this country. No cowboy romance would fall within the
first hundred, And this fact'shows as well ,as anything the contrast
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between the opscure footing of the cowboy in our economy and the.
prominence of the gaucho along the river Plate.
Arturo Torres-Rioseco prefaced his critique of D.on Segundo Sombra with these reHections upon various types of novels and their
admirers:
It is likely that there are as many classes of novels as there are readers.
Those who are fond of Dumas pere will not enjoy the, psychological novel
in the order of Le rouge et Ie noir; he whose favorite reading. is Les
- Miserables will not have the patience to follow the complicated analyses of
Proust..••

Bernardo De Voto expressed the same idea and carried it a little farther
when he wrote, in his early-Mencken manner:
There is a discouragingly large amount of liter':lture which breaks in
a sharp curve just as the reader.,swings at it. It will not behave, it will not
order itself according to his requirements.

He was trying to say that some books do not conform to acc.epted rules
of the art of writing, and yet they arc; good. I should hardly cite these
two opinions, not original surely, except for one reason: both these
distinguished critics were Writing about cowboy novels. :Qe Voto was
making a straight-out apology for Gene Rhodes, whom he wars prefacing, .
and Torres was making a' veiled apology for D9n Segundo So.mbra. For
when a critic begins his discussion of a work by saying that there are
all sorts of novels and that what fits one man's taste may not fit another's,
that is a manner of intercession for his author. It is as much as to say:"This novel is a bit queer, I know; it's not quite up to standard in some
ways, but still it has its points, as I hope to sq.ow you." That is what
both De Voto and Torres proceed to do. The faults of Don Segundo
Sombra are in no way comparable to those of Gene Rhodes, but they
are faults.
Who is Don Segundo of the shadowy name? He is a middle-aged' .
wandering cowboy and horse tamer. In his diversified career he has
laid up no wealth save that of experience, tact, and knowledge of the
pampa world. He never makes a mistake; he always meets an emergency in the right way. He is a figure of mystery. He drifts into the
story by accident, and at the end drifts out again. Nothing is known
of his family or antecedents. By mere chance he takes up with a lad of
fourteen who loves the gaucho life. Segundo's relation to him is sometimes like that of Baloo to Mowgli-;mentor and· friend. The youth
turns out to be a rich heir, Segundo stays with him three years to give
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him the proper start; 'then, his task completed, he says farewell and
rides away over the hills. The only conflict in this story is between the
lad's passion for a free ~ife and the shackle of his sudden wealth.
It is a beautifully written book. The style of Giiiraldes is sober,
economical, full of. overtones and undertones. . The date of action is
purposely left indefinite. The hero, drawn from a friend of the author,
is a literary synthe$s of the finest qualities of a gaucho-of a middleaged gaucho, to be sure. He is a cowhand as Willa Cather might pave
seen him, had she ~hosen to try. He is without fault. Critics have compared him to Don Quixote and the picaro Lazarillo de Tormes; nota!
rightly, to my mind, for they are human, and Don Segundo is an object
of worship.
So I would not consider Giiiraides' classic narrative tire great
gaucho novel of all time. It is too limited and too much in the nature
of an es~ay. In 1931, five years after it appeared, the following words
were penned by Carlos Reyles, the celebrated Uruguayan novelist:

-,

The master novel is not yet written, that shall convey to. the reader a
living, definitive sepsation of the wild land, of the primitive cattle· ranch,
of the gaucho and his tragic adventures. So far, only certain aspects, certain
anecdotes, have been brought out; but the great trinity remains intact,
awaiting the iron hand that shall grasp it, compress it, and in a supreme
effort squeeze ouf its succulent juices. How grateful we should be if we
possessed a nativ~ Don Quijote, a H3.mlet or a Cidl Our essence has not
yet found its complete expression.
.

In -the f~llowing year, 1932,~' Reyles himself made his contribution
to the gaucho novel, El gaucho FlOf'ido. I do not know whether he
believed that it fulfilled the need he had just expressed; I suspect that
he did. His novel does embrace all of his three phases of gaucho life,
the campo bagualor untamed land, the estancia cimarrona or ranch
in its pristine state, and the tragic career of the gaucho. The subtitle .
of El gaucho Florido is precisely "The Novel of the Primitive Ranch
and the Unspoiled Gaucho."
- If Reyles failed in his ambitious enterprise it is not because he did
not understand the problem, or because he lacked technical knowledge.
His novel pictures more sides of a gaucho's life and character than'Don
Segundo Sombra, more than any other novel in Spanish. We have the
usual horse raee, the usual feats of horse-taming and bull-wrangling,
but also a developed account of ranch life, with its wise -owner .(a
marvelous person more skilled than his men at throwing the bolas and
the lasso), its curandera or witch-woman, a favorite type, and a throng
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of accurate minor characters. Florido himself, the expert cowhand,
the handsome Don Juan, borders a little on the North America hero,
and the villain Manduca is as black as Owen Wister's. The women of
the book are drawn with sympathy and skill. The gaucho was neither
sexless nor saintly. The innocent schoolmarm had no place in his history; if she existed she stayed with her own kind. The gaucho had a
china or two to keep him company, and he might marry one or he might
not. He was not separated from women for months at a time, like our
cowherders, for the simple reason that his plains were s~al1er and he
never remained long far from a ranch. Women occupy a normal position in the gaucho novel. The two loved by Florido are refreshingly
natural. They and their friends create an atmosphere of reality more
convincing than the man's world of Don Segundo. The special gift of
Reyles, his power to transmit the force of passion with unfiltered directness, shines and glows in these pages.
Reyles had within his grasp a truly great novel, but -it ~lipp€d from
him. Deficiencies of temperament entailed the strange 1~pses of taste
that one associates with Iberian literature more tha.n with Hispano. .
American. Violent scenes f)f unjustified jealousy and abrupt and
unmotivated ending mar the whole, and many details sh?w the same
lack of balance. The novelsuf Reyles have ,a way of starting out on
sure and prancing feet, only to stagger wearily into the finish.
These two are beyond doubt the best of the straight icowpuncher
novels of Latin America. Many more are excellent. Zavala -Munii
turned a reminiscent 3Jld realistic eye upon the lives of his own ancestors in three Chronicles, which alternate between savage' battles and
pungent countryside. The younger Acevedo Diaz, ren<j>uncing the
sanguinary manner of his father, composes conscientious evocations of
gaucho plus Indian-Ramon Hazana, Cancha Larga-with a certain
ingenious and niggling psychological verity. Other less ambitious tales
are equally successful. The weakest of them is superior to the best of
our "westerns."

.

-l:'

Our inferiority may be due to a number of reasons. I am unwilling to admit that North America has no novelists equal to those of
Argentina and Uruguay. The good ones simply do·not consider the
cowboy worthy
I think he is worthy game, and I !can adduce
two arguments for his being better game than the gaucho for a novelist.
First, the tough climate with which he had to contend. The gaucho
lived in a sort of ear~ly paradise, if paradise consists in benign natural

game.
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. surr~undings. His hardships resulted from human weakness and ,~
hazardous occupation, not from environment. To cite an Argentine
author: :t
,The:pampa has a fertile soil, plenty of water, a climate where winter
brings nothing lower than 40 0 , and summer nothing higher than 85 0 ; where
snow is unknown, and storms, winds and rains, with rare exceptions, are
never violent. This environment is not of a sort to produce such a toughened character as Don Segundo Sombra.

But the North American cowboy fought against Texas northers and
the snows of the Rockies. Natur€ was his bitter enemy. And the magnitude of hi\undertaking was vastly greater. The gaucho drove his
herds .from estancia to estancia, .following the petty needs of the
ranchers It is only five hundred miles from Buenos Aires to the Andes.
Nothing in his efforts was comparable to the tremendous drives from
Texas north over the Chisholm trail or the Goodnight-Loving trail.
To herd three thousand cattle a distance of twelve hundred miles in
five months and'deliver them safely was an epic feat. The fore~an
fa<;ed hostile' Indians, rustlers, flooded rivers, stampedes, and storms.
He counted the beasts at regular intervals. He kept his men contented
and in health. He was a manager and a fighter, a captain as well as an
expert roper. He deserved bett~r of the writing fraternity than a few
thousand two-gun pulps.
In cowboy fiction, the contrast between North America and South
America is as sh~rp as possible. .On the one side you find' snappy narrative and juvenile psychology; on the other, the studied writing of
masters of the novel who have learned their art in the European tradition.Perhaps the carry-over of that same tradition explains the still
more marked contrast in the underlying spirit. In these United States,
'o/hether one reads a tawdry thriller or an authentic account of the cowpuncher's daily feats, one receives a sense of abounding strength, of
optimism for the future. This cowboy never doubts that he is in a
splendid profession. He can leave it if he likes, but he doesn't like.
He may be a hired hand, but he is the m.aster of his soul. He is not a
victim, either of fate or circumstance. He embodies a healthy pioneer
. energy-the same, force that carried the emigrants to California. He
does not spend his hours in voluble self-pity, like Martin Fierro, bewailing his misfortunes (certainly great) , or, like the lad in Dqn Segundo Sombra, pondering the mysterious ways <of fate. Gaucho novels
terminate on a note of stark tragedy, excepting only Don Segundo
Sombra, which moyes on a calm and even level throughout, and Benito
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Lynch's absurd parody,of melodrama, Raquela. In El goocho Florido,
the heroine is shot on her bridal night, for no particular "motive, by an
unknown' party, who catches her and the plot quite unprepared,
and the hero takes to a life of banditry. In Viana's Gaucha, the villain,
a very wicked "western" bad man, murders the hero and with his gang
rapes the heroine and leaves her to die, naked, bound to a tree. In
Lynch's Romance of a gaucho" the hero commits suicide on the pampa,
and his body is devoured by buzzards. In the same autho,'s Los caranchos, father and son kill each other. In Zavala Muniz's Ctonica de una
reja, the hero, a harmless shopkeeper with no enemies, is unexpectedly
shot in a skirmish by a man he hardly knew. 1£ tJ1e "western" runs to
·an infallible wedding in the last chapter, th~ gaucho novel goes as far
in the other direction. As a matter of faithfulness to life, marriage is
at least as r~al, and more frequent than suicide, rape, and murder.
,

Noone can object to tragedy, with which we must all soon or late
make friends, but it is a source of wonder to me that in new countries,
'undeveloped, peopled by vigorous explorers, their descendants are
, always victims of something. Tragedy pursues them; they have no confidence in the future. Even the confidence of Don Segundo, who kno~s
not fear, is that of a stoic, not of an adventurer. Is this an element
of the unhappy inheritance of Spain, a nation that exhausted its immense energy and aspiration in futile warfare? - Is it due ~o the turbulence of the early colonial years or to a mixture'of races that never
were quite fused?
In seeking an explanation, we must not forget that the gaucho
was a political being, and not merely a social being. Since his sphere
of action was more ample than that of our cowboy, he had to pay the
inherent penalty. Politics ruled his existence. The dictator Rosas
was the most powerful of the gaucho chieftains, and when he fell in
1852, he dragged his supporters down with him. The new policy of
education necessarily entailed the persecution of _the gaucho, and his
ultimate disappearance. Thrown on the defensive, 'he and everything
associated with him received the brand o~ suffering.
These, it appears, are the elements that combine to produce the '
melancholy tone, now severe, now plaintive, of the gaucho novel.
The fact is that the United States cowboy was hardly even a citizen
of our social order. Did he vote? Did he care who governed the states
that he drove cattle through? Certainly he never joined a union. He
was in no way caught in political cogs. The police never touched him
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unless he shot up a town. The army was outside his ken._ Why should.
he worry? His pioneer spirit could function freely.
In the last ,analysis, the spiritual difference between the gaucho
and the cowboy reflects the society' from which they came. The traditIon of Spain springs out of lengthy political coils that tangle feet and
cramp minds. They lassoed the wild roamer of the llanos. But- in the
fI:ee atmosphere of this young democracy, the cowboy cracked his heels
in the air, wav~d his hat, and let life buck. When it finally threw him,
he landed on his feet, With no regrets, qualms, or philosophies.

.. "-'
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Lewis Fisher
whom women trust. I have grown almost used to it.
They even send me here and there with their youngest, prettiest.
daughters, who themselves immediately feel a patronizing certainty of
no ensuing annoyance or delight. The occasional rare woman who
doesn't trust me has been so rarely approached that she has become
unapproachable. Mine is a loneliness not many have to recognize.
Once, at evening, I walked through the decrepit parts of a city I
knew years ago, before these crowded hillside streets had seemed to
crumble. I had forgotten how in this part it might almost be a foreign
city, smudged houses flush against sidewalks that wound wherev~r the
narrow streets could make their way. There ,were no vehicles; people
disregarded walks and criss-crossed anywhere, though I saw mostly
backs, since at this 'hour men went in one direction, grimly, re-entering
their district. With empty dinner pails they disappeared ~here doors
hung seldom shut. I saw the stripped plaster of their hcillways, and
flights of stairs that hacfbowls worn into all their treads.,
This gray would last another hour while what lights:'were coming
on reached slowly out from isolated yellow flares to ~~rmeate the settling darkness. Men went if not singly, then with only tired talk. The
very children made hardly an exclamation; sounds wer~ gray and
clouded as the light. I too walked slowly.
~
Yet I overtook this girl. She stood puzzled, perhaps afraid, at a
. half-intersection where a smaller street, almost an alley with the walk
naqowed to its narrowness, cU\rVed sharply uphill ~o one side. She -had
come nearly to a stop there, as not knowing whether this should be her
route. She must be a garment worker-romantiCally I even said a
seamstress-since her brown-flecked woolen suit had too much quality
for one living 'here to own except by sewing for herself. But, closer,
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although no one molested her and few so much as looked, I saw without
doubt the slightly pulsing under-tremble of a fright -which meant that
no such place was home to her..
Then in her hesitation she turned. She singled me at once as I
came up. She smile4. I hardly stopped she was so quick to let my route
be hers, that smaller, steeper street I had not planned on, though
neither had I plan~ed. on any other. Only her mouth had smiled at
first and smiled again from time to time, less timidly. The large eyes,
brown and solemn, stayed solemn Gas from time to time they looked up
, and to the side, toward mine. She put her fingers in my hand and I
was not surprised at meeting her. No more was she surprised that I
should happen there when she 'had needed someone. I still walked
. slowly.
The gray seemed lesser as we climbed. To know that darkness
toward the top' would be delayed a little longer was still no plan, and
yet I led her always higher. Where the street hairpinned, not to climb
so' steeply as the hill, we took th~ straight tilted catwalk built over the
waste lot to tnake a short cut for pedestrians. It had cleats and railings
and the width forced us single file~ her hand always letting mine be
guide. Blown papers had collected in the hollow underneath, streaked
shapeless dunc~caps beyond which the walk becam~ a path up over
stone to where the ridge commenced. Perhaps I nad-a plan in climbing
after all: I knew that formerly a pair of benches stood where this tip
of the ridge was not broad enoug~ for its first house. They were still
there, and room on one for us to. sit and look across the city toward the
"water. Two in a city are alone on any bench; we did not mInd the
other person, nor quite notice. E~en at this height no ..wind blew.
Sounds.drifted to a kind of silence 'as they fanned upward tll,rough that
spread of air.
"You understand why I had come"-her -first words., "But what
.. ~rought you 1:0 such a neighborhood?" Her voice was low, and she
."looked calm now.
Did I under~tand why she was there? At least nothing is strange
in a young girl first in love-so much had been evident about her.
"Probably qecause you would regret having come alone," I answ~ted.
"And because I was born there. It's where I was young. Now, passing
through the ciry, I spend an. idle moment haunting the old earth I
knew. Had you yourself been born there it would have changed even
.since then. At a certain point the rot comes speedily.~'
I stopped. It made her mouth smile agai~ that I should think she
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had not lived a long, long time. "Talk to me," she complained at las~
about my silence. "Tell me what it used to be."
"The city? The one I was young in, the one without idle moments? . . . Because while we both sit quietly, only I am idle."
,She nodded. "Certainly I am nottoday. Where we were, down
under the hill here, you grew up? Then it must have changed."
"These rocks were here," I said. "And nearly all those houses. A
wind still fits with but puny alterations in its shape. It's there, far, the
right, that air has been indented with new forms we call large when we
are down among them and look up."
Partly she listened, needing'someone to sit with who should be not
altogether a stranger any more, a ,voice to hear.
"Skyscrapers," I said without scorn. "But look!-this cloud tries
to bend way down and still can't touch them.' Take any little house
and it comes as near. IIi one of the littlest, rotting be~eath the hill
. now, I once thought I myself could feel sky on my forehead. I on my
little beanstalk! You know how many seasons such plants live."
"Suppose you call it beanstalks," she objected. "Each year it
seeds and there's a new growth."
"And a new Jack," I finished for her.
"Don't you like being a new Jack? . . . But tell instead what this
part of the city used to be. I should like it to seem real too since I have
walked here and it hasn't seemed so."
"You rode over to begin this walk?"
"Yes."
nAnd you wouldn't know the sounds here when hoofs preceded
anyone who rode. Or the smells before air was partly gasoline. Or the
sights when pale green gas lamps were a novelty. You don't remember singing and the hum of June bugs under arc lights that'we had on
corners, with long still shadows in the mid-blocks. How life tasted
when all music or theatre meant'" living persons there to make it-persons we've turned into shadows."
"People make !he very best shadows-and we have the people tOO;"i
Life itself, that doesn't change."
'
She had the faith of novices that they see all that c~n: exist. And
I could only grant her right to, since in a moment I recognized it for
the same faith I had.
"No generation has lived through change as mine has," I, or this
faith told her. "Yes, whatever Life Itself means, that too was different.
Before every place became a suburb of New York or Hollywood, already
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suburbs of each other. A trip froll} where you were meant being.some
place else, quite out of earshot.. .When war started,' two or three hours
passed in peace. We had to wait and read :bout it. '\Vherever we
were we stayed there longer and sO. in that time. people still talked.
Since air-raid shelters, which besides the cruelty have other quite old- _
fashioned' aspects, there may be anew flowering of· conversation.
Though surely we'll not go back to telling what we dream."
For this last she had a quick agreement "Good! Dreams make the
dullest hearing. With the whole intelligence awake, unheard remarks are often sweetest. Things I've dreamed of saying! I waken
with pleasure, only to deaden the family breakfast. We s~em never
fully to recall ,the point. But" there was splendid talk in those days,
dreams and all. Still I haven't seen your city-:and why el~e have you
brought me to this high placet"
"Then I'm Satan?"
"If I'm Christ. So I somewhat doubt it.'.'
"You trust me as if I were·Satan."
What light stayed, continued gray on us and all we saw. Though
we ourselves had livened, no brighter touch of sunset int~rvened.
Illumination of the streets had lengthened them toward the water,
whose expanse diminished. From the other bench Some people left;
on ours the qui~t went unbroken. In this gray one might choose,
according to some private emphasis, whether day ended or the night
began. If we had any restlessness for what commenced, ifwas not mine.
"We c<?uld be color-blind aJld see exactly this," I said. "Or are
the streets a little gold? And of course, dimniing my eyes to .1~ok 'way
back, rve failed to see the Neon splashed across it. Gray.belongs to
the old lights, which may be why girls wore ostrich feathers then.
Y~u'd never guess w~at those are if you haven't seen them except on
ostriches. Qr .perhaps they're being worn again?"
That brought a touch of anger, or reproach: "I think this is the
first you've kidded me."
UIt really might, escape me," I assured her, "and I have the curse
of never kidding anyone. With the usual exception. If I liked being
. trustworthy I might think it flattery and be content to see myself as
others see me. I prefer the kidding, prefer to think that someday I may
.actually do something offe~ive, outrageous, and be' IovedF . . . I'm
being played on l:>y. how the night darkens.. It will make me ihtrospective, and rather ordinary and undesirable to sit b~side. When we've
hardly got round to talking of th"e city as you asked.'"
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We were startled to hear running near us. VagUely there'd been
children up the street behind us, but none near. Now a boy stood panting in front of the old woman who sat quiet on our bench.
"I'm sorrY, Gra'ma," he said. He gulped, giving up the effort to
name details of his excuse for being late. "Honest," he made a summary, "honest, I couldn't help it."
The old woman stood up' heavily. In what light was left she
turned her whitened eyes toward us. The arm her grandson' hadn't
taken she held out toward where by our voices she had thought we sat.
She located us imperfectly now she'd changed her own place.
We saw her emotion. "Will you shake hands before I go?" she
asked, and waited as if not expecting us to act at once. "I've seen by
your eyes-let me feel your hands. For a time you've given me my
sight again because you talked."
This meeting, unlike our own, surprised us. We rase; and die
hand corrected itself by our rustle. The girl was first to adjust, to take
the hand and say some friendly welcome into the companions4ip we
had not known about.
. When the boy led her away, we did not sit again. Nor did ,we go.
We stood questioningly where she had left us.
I dismissed it finally. "Now we must find a cab, and you ride
back to the part of town you live in. ..The wide and comfortable part
to which you've grown entitled. . . . Has your question been resolved?
What you were deciding, has it found an answer?"
She did not say at once. Instead she turned for us to start.
"Not do~," I told her. "We'll find a car sooner on the ridge."
The space around us had grown definitely dark, with no incandes-.
cence of the sun beyond the few trifles liberated from batteries it had
charged in ancient daytimes.
"And you?" she asked, postponing her own answer.
I suppose I smiled., "1 had nothing to decide. Long since I've
given up questions. Like other events, they have stopped occurring to
me."
"No," she protested. "Don't believe it."
"You, for instailce. Whoever you are happening to, you'll be a
considerable event to him, and a whole series of questions. We both
know I'm no such person."
"If he were you, that might be better."
"Safer maybe. . . . So I see you have your answer, that it. is
decided."
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She went some steps in silence. "It was decided before I started
on the walk that should decide it: We take walks to reconcile ourselves
to our decisions" or get used to them. Yet it's been good to feel merely
a mock danger for an afternoori."
'"
"You aren't afraid. In your heart you know that nothing is so
dangerous as safety. . . . Now you !J1ust hurry"iyou must be in time to
dress. We':ve stayed longer than you intended."
.
Naturally I said that without bitterness. And she heard none, she
felt no need to answer.
The district softened as <the ridge grew wider. Soon a taxi might
almost look appropriate. I did not regret it. My usefulness, my rea-son to walk beside this girl, was vanishing. I preferred her not to have
time to know that and feel Wilted. So far we were only at a ripe established friendship with no disillusions.
"
"Mind," I said, "I have no~ endorsed the p.ecision."
"One doesn't exj>ectso much. This is fully aU one ever dares
expect. Qnly...."
"Only?"
.
"Only I didn't understand the blind one." -'
"Think how the imagination works. We can't give disaster to a
nation so much reality as we can the bombingof a bus., We see busses,
and can reconstrud: that much in thought: To sho~ ~s space, the distance between two persons talking is better fitted to our minds than
the sight of whole cities spread across a plainl
She cut me·off. "You make me not ~D.".t to understand! Oh, I
think that was unkind of yoq. to say."
,
.
- And I, who can be trusted for amends, who must say what 1 am
.wished to say, hurried to blend what she found harsh though I could
have sworn it was not. "I did not call the distance from one person to
another great. The contrary-small enough to fall within the iimits
we appreciate. We are all much' closer than you think." And to myself: Than you would ever voluntarily consent to think.
To round it nicely, to please her to the utmost, I added: '''Why,
there must be distance for us not to lose the self. 'It's no greater than
we easily break over to be friends," By now, I saw, she could happily
let me drop it, without ~aying what a friend is. "We've had our walk,"
I said, as one might compliment a satisfying dinner. "You've livened
myoid city instead of letting it remain a dried-up shuck for me to
visit."
She smiled'again, with the mouth alone as frOJll the first. The eyes
0

r
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might keep their ~olemn largeness until she reached her own surroundings. While better than beneath the ~ hill, this was still. not home and
. she was young.
"And you.. . • ." she said again. But we saw her t~, whose driver
swung at her sign and braked beside ~er.
She stood one more instant while she held t~e door. "Why did
I resent what you' said about distance? I was wrong. A certain depth
-which is a distance inward-is above all what I needed to be sure of.
There might be bad mistakes if I weren't sure of such a distance when
we need to feel its calm."
She took· her seat, giving such an address as I expected. There
was no good-bye; there had been no hello. But as she drove off, fortified, toward on~ she did not trust, her eyes smiled also for her final wave.
After her car turned I went down again the way we'd come, past
the yellowed papers, through the region that had grayed and aged.
Now I had nothing of the revenant about me. That I had been young
here and come back, if I noticed it at all, was bare coincidence. This
was like some foreign city and I was walking through it toward a train.
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G. I. D I A R Y
Edwin Honig
"Only they set the signe of the Crosse over their outer
doores, and sacrifice to their gut, and their groyne in their
inner c1osets."-Ben Jonson.

(Paris. September, I945)

of price that frames the business of emotional relations? And then further to ask no~ What is it? but How much? an4
then Can I afford it? Another 'thing. If one sees how things are done,
whethe! covertly ~y the many, or openly and brazenly by the fewblack market, promiscuity, the lunge for pleasure, self-aggrandizement-and that's the knowledge one gains by observation, penetration,
exposure, does it justify acting "in the scheme of things?" And why not?
And if one is controlled by standards, what are they that they prevent
one type of action and not. another, when both are censurable?

. IS IT A QUESTION

•

•

•

They say this was a peoples' war. (What war isn't?) Yes. Each
war engages more and more' people, more and more. men suffering
death and ~esolation. But people have to be told it is their war, so
they'll have, theoretically at least, a personal interest· in kill~ng and
in getting killed. Nobody "wants" war-nol But somehow everybody
gets involved in it personally, and with everybody involved, as in any
social enterprise wl,1ere love and brotherhood are released between men,
people begin to like the feeling which the war has accidentally forced
on them.. Like the woman who says she abhors the idea of rape, would
rather die than "face the shame," but is shocked into delightful submission when it happens, people like to be raped by war. Rather disgust-.
ing to watch, this public rape, glee at blood-letting, the damn Nazi,
the yellow-bellied Jap! Was a time when men went to professionals to
lfl
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get "toned up," uriderwent a deliberate blood-letting to restore the sluggish nervous· system, the failing health.
-

.

A young Frenchman came up to me today, and in a voice half
broken by the emotion of his clandestine offer and by his faltering
knowledge of the'language, asked me in English if I had any shirts or
socks to sell. I explained that I was short of clothing myself. This he
did not seem to understand. So I translated into French. At which he
. broke into laughter, laughter almost of relief, it would seem, .perhaps
because I actually did not have anything to sell. He walked off to join
a companion, a young woman of his own age. Of course, a GI is used
to being approached by shifty characters, but somehow this time, as I
reflected on it, the incident seemed unusual-whether because of the
youth's treJllbling approach, or because of the unlikeliness of the place
(a road inside camp) , or because he seemed so eII?-inently respectable,
accompanied by a shy, well-dressed young woman, I don't know. Yet
it struck me that the so-called black market must really have become
such a necessity here in France that it has turned white by nC?w; that
nobody seems able to provide 'for his necessities without dealing in it.
A sad sense, too. I mean about France. Because on the whole, the
•
French are not a defeated nation. Though perhaps they are?!
{

d

•

Relationships of color and light. Relation of light to form and
the always insinuating contradictions of form moving through space
which is bare and never fil~ed. Till form "matters," so that something
which was absent before is suddenly there, caught and contained. The
world retires from chaos, flares up as a monument of fixed nature, and
opens its veins to time overflowing, where all is free and light pours
like blood e n d l e s s l y . '
.

(Paris. December, I945)
Who are -they, ,these lonely monsters who walk about lost allover,
lingering before posters, movie marquees, Red Cross clubs, 16st in
Crowds, following the stream, the traffic of business, and yet like so much
deadwood caught in a current of which they form no part? There must
be millions of them, feverishly, actively trying to push themselves out
of their deadness. Talk about the atomic bomb! If the weariness and
b~ming nausea in all these wandering monsters could be released at
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once, not a shred of human existence would be left on earth, the world
would be swinging like an unhinged door from a shattered house.

Each day which is· not a mere blank attains a cert~n rank by which
we seek the level of ourselves and measure that portion which we do
achieve.
Seeing is believing what you believed before without seeing.

(Versailles. November) I94S)
'People eating bread in the silence of the railway car make the
sound of mice gnawing at a crust. ,Other sounds-the rustling' of a
papercQvered ~ook, a woman running a comb through her hair as she
makes a mirror of the darkened window, the crescendo of two falsetto
voices thrown at each other like clinking glasses, the creak of springs
on the ~pholstered seat as someone shifts his weight across the leather.
Then gradually the car fills up and all sounds merge into the continuum
of people trivially punctuating time with signs of their existence. .
j"

Trial and error. BaptislI) by fire. The slogans of experience by
which we make our way from a presupposed patchwork of background.
Expose the Muddlers.' .Advertise against the Advertisers. Foil the
Feline Tiger. Once it was the failure to be able to get involved ~n
experience-the emotional lag behind the too ungainly intellect. Now
it's the attempt not to get" involveq, to keep the prize and custody of the
will and the_ imagination, without falling into the trap of monotonous
painful repetitions already disproved by the, experience and intellect
both. A different sense of personal honesty and inhumanity therefore
enters in.
In the beginning of a surprise there is a disturbance of rhythm
amounting to .irritation almost, till we find ou~ whether it is ple~sant or
not. There is wonder' and probing, a seeking for details, an attempt
to dissect the fact, the, immediate intrusion into' consciousness of an
alieri element that has so quickly merged with the whole of our being,
cataclysmically, throwing everything ~nto instability. And what do we
seek meanwhile, if not always, but balance, retreat into pattern, and a
,\
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conformity with outer things? And how do we find ourselves but in
the temporary truces we make with a disturbed 'consciousness, constantly being intruded on by surprise, between surprises? And without surprise do we live at all? . Bu't we hunger and yearn for it in all
our dreams, rebellions, and dissatisfactions with mere things, things
as they are, which are not really as they are, but only seem to accord
momentarily with how we see ourselves in relation to the harmony we
have created in ~oving among them.

•

'"

•

Sgt. Crowe's Monday Morning: It's a bad day definitely, a day" of
little things pricking the dismayed belief, a day the astrologist says, Get
under your bed and stay there.

(London. September, I94 5)
You have been living on your own for a short time, and you feel
refreshed with the novelty of making your own decisions, looking for
modest pleasures, dallying in delightful places, drowning time with
being yourself. Then with a sigh you return to the accepted pattern,
the waiting for trains, the ~oting of the~ duffel bag, the living at the Red
Cross clubs, t1}e eating of GI meals, ~tanding in line-waiting and waiting, and all calculated to sink you,up to your neck in the mud, listening
fcir and watching time waste. But you still carry over into this period
part of the exhiliration of the one past, so that you are not easily selfbetrayed, engulfed, blotted out. Yet a moment occurs, the moment .
which Perhaps you've been expecting and fearing would come, when ~.,
looking through a bus window you s~e some stranger, a woman hurrying thro~gh the rain, her coat wrapped tightly about her~ the wind
whipping it tighter, and for no reason you can see, a nausea eats down
your throat into your stomach, and you are caught again. At the same
mome~t you are aware that wearily once more, the automatic defenses
begin to work inside, freezing your senses, pushing away the nausea'·~
which reduces you to the common pulp. You look around at t1)e im- .
passive; weary faces and you know you look and feel the way they do.
And you wonder what there is to struggle for or against. Except in a
rage you suddenly curse the system which. puts men into uniform,
straitjackets their lives, and you curse at the same time yourself and
those men who blandly accept and live fatalistically, with the gnawing
inside them stifled and their souls and yours grown fat with self-pity,
cynicism, the pat mechanisms of self-defense. Where is the sharp edge
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to cut all that fat away? You must find it if you don't want your heart
covered with rancid layers one day. But time is slow and endless where
no works are itching to be born, and there is no fever to create. Ah;
there will come another moment when time will be redeemed . . . but
till then, wl:J.at?

. ..

..

When his first book was coming out in the British edition he had
already revised his opinions on the subject. He had changed them, to
such 'an extent, in fact, that he waS ashamed of all he had written. It,
,
e
•
was with a twinge of self-inflicted torture that he read the line in a
review praising him for having ciloved his subject this side of idolatry."
He saw himself mirrored in the book, an oafish, bungling, not-veryclever, but heavily gesticulating amateur, trying to draw attention to
himself and his subject as if they :Were both the same person. A trifle
nauseating, that self-deception.

. .. ..

I

When it came, the world ceased to wonder. It knew. Then in
the hurricane of fear which followed, it raged against what it knew,
which was what it did not want to know-that man could destroy himself':""and sought a vacuum, a·· sanctuary in forgetfulness: 'Following
the hysteria 'of that discovery, living seemed to become indeed what
everyone had feared it had been all along. A hell in Which the face of
innocence was distorted and pummelled before the knowledge of personal experience could be gauged. A life of hedonism, a life devot~d
to seeking in every illicit fashion a wild running pleasure, a quest
mainly for' the satisfactio~ of aggravated and artificial desire, to which.
everyone felt himself entitled because of the restrictions,catasttophes,
and barbarisms he was enduring while a war went on, a war which
everyone completely and conveniently forgot he had himself, created.
So that science was not now needed to tell man what he already knew
privately-that he could destroy himself. The shock that came with
the atomic moment'was more moral than intellectual, the shock of pub- lie confirmation of the long-suspected dreadful power in himself
which now through organized 'war man was cloaking with a phony
moral, purpose, the more he gave it th~ license for universal release.
The atomic moment is the moment when the man on the street comes
face to face with his neighbor and sees plainly marked' his own lecheries.
The mom~nt when ~he world quite openly declares itself to be in a state
of anarchy.
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If the Nazis had won the war it is conceivable they would have
put on a show, something like the Nuremberg trials, to prosecute the
war criminals. They would have made every attempt to advertise the
and would have employed the
thoroughness of their investigations,
,
best talents of juristic scholarship to prove-about the same things
which the Allies are now proving against the Nazis. More minutely,
they would have sought out the evidence against intellectuals, "pre_
mature anti-fascists," and would have availed themselves of the copious
documents -relative to such cases now in the posSession of agencies like
the State Department, the FBI, the Civil Service Commission, etc. It
is interesting to suppose that they WQuld have handed to them for the
asking the most astounding series of interrelated. charges and information about men whose only crime was that of having read certain books,
. of having walked down streets in distant cities with a Negro, of having
known people who in turn knew other people who were known as "troublemakers, agitators, perverts, political criminals." To what extent their attempts to convict and execute such people would be successful might easily be guessed from the support they would have from
mighty organs like the Chicago Tribune, and the Hearst papers, from
the aggressive political publications of Catholic opinion, from blacklists of great corporations, from grudge lists, even, of little bosses and
landlords. Then what "alleviating" forces would remain to keep alive
the civilization of the past? Who would represent such forces and
how would they manage to gain what little effect they might? What
a time for martyrs, indeed!
-

(Stratford-an-Avon. August, I945)
The pleasure of feeling light, staring at the electric bulb in the
kitchen while held i~ his mother's arms, or in a carriage feeling the
warmth of sunlight steal in, the effusion over the thin skin of a compelling radiance, was received as a primitive sense of safety. Does that '
same warmth return momentarily when on first entering a fully lighted
well-crowded room he feels released, open, receptive, stimulated, expectant, a mild excited drunkenness?, And he does not hear the talk
at first, the first words of a conversation directed at him, but looks
about wildly for signs of smiles, settled comfort, and the enjoyment he
himself feels, on the faces of others.
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The drama of the discovery and use of the first atomic bomb as
measured by the reaction of editorialized public horror is also measurable to some extent with the tragic sense of the artist who knows that
life is at every moment beset by the possibility of sudden death. With
this realization, the artist is released, but with a similar realization the
"public" is frozen into unspeakable horror. -

(Yorkshire. October, I945)

t

(

Progr~ss

is made by small steps and in little pieces. Like wars, it
is fought for by men who, pursuing their objectives, inject a courage
and fanaticism ill their energy that makes persistence merely the first
stage in a process that goes on indefinitely until it is won and over. In
contrast, reaction and defeat is a sudden quick thing, occurring by
just so much rapidity as the energy which is let- loose against it is concerted, strong, deliberate, concentrated. The first is great as it makes
use of the maximum of all as yet untold human potentialities. The
latter is profound as it reflects the abandonment of the human spirit
to all its inherent fears and limitations. It is why we attach a moral
attitude to progfess and venerate heroes, while ~e cover defeats and
reaction with deliberate evasions, remembering only the most fanatical
defeatists as members of the devil's,brood.

(Brussels. - December, I945)
Half my life I've spent walking down streets to avoid walking down
certain other streets, going from a place I have been•thousands of times
to another place I've been as many times. Traveling to and frqm distant cities offers a variation of the same exercise.

(A ugsburg. September, I94 5)
Images that seertl real: anything casting. a shadow, alone, in a
wide space, confined by terror or loneliness; anything broken, split,
splattered, misshapen, evil-smelling, inhar~onious, old, askew, rusted,
crumbling, torn apart by violence-broken walls, statues with limbs or
heads missing, a horse with the hide tom off and. intestines lying half
outside on the dirt in gelatinous anxiety, a man with a neat red hole
in the middle of his forehead, looking healthy in death, a sick old man
being torn out of bed and sent sprawling into a corner by a. good
soldierly kick. It goes on, everywhere. Everybody sees these images
in one -form or ano.ther each day, accepts them, yet because of some in-
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ability to digest, swears he doesn't know what you're talking about iJ
you mention them casually. He's got to be shocked, then mesmer~zed
into a state,practically of coma before he can be told what he has seen.
But to what end? He soon awakens, shakes his head, as though trying
to brush off a nightmare, and .re-enters his blissful blind honeycomb
again and again, and ever and ever again, forever.
l

The German messenger on motorcycle lying in the gutter, bleed·
ing his life out slowly, carelessly and carefully taken for granted by u~
and by his own-and no fuss made either way. Perhaps he returns no~
on a winter morning down a street in Germany in another town, eager·
faced in the cold wind which whips over him, and there is a cry running
after him, though he is not ready to be taken by it. You are lucky, I
say-and think a man's blood is better never seen outside the body.

(Bristol. October, I945)
New York and the four bridges across the East River, the Williamsburg, the Brooklyn, the Manhattan, the Queensboro. Names
lived in, strange in absence, receding as a dream tc> be roughly, painfully awakened by a newspaper which is being printed there. The New
York Times comes to your hand in' England and y<!u see .the familiar
lived-in 'names ag~in and the names of people living there now and
those just arriving with great eagerness to rush down the docks and tear
off their uniforms and plunge into the lived-in names again. And you
curse and envy them all-and with anguish still search for one name, a
name you look for 'but hope to God you do not find, fearing in what
ominous connection you might. find it, the impersonal shocking calamity as easily told as any marriage or birth.

(Cheltenham. August, I945)
. Why did I first come here, fearing each step deeper into battle, the
shell-hammered night, to fight or die, or be surprised, and yet was none
of these, but rather raised fear like a fur to insulate the heart from
alienation? And am now here alone, long after peace is on, combing
England like an enterprise for gain and find the goods all cashed, the
savings hoarded, and the shelVes bare of all temptation and surprise.
Finding it has always been this way, as in Germany and France, indeed,
as in that automatic paradise I think home. Did I come here like a
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,

barren boob to learn that everywhere man is blessed with eyes a~d ears
for loneliness, has ~ands and.:-Iegs for labor, laziness, and, a sweet indestructible ignorance of self?

(Edinburgh. February, I946)
~
Were you ever c.onfronted with -headless little facts such as the one
that. a man wears one sort of shoes, a pair of trousers, tweed or other
wool, who might have worn khaki a week ago, and a year ago might
easily have died on some foreign bit of rubble, but sits now, auditor
elect, preparing to have his senses entertained, while a ghostly dead one
perhaps- is havin~ his stuffed with earth in an unchoice grave?

• ••

•

Definitions and. evasions. Affection-the fixation for a time on a .
distraction which affords the self an opportunity to drain the impure
oil of self-pity~ Freedom-the momentary lapse of that t~nsion by
which the self disguises its true direction with the vagrant indirections
.of anoth~r, against whom it struggles yet to overthrow, or to consume.
Love-the garden of Eden in which the self is finally consumed in the
perfume of another's imagined perfection.
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AN EVENING SKY lies over the street,

black and sprinkled with stars.
The glowing half-moon sheds a fine ruddy halo, paling the street
lamps. The air has the coolness of evening. But on Broadway one
senses that it is morning, for the darkened store windows add a gloom
untypical of evening, heightening arc lights and the headlights of truck~
and trolleys. And the majority of traffic consi~ts of trucks instead oi
the cabs and pleasure cars of night.
A man is hurrying to the subway. He is about to embark on (;
little trip and, having led a mo.re or less cloistered life for about a year
is aware of a sudden sense of qeedom and adventure and a mountin~
joy. But at the same time he experiences an odd confusion of hope
and fear. Perhaps it is only the feeling of release, he thinks, conse
quent on any vacation, however brief. Yet how can he explain hi:
strange and somehow bitter longing ·or his glowing desire (yet vague
as if hidden) to lose himself in some intangible such as music? Or hi
fear that the day will, after all his hopes, inevitably disappoint him'
He is all unclear; his emotions are still new and strong; besides, thl
practical says it is only a walk, a day's peace and solitude he is .seeking
But some time soon, a week from now perhaps, he will, in a momen
of reverie, suddenly understand and then he will be grateful for ~I
thing -in himself and in man which'refuses to die, which glows ane
brightens in a manner not consonant with reality, and he will wonde
at· himself and at his childishness which permits this thing to linger il
the face of unceasing disappointment; but then he will recall, witl
some surprise, that man has in all times refused to "mature," to b(
come "adult" to the extent of completely accepting actuality. But tha
will be a week from now at least. And at the moment he is confused
and somewhere beneath the level of consciousness the struggle cor
tinues between his acute longing and his fear that the world, for a]

n

,:'t.

,

-
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his absence, is unchanged. His longing, however, perhaps because of
his year's isolation, grows dominant and so intense that it gives birth
to a strange and subtle feeling that he is on the verge of touching something hidden and profound. This is his moment of poetry and' it lures
him into a dreamlike self-forgetfulness.
The first shock comes at the subway station, which is almost empty.
Sawyer notices two men in a whispered argument; when the train draws
in, the smaller of the two suddenly jabs savagely at the other's. groin
and angrily enters a car; the taller grows ashen and slowly bends double
with a look of surprise, dismay, and excruciating pain. Sawyer wit.!
nesses all this from the inside of the train. It unnerves him. . The man's
agonized face appears before him several times on, the way to Penn
Station. Sawyer is thirty-nine, tall, lean, with a thin. face, dark brown
h~ir, and hazel eyes. He wears a brown suit and a brown overcoat. He
is unusually silent and gentle and even somewhat timid. He is' a cancer research expert at the Medical Center. For the past year he has
. been under the strain. of a difficult experiment, still :unfinished. Now
he is haunted by the man's face and feels guilty and unhappy about
Jane, his wife, whom he left in bed and whom, for. the first time, he
~ailed to kiss good-bye. He tries to console himself with the fact ,that
she was asleep and will not miss the kiss. At any rate, he asSures ~im
self, h~ feels phy~ically fine, with none of the fever of an early rising.
And then-at Philadelphia-reality again possesses the distorted
aspect of a dream and once again Sawyer feels a little of ,~is joy knocked
out of him. The cabby snarl~ that he can't go in two directions at once.
Sawyer humbly explains, disturbed. At the train platform a rivet gun
'chatters so piercingly tha~ he winces. He notices with some gratification that a young soldier beside him is wincing too. Then an electric
.locomotive emits a series of wild blasts. The soldier and Sawyer smile
painful!,! at each other. Yes, a voice in Sawyer says, it's the same tb)ng,
the same old thing, don't you see that? But another voice answers, Stop
. that! Choke thatl 'Kill iti The'train arrives; it is overheated; so overheated, _in fact, that Sawyer begi~s to perspire. He glances timidly
around at the other passengers. They t~o are perspiring, but since none
complains Sawyer decides to keep still. But his nostrils are raw and he
fears he will begin to gag. And all these things cut into his morning
joy.' He mentally hoards his joy and ,his bitter longing, mtent on- finding the peace he is seeking~
At last he reaches Norristown, hails a cab and asks to be taken to
Beacon. He has never seen the place; it was only yesterday that he
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chose it by chance on the map; it is a game he plays. Now he asks the
cabby about it. ."Beacon-you can fit it into your back yardi," the cabby
says paternally. Then he speaks quietly of a num,ber of recent accidents: about a child badly scalded, a man gored, a body found mangled
on a railroad track. A voice in Sawyer says, There: you see? But the
other says, An accident, an accident, that's all. At Beacon the cabby
suggests that Sawyer walk to Phoenix, which he describes as a fine little
town two miles away. Sawyer likes the idea and agrees. Then he instructs the cabby to pick him up in Beacon at two o'clock. The cabby
looks pleased as he waves and drives away. Still disturbed, Edwin
, SaWyer- walks beyond the few :pouses of Beacon, which seem deserted,
out onto the asphalt road, hugging the left to face approaching cars.
Almost grimly he focuses his attention on his surroundings, determined
to still the taunting voice. The countryside consists of rolling fields
and distant hills. . The fields are gray with hoarfrost and the hoarfrost
clings to everything, to bushes and grass, broken bottles, gum wrappings, to faded paper. There is ~o wind and no sound. Far to the
left the sun is beginning to emerge in' a milky cloud. Sawyer passes
frame houses, some wooden, a few stucco, and notices water pumps on
porches and round chunks of milky ice on lawns. He sees sows, hens,
a reddish calf, and several timid chained dogs and always beyond these
are the distant trees gray and, leafless, resembling tall shoots of sere
grass. He is deeply moved. This sudden solitude, this sudden utter
freedom, seems to infuse him with new life. But after walking for
what seems a long while he grows impatient to reach Phoenix, where
he might have some coffee; and gradually the scenery grows SO monot0Il:ous that it fails to attract him further.
Yet he has managed to lose himself in fresh details, the reward for
which is a feeling of renewed curiosity. Now, as he passes a house, he
hears the crying of a child and thinks of his five-year-old son, Bobby,
and of Bobby's fear of being left alone at night; of the fact that he,
Sawyer, has been growing irritable of late; and of his problems and
experiments, his struggles and his hopes. He shakes his head figuratively to clear it and determines to cut himself off from such thoughts.
And soon he notices that while his feeling of freshness has dulled~ his
curiosity has grown more intense. He is particularly curious regarding
the thin streams which the road periodically crosses, the glistening
streams which fall away through the meadows on his left. And he experiences recurrently an, impulse to tracelone of them and thus to lose
himself among the meadows and there possibly find the absolute soli--
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tude which he has so desired, for which he has been thirsting for
months. At the same time he is impatient to rec&h his destination. It
is now clear that the cabby misinfot:med him as to distance, for he has
already come four miles and still the town of Phoenix is nowhere in
sight and the road stretches bleakly and for a long way before him.'
He proceeds about fifty paces and 'b)ecOJries aware of a peculiar fruit on
what seems wild-grown privet hedges flanking tht7 road on his right.
Orange in color and about the size of a grapefruit, itssurface gives the
impression of being maggotty although in reality it' isn't. ' Hanging
against a background of gray-blue,sky and rolling wintry hills, ,the fruit
is conspicuous pecause of its warm color. It sits in the crotches of the
bushes and seems. parasitical. Some are strewn on the ground and a
number of these squashed. They are mostly pulp, the seeds quite
small. When Sawyer continues his walk he h~s the queasy feeling that
his vision is out of focus.
A police cal' draws up beside him, facing the opposite direction,
and a l~rge red ,face leans across the window sill.· The head is huge
and red and the ,face puffy. The eyes are almost colorless and their
lids are swollen arid the short blinking lashes seem white or faintly
yellowish. They remind Sawyer of albinos -he has known. Now-you
see? the taunting voice asks.
"And where are you going?U the policeman asks him gruffiy.
"For a walk,u Sawyer answers politely, with due respect for authority: He wears an embarrassed little smile as he strives to appear dig- ,
nified, but he knows he is failing, for the man eyes him with something suspiciously like a l~er.
"What are you-a wise guy?" the policeman asks in a voice dripping with suspicion, and Sawyer'is taken aback.
"Oh, no," he says placatinglY. Didn't I, tell you? the voic;e~ asks
'triumphantly. Don'tl Don't! the other voice begs.
"'Oh, nol' Don'~ give me that I You hear th~t, Joe?U the face
inquires of the face" at the wheel, a face which evades Edwin Sawyer.
"Listen you,U the red face says, "people who mind their own business
and keep out of trouble don't g~"Walking nowhere early in the morning
on a country road. Okay, now Where are you going?""
"But I told you," Sawyer says uneasily.
"Listen youl You see this billy? You're trying to make fun of me!
I'll smash your skull if you're not careful, you hear?"
Frightened" Sawyer is amazed to find himself feeling increasingly
• guilty. He is obviously within his rig~ts, and the policeman is just.as
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obviously an official bully overstepping his authority. Nevertheless
Sawyer feels a strange and powerful c~mplex of guilt associations grip
him and has difficulty facing the officer. Finally he looks into the latter's eyes but as he does so he feels curiously and unexpectedly and
severely lassitudinous.
'
The man is about t~ strike him with the billy and Sawyer is preparing to step back out of reach when the unseen face says, "Frisk him,
Joe."
"Okay, Joe," the red face responds.
, The repetition of the name adds to the uncanniness of the situation. A red hand reaches out and paws Sawyer's body. His draft card
is examined and returned.
"Now you!" the red face says finally. "Don't look so much if you
._
know what's good for you! Just keep walking!"
They drive abruptly away, leaving Sawyer frightened, bewildered,
and angry. Now 'that the danger has passed he looks around for help
and is sorry that he took the trip. Now-that's'more like it! the taunt-'
ing voice says. ,His tedious work now seems lovely. He feels old and
worn out. He wants to feel indignant and surprised but cannot; he
tells himself that all his life has been punctuated by such incidents of
irrationality and brutality as' h~ has witnessed this morning and that
now he expects them and in a sense would feel insecure without them.
Yet he despises them and even, but only tentatively and a )~tde guiltily,
despises the world which fosters them. Now you're talki'Ilg, Sawyer,
the voice says. But the other voice answers, Yes? And what about the
"" accidental? And coincidental? And a ~ecent sampling? Sawyer, don't
be a fool, don't be adolescent. And Sawyer continues to 'walk, this time
actually shaking his head.
. At last he senses the presence' of a town, mainly bec~use of the
chug of trains as though in marshaling yards and the ram of cars being
joined'and the barking of dogs and the faint rumble of traffic. He
reaches a crossroads which indicates that Phoenix is a mile away Oil the
left and Beacon five miles down the road from which he has come.
The road to Phoenix leads downhill. Houses become numerous; a
red brick sidewalk appears. He follows it beneath a railroad underpass
and comes upon a fair-sized bridge crossing a swift muddy stream. On
the left parapet he sees a child's red woolen mitten stretched out appealingly and he is moved to sudden tenderness. Beyond the bridge,
signs jut over the road to notify him-·where and when the Rotarians,
Elks, and Masons meet. Then he comes upon a shack with the legend,
•
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"Imperial Order of Orioles-Nest 51." He passes boys in blue jeans
and lumberjacks and tonsorial artists waiting for customers iIi bolesin-the-wall. ,He passes a slum block, where the houses are built level
with the sidewalk and where dirty children scurry like vermin and he
grows depressed. And then, as he draws away}rom the center of town
into the old but rather charming residential district, he realizes that
he has come upon a remarkable stillness and that he has been seeing a
number of dogs, wandering through the streets as if the town belongs
to them. Most are mongrels but they possess a dignity he has never
witnessed. They sit on the steps of the junior high school, on stoops in .
"front of the new brick post office. One in particular fascinates him, a
black-and-white terrier who lopes ahead of him, hindquarters following
obliquely like those of a prancing charger. Waves of tenderness pass
over him. But then suddenly the dogs are gone and he is alone and
then he hears a woman's angry scream,
harshly breaking the intense
,
morning stillness, and. he pauses, his heart palpitating, and he feels ill.
He closes his eyes and again all the obsessions which long ago germinated but which have intensified greatly during the past year find expression in images and fears, obsessions regarding the planlessness of
society, its irrationality and brutality. And again the taunting voice is
triumphant.
Later, on the way back, he p3;uses at the center of the bridge and
stares down over the parapet at 'the rapid muddy stream and the little
black islands and peninsulas. And at some point he becomes ~ware
of an impulse to leap into the cold w~ter and remembers his desire to
follow one of the streams and remembers occasional impulses to leap
in front of subway trains and to throw himself from- tall buildings.
And he is fascinated by the fact that a sudden and trite muscular tension
would be su1pcient to' erase him and his problems and erase the tortured, torturing world. Then with a shudder he finishes crossing the
bridge, thinking of Jane and Bobby, and se~sagain the mitten that lies
like an appealing hand and again. is moved to tenderness.
He emerges from beneath the underpass and slowly mounts the
steep short hill, But halfway up his heart stops still. A group of agile
chattering children descend toward him, six or seven country-fresh boys
amply filling the narrow brick 'sidewalk, one of them balancing on the
wriggling curbstone. ~ Then skip and hop and prance and slap their
hips and brush pa~t Sawyep without a glance. The shortest runs up
behind the tallest, the boy on the curb, and kicks him in the rump and
the latter, turning, tolerantly laughs and jol,dngly says, "That's my

.
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niece." Sawyer feels full of warmth and discovery, seething with mixed
emotions like clashing.bells and colors.
When the children disappear he proceeds up the hill. A strange
poetic tenderness has seized him; he feels deeply, tenderly 'in love; in
his chest the symptomatic ash glows finely. He loses himself in viewing
details: the sidewalk, the waist-high wall on his right, the emerging
houses on the summit of the hill. It is a splendid feeling, a feeling of
wa11Dth in isolation, and he responds to jt gratefully.
And now he becomes obsessed with the desire to speak to the children and become one of them. Unthinkingly he swiftly retraces his
steps. But when he reaches the ~nderpass he cannot see them. Part
of his mind tells him that they have obviously crossed the. bridge into
town. But another part, a strange insistent one, says they have gone
for a lark to the :riverbank and gone to follow the river far downstream
to where it merges with another, wider, brighter stream. When he
reaches the brid~e he shudders at the thought that he might have been
fool enough to throw himself off~. And then, suddenly and bewilderingly, the familiar pang returns, the pang of bitter longing which carries with it a kind of breathless expectation of touching something
hidden and profound" the pang he had thought was stilled. He grows
grave and sadly images the children and recalls, with a mixture of hope
and despair and with a surging~ up of the desire to weep, his beautiful
feeling of the morning, his sharp and bitter moment of poetry after the
time of spiritual aridness. Then he turns slowly back and slowly makes
his way back up the hill, thinking regretfully yet gratefully of the work
which lies before him like a field waiting to be tilled.
And it. is not until hours later that the children, homeward bound,
come upon the mitten, which a wind has shifted, and kick it one after
another until it flies off the bridge, then, chattering, proceed, while the
muddy water carries it peacefully downstream.
,
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once before, though he was so young, because there was an iron bar on his right leg. He came stumbling
toward Ira over the plowed field, having a lot of trouble with the furrows, and falliI.lg to his knees ,sOmetimes, but always getting up and
running on.
,.
He was a fool. But then, Ira thought, :watching him and hating
him, every nigger was a fool. Catch a white man acting like that! It,
was a kind of madness, that seized them, their running away, an insanity. '
Drapetomania, the preacher had ~alled it fast Sunday. He'd explained it came from the Greek, and thad spelled it out carefully for
the congregation. It had something to do with the shape of their narrow woolly African skulls. Otherwise they'd have sense enough to want
to stay in the South, where the climate suited them and they were well.
fed and happy.
The runa~ay boy-he looked to be about fourteen-was so near
now that Ira could see the white showing all arou~d his eyes and the
sweat glistening on his black hide through the tatters of his shirt. The
wind bl~w a rank odor from him in gusts; Ira felt his gorge rise.
He opened his mouth to bellow at the slave to get out of here, to
go back where he belonged. The nigger had begun to act-funny,
though. He dropped to his knees,' stayed swaying for a moment, and
then pitched forward 01110 the ground. He did not stir, and after a
second Ira put the milk pail down in the bam door and walked over
to him.
He'd had a fainting fit, from the looks of him, unless it was put on.
His eyes were closed and the bony si~es moved only faintly in and out
with his breath.
MUST

RUN AWAY
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Ira prodded him with the toe of his boot. There was no response,
and he was about to add a kick, when the black's eyelids moved. Thef.opened; his big, bloodshot eyes swiveled about.
.
. 1
A wincing fear ran over the boy's face and distorted it when he
saw Ira beside him, but desperation w~s underneath. He struggled to
his knees before Ira, breathing in sobs.
"Please, please, sah," he said recklessly to Ira, "I ain't got no time.
They after me. They' gonna take me back. Please." He held out one
. twiggy hand to him.
Ira's heavy fist was raised to strike the black to the earth again, the
words of repudiation were on his lips. The basic ethic of the human
race, the command that runs, "Thou shalt not betray," restrained him.
"God damn you, nigger," he said, "what you doin' here?"
• "I-run off.",
"Where from?"
"Fontenoy's."
Fontenoy's.- Fontenoy had fifty niggers; .he had hundreds of acres
of rich bottom land in cotton; he lived like a king. Ira hated him and
- envied him and wanted to be like him.
"Damn you, nigger," Ira said harshly, wondering at himself, "git
up in that bam"loft and hide."
The black stumbled to his 'feet on the instant and began to run
past Ira, lurchingly, to the barn.
"Waitf" Ira called after him. He felt a thrill of pleasure in seeing the black freeze in his tracks and look over his shoulder in fright,
his eyes as round as zeros. "They got dogs after you?"
"No, no sah, not yet."
"Anh . . . what's your name?"
"Dick." The boy waited until Ira dismissed him with his eyes,
and then ran toward the barn again.
When he had disappeared into the building, Ira drew a fad~d blue
handkerchief from his pocket and wiped his forehead. After a moment he picked up the milk pail, carried it into the dairy, and poured
the milk into a big dean crock to settle.
Clara would ~hum tomorrow morning, he guessed. She was
always after him wishing he could buy a nigger wench to help with the
dairying. Trouble was, slaves were just too high. Even a poor one,
~like that boy in the barn, would cost two-three hundred dollars. Probably Fontenoy would have a reward offered for getting Dick back.
No, not for the reward. . . . He'd more or less promised. But
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felt an added resentment when he thought about the fifty or
hundred dollars Fontenoy would offer which Dick was cheating him
out of.
.\.....
'~:~" He took the empty pail into the kitchen_ and, finding Clara not'in,
,!'Ve,nt over to the cupboard and looked in it for food. He found a slab
dffat pork Clara had considered t?O measly for-Duke"s dinner, added to
it a hunk of yellow pone, and set them both on a cracked, chipped plate.
-Out ~e yard, he'pumped a gq,urd full of water, and carried it and
the food into the barn. DUke had come out of his kennel and was
growling and complaining around the foot of the ladder ,which led to
the loft; Ira had to make the hound be qui~t.
He mounted to \he third rung and whistled softly. When Dick's
head appeared, almost invisible in the dim light except for his eyes,
Ira thrust the food at h i m . '
"Stuff your belly full," he said contemptuously. "Tomorrow
you got to git out of here:'
I
D~ck said nothing. He· grabbed the food and ducked back into
the loft. Ira, even below, could hear' him begin to slobber and gasp
ov~r the food. It was a repulsive noise, like an animal's.
Ira left the 'barn slowly, chewing on a straw, and began his eve..
_ning round of chores. Every time he stopped working, even for an
instant, he became aware of Dick lying hidden up there in the loft.
He found his gaze wandering to its red-painted outline, wondering
whether arty external change betrayed that it'concealed a fugitive slave~
Darkness came on., From the kitchen the smell of frying potatoes
and pork lifted out on the air. Clara must have come back and started
supper. Ira finished with the stock, washed briefly in the tin basin by
the back door, and went in.
Clara stood by the fire, trickling salt through her fingers on to the
potatoes in the pan.
"Where you bin?" he said.
"Down to Miz' Bates. The patrol's out; they stopped me on the
road on the way back."
"That so? Why?" Ira was making an effort to act interested and
surprised.
"One of the hands run away from Fontenoy's.
Miz' Bates <says
,
Luke Fontenoy is pound he's goin' to git him back and make an
example out of him. That's the second runaway he's had in four
months." Clara poured coffee into Ira's thick white cup and motioned
him to sit down.
'
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. "Any reward?" he said after lie had pulled his chair up. He
shoveled a mountain of potatoes and a thick piece of the fried pork
on to his plate.
"Miz' Bates says she thinks he'll go as high as two hundred dollars.
It's worth it, to him, to keep them niggers from tryin' to run off always."
"Um:' They ate in silence. Ira finished up on pone with black
strap and read a little in the county Gazette while Clara fixed the dishes
and put things away.
They went to bed early.. By eight o'clock Ira had bloWn out the
lamp and followed Clara up the narrow stair to their bedchamber.
He could not sleep. Long after Clara was breathing- quietly beside- him in the darkness, he lay wakeful and tense.
He couldn't stop thinking about the reward, two hundred dollars,
and what he could do around the place with it. P'!int for the house,
and better seed for next year (he might get it.from the Shakers), and
some flowers and fruit trees for Clara. She'd like .that. Dress goods
and furniture and another cow. A team of mules. All sorts. of things.
Only, the nigger was thinking he was safe-you didn't do even a dog
that way. Not but that Duke was a lot better and more account than
that nigger. Only-well, he couldn't help his feelings, though he wondered at them. And it sure as hell would spite Luke Fontenoy. Luke
thought he owned the county, pretty near the state.
Ira twisted into another position and tried for sleep. It would
not come, and now that he had resolved not to collect the reward, he
found himself starting at every noise and fancying he heard the hoofbeats of the patrol. God knew what they'd do to him if they found
he was helping another man's nigger get away. Nigger stealing was
a mighty serious thing.
After a long time, he reached out in the dark for his futher's big
gold repeater and Pt:essed the spring. Eleven o'clock. He got up very
softly for fear of wakening Clara and drew on his day dothes over his
nightshirt. Down in the "kitchen, he groped about until he found a
lantern, lit it, and by its light hunted the pepper bo:?'. Th~n he set
out across the fields.
Half an hour later he came back, somewhat easier in his mind.
The pepper he'd laid across the black's trail, as far back as he'd seen
him, ought to bother the dogs if they got hounds. And they were sure
to, pretty soon. The very silence of the bam as he passed it seemed
to threaten him.
He was awakened, heavy-eyed and only partly refreshed, by Clara's
>
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tugging at his shoulder. . During breakfast, one of the Bates' towheaded young ones-a runny-nosed boy with faded blue eyes and only
one suspender to his britches-came in to borrow a chunk of fire..
,,"The patrols is' out all over the roadsl' he said to Clara, after she
had put the live ,coals into the little pail he was carrying. "They
couldn't a cricket git through without their catchiu' it." .
Ira felt a cold constriction in his chest at the boy's words. "Seems
like you know an almighty lot, young 'un," he said chillingly.
The Bates boy was not impressed. "Yep, Maw says I'm goi~'to
, be a right smart feller when I grow up, yes sir.' I'm goin' to have me
a dozen niggers and live rich, like Fontenoy. Wisht I could make a
start by catchin' 'that nigger of his~ Two hundert dollars in gold, yes
sir!" He departed, sniffling and swinging his pail in his !land.
Ira went about.' his work in a bitter abstraction. If the patrols
were out on all the roads, he couldn't tell the nigger to get ,out; too
much danger he'd tell where he'd been laying up when they caught
him. And every hour he lay up in the bam increased the risk. Oh,
damn him, damn his stinking black hide!
Tpe impotent fever and fret mounted in him. Toward noon he ,
took the fugitive water and pone,. feigning to Clara that he was feeding the hound dog. "You got to stay till they take the patrols off the
roads," he whispered into the dimness of the loft. "I wish you ~as in
hell."
As .the sun began to wester,. his anxiety for the black to be gone
grew racking. lie found himself working near the barn, inventing
chores to be done where there were no chores, and looking, constantly
looking, up toward the loft.
Mter supper he could stand i"t"no longer. Telling Clara he wanted
to return the-volume pf'the enCyclopedia he'd borrowed from Udell,
he lit the lantern ,and started' off"doWn the road. He had to see for
himself.
The patrol stopped him twice on the way to Udell's. Udell
himself was ,too busy with a sick horse to talk to Ira, but Mrs. Udell,'
lean in a calico dress, was full of ideas about the fugitive. .
"It's them Quakers," she said, "with all their' ab'litionist .talk
keepin' the nigg~r stined up. I never saw a Quaker 'Yet, for all the
talk about 'render unto Caesar,' that wasn't an ab'litionist at heart.
Underground railroaders! If we all get killed in our beds, it'll be
their fault." The bridge of her thin nose twitched she talked.
Ira agreed with her and made his escape. The patrol stopped him

as
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once, more on the way back; and the patrol leaqer, his white teeth
gleaming in the smoky light of the flaring torches, told Ira they would
make a house-to-house search tomorrow.
, "Course, it's not legal," he said, "but if a man won't let us go over
his place-well, then, we know what to think. Then we can git a warrant for a search."
Ira nodded. He couldn't help feeling that the remark was aimed
at him, though he told himself not to be a fool. How could they possibly suspect him? He was a respectable ~man, a landowner, not the
kind of man who'dJsteal a nigger.
But lVhat was he to do? There was the nigger, real and solid and
inexorable as sin, lying up there in the loft, and there was the search
coming tomorrow. Ira's heavy face set in a grimace of misery; he felt
like beating his hands together in indecision and rage. What was he
to do?
Clara was sitting up waiting for him in a wrapper, and as soon as
he put the lantern Clown, she began scolding him. What did he mean,
staying at Udell's so long, and at this time of year, too, when there were
a million chores to be done? Had he forgotten he was driving the
wagon into town tomorrow? How'd he think he was .going to get a
good start when he came in so late?
"I clean forgo! it, Clara," he said after a moment. His features
had gone blank. '~Let's get to bed as quick's.we can so I can start before sunrise." He started up to bed without waiting for her to agree.
The lamp blown out, lying on the crackling mattress, he made
his plans. He'd put Dick in the ,bottom of the wagon, cover him over
with sacks and straw, and get past the patrol that way. They might
st~p him-he didn't think so-but he'd have to take ~e chance. He'd
drive to Frazier's, the big store, when he got into town, and dispose of
most of the produce, but he'd take Clara's eggs and butter to that little
store the Quaker ran. Maybe Mrs. Udell was right. If not, he'd just
~
have to drive the nigger back again.
He turned on one side and drifted off to sleep. His last feeling
before dreams closed over him was of bitterness toward Dick, who was
making him risk so much.
~
He breakfasted alone in the kitchen, by the Haring, yellow lamp.
Clara wa~ still abed. He drank one cup of coffee and then, since the
morning was damp and chill, thought of taking some to the black. He
ended by pouring what was left in the pot into his cup and swallowing
it himself. Coffee cost too much to waste on him.
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Ira had anticipated a long explanation to Dick, but he caught on
at once., He slipped down the ladder like a shadow and stretched himself in the bottom of the wagon without a sound. Ira saw with relief
that hi~ body was so thin and.narrow that it wouldn't bulk up at all in
the wagon. He covered him over as well as he could, and then packed
the produce in around him. He really didn't show at all when Ira was
done.
.
They ~ere about six' miles from town, on the road' between
Sacher's place and tl?-e .old Morrice farm, when the patrol stopped them.
~'Goin' t' market, Mr. Clayton?" the patrol leader asked from t~e
back of his hoise.
Ira's jaw muscles grew tense.. "Um-hum," he replied. "My wife
kep' after me. . . . You ain't found that nigger yet?"
The patrol leader spat into the road. "No. He must be holin'
up somewhere. Somebody must be helpin' him. But sooner or later,
_ he'll try to git out, say in a wagon like this, or some such way. . .-. Say,
~ what you got on that side there, Mr. Clayton?" He bent over and
prodded in t,he straw with his whip.
"
Ira felt a brief, terrible torment. He could tell the patrol leader
that he'd hidden Dick when he came to him, to be sure of getting the
reward. He could tell him that he'd hidden the black in the wagon
as the besemeans of getting hi~ to go with him quietly. And then he
could ask the patrol leader to go along with him to Fontenoy's and be
sure he got the r~ward, the way his right was.
"Oh, nothin'. much," he answered thickly. ,"Just some of .Miz'
Clay!on's butter and eggs."
"Um-hum." The man straightened again. Ira found it impOssible t~ say whether he had been suspicious and had been deceived by
the smallness of the space' Dick occupied, or wheth~r he had been idly
curious. "Well, I 'better let you be on youi way."
Ira geed to th;e team. Mter th~ patrol was out of sight, he pulled
on the reins until the horses slowed to a walk, and then got out his big
handkerchief. Sweat was trickling coldly down inside his shirt.
They'd hanged a man last year at the.co~nty seat for helping a slave to
_
escape.
Ira got into town a little after noon.
He hitched the wagon
in the
.
.
square across from Frazier's and sat on the seat eating the hunks of
pone and sowbelly he'd brought from home. There was a hotel in
-town where he co~ld have eaten, but Ira would have felt embarrassed
~oing in there, even in his better clothes, before all the town people.
-J

"

,
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He wip~d his mouth on the~back of his hand and wiped the hand
on his handkerchief. The~e was a bottle in the comer under the seat,
and he took a pull from it, though he wasn't a drinking man. Then he
went into Frazier's to do his trading.
It was nearly three when he finished. The wagon was a good deal
emptier, but Dick was still well concealed. Ira put the sack of coffee,
the bag of wheat-flour, and the other things he'd got, in the wagon with
careful casualness. it wouldn't do to call attention to Dick by trying
to cover him up.
He drove leisurely over to the store Elziver, the Quaker, owned.
Now that the moment was almost here, Ira's tangue was thick and dry.
He was going to trust someone else with his secret, and he was afraid.
He took the crock of butter a!1d some of the eggs in with him.
There were other customers in the store, and Ira had to wait. It was
only deferring the C!isis, of course, but he felt relieved.
At last the others left and Elziver-he was shorter than Ira, and
lightly made-came to wait on him.
"What can I do for thee, friend?" he said.
Ira showed him the butter and eggs. Slowly, taking all the time
he could, he traded for them. He got a little pair of jingling gold earrings for Clara, and a clay pip~-he got tired of corn cobs-for himself. _
He went out and got the rest of the eggs out of the wagon and traded
for them too.
But at last it was all over. The Quaker looked at him expectantly,
and when he saw there was nothing more, began to wrap up the things
Ira had bought.
Ira Clayton leaned across the counter to him and spoke softly.
"Would-would you like a bale of black wool?" he asked.
Elziver's eyes flicked up to his face quickly and then went down
again. "I do not understand thee, my friend," he said. He went on
with his neat tying up of the parcels.
Ira's hands clenched. He swallowed. "I've got that-that nigger
that ran off from Fontenoy's," he said. "In my wagon. In back."
The Quaker's eyes went up to Ira Clayton's face again. There.
was an instant's silence. What he saw in the hard, heavy features and
the jutting jaw seemed to reassure him. He came out from behind
the counter and stood by Ira's side. "Yes?" he said.
Under Elziver's direction, Ira drove the wagon around to the back,
where there was a covered portico for the unloading of goods. While
Elziver leaned on the wagon and kept watch, Ira go.t Dick out and led
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. him into the back room, where the goods were. The black was so stiff
from the jolting he ha4 had that he could hardly walk.
Elziver got cold meat<and baker's bread from the oak.cupboard in
the corner. He poured sherry into a pewter mug and offered it and the
food to the black. Watching him eat and drool as he ate, Ira felt a
momentary resentment that a nigger should be served while he, a ,white
man, went without, but it was swallowed up in a vast wave of relief:
. He'd got rid of the burden he' q. carried for the last two days. He'd
got rid of fear and guilt:- He coul~ hear the patrol go -by and not worry,
he could- hold up his head and' qe Ira Clayton, a respectable middleaged farmer, again. It was allover, and the madness, or whatever itwas, that had seized him when Dick had s'poken to him, was over too
and could be forgotten. He was free.
Elziver:, his head on one side, was speaking now. "Thou are new
to the wqrk of the underground railroad, friend, art thou not?"
Ira opened his mouth to' tell him what he thought of the whole
wicked idea of stealing blacks awaY\t>from their masters.
i'Yes, I am,'; he said humbly. "You'l,l have to teach me a good
many things, I guess. Yes."
-@
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SOMETHING TO SAVE THE WORLD
Alex Austin
for the' end of the world, Brother, I'm afraid you've
picked ydurself out a job that's not going to take you as long as
you might like to think.
I heard it all from the blonde waitress at Charlie's Place right down
the street.
"Ham and eggs," I said.
"Coffee?" '"
"0. K., Sister,". I answered.
"So you're a brother. H~m and eggs. Right?" .
"And coffee."
"Right."
"But what's with this Brother business?" I asked her.
"You did say 'O.K. Sister,' didn't you?"
"I guess so." She had honest-to-goodness blonde hair that hadn't
been dipped into a couple of buckets of dye.
"I'm happy, Brother!' She smiled and went back into the kitchen
before I could say anything else.
Nice legs. Easy to see. The kind you notice right away.
She came out in a few minutes, carrying a tray.
"Ham and eggs," she said, putting the plate down in front of me.
"And coffee, Brother." Then she smiled at me again.
"What time do you get out for lunch, Sister?" I asked her.
"One o'clock.'"
"Can I see you then?"
"O.K."
Her eyes were green. Beautifully green. "Toast,
Brother?"
"With jam, Sister."
I took a walk over to the park. Talked to a policeman. Fed the

I
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pigeons. Held a kid's hand while he crossed Broadway because his
mother made him, promise. And' then I picked her up and she said
,we had tim~ to walk through the park for a while if that was O.K. with
me.
"It's a g()od day out," she said, breathing deeply and then looking
over at me as if she expected me tQ be saying something or other.
She was born in Kansas City. Name of Ellen Scott. Father was
the fire chief. Always lost at fire-hoqse poker. She fell in love when
she was twelve. Seriously. Gave him up when she was thirteen because
his father wouldn't let him wear long pants like the other fellows.
Graduated Marytown High School For Girls. And then came to New
York where she wanted to be a show girl.
"You've got green eyes, haven't you?"
She nodded her head.
"And when I couldn't get a job as a chorus girl, I ,got this job
waiting tables. I work down at the church at night. AJ.1d I might be
able to do something to help save the world some day."
"Honest-to-God, Sister-slow down."
"Want to sit down, Brother?V
"You've got somethiqg."
.
We, sat down on a little bench that was just enough out of the way
of the main walking paths.
.' ' .
. .
She let me kiss her. Cool. I But she didn't move away.
"You're out o.f a job, aren't you?" she asked me.
I tried to kiss her again, but., ~he backed away this time.
"Aren't you?"
I resolved myself. I nodded.
"Do you want to work down at the church?"
"Doing ~hat?"
"Getting ready foX: the end of the world."
Beautiful. But I fhouldhave stayed home.
"Getting re~dy for. . . . ".
"The end of the world. I'm not fooling."
. "Who let you in on the ~ecret?"
She took a little paper bag of breadcrumbs out of her pocketbook
and she threw them, a little at a time, out to the pigeons who were beginning to gather around her feet.
IIDon't you love pigeons?"
,
I didn't say anything. There was no falling stars yet.
"They just go around," she went on, "not showing their sadness or
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their joy to the world the way we do all the time. I wish they could
sing the most beautiful song in the whole world."
"What about canaries?"
"They're overrated," she told me. "But they're beautiful too.
Only trouble is, they're just like chorus girls. When you see a chorus
girl, right away you. expect her to be a terrific beauty, the same way you
expect a canary to sing."
"What's wrong with that?"
"It just doesn't work~" . She looked down at the pigeons again.
"And it's not that I wasn't beautiful enough," she added quickly.
"You're the most beautiful girl in the world."
"Stop joking. It's only that I don't like pretty little things all
polished up-iIi some bright cage that has a key."
"I wasn'f joking;" I told her.
"N 0 girl is that beautiful. Do you want to work at the church?"
"I 'thought YOU; were kidding," I said. I really did think she was"
kidding.
"Why would I kid about that} Brother?" She laid a careful emphasis on the word "that," making it clear that she certainly was not
kidding.
"But the end of the world. . . . "
•
"Oh, we've got time," she informed me.
"Great."
"Mr. Williams told us last week that it wouldn't be for probably
another fifty years."
"He did?"
Sometimes when the sun got into her eyes they flared up a bright
blue. It was hard to make out if they were blue or green. ·But beautiful, Brother. Beautiful.
"He's going to have the exact figures sometime next year," she
said. "Early April, he thinks."
"That'll be great."
"We're preparing now."
"I see."
I wasn't sure. I didn't see a damn thing but I told her I did, be-.
cause everything looked as if I had to see.
"What kind of work do you do?"
"Not much," I' said truthfully. "I can fiX auto~obile engines.
I've washed dishes. And . . . . "
"O,h, never mind. They'll find st>p1ething for you to do."
<'
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With the world coming to an end there should be something to do. "Do you work down there too?" I asked her.
, "Only at night: I sing.".
"Hymns?"
r.
"Not all the time. Last night I sang tyou Made Me Love You.'
. . . I didrt't want to do it . . . I didn't want to do it . . .
"Mr. Williams doesn't see any reason for singing hymns all the' I
time. He says' the kids come when I sing CYou Made Me Love You' or
something like that."
'
"I'll bet."
She, looked at the tiny watch'i>ori her wrist. Beautiful hands. I
was going to try to kiss her again, but she got up, not really moving
away from me or being angry, but just getting up.
"I've really got to get back now," she said.
We started walking back.. Slowly. I held her hand. Her eyes
were green. I was sure this time. '
"So you'll go down there, won't you?" sheJasked..
"O.K." I smiled.
She stopped. Took a pencil and a piece of paper out of her purse
and she wrote an address and handed it to me.
"You just go down there and tell them you spoke to me and that you want to work," she explained. " .
"Just like that, Sister?"
"Oh, stop fooling. It's the tr,uth." She looked up at me like a
little child, but we had reached Broadway and there were a lot of people
going back and forth again.
"What time will you be there?" I asked her.0.'
"Seven."
"And this Mr. Williams is sure about the coming to an end
business?"
."Oh, he's positive about that. I'm glad you came. Only he's not
positive just when it will be."
"Oh."
.
"He figures that it couldn't }?Ossibly last more than fifty years or
so. - Things are happening too fast, he says. And the way he sees ii, as
long as we know it won't last, we might as well make the most out of
"
what we already know and prepare for it sort-of."
Even 'her voice was beautiful.
But we were back to Charlie's Place now and it was time for,her to
get back to waiting tables.
II

..
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"FJe forgot all about lunch," I noticed2>
"That's all right. I'm glad you came," she scUd, with that -same,
beautiful, almost mischievous smile.
"Say . . . what do lYe do to save the world?" I asked her quickly
as she started back in.
.
"I'll see you tonight, Brother," she said.
"O.K., Sister."
I stood outside for a few minutes. Then I took the piece of paper
out of my pocket, looked at the address she had written down, and I
started walking in the direction of the number that was on the piece of
paper, with a head all full of green eyes and beautiful canaries. And
thinking that maybe all this might really save the world.

'~
I'
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRE-SS IN
NEW MEXICO AND SOME
PRESENT PROBLEMS·
Thomas C. Donnelly
~ FIRST SCHOOLS

of New Mexico were pioneered by Catholic mis~ sionaries. The Spanish government required leaders;Of military
expeditions to take missionaries along with them, and when Coronado
made the first conquest of New Mexico in 1540 a number of Franciscan
friars acc:ompanied him. When he decided to return to Mexico, two
of the religious le~ders, Fray Luis de Escalona and Fray Juan d~ Padilla
elected to remain and continue their work· of converting the Indians
and instructing them in the way of the conquerors.. The two- men
we~e the first teachers to enter New Mexico. 'Although the Indians
seemed friendly enough while Corpnado's troops were in the land, once
they were gone the Indians turned upon the priests and murdered them.
.When Onate reconquered New Mexico in 1598, h~, too brought
missionaries with him to establish churches and schools in the pueblos.
Several- of the schools remained iIi operation until the revolt of 1680,
when the Indians rose against the Spaniards and drove them from the
territory. But a few years later the Spanish under De Vargas came
back, reconquered the Indians~- and re-established their rule. Once
more the missionaries resumed their work of organizing churches and
schools. In addition to stiessi~g 'the doctrines of the church, th~y also
taught the Indians the three R's, singing, and vocational work such as
shoemaking, tailoring, blacksmithing, carpentry, a~d kindred crafts.
Despite the efforts of the missionaries, education remained in an
extremely backward condition in New Mexico throughout the entire
period- of Spanish colonial rule. . The King of Spain did at one time
•

@

.

•

• This article is part of a study entitled "The State Educational System," recently
~ued by the Division of Research of the Department of Government of the University
of New Mexico.
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issue a decree ordering the establishment of schools in all of the pueblos
and settlements under the direction of the Franciscan fathers, but like
so many other royal proclamations of the period it went uriheeded.
The Indians, steeped in centuries of illiteracy and tribal mysticism,
were apathetic toward education, and most Spaniards were not inter·
ested in seeing them educated. There was constant friction between
the clergy, who wanted to treat the Indians kindly, and the officials
and settlers, whh all too often wanted to enslave them. Artother of
the many obstacles to progress was the limited knowledge of the. Indian
languages possessed by the friars.
With the establishment of Mexican independence in 1821, more
thought was given to the education of the' people. Town councils were
required to form primary schools, and a small number of such schools
were established in the province of New Mexico. But they were very
rudimentary in character and lacking in continuity. Repeated efforts
to estab~ish public schools on an adequate basis failed because of lack
, of revenue. Gregg, one of the earlier writers on New Mexico, gives
us a graphic picture of the sad state of education a short time before the
end of the Mexican period:
There is no part of the civilized globe, perhaps, where the arts h3;ve
been so much neglected and the progress of science so successfully impeded
as in New Mexico. Reading and writing may fairly be set down as the
highest branches of education that are taught in the schools; for those
pedants who occasionally pretend to teach arithmetic very seldom understand even tpe primary rules of the science of numbers. I should perhaps
make an exteption in- favor of those ecclesiastics who have acquired their
education abroad. Yet it is a well-known fact that a majority of this
privileged class, even, are lamentably deficient in the more important
branches of the familiar science.!
",.

The Mexican government, whatever its good intentions concern·
~rig schools, failed to carry them out, and accomplished almost nothing
. in furthering the educational opportunities of the people. Governor
Vigil in 1847 reported to the first New Mexico legislature which met
under American rule that there was-only one public school in the ter..
ritory, located at S~nta Fe, and i~ had only one teacher. The popula·
tion spoke only Spanish, their native tongue, and illiteracy was the com..
mon lot of seven eighths of the people. For a woman to be able to
read and write, Gregg says, "was conSIdered an indication of very extra·
ordinary talent." 2
1 Josiah
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With American occupation~ educational progress began to· pick
up a little. But at first it was discouragingly slow. The territoJ:Y was
thinly populated and had little wealth, distances were great and trans·
portation poor, and Congress, despite frequent Petitions from the peo·
pIe for help in establishing free public schools, ignored its responsibility
to extend supp~rt. New Mexico was thus left to work out her educa·
tional salvation as best she could.
The only important source. of outside aid for education in terri·
torial days was the church. Until the close of the Mexican perIod, the
Catholic church had been the only one interested in New Mexico, but
with American occupation the Protestant churches began to send missionaries. Several of the denominations established schools and supported them from contributions gathered in the various states. Some
of .these schools were short lived, but a number have endured. Such
institutions as the Menaul School (Presbyterian) and the Harwood
Girls School (Methodist) of Albuquerque, and the Allison James
School (Presbyterian) of Santa Fe are three exa~ples, among others
that might be cited, of effective Protestant educational work whiCh has
continued down to the present.
. The Catholic churches in New Mexico were transferred from the
diocese of D~t:.ango, Mexico, ib American control in 1851, and one of
the truly great characters of New Mexico ~lstory, Bishop Lamy, a
Frenchman, was sent from Cincinnati, Ohio,' govern the newly created diocese of New Mexico., Willa CatheJ!~s fa~ous novel, Death
Comes for the Archbishop} is founded upon his life and work, and
should be read for its interesting descriptions of life in New Mexico
during the territorial period. On his arrival in New Mexico; Bishop
L~y found the 'condition- of his churches deplor~ble, and he set ?ut
with· zeal to rebuild them. Fortunately he was equal to the difficult
task. Alsb ·fortunate was his firm belief in education.
The Bishop brought Sisters of Loretto from Kentucky to establish
the Loretto .t\cademy for girls at SaFlta Fe in 1852, and afterwards they
. founded schools elsewhere in the territory. He also had Christian
Brothers come (J.nd establish schools for boys. This group started pri, mary schools in many towns and founded 51. Michael's College at Santa
Fe in 1859- '. This was the first college in New Mexico. The Bishop's
report of 1865 showed the parochial school system was well started, and
its influenc~ has spread in the years since.
. . In addition to the church schools, a few private schools wereestablished in the territory and were in existence for varying lengths of titne.
.~

to
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These "pay" schools, as they were called, were as good or as bad as the
teachers who taught them, and most of the teacher~ were ill-trained for
their work.
,The first law to provide a public ta,x-supPOrted school system was
passed by the territorial legislature in 1856. Because of public hostility
the law was repealed in a few months and the. taxes collected under it
were refunded. Because education in the Spanish colonial and Mexican periods had· been left almost entirely to the church, the" creation
of a public school system apparently was looked upon by the majority
of the people as an effort to induce children away from the church.
But {our years after the repeal of the first law, anew school code was
passed. Amenaments to the code were added in the years that followed,
and the rough outline of the present system of education in the state,
began to take shape. Support of the schools remained a problem because the legislature was slow in levying taxes and public hostility
toward paying school taxes continued. In 1875,'Bernalillo County had
eighteen public schoo~ teachers, with an average salary of $22.22 per
month for five and a half months a year, and Santa Fe County had.
fourteen, teachers, ,their salary averaging $26.18 monthly for ten months.
In the entire territory there were 138 schools with 147 teachers.3 These
accomplishments may seem modest today, but measured against the
record of earlier years, the trend·waS' significant.
The railroad boom of the eighties which saw railroads built across
the state brought an influx of settlers into the territory from the East.
These people had been used to good schools for their children, and they
helped create much-needed sentiment in favor of a more adequate public school system. In 1886 the New Mexico Educational Association,
pledged to improve education, was organized and in 1891, under the
stimulus of Governor L. Bradford Prince, an ardent advocate of public
schools, the legislature passed a new school code which is, generally
regarded as the foundation of the modern public school system of the
state. The code provided for a superintendent of public instruction,
to be appointed by the governor, and established a territorial board of
education which, was given broad powers over the' organization and
operation of the entire school system. The code also provided for the
issuance of school district bonds to finance the construction of sroool
houses.
Taking due note of the fact that a considerable part of the population still looked upon a public school system as a scheme for training
8 c. E. Hodgin, The Early School Laws of New Mexico, pp. 34-85.
'.
"

."
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children a~ay from the church and their ancestral traditions, Governor
. Prince appointed as first territorial superintendent, Amado Chaves, a
man Spanish in blood and Catholic in religion. The choice allayed
much suspicion, and Chaves evidently proved a capable superintendent,
for after Governor Prince retiredfrotn office he was reappointed by the
next two governors.
.
The school law of 1891 did llot revolutionize education in New
Mexico overnight. .The minimum school term was three months, and,
for years afterwar~ many a district was without a schoolhouse and
struggled to maintain a three-months term. Even in Santa Fe, at the
beginning of the century, the schools were housed in a rented building.
In more than one ·district the naming of a teacher, the '!umishing of
wood for the school stove, and the hiring of a janitor were plums to be
passed around among politically 'favored families.
At the end of hIS first year in office, that is, in 1892, Superintendent
Amado Chaves reported that the territory had spent nearly a quarter
of a million dollars'for schools and that 23,000 pupils had been enrolled.
There were more than 500' teachers, with an -average sala:ry of about
$200 per year. Yet- Superintenderit Chaves was justly proud of the,first
year's achievement under the new law. He felt he was on his way.
But look at the increase in the next fifty years. During 1941-42
New Mexico spent almost ten million dollars on public, schools alorie,
exclusive of the amount spent on its eight institutions of higher learn..
ing. That was forty times as much as it spent in 1801. There were
approximately 13i,000 pupils enrolled in the public schools, taught by
4,300 teachers with an average annual salary of $1,200, and school terms
had been lengthened to nine months, the riational standard. Free textbooks for the elementary and high schools, an active school building
program, and increased salaries for teachers,4 all developments of recent
years, ,are typical of the improvements constantly being made. While
New Mexico~s educational position in the nation is still low when coinpared with that of older states, its educational development has been
remarkable when considered against its ~wn historical background.
Especially notable has been the increase in the number of colleges.
'!<

'

4 During 1944-1945. 25 per cent of th~ teachers. principals, and supervisors 6f New
Mexico received salaries up to $1.539.50; the next 25 per cent r~ived from $1,539.50 to
$1.720.65; 'the third 25 per cent from $1.720:65 to $10981.38; and the 'fourth 25 per cent
received from $10981.38 up to $3,000 and above. The median Salary for the entire state
was approximately $1,750.00. New Mexico School Review, January 1945, p. 17. Also, ibid.,
May 1945. p. 25. The average salary for 4.029 teachers. excluding superintendents and
including principals and supervisors, was appro,pmately $2.008 in 1945-1946. according to
the state educational budget auditor.
.
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There were no publicly supported institutions of higher learning in the
territory before 188g, but in that year the legislature passed the Rodey
4ct, which provided for the University at Albuquerque,. the Agricultural College at Las Cruces, an4 the School of Mines at SocQrro. B. S.
Rod~y, the sponsor of the act, had favored a single institution at Albuquerque, to be known as the Territorial University.and to include an
agricultural college and-a school of mines, but pressure from the other
sections of the territory made it impossible for him to persuade the legislature to create a single institution. A few years after the establishment
of the University, the normal schools at Las Vegas and Silver City were
established to train teachers. The schools are now known as the New
Mexico Highlands University and the New Mexico State Teachers
College. Goss Military Institute of Roswell, an already established
institution, was taken over by the territory in the nineties and its name
changed to the New Mexico Military Institute. Shortly after the turn
of the century, the legislature created the Spanish-American Normal
School at EI Rito. Eastern New Me~dco College at Portales, the last
institution of higher learning established by the state, opened its doors
to students in .1934. All of these institutions, while they haye had setbacks at times, have enjoyed a steady development since their founding.
Their student bodies continue to grow in size, academic standards are
constantly being raised, and the Caliber of the faculty attracted to the
schools is becoming notably better. As the institutions have grown and
raised their standards, the people have become increasingly proud of
them and have, considering their means, supported them generously.
SPECIAL AsPEcrs OF EDUCATION IN NEW MEXICO

Educational Attainment of the Population
The Ig40 census statistics on yeetrs of schooling completed represent the first complete picture.of the· educational status of the entire
population of the United States. The statistics relate only to persons
twenty-five years of age and older, persons who may generally be considered to have completed their formal education.
The median 5 number of years of school completed by persons in
the United States was 8.4, the equivalent of about half a year more than
eight grades. The median number of school years completed by per~
so~s in New Mexico was 7.9. This gave New Mexico thirty-seventh·
position among the forty-eight states. Nine of the eleven states lower
5 A median is a point so chosen in a series that half of the individuals ,in the series
are on one side of it, and half on the other.
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In the scale were in the South.6 Of the 247,295 p~rsons in New Mexico
twenty-five years of age and older, 10.7 per cent never had attended
school, 16.6 per cent had completed .from one to four years of grade
school, 11.5 per cent from five to six years, 23 per cent from seven to
eight years, 13.1 per cent from one to ,three years of high school, 12.2
per cent four years of high school~ 6.7 per cent one to three years of college, and 4.4 per cent four or more years of college. For 1.8 per cent
there was no report~
It is obvious that the 27.3' per cent of New Mexico people who
reported four years or less of formal schooling are ill-prepared to meet
the demands of an increasingly complex culture with its emphasis upon
facility in written communication. Reaching this group with a meaningful program of adult education is one of the aspects of education in
New Mexico that merits special. consideration in the years ahead.
.The proportion of thisgrorip which is actually illiterate cannot be
precisely ascertained, but it is undoubtedly subst~ntial. In 1870, 78,5
per cent of the people in New Mexic~ ten years of age and older were
~lliterate. By 1930 illiteracy had fallen to 13.3 per' cent, a commend. able decrease of 65.2 per cent. In the 1940 census the question on educational attainment replaced the inquiry on illiteracy included in previous censuses; therefore, present figures on illiteracy are not available..
But a very large majority of those perso~s listed as never having attend";
ed school, and probably many of those who did not go farther than the
fourth grade may be considered illiterat~. Illiteracy is, of course, much
,higher among adults th~n am0!1g youths and children. The older
the age group the higher.] the percentage of illiteracy.7
Further reduction of illiteracy in the years ahead presents an important and difficult task. "Sparse1'iess of population, bi-lingualism,
different cultures and a large percen.tage of the population on a low
economic level are factors," as Seytiried points out, "which make it difificult for the educational system tJ increase literacy. Moreover, -a considerable portion of the population live in remote areas, leading a life
somewhat primitive and of a nature that formal education seems to
offer relatively little appeal or advantage to them. A comparatively
large Indian population under the wardship of federal government further tends to make illiteracy widespread and to keep the educational
level of the state low in comparison to that in other states." 8

~

6.Statistics of State School Systems, 1939-40 and 1941-42, Vol. II Chap. III. (U. S. Office
' '
of Education) , pp. 132-133.
7 J. E. Seyfried,.l~literacy Trends in New Mexico, Univ~ity of New Mexico Press.
1934, p. 9.
8 Ibid., p. 27.
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. Bilingualism in New Mexico
About half of the children in the-public schools are native Spanishspeaking pupils. They are both a problem and a ,challenge to the s.chool
system that is not being adequately met.
Most of the Spanish-speaking children, when they enter the first
grade, are kept there for two years, so that they are automatically retarded one year for the rest of their schooling. In some counties the
schools have attacked the language problem by establishing a pre-first
grade. Its chief function is teaching an English vocabulary of 300 to
700 words. Where this is well done, the children go to first grade at the
end of the year, and do quite satisfactorily. In fact, the figures in San
Jose severaf'years ago showed that the first graders scored above the
norm in the standard reading tests. It seems very probable that as the
schools improve in language instruction in the lower grades the Spanish-speaking children will come to have the same distribution on standardized tests as the English-speaking children.
Contrary to the custom in many bilingual countries, no use is
made in New Mexico of the native language in the beginning years of
sc~ool. English is .the medium of instruction required by the constitution, and the children are' expected to accommodate themselves to
this language. Whether this is ~e correct procedure is open to doubt,
and there is a growing movement in the state to introduce Spanish in
the elementary school as a special subject. The aim is to help Spanishspeaking children improve and keep their language alive. Such a
course also enables more native English-speaking children to learn
Spanish and by so doing to become more sympathetic with the problems
of ,those who must learn English. The fourth grade has arbitrarily been
chosen as the best level for the introduction of Spanish. There is a
great deal of opposition to this movement, and it is not clear yet how
extensive the practice will become.
The schools in New Mexico are increasingly recognizing the Span,ish influences, by using Spanish songs and dances and language units
on Mexico and other Latin American countries. As a result of this
and the improving economic status of the Spanish-speaking ,group, the
number of native' children who continue in school is increasing.
There is no official segregation of school children in New Mexico
on race or color lines, and such division of the school population as
exists is generally due to the location of school puildings.
Many educators in New Mexico see in the bicultural character of
the state one of its greatest potential assets. If this point of view is ac-
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cepted by an inCreasi~g number of teachers and school officials, arid .the
curriculum is reorganized to further the concept, Spanish-speaking children will.undoubtedly come to be more interested in formal education.9

Compulsory Attendance
While eradication of illiteracy and raising. the educational s~tus
of the population will require time. and various approaches, one
immediately available method of improving the situation would be
. better enforcement of the compulsory/attendance law. While this
would not reduce illiteracy among_ adults, it would prevent today's
children from growing up without formal education.. In some sections
of the state, particularly in rural areas, children are allowed to stay away
from school without muCh 'being. done. about it. Too many children
who start the first grade never enter the'Second, many who enroll in the
second do not enter the third, and so on.
The school census in 1943;'1944 showed 142,000 children of school
age in the state. Of this number 132,000 were enrolled in school, but
the average daily attendance was only. 100,000. In 1941-1942, a fairly
normal year, the school census showe~ 146,000 school-age' children with
an -average daily attendance of only 107,000. ~ference to the reports
ct the state superintendent for earlier years reveals that the problem is
of long standing., For instance, the biennial teP9rt of the state superintendent in 193 2 showed that approximately 18,000 children ente,:red
the first grade of school. The same repOrt for 1934 showed an average
daily attendance of only 5,000 children in the second grade. "What
happened to those other i 3,000 children who shoul<! have been in the
Second grade?'~ the superintendent asked plaintively.
.' .
Some- of them undoubtedly had good reasons for leaving s~hool,
but lack of enforcement of the compulsory attendance law was probably the most important factor.
.
The constitution provides that "every child of school age (between six and sixteen) and of sufficient physical and mental aIJility
shall !=>e required to attend a public or other school during such period
ana' for such time as may be prescribed by law." 10 Children attending
:private or denominational schools, those physically
mentally unfit,
and those residing more than three miles from schpol houses and to
,whom no free public means of conveyance is available are exempt from
the provisions of the law. Also, children between the ages of fourteen

or'

9 The writer is indebted to Dr. Loyd Tireman of the University. the state's leading
authority in the field of bilingual education. for much of the material in this section.
10 New M~co Constitution. Art. XII. Sec. 5.
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and sixteen who are employed m'ay be excused from full-time school
attendance upon the issuance of a certificate of employment by the·
school superintendent within whose jurisdiction such childt:en reside
. or are employed.
Parents, guardians, and persons having control of the children are
responsible for the school attendance of boys and girls under their care,
and are subject to fine and imprisonment if they negle€t their duty in
the matter. The local superintendents and boards of education are
jointly charged with the task of seeing that the compulsory attendance
law is enforced.in good faith. Whether this responsibility of parents
and local school officials is being discharged in an effective manner is
very obviously open to question at the present time and warrants attention by the public, the press, and supervisory school officials.
,

Free Textbooks
In a state.with a population of low income one of the most practical ways to improve school standards is to provide free textbooks. A
large investment in school buildings and a trained teaching staff will
not achieve desirable results if parents cannot afford to buy textbooks
for their children. Educators in New Mexico long realized this and
in 1931, when times were hard throughout the state, prevailed upon
the legislature to pass a free textbook law.l l A percentage of the income to the state from..., the Federal Oil and Mineral Leasing Act was
assigned to finance the purchase and distribution of the books. In the
first years sufficient money was not available to supply,aIl grades, so a
beginning was made in the first, second, and third grades. As funds
received under the act have increased it has been possible to supply all
grades, one through twelve, with basal textbooks and supplementary
materials for instruction. Private and church schools as well as public schools participate in the benefits of the program.
Textbooks are adopted by the state board of education for statewide usage. At first local teachers and superintende~tS had no part
~n the selection of books; they had to use the books adopted for them.
But lately the board, instead of adopting a particular textbook for a
certain grade, adopts a multiple list of texts for the grade, and the local
superintendent and teachers make their choice from the list.
The management of the free text program is in charge of the textbook,division of the state department. of education.' Each school dis1l'The Albuquerque Journal, through its editor H. P. Pickrell, deserves much credit
for sponsoring the idea of free textbooks in the state. The Journal campaigned hard for
free textbooks in 1931, and persuaded Governor Arthur Seligman to accept the program.
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trict is given an annual budget, based on its average daily attendance,
and the local school authorities ar~ allowed to requisition the division
for books to an amount no greater than their budget. The publishers
from whom textbooks are ordered distribute the books to the local
schools in accordance with the directions of the textbook division.

Transportation
Because of the movement in recent years to consolidate schools
and school districts, transportation of school children has become a
problem of importance in all states. In New Mexico, with its vaSt territory, its sparse population, and two thirds of its people in rural areas,
the problem is of greater importance than in most states.
More than one fifth of all children enrolled in the'elementary and
high schools of the state must be transported to school in buses. The
average length of bus route is about "twenty-three miles one way,
which means that so~e pupils ri4~ as much as forty. miles or more each _
school day. In many instances children must also walk a considerable
distance to the bus lin<e. More than 10 per cent of the total elementary ,
and secondary
school budget of the
state goes to maintain the
school
,
1
•
12
transBPrtation system.
.
~ce the transportation of. school children will continue to in:'
crease in volume as schools and, school districts ~re reorganized into
larger units, carefully developed plans are going to be necessary to reduce the average annual cost per pupil transported. The annual cost
per pupil in the United States decreased from $35 in 1923-1924 to about
$20 in 1941-1942, but in New Mexico, because- of distance and other
factors, the cost per pupil in 1941-'1942 was almost $.35. In Arizona it
. was approximately $22, in.Colorado $25, in Wyoming $46, in Montana
@

a

",.

.

~1~

.

.

"

,.

.

Status of Teachers

If'

No discussion of the school system would be complete without
!10tice of the place of the teacher in the system. By all standards the
teacher is the most important factor in any school. Beautiful buildings
and splendid eqUipment are highly desirable, but it is the classroom

.

.

,

1941-1942 the sch~ transportation system used 1,020 busses and carried 29444pupils: The cost, exclu~ilg capital outlay, was $1,025,707. Statistics of State School Sys~
terns op. cit., pp. 76-77. During the war, though' numbers car,ried decreased, costs rose.
In 1943-1944 the state utilized 951 school busses and carried 28422 pupils at a cost of
$1,216,161. Report of Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1942-1944- p. 42.
13 Statistics of State School Systems, op.. cit., pp. 76-77.
'
12 In

<
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teacher who makes the school significant to the students and the
community.
Requirements for teachers' certification in New Mexico have been
rising steadily since statehood was attained. Whne the shortage of
teachers during World War II necessitated ~ temporary relaxation of
certification requirements, it is the intent of the state department of
education to restore the pre-war standards as soon as an adequate supply
of trained teaching personnel becomes available. Before many years a
college degree will come to be a minimum qualification' for teaching
in the elementary grades, and a master's degree will be necessary for
teachers in the high schools.
Along with higher certification requirements have come better
salaries, as has already been noted. However, a recent survey by the
. State Taxpayers' Association has shown the need for equalizing teachers'
, salaries on the basis of experience, education, and perhaps other qualifications among the various school districts. Teachers with· similar
qualifications are not at.present being paid at the same rate in different
districts.i4 Correction of this inequity would help to create a better
feeling among teachers and provide a more even distribution of good
teachers throughout the state.
Teachers are still underpaid in comparison with comparably
trained or less well trained person.s in other governmenta~ activities and
in private business. Two improvements in their status have been made
in recent years that make amends, to an extent at least, for their relative
under-compensation. These are the teachers' tenure law and the
teachers'retiremenfact.
The tenure law gives the teacher greater security in his position
than he formerly enjoyed. Now, after a teacher has served .a proba':
tionary period of three years and holds a contract for the completion of
a fourth year, he may not be dismissed arbitrarily by his local board
without a hearing. If the local board decides against him, he may appeal the decision to' the state board of education, which has the authority to reverse the decision if in its opinion the local board acted without'
proper cause. A teacher must be given a contract for the ensuing f~ar
by the local board on or before the closing day of the school term, or be
notified that his contract will not be renewed.
Th~ retirement act provides that upon reaching the age of sixty
years teachers with fifteen years' of educational service in New Mexico'
14 About three fourths of the counties now have a single salary schedule, according to
R. J. Mullins, executiv~ secretary of the New Mexico Educational Association•
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may retire and receive retirement benefits. The amount of such benefits is based on the salary the teacher·received during his last five years
of employment. Twenty years of teaching in New Mexico is neceSsary
to make a teacher .eligible for full retirement. pay, which ranges -from
'$720, to $1,800 per year. Professors in the higher institut.ions of learning as well as the personnel of public schools are included within the
provisions of the law. Funds to finance the retirement. program are
provided from sales tax revenues, '"income ~ax revenues, income from
the Federal Mineral Leasing Act, and from the payrolls of the colleges.
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David Cornell Dejong

"ILL

he said. lifting the phonograph record unnecessarily off the turntable ~nd examining it closely. "Il's good to
hear it again. I've missed it, that record." Still holding the record aloft, he looked somewhat defiantly at the
girl on the sofa. Slowly she lifted her eyes from contemplating a minute
spot on her bare: knee, shook her long blond hair from her eyes and
forehead, and pouting a little, she said as :with an effort at ipdifference:
"Well, do then. It's good, sure. But "what'll she, what'll Lorraine do
when she finds out that you've taken one more of her possessions away?"
"It was mine. My brother gave it to me two or three years ago. I
remember," he answered truculently, still not putting the record back,
as if he needed her full approval. '
"Go ahead and play it," she said, examinIng her knee again. "You
must have missed it. It's good, of course. Please, darling, don't wait
for me to assure you again. I might become hypersensitive."
He put the record on the phonograph then, and when it started
playing, he sat down beside her and started stroking her long fair hair..
Her eyes lifted to'his, almost forgivingly, and then together-oh, simply
unanimously, she was wont to call it on brighter days-they listened to
the record. A weU"nigh masculine female voice thumped out the words
in a fashionably raucous way to the accompaniment of the heavier even
more suggestive thumping of a piano:
PLAY ,IT AGAIN,"

. . . What hoI said the bishop,
I will not budge an inch until

Another gentle breeze has lifted
The skirt of that sweet young thing
Standing there on that gorgeous hill.

oW

They smiled at each other, properly, expectantly and understandingly, and both now, as they ought to, waited with slightly parted lips
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and crinkles of appreciation aro~nd their eyes for that really
wonderful final rendition of the refrain, with its variation and
smash· ending:
. . . The skirt ~f that gorgeous young thing
Standing there on that goddamn hill;

Both chuckled indulgently, appreciatively, is he jumped up to shut off '
the phonograph.-"It's swell, isn't it?" he demanded. "Over and over
again, it's swell, isn't it?"
"It is, darling. I'm glad now you swiped it.' I'm glad you did,
except, o~ course, -that it'll put you full of reminiscences again. . . . "
"I told you, I didn't swipe it,", he interrupted her.
"I know, darling. I'm just splitting hairs, aren't I?~' she murmured with mock contriteness. ,"You are so sensitive, aren't you, dear?
Especially this time of evening. And always just aftet: you've seen your
children."
"Cut it out," he said, slamming the lid of the phonograph .down.
"Or I'll play it again."
"But do," she purred, giving him her best smile with her widely
painted full lips. . ,
He didn't; simply because she had given him permission in that
smiling way. He knew better. He didn't sit down' beside her: again,
but in the eCJsy chair on the other end of the narrow apartment, and
very deliberately he picked up his pipe arid started filling it. Stubbornly
then-with that inflection in his voice which warned: See here, we'll
have none of this now-he started ~saying, musingly rather than directly
to her, "It's funny, that record. We used to test our friends by it. You
could always tell the ones with a sense of humor, the ones with a little
enlightenment in their bones. When it'd come to that final punch
line, they'd applaud or jump up or laugh and-demand immediately to
hear it again, and '. . . . " "You see," she interpolated, looking at him
accusingly with her dayflower-blue eyes. "You see."
"See what?" he demanded..
"You are reminiscing. I warned you."
He grimaced and sh~ugged, but he continued: "And some would
be simply immune to it, and some shocked, especially by that ending.
"But it was at least better to be shocked than immune. Some would
- talk all the way through it, and then when they'd see the othets laugh,
they'd say: 'What's it all about? ~ood, wasn't'it, but I didn't get it-'
Like Arthur Stuart~ for instance. Drunk, of course."·
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"And now you're elaborating," she said with slightly more malicious pique in her voice. "But continue. I love it."
"Damn you," he said, drawing angrily at his pipe, but" persisting.
. "And the Nortons, they loved it, of course, and the Arnolds."
"And what about her?" She hesitated deliberately before she
added, "Lorraine, what about her?"
'~Well," he answered, immediately warming up to her jealousy, .
"well, naturally, just because every real person liked it, she pretended
to hate it. She said it was phony."
"Darling, it is, of course."
"Is what?" he demanded, at last looking at her directly.
"Phony;"
"Cut it out," he said ineptly. "Quit that new tack of yours, of
agreeing with her. It's a little late for that."
She sat up properly, her dress drawn demurely over her knees, her
hair pushed Jlack behind her ears, and she grinned, "You're so sweet,"
she mocked, "when you talk like that. So young, too; you'd never guess
that you'll be forty next summer. Or is it the next? Tell me about
the kids now. What amazing tricks did little David pull off, and what
cute things did little Isbel say? What did they say, for instance, when
you walked off with their mama's record? Or did you bribe them? It
~ust be wonderful to be a father."
"My record," he said extremely gently, and not too crueNy he continued, "and my childr~n, too, dear. ~ And I'm still allowed to see them
once a week. Don't forget."
She smiled generously, displaying too well the lipstick stains on
her teeth. She bowed her head"a little, as if to prove tp him that she
felt his rebuke. "You must forgive me for being jealous," she said then
in a small girl's voic~. "When you shut me out like .that and . . . . "
"Don't," he said, uncertain whether to take her seriously or not.
."Don't be tantalizing."
She chuckled. Then with a wholly forgiving mien, she walked
over to his chair and pulled the pipe out of nis mouth and took three
or four puffs-something he always loved, something which always
oddly flattered and consoled him-and then inserted it <;arefully between
his teeth again. "You do miss your old friends, don't you, dear? It does
mean a lot to you, doesn't it? You did sacrifice a lot, when you started
putting up with me, didn't you?"
.
She paused to give him a chance to say his pat but fairly genuine:
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"But it was .worth 'it." He didn't. He merely 'examined her warily
over his pipe.
"And instead of living in a liice house, the papa of two wonderful
chU-dren, the husband of a domestic jewel of a wife," she continued
lovingly, "you're here with me. In a small furniShed apartment, just
a little better than a hotel room, because you're here a little longer,
and because you could salvage a few things from your nice house with- out breaking the letter of the law, to make this a bit more homelike."
She started pointing at them one by one. "Like those three little pictures, that darling little radio, the smoke stand, that green scarf, the
. Persian print, and, of course, your pipe_so And Y9u were so sweet allowing ~e. ~o add something petit and intimate here and there. Darling,
wasn't it a wonderful year, here among our 'souvenirs?"
Angrily, and in spite of himself, his eyes h4d followed her finger
as it pointed to each one of the objects, but he mad~ no effort to blow
his smoke away from her face now. "And just exactly what are you
.
leading up to?" he asked huskily."
She turned 'her face and smiled deliberately into· the cloud of
smoke, and tried to p~ll the pipe from.between his clasped teeth. He
didn't let go. "Just -this, darling. I want to save you a lot of heartache, and a bad dose of ennui and all that. Don't you realize, three
more weeks and we can celebrate our first anniversary?"
. "Well?" he asked, his voi.ce.edged with remorse.
"Well, darling, I was so afraid you'd be" planning things~ You
know, to have your old friends in to celebrate. The way you do stick
your darling impractical neck out. Recall all the series of little housewarmings yort .tried to pull off? . Again and" again? And how your
dearest friends, like the Nortons and Arnolds, you know those deIlghtful broadminded people who appreciate !hat bishop record so much,
how each time they had ali excuse, and each time sent flowers or whiskey
instead. Or that silly blue vaSe, that doesn't fit with the curtains,
and . . . . "
"Don't," he pleaded.
"Darling, it's just me reminiscing _now. And ~ow the Whites finally did call, but only when they were sure that there'd be nobody else
so that there'd be no witnesses.. But the Parsons did come, and they did
report to everybody, and especially to Lorraine, what small and niggardly furnished quarters we lived in. And, of course,· Arthur Stuart,
so he could get cheaply drunk., You see, dear, :l'mmer-ely_trying save
you from another series of headaches."

to
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He had takeIY his pipe from his mouth, and his face was drawn and
white. With pale, hard lips he asked: "Okay, okay, what do you want
me to say now? Well, what about your own brother, then? ~d that
dinner party he and Fay gave us, and . . . . "
She chuckled delightedly, caressing the hard lines in his face with
her long tapering fingers and crimson fing~mans. "Darling, you an~
mixed up, aren't you? And do you look forty when you scowl like that.
Dorft forget, I'm only a little over twenty, and it isn't fair. . . . Of·
course, it wasn't my brother who gave that dinner party. He's an innocent, just like you. Like most men, bless them."
, "Go on," he said sternly.
"You 'never did guess, did you? You merely thought we were stepping up into a better strata of people. My kind. It was my sister-inlaw, naturally. Fay could uSe me as the piece de resistance at that dinner. You know, Fay needs something like that to keep her interest in
li£.e going. And there I was, a sweet young thing just out of college w~o
had blithely taken a great big man away from his wife and kiddies and
,kept him for herself. It was a too-precious something to let that go
-begging."
"I'll hit youl" h,e growled.
"I wish you would," she said gently.
"Why do you say those things?" he asked helplessly.
"But, darling, just to save you. You would, if you'd remembered
the anniversary, you would have tried to get your old friends to come.
Even though you are still smarting because they haven't so far, no
-matter how affable they are to you on the street or in your office. Isn't
that right?"
He pushed her away from him and got up. "I'm going to play
that record again, and I'll pour myself a drink," he threatened.
"Do play the record," she smiled, cuddling deeper in the chair he
had vacated. "But no drink. yet, you know. No morose, solitary drink. ing before ten o'clock. Only when there are friends. And it's barely
,
nine-thirty."
"Well, who'll show up yet? You just got through saying, no one,
no one ever . . . ," he cried testily, stomping back to .her chair, coming
to a stop in front of her, his fingers fidgeting, his knuckles white.
All the time she kept smiling up at him, her blue eyes full of
steadfast candor and defiance.
And then suddenly the bell rang.
Quickened with relief, he hurried to the buzzer and pressed it.'
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When he looked over his shoul<;ler at her, he saw that she had straight-ened with as much hopeful anticipation as he had. _ For one unpalatable moment her eagerness hurt him violently. Then hearing the footsteps coming up the stairs, he hurried to open the door, and seeing who
the caller was, he said brightly over his shoulder: "Why, it's Arthur
Stuart. And practically spber at that."
The gangly, half-drunk young man blinked at the light of the
room, and grimacing foolishly at both of them, he submitted to their
taking off his coat and hat, and their shaking his h~nd, before he could'
say with considerable difficulty: "What '0 you mean, practicallY sober?
Dead sober. Just had a beer an ,~our o~ so ago. ~ut I said to myself,
I've neglected my dear old friends; my . . . .'"
.
"But you will have a drink?" she demanded. "We wer.e just about
to have one. We just felt like celebrating something,oh! anythipg, you
know.
"Well, yes," he said with a most daring show of reluctance, as he
dropped hi~self unceremoniously in the chair they had just vacated,
and sprawled his long legs and out-size feet practically across the room.
"I can't refuse when you put it that way. No, I can't very well and be
a gentleman.",
"Darling," she shouted in the direction of the kitchenette where
he was already getting out bottles, glasses, and ice cubes. "Darling, did
Arthur ~ver hear this wonderful record? Is it all right to play it for
'him? He'll love it, won't he?"
.
"Do play it for Arthur," he shouted jovially from the kitchenette.
She put the record on the phonograph, and then sat down on the
sofa, watching Arthur with an expectant smile on her wide mouth. He
started emulating that smile when he became aware of it. In fact, he
didn't remove his .somewhat blurred eyes 'from her smile until the record came to the first refrain:
"

.

8 - '

.

. . . What hoI said the bishop,
I will not budge an inch until
Another gende breeze has lifted
.The skirt of that sweet young thing
Standing there pn that gorgeo~ hill.
because she'then lifted her hand, indicating the record, warning him
.thathe shouldn't miss it. He put a bigger grin on his face and turned
his eyes dutifully toward the phonograph. At that sam~ moment, however, his host' came out of the kitchenette with the d;rinks, and ,once
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more his interest was diverted. But once more he turned his head
obediently toward the music, when he saw that his host, too, drinks in
hand, had stopped'to listen.
.
He readily echoed their laughter, when the punch line
... The skirt of that gorgeous young thing
Standing there on. that goddamn hill.
came, and while both of them looked at him with such bright expectancy.
. "Gee, that's good, all right. That's okay.. That goddamn ,hill,
that's good, all right," he shouted affably, extending his hand toward
~e drin~. "It's good, all right; but what the devil is it all about?"

..
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AFTERNOON IN AUGUST
Arthur Hawley Scouten
of the noonday sun, Joe walked int9 the coolness and quiet of the great rotunda of the statehouse. He crossed
the wide floor, turned at the elevators, and went down the long corridor until he reached the Governor's office. Inside 'the doorway he saw
the receptionist, who came up, brightly, to greet him.
. "Good evening, Miss Hebert," he said, "has Miss Mouton returned from lurich?"
"No," she replied, "she hasn't come back yet. I surely'was glad to
hear you got such a fine job. &rerybody's pleased about it. Won't you
come on back here and sit down?"
"Here she is now," he said. "Much obliged, and I'll see you again."
He went on across the office to. where a tall, dark girl was walking.
from the doorway to a desk.
""Hello," he said. "Thought I'd come by and carry you to Jack
,
Guidry's party."
"Why, Joe," she answered, "I'm supposed to be here until fourthirty."
"But, Mouton, Guidry is only here for the day. You can leave
the office. If the Governor were here and knew G~idry was in town,
he'd come along ~oo. Lazard has come up from New Orleans just for
the party.", .
"It's only'one o'clock now," she replied.
"Well, hell, they've got to start the party down at the Cotton Club
early because Guidry has to go get his cap and gown for the graduation
exercises tonight.. Shelby Me'tgher is outside in his car, and we·can go
fight on down there. He and Joiner drove in from Natchez this
morning."
"Well, all right, Joe."

F
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They swung into the driveway, turning off the road, and the wheels
of the car threw gravel up against the dusty windows tha~ lined the side
of the night club. As they walked inside they could see that the place
was empty except for the men seated at one table. They walked on
over.
"Mouton, I guess you know everybody here?"
"Yes, of course Mouton knows everybody," said Guidry, as he
seated himself again.
"What is it?'" said the bartender.
"Hello, Couvillion," said Joe, "bring a quart bottle of whatever
beer you got cold."
"No," said Shelby, "wait; bring some Scotch: that's all Mouton
ever drinks."
"You don't know," said Guidry. "When Mouton is out with Joe
she acts as 'if she didn't know there was anything you could drink but
beer."
"Bring some White Horse anyhow," said Joe. "We're all here to
celebrate jack Guidry's graduation fro~ college. I wonder where Kilbourne is; I told him to be down here early."
,
"Who's he?" asked Guidry.
"He's a teacher down at school, and a good friend of mine. He
came here while you were in the Army. Lazard knows him, don't you,
Huger?"
"That's a good one now," said Guidry; "think of Joe having such
a fine job down at school. You sure have come a long way. . . . "
"Here's Kilbourne now," interrupted joe: "You know all these
people, jesse? Miss Mouton, this is Jesse Kilbourne. Oh, I forgot
that you knew Isabelle. And this is Jacques Guidry."
"I saw your picture in the morning paper," said Kilbourne.
"Sit down and pour yourself a drink of th1s Scotch that Couvillion
has been saving up for Guidry's return."
"I'd heard that Guidry had the respect of all the b~rtenders in
town, but I didn't ~ow it extended to Scotch in this day and time,"
said Kilbourne. ~'
"Jesse, you don't knew the best one," said Shelby. "Along about
1938 Jack got back from the Sugar Bowl game, dead broke, and no
expense account-that was his last season on the team, you know. He
went on down to Two Foots' and started explaining to him how he had
some backers who were going to sponsor him in opening a big saloon
two blocks nearer school. The carpenters were all read~ to begin.
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'Won't you have a drink for old times sake?' said Two" Foots, 1Uld I'll be
damn'd if Guidry didn't drink' there free for the rest of the year."
"But this is the big day for Guidry, isn't it?" said Lazard. "That
gives you another record, doesn't it? You started at the university
twelve years ago and just now getting your degree."
"And that by special dispensation," Said Kilb<?urne.
, "Guidry would'a been down here sooner," said Shelby, "but Coach
Godby carried him through the Library. 'Jack,' he says, 'I know you
never been in here before, so just in case you ever come to town
during legislature and had to show somebody around the campus, 1
want you should know what this building is so .you can tell your
friends: "
"Godby isn't his real name, is it?" asked Kilbourne.
"No, on the payroll it's God-be-with~you. He's from, Walnut
Ridge, Arkansas, right below the Missouri line."
"Joe, what you looking so hard about?" asked Lazard. "Don't you
believe Shelby'.s story~"
"
'>
"Oh, yes," Joe replied. ~'I was only wondering who' told' Coach'
Godby where the Library was."
"Would you care to dance, Mouton?" asked Shelby.
"That's a good idea," said Lazard. "You just beat me to it. Well,
I'll wait until the next one."
"A mighty fine 'gel," said Guidry. "I'm sure proud of you, Joe.
That's one of the best-looking 'Y0men ever came down the pike. I'm
glad to see her going out with you. You've come a long way since you
used to be J;,.ooming with me."
"Joe used to ~oom with you?" asked Kilbourne. .
"Yes," said Lazard, "somebody told the coach about how Joe was .
sleeping on a cot in a garage, and he moved 'him into Guidry's room,
figuring- it would, do Guidry a lot gf good just to be around somebody
that spoke English."
"The place is beginning to fill up, now that the orchestra is playing," said Joe, looking out over the dance floor.
.
"I'm glad to see Joe able t~ take out a fine girl like Mouton," said
Lazard. . "I' remember one night when quidrycame in after a, date,
and Joe asked him ,where he had met the girl. Guidry looked at him
a minute and said he'd been standing, at the head of North Boulevard
and the girl had just come driving along in a big car and picked him
up. Well, the next Sunday .night Joe borrowed some clothes, caught
a ride to town, and stood on the comer at the head of the street and
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waited five hours expecting somebody to come along and pick him up.
Wait a minute, Shelby; this is my dance with Mouton."·
"Hey, Couvillion, let's have,another bottle of that ~te Horse,"
said Guidry; "some ice, too."
"I'll pay for this one," said Joe.
"Let him pay for it, Guidry," said Shelby. "I get a kick out of seeing Joe able to reach into a pocketbook an~ bring out isome folding
money."
"It's not like when I used to have to bring you back sandwiches
from the training table, eh, Joe?" said Guidry.
"You remember, Joe," said Shelby, "you remember the time Big
George got you out of bed, brought you back on the night.shift the time
he fired the nigger off'n the cement mixer?"
"I know that one," said Guidry. "He put Joe to dumping the
mixer, and when morning come his hands were jest a-bleeding."
"They'd have been bleeding before morning," said' Joe, "if
I hadn't found Fidly-Didly the hophead and sent him for a\ pair
of gloves."
"Well, that sure was funny," continued Shelby. "Big George come
down there at daylight, and I was with him. I'll never forget what a
comical look you had on your face. It sure was funny. 'There Joe
stood, dumping that mixer, and every time he pulled that long iron
lever some blood dripped from his hands."
"Joe done all right," said Rufe Joiner, speaking for the first time.
"I always said a white man could work a nigger down to a nub' if'n he
taken a notion to do it."
"Have some Scotch, Mouton, and rest awhile," said Joe. "That
was a bad winter. I had to work on the night shift:a lot. That was
\
the year I took my Master's. I used to stay down there and run the
water pump for the excavating crew and read Saurat's Milton all night."
"I know Saurat," said Guidry~ "He fought Kid Williams in the
Municipal Auditorium at 155 pounds. 'At was the fightin'est Cajun
I ever see."
"Mouton, would you dance this one with me?" asked Joe.
"Jack, that was another Saurat," said Kilbourne.
"Well, they's a lot of them Saurats," replied Guidry; "that's a big
family. They all come from around Golden Meadow."
"You made Joe sore," said Lazard, absently.
"No, he didn't," replied Shelby; "joe's just thinking, but I'll go
bring them back and we'll fix another drink."

?
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"I don't believe I ~ished the one I had,'" she saic:i, as they all sat
down.
,"Save the pieces, Rufel" said Shelpy.
"Couvillion, send somebody over to clean this table," said Kil, bourne.
,"Oh, everybody messes one up, like the way Guidry did in the
Texas game."
"But Guidry could always make a decision, and- go through with
it, even'if it wa~ the wrong one," said Joe.
"It was fourth doWn, anyhow, and that was why he had to kick."
"That's where you're wrong; it was third down, and he'd gone off
his nut from getting kicked in the head' the last time he carried the.
ball."
,
Joe turned around and said softly, "Isabelle, would you marry
me?"
"Listen at iliatl"said Guidry; "he's gonna get married. That's a
fine idea."
"I think- it's a fine idea," said Joe, uesPecially if you'd let me alone
for a minute." ,
.
"What d'ye think? joe's gonna get married."
"I sure am proud of Joe," said Shelby. "i'll tell you what I'll do,
Joe. You can have my car. I~ll need it next week, but you'll have
time to go down to the Gulf Coast and back."
"Don't,.leave me out," said Guidry. "Y'all come on ,down to my
place at Rouget whe~ you're on your way, and I'll give you a case of
_
.
champagne.'"
'. "Where is your place now?" asked, Shelby.
-"Fust tum at Rouget and half a mile east on the LaPlace road."
"I thought it was two miles off the Airline twarge the river."
"Hell, it used to be. You don't know what a close one I had right
before I went info the Army. A bunch of dopes come up from Gretna
and got a fight started whCin I wasn't in the joint. I come in jest in
time to see· the place all tore up.' They'd got behind the bar and was
throwing bottles all. around. I figured I was ruint. Jest then I seen
a fire starting where; a fella had throwed a cig,and I remembered the
ten gallons of gas I had hid right near there, as well as some 'Coal oil
under the bar. ·Well, I run on down to the road and pulled out two
.of the iron pipes from the bridge into the driveway. Brthat time somebody ha.d give the alarm, and up comes the firetrucks jest a-tearing.
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The front one dropped in there, and he blocked off the other ones from
getting by, and I got enough insurance to set up this new place."
. "What I want to do first is get a new suit of. clothes," said Joe.
"That's right, a man needs a new suit to get married in."
"I kin remember when Joe didn't have no suit at all."
"Hell, yes, you remember the time when Bud McGehee gave him
a white linen suit, all for his own?U
"Yeh, I guess that's. the first time Joe ever had a coat and·pants to
match."
"Well, it wasn't entirely my fault; you might say that it's a matter
of chance that 1 was so poor."
t
"Whadda ya mean, chance?"
. "Purely accidental; just the chance of a minie ball hitting Albert
Sidney Johnston on an artery in his leg."
. "Look here," retorted Guidry, in a rage, "don't you come at me wit'
,:, 'at stuff. General Johnston brung his three corps on the field each (Jne
s~etched all across the .length of the whole God dam' field, from Lick
Creek to Owl, all straddled out in front of each other, instead of bringing 'em up separate and arranging 'em in depth, side by side, like he
should 'a done. There was nothing Beauregard could do but blow
for cease firing."
"Look at that!" exchlimed Kilbourne. "Here is Guidry; it has
taken him twelve years to get through college, and here he has been
fighting in France and Germany without being able to name any places
he had been in, when the reporters asked him, and yet he knows the
exact positions at the battle of Shiloh."
"What are you talking about?" said Joe. "Don't you know it's a
prime characteristic'of French cuiture that the people never take any
deep concern over anything unless it has meaning?"
"If you want to do something that has meaning, you had better
hurry on down town and get your license before five o'clock."
~~ . "All right, I'll go on out and catch a bus now. - I want to go to
Thrigmore's and get my suit before they close."
"That's a boy, Joe," said Shelby; "you can go into any store in
townotnow and buy a suit of clothes. I'm proud of you. You know Joe
has come ~long way."
. "I'll tell you what we'll do," said Kilbourne; "let's gp O-ver to my
house, and we can eat dinner there when Joe gets back with his marriage license and his new suit."
j
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"I can't come. I'm sorry, but I have to get my cap and gown and
march in the parade, but I'll see you later.'.' .
"Well, then,we'll go on over to Jesse's in my car and wait for you
there," said Shelby.
"Does this suit you, Mouton?"
"Yes," she answer~d, "we've got to eat dinner sometime."
"Well, roomie, good luck to you; you've sure got a beautiful girl"
there., Don't forge.t to come by Rouget and get the champagne."
$

,/

, "What's taking hiIIl; so long?" asked Mrs. Kilbourne.
."Don't get in a fret; here he is now."
"Come on in," said Mrs~" Kilbourne, moving towards the doorway.
"I'm so excited thinking about you~ and Mouton.'~
"And there is the new suit. Boy, it sure is a honeyl"
"That'~ a fine.suit of clothes.'" .
'
"A man needs a good suit to get married in," said Kilbourne.
"What's in this envelope, the license?"
"Let's look at it."
"Hey, it's not a license," said Shelby; "it's a bus ticket. Only one
ticket, tool Let me look. One ticket to Wilson, North Carolinjl."
"Well," said Joe, "you know I've always wanted to see one of those
tobacco auctions they hold there. I thought I'd go up and watch 'one."

...
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IT'S A KIND WIND
Albert Clements
of the four o'clock train blow
plaintively oceanward, coming over the wooded shore clearly and
coldly and folding out toward the water in a soft wet-lipped whisper.
"That's her train, I suppose," she said to herself. Then she stooped
and picked up the basket of clams and, bending a little under their
weight, trudged along the wet sand and through the sharp water-worn
rocks to the path that went up the pines and over to her cottage. She
had in her mind the clam chowder that she would make tomorrow for
the city girl, a Cape Cod clam chowder made with milk and bacon and
sliced pOtatoes and whole clams. Her lips set in a straight, worn line
as she thought of the praise the girl would offer for the just delicious
chowder. And she felt annoyed· and tired and wished that she had
written that she was no longer taking summer boarders. For now. that
she was getting a little old she was getting sour; and she was beginning
to hate many' things without wondering why~ Only the Cape saved
her from something inside of herself. The wind on the Cai'e was
always bitter and cold and lonely; its majestic bitterness, knifing the
desperate shore, left her amazed and pitiless, but thankful for something she could not name.'
.
Pedunk, Anniets black tom cat, sat on the porch and watched her
come up the path.
"Well," Annie- said, stroking his back, "we'll have company tonight, and for a while maybe, Pedunk, but you needn't put yourself out.
She's a young woman and you're a young cat; maybe you'll be good
company." Then she went into the house and placed the basket of
clams on the kitchen table, and sat down. She should have dug more,
. she thought, but she was tired and put her elbows on the table and
rested her head in her bony hands, thinking. Thinking whether or

A
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not she was going to hate this strange girl or like her, thinking perhaps
that she would send her home tomorrow, before she tasted too deeply of
. her youth and found her own age strong and rancid, like a rotten apple
obnoxious even to a starving boy.
Three summers 'ago she ]lad stopped taking boarders because most
of them had be~n young and she had been unable to bear their sight or
their sound. She was a sour old woman, she thought, and she vaguely
supposed that she wanted this one more chance ~o try to prove that
only her body was withering, that her mind remained as it was thirty
years ago.
Then she heard'the car on the gravel of the road and the young
voice talking to the driver, asking how much it was and thank you so
much for bringing me up.
"You can wash in the kitchen," Annie said, opening the door and
looking at her and beyond her. "You're the only boarder I have. I
guess I told you when I answered your letter that I hadn't been taking
boarders for the last three years. I. was quite surprised when you .wrote
that that was just what 'you wanted, to. be alone." And she looked at
the girl and felt her stomach revolt at the sight of her warm youth.
More than lik~ly, she thought, she's in trouble of some kind or other.
And she thought farther back than that, of her own operation, of Monroe's telling her, with horrible vehemence and finality, that he hated
her, that she wasn't much better than a bitch; and with ·a great effort
she hurled away from herself the five years after that. More ~llan likely,
she thought with a lonely-happiness, this girl's in trouble. Look at her
sit there calm and cool, the sweet young bitch, the things I could tell
her I Then she momentarily shut her eyes, fighting off the attack of
bitterness and said: "We'll have supper shortly. I'm 'not-much· ~t
fancy city dishes, but it's plain and wholesome, and I think you'll like
• " I / > .

It.

"I'm sure I will," the girl said. "But can't I help you? I meanI'd like to do something/'
"No," Annie said. "You rest." There it was, she thought; there
was no escaping it, the arrogant fools, over-polite to the old ones.
What-was it that they saw in.the old--ones? Something they feared and.
therefore tried to be nice to; or something they merely hated while trying always not to show. it?
During supper the two of them .sat across the table from each other
eating conservatively aI)d poliJely. And they both heard the arrogant
wind no~, p~cking up strength, and attacking the shores of the Cape'
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with loud noises and lugubrious whistlings. Annie heard it silently,
contemplatively. Sometimes the girl turned per head, wide-eyed, perhaps inquisitively amazed, and then brought her thoughts back to her
food. To Darrow the wind was strange and ghostly, a bird without
visible wings, but something about Annie Tague's sitting across from
her gave her an inexplicabl~ confidence in the wind. But she had no
words to clarify the strange thought, and what she was thinking of now
and had been thinking of for weeks equaled the wind's weird poten.'~
.,' .
tialities.
"You'll get used to it," Annie said. "Mter a while it's a kind
wind."
"I don't"mind it really," the girl said. "There's something powerful about it. I mean stimulating. It makes you feel something."
"You're young," Annie said. "The only thing you should feel is
your youth."
"You say queer things, Miss Tague," the girl said, smiling. "Per~
haps that's;it. I feel my youth too much. That's why I wanted a place
like this, ;to get away from it for a little while. When. you Were
young . . . . " Th~n she stopped, dismayed and troubled at the
thought of perhaps offending the older person.
Annie Tague said nothing.· She listened to the ·blasts of the wind
outside. And their plaintive shriekings seared her mind and added
fuel to the hate already accumulated there from her long years of solitude and the long years ago before the solitude drained her blood and
filled her veins with a cold blue liquid. She continued to hear the wind
mocking the almost imperceptible breaking of the ocean on the rocky
shores. She had considered it many times before, but now the comparison grew with alarming ~larity in her mind. The wind always
came with youth and the girl came with youth; and the shores were old.
But the aged coast must surely trouble the wind. It was implacable,
morose, distant, doomed. And the girr before her took up the image
and became the wind, and the mystery she brought with her coming,
the insensitive s h o r e . '
Three weeks ago she had received the letter bearing the postmark
of New York City, and long before she had opened it she knew that
there was tro1,Jble inside. "I want quiet and solitude," the girl had
written. "I want to get away for a while, away from the city and all of
my friends. I need rest and I think the salt air would help me. I'm so
tired of New York! I'm so tired of everything! I've got to do something to get myself together." And then the letter had sheered off to
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abrupt business facts. Annie had considered the letter a long while
before ~swering it., There was always that intolerance of youth and
the pain that youth brought with it; yet there was always that other
thing, an immediate need. brought on by the illegal operation of years
ago. Annie Tague had thought then of the grownup son or daughter
that she might have had now, a symbol of youth and etemallife to project her withered body, at least some meaning of it, down the long centuries. As she had held the letter in her mild dry~hands she had reali~ed
that it would not have been impossible for this girl ,to have been her
daughter. She had known· too, with the instinct of the destitute, ·that
this girl was in trouble.. The meaning between the lines was obvious
though the girl would be too young to have reali~ed how much she
had told.
And Annie had answered her briefly: "You can come if you want
to b~t you'd better be sure before,'you do that you can stand it. The
Cape's beautiful and bitter; it takes years to understand both sides."
She had mailed the letter hurriedly and then had hated herself for
having done so. She had walked home from the post office, keeping
close to the water, imperturbed that the ocean was soaking coldly into
her shoe. She had look~d far out over the ocean, hating it while look.ing, a gigantic symbol of ~eath. And she had thought of the people
bathing in it, unmindful of the long rotted' bodies mingling wi"h the
water. But they, perhaps, had lived happy .lives and did not know
about death. Even the wind, stooping low over the ocean,-could not
evade the touch of that cold clammy doom. Annie had felt it for
thirty years and learned to live OIl hate and the strengrh of the wind
when it was not too mindful of the incoming sea. 'The water never
changed; forever young, forever· a reminder of youth and the short
sweet years that festered it. Then her hate for the girl had assumed
al'most the proPortions of pain; but she had told her to come becau~
there was this other thing that would go on ,consuming her until death,
, and she had knoWn that this girl was in trouble.
Darrow got up from the table and went over and sat down --beside
Pedunk. He was friendly and purred and walked, over her lap. 'He
was unmindful of the blast of the wind outside the cottage and the girl
took courage fro:Ql stroking his warm body and ,hearing his mild voice,
purring. Then she settled into the divan and" thought kindly of the
queer old woman.
Darrow closed her eyes there until she smelled coffee cooking and
opened them to see Annie standing ~efore her with two cups of coffee
"
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and saying kindly: "I always have coffee after I do the dishes. I like
it then." They drank their 'coffee slowly, Pedunk sleeping co~tentedly
in the girl's lap until she put him down and said: "I think I'll go for
a little walk now. The wind's died down almost."
Annie went out to the porch with her and pointed toward the
lighthouse. She said: "It's better off that way. You'll enjoy the moon
better."
"Thanks," the girl said. "I won't be long probably. I plan to
go· to bed early. The salt air'll make me sleepy."
Annie went back inside and called Pedunk. He came running
out of the kitchen and leaped lightly and comradely into her lap and
waited for her to stroke his fur. ,,"I thought you'd get along good with
her," Annie said. "She's young and you're young. You black devil,
don't scratch me now!" She sat there and stroked his fur. She's young,
she thought, and she's in trouble. The young bitch, she's sweet and
she's young. If she was my age. Then she stifled the great surge of
hate arising in her again and put Pedunk back on the floor and got her
wrap and went out.
The wind was quiet now and the breaking of the water on the
shores and farther down the beach, over the rocks, came distinctly to
her ears and made her shiver a little. She walked slowly off toward the
lighthouse and- after a few minutes ~w the shadow of the girl ahead.
She was close to the water, looking up at the sky, her body motionless
and over-expressive. Almost, she reminded Annie of herself in her
own particular despair of youth. "But," thought Annie, "she's even
less guts than I had."
,Then Annie stopped abruptly, amazed and frightened. The girl
was \Talking slowly into the waves, the water quickly washing to her
knees and her thighs.. Impulsively, Annie ran forward, then stopped.
The water was washing about the gid's waist now and she had her arms
raised above her head in an uncanny gesture, almost as if she were waving her fists at something in the sky.. "Darrow, Darrow," ~nie called,
unconscious of the water rising about her own legs, .which strangely
enough found the night water warm and not unpleasant. The girl,
unheeding, continued on, the water pushing and bending her shoulders, her head flung back, her arms still held aloft in that strange gesture of defiance and bitterness.
"Darrow, Darrow, good God, Darrow!" Annie cried, aware of the
treacherous water though unaware of the waves washing about her own
shoulders. Then Annie fell, and she remembered later that the water, .
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striking her, had caused her to lose her balance, and to fall or be washed
back to'\Vard shore.. -When she had righted herself find looked seaw~d
again the girl had disappeared. 4nnie left the water and ran up the
shore, calling the girl's name with~ a desperate franticness. But there
was no answer and Ann:ie struck out into the water again. Breathl~ss,
she was soon driven back. Then she saw on the shore a few yards to
her right the figure of the girl, face down, the white night foam of the
wave.s still feeling lasciviously about her. She hurried to her and
tur.ned her over and looked down at her face. .The girl's eyes were open
and her lips were moving, mutteTing a muddled bitter language which
Annie under~tood now but did not answer.
"You had to have your way," she; said. "You had to have your way
even'if it killed both of us." The girl looked at her and her lips opened
thickly.
"Go away," she said; "Please go away. I hate you.".
Annie looked down at her, a wet immobile statue, full of icy bitterness and despair and their complement of kindness, and she saw how
useless it was. The ocean had been there for centuries and the wind
for centuries had pounded it implacably. The girl was in trouble, and
she had gone her own way. But there were always two, life and death,
the wind and the ocean.
'
She hated the' ocean and the girl there beside her. She did not
know for how long she could bear to have her around; and when the
wind started to blow strongly ahd savagely again, slicing her with its
thin coldness, she got up and walked ba~k toward the cottage, leaving
the girl croucheq there, pitiful and desperate and wet, _though throbbing.and humming with her own painful life.
'.
Annie walked slowly, painfully, shivering at the dark and dreading
the cold b~d and the unspeakable dawn with its impersonal solution of
all things.
At the cottage at last she put Pedul!!t out on the porch and instead
of locking the door, left it unloCked. The wind was almost gone I!0w,
a ghost wandering its oceanic night, and the water was beginning todance and writhe under the expre~ionless moon. Tomorrow ther~
would be much to do, and the ocean and the girl would make much of
their ancient sorrows.
Annie knew that the ocean would be there tomorrow, the wind
too, as well as more than either the ocean or the wind, though she was
sure that it would be a kind wind.
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A

SUMMER

WALK

Love, the harsh field declaim
. Unchanging chaos where we walk tonight.
Cut in the stubbled hay. the scent
Waits where it lies dissoluble in air,
Spicing the season, calling the name.
It is the summer-pomegranate, heat, haze,
After acacia, wind, pine, fire, rainCome in its order~ earth circle and su~,
Round the hem of a robe, pine, pomegr~nate, pine.
The oat seed perfect closes the leaf;
The warm air, raising the summer scent,
Lifts like a lett~r on the cooler wind.
Grasp the torn page, the preface, lest it be
Rosetta of the structure, unity,
The tide, author, centerstGne, or key.
I feel the dark wherein I shall not fearNo dark of sense, nor light, nor warmth of hand,
Only a stillness that I shall not hear.
The residual spirit, nakeq, wakes again.
Into a Hame, a fire, a light, a world,
An abstract energy of mind on mind.
Ah, wombs that gave them life, can you decree
The spirits· haunting immortality?
I once was young enough toO dream and know
I was immortal since I wished it so.
But where the I who dreamed? The mirror frames
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. An aspect stranger to· the face it wore,
Mortality grown constant as a chain,
Binding as water that is gone and flows.

~

il

From untouched outlands at the mountain's rim
The dove recalls us with a mellow cry;
The summer morning shimmers off to lose
1ts sheer beginning in the. ragged sky.
I see the curve of the earth whereon "is wound
The ev.er-present present, sanguine, loud,
The shade of oaks stretching across the ground.
The summer presses on us when we walk
Through fields called "fields whatever else they be.
And we imprisoned in a hedge of years
Look for a province and a dynasty.

I
~i

I
;

FINALE

What we have made to hold
The dreadful dark, the day,
At last approaches cold
And bitter turns away.
It cannot track the wheel
Where its companion led,
And its vast hopes congeal
In glaciers of the dead.'
KEEPSAKE

Regret that tltrough a glance
Discomforting could grow
A thunderstorm of chance.
Regret that winds may blow
With blunt mtensity
While under waves the sea
Rests in unhurried flow.
•
Beneath the hurricane,
Oh dissolute, at last
The still outwaits the rain
Deepens and holds us fast.
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It is the calm that keeps
The wreckage waters cast
Odd-timbered on the beach
And strews informal rage
Metric along the page.
;iii

FOR

A

CHILD

When I was young, the world was small;
. It held our garden and the wall
Two walnut trees from which to see
The domain that belonged to me.
The weeds outside the flower bed
Gre:w often ~igher than my head,
And I wore trails down which to pass
Through the green corridQrs of grass.
So now for you the sky will be
A touchable blue-flowering tree,
The summer will be yours to keep,
And the night dark that you may sleep.
,..

ANN

STANFORD

SCHIZOPHRENE
Unable tq sleep
he watches the cat
and its paw after paw
approach toward where
awareness gleams
and where
in siiences
he screams.
NORMAN
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For My Sweet

Upon the day the nitrogen chain,
Kindling at once in all men's brain,
Achieves the perfect poem and
The good society, unplanned,
Where should you lik~ to be, my dear?
Out in the patio with me, here?
.Or shall we go indoors to greet
That last, unseasonable heat?
I ask-since then, if you ~e by,
Much more than double only I
Must chime, as by the Jire curled,
We sit to see the end of the world.
A. Burning Star

Planets of newer days, beware,
And wandering comets, do not stare:
At this small point of astral sPace . ~ .
Once breathed the somewhat humap race.

THE

CIVILIAN

IN

WARTIME

I,.

When Whatshername as she undressed
Said I am giving you it seems
A real strip-tease and I impressed
Said That's okay I'll have nice dreams

.'

We both had reached the nadir of
What I kn~w well to be desire
Though she had thought was married love As Mrs. Stopes mig~t best require

i
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But since her husband absent spent ."
The quintessence of her few years '",
-Myself rejuvenate unbent
Her fire beneath my iron tears
2.

"Queue up for cigarettes," the commissar
Imperauved, and straightway all the drove
Rushed thence alert and plunged into the sea.

8·
Past shame and not interested in emotion
The relict of the prince consumed her days
In a shabby villa beside the fashionable ocean
And received ~ttention sometimes but without praise
As of 1920 but now in the peine Europe
An incredible number surviving live to starve
Standing silent at the jubilant stirrup
Who are too hungry to share the roast we carve

Or the beans and bread or the mash of hashed lentils
"
We too know how it feels to want the best
Malebrouck riding in the hiked rentals
Dead Oswald frozen in his fancied West
THE

EXEMPTION

My grandfather, slightly wounded in the hand,
Said later he 'could boast at least he shed
His blood for country, and he died esteemed
In civil life after two other wars;.
While as for me, I was too young a~ first,
And then too much a family man t9 serve,
And so came scatheless out of forty years'
When death was busy with many a hind and king.
Whom should I thank, or what; or how for this
Remain at ease before -the eyes of such
As wondered why no mercy let them die?
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THE

MADMAN

Firkins agreed with the court that he was mad.
He insisted on filing an objection, though,
To the trivial grounds on which it found him so.
How was it crazy to go about unclad
When he had shed his body long ago?
His real dementia, which no one knew he had,
Was a queer impression of feeling cold in snow.
<

M Y RON

H.

1

!

,I
I

B ROO MEL L

FOUR ·POEMS
STILL

LIFE

Take the simple cloth, the plaited bread, the drape
-Yellow, and the mottle of the grapes
Red, green and purple in the broken plate
And shadow underlying'every shape.
'
Take ~em and picture them. What if the bread is' hard., ~he fruit recalling the remote vineyard?
Y~u must not paint them it! this afterward
Of light, grave as a sacrifice upon the board.
Take them with sun at noon, at summer, at the crisis of
The good time being; Take them clearly festive
For the things that they ar"and sufficient to loveWithout the northerly lowlight, the growing of loss,
Without the taste of want in the golden bread.
It should be sufficient, time being, and these being spread
So colorfully on the table, without the odd
.Remembrance. of vineyard near the lovely wood.
RETURN
-

WITH

THANKS

"

That you can walk through the papered chambersRecognize places where sun like amber
Trinkets dangled on walls tha~ reveal
Their old adornments with. a few pale PendantsThat you mark the crumbling about the sills But that the whole stands for' its descendants:
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That you can still find in the remote room
Its. grass smell, like the most buoyant broom,
And its small-figured and unwarned peace:,
Like an assassin word of departure broke
Into its pleasures-but that it still can please,
That the wheel outlives the cracking of a spoke:
That it is the rambling even burdensome past,
The inconvenient stair and the grave under the grass,
We cannot enough value it for building around disaster
Enclosure and monument where tllere might
~Be die limitless scar,-the unidentifi~d site,
Welter, sun smashed, the child strewn with plaster.

FETES

DE

LA

FA 1M

Translation from Rimbaud
Anne, Anne, mount on your palfrey;
Run away, for my hunger is all for thee
~

I am hungry for these alone:
For the earth and for the stone.
Dinn! Dinn! Dinn! Dinn! We'll feast on the horizons,
Coal and rock and the deep iron.
Hungers, detour and turn away your heads
From field of corn;
There is a heady poison to be drawn
From briar and weed.
Eat granite that the prisoner quarries
And old stones of monasteries
And pebbles orphaned of the sea
And stone loaves littered in the grey valley.
(Hungers, is it the limiting dusky reef
Of sky where tolls
Angelus-or is it belly that compels,
Or is it grief?)
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And when in landscape leaves appear,
I go to mellow flesh of fruit- .
And from the furrow's body tear
The queen-anne's-lace and violet.
Anne, Anne, mount on your palfrey;
Run away, for my hunger is> all for thee.

'W

SONG FOR A

DANCE
~I

Now in the lovers' room the night
Lies on the unencumbered bed,
While in posture of affright
They lie in distances instead.

I

Lying'together would allay
The fear which may them now possess.
When in each other's S>beauty they
Find promise of a happiness.
But single, as there lpdges in
Them want,' they 'perish by the death
Such as lives soundless in old men
And comes to be with every breath.
The wind puts shoulders to the door,
Routs something fluttering down the hall;
With Trespass driving it before
The body, flimsy as the Soul.
And this enchants their' eyes; they reach
For the wild body that they see
To lay their terror each to each
And cfadle their mortality.
CLARA

BRUSSEL
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FIVE EXPERIMENTAL POETS·
• Three years ago, in the Autumn, 1943, issue of this magazine, appeared a
group of poems entitled "Eight Experimental Poems." In a note to those poems,
I observed that a number of young poets seemed restive and struggling in experimental methods. The comment continued, "I suspect strongly that if they were
loosely organized and had an organ of publication, they would measure up well in
comparison with the 'Apocalypse' group in England." Out of tmt idea grew a
group of poets organized for mutual discussion and for the purpose of publishing
the magazine Experiment. Now in its third year, Experiment haS been publishing
the work of these poets with a success which has yet to be examined. The magazine
has demonstrated that a number of such poets are writing in widely scattered sections of the country and that, in banding together, they can break dqwn some of the
isolation of their geographical position and co-operatively publish a fIlagazine. The
problems of mutual critical examination of the sources of tjIeir wri~ng and of their
methods are still great; yet it is to be hoped that even this may be possible to them
and to similar groups, for otherwise the isolation may be a prey upon their critical
self-consciousness as well as upon their personal lack of a sense of fellowship and
group activity. The development of this "experiment" in group activity and in
publishing a co-operative magazine will enlist the interest of many interested in
poetry. For this issue, we are again pleased to present a selection of poems from
the experimental poets, of whom Mr. Harwell and Mr. Foote were also represented
in the issue three years ago.
ALAN

FOUR

SONNETS
1.

ON

THE

VIOLENT

SWALLOW

MIND

Schizophrene

Aenemone, I was told you were floating there
in the rosy waters, combing your purple hair,
racing your seasoft breasts through the surfing flare;
I was told that the sun was on its most singing stair,
and the sharksea was killed, beneath, from its tiger nightmare;
I was told I was told, without siege of doubt's singe to foreswear,
that a fathoms-green palm was above you yesful with prayer,
its stalk in the fervent waters.
I was told: and I heard the piano chord o~ the sea,'
and I sensed in your life the hurl of both octave and key

of the summons as you, deeped to knee, rising effortlessly,
embraced your new breath and was new with nativity.
And a fathoms-green palm was above you syllabIely
as your new found the fervent waters.
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Aenemone, I should add that my own seize of Where
was not sealed. I awoke from your seacall's epiphany
and reentered my own raging waters.

II

Moralist
Night spreads its bedding web for quiet, yet sleep
(sane conscience, fearing makes the rift) enjoins
no seething fluff's subside, but drills the coign
of eyes sleep-rimmed to crease, to flick and leap
in swirling parachutes. Down -flare the deepspoked gazers, strung 0 wishing, ethic-tom,
till therel in a splatter of hope, with eyes disjoined, ~b
they strew their hadness in ghost-clotted heaps.
2.

I
i
I

Old calms rethread. Qu,ick: through the web night spies
a fuselage. Bombs nose a shrill (life cries, .
and eyes shoot jabbering spokes in wild surprise)
ing (drop (and piles, breath splints in crazy juts),
then scrooowwlll and 0 0 sleep, sharp wings sleek-cut
the web- to have and keep the old eyeruts.
(sane

consc~ence,

fearing is all man's

de~ise.)

3. Narcist
Those mountains, stupid gesturing concentrates,
immune as, lone as Garbo, as grotesque,
cle~ved through by stuttei-in~ spire ~d arabesque,
cleaved through, I say, by such oldstory fates:
rain wind and snow, you know, those sweetest hates
of poets and june love: that. all their wretch-,
ed bones gape up like birds_ with scalded necks.
Song: (to himself)
.
Come see, me me, come see this perfect pearl
in me, this perfect milk of pearl in me, .
come see, me me, this moon and milk of pearl
in me, come see rr{e me, this pearl in me.
No ear's rimbaud can sing you rainbow fetes, _
no eye's red rose can frescoe your stone weight,
all objects dull, man's april even sates.
Song:
.
Come see, me me, come see this pearl in me.
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4. Masochist
Word monoliths embludgeon, going his cir-'
ens brain· till clatter rattles like a snake
throughout his ganglia. (Still wont pray.) Cain's ache
is squeezed upon his sizzled spine and flurrying bibles saw and flaw With all that stir
it takes--- to mortify? (Dear man, you break
our weapons, have your bones, be what it takes
to ecstasize your limp of larynx whir.)
9

Divinities, he speaks, may squeal the bleat
of boogie-woogie till.the pulpits seat .
a million horde again. But do not ask,
I would not pray if millions ten should task
,
me, bite me, bum my conscience, flout my back, :
.and hang my gorgeous neck till it turns black. ..
All stop in lack:
A ballad leaps enraptured from his face
and screams d.o not for thorn and kiss of rack
upon his unswaned dying grace.
M EADEH AR WE LL

FOUR

POEMS

On Seeing a Dead. German Sold.ier
Face to face we met in the snows of Belgium.
He was dead.
,
I was, presumably, alive.
Consequently, whatever the odds, they were against him.

.,

Our meeting may be regarded as purely coincidental.
Except that it was not.
I •
Or it may have ~een part of the grand s.trategy, a larger pattern.
Whatever the reason
.
(WhetJter the Lord had been praised or notPerhaps He had had no part in it whatsoever) ,
The ammunition had passed me, not him.
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Coming suddenly upon him stretched prone in the deserted barn,
1 merely stared:
You see I seldom ever speak to' strangers.
This was hardly the, time or place for formalities.
Consequently, there were n0D:e.
'. He had had full advantage of Time
_ (I had not) ;
He had lived his life from beginning to end.
At this moment, I bad not.
With whatever personal prejudice, individual conceit, or supercilious
arrogance,
He had made his contribution to statis~ics,
An enigma in death f~r th~ triumph of a fallen empire. \

No, This Is the Way'the World Ends
';Enter the program of ahl dancers, twisting through curling smoke.
Enter the jive music of ahl freedom, relaxing an uncertain blank. '
gaze toiling through red rimmed lids of seeing.
Enter th~ war workers dressed traditionally in black as if mourning
something dead.
All of this is quite familiar.
(No matter where. This is the place you came on the way to ~e
place you were 'going.
, This is the place you stopped to consider what you thought
relevant-nothing else.
Truth? There was no need to confess as you' did: All evidence
revealed nothing that could have been reached by any other
method.
The world, I think, is going to end again tonight.)
Enter the hos,tess, who offered a menu and quickly left forever.
Who was she?
Enter the waitress, who served everyone a pint of scotch from this
age of common can. Did that help?
Enter the lovers, whose obviously supple bodies were meant for
. loving by a lake. Both were lost.
Enter the graveyard quartette, who took three cadenzas of a
. coffin chorus before selling insurance to all present.
Exit the collective crowd like a group of pall bearers, singing
Sweet Adeline slightly off key.
Q

.'
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Enter the garbage collector exactly seven minutes later, €arrying
a new broom and holding his nose.
The world, I think, is going to end again tonight.
In Case of Accident Pull This Cord
It may have been the tracks, the locomotive, the engineer
or the passengers.
Perhaps the schedule wouldn't have made connections at all.
It may have been saboteurs, that is, something from the outside.
But wherever Sou ride, your opportunity is this:
In Case of accident pull this cord.
(In moments of chaos and crises no one ever does).
'?

If the reason for any accident is sufficiently clear,
You can ignore the consequences.
For example, even an April spring will seem worth while.
(In moments of c.onfusion nothing does).

If our feelings could have warned us-even had we pulled the
cord as we did not-,
We could have-with a certain amount of disillusioned prideavoided the inevitable,
As if, in case of accident, the cord controlled some destiny:
At that moment the man in the left was drunk.
The man to the right was asleep,
The human capacities in both front and rear were convinced
.
the catastrophe was inevitable.
Up .to now our successes were only failures.
You may ~ave your own explanation but anything satisfactory
leaves much to be desired.
Then it comes, then the warning comes too late or not at all and
as you wait, just in case of accident,
You pull the cord that was never hanging there at all.
Poem.
Wait, mister. Gotta light, a match, a cigarette.
No, thanks.
I'll smoke it or we'll both smoke it.
Somewhere along the line there's room for both.
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Don't underestimate what I say about the cigar~tte;
Don't take the matter of truth too lightly.
Some things just won't sell for cheap at all.
Consider youth, the matter of things past:
Reme~ber the lo~g lost ·faces and scenes that leap half
regretful from the year~
Remember the nothingness, growing into expectations and dreams,
All ending so suddenly when the trusted years betray.
The power of rq.en, you ~d, ·has made man powerless.
Gotta 'nother light, 'nother match.
There's more than one way to keep "a cigarette aflame.
If you flick away the ashes from th¢·".surfeit of war's debris:
You may, quite accidentally, find that lost self buried in the
devastation.
''i>
"
Only Time usurps the lost faces, the lost moments,the dull
forgotten hours spent,
~
The cigarette burning, the lighted match.
Time counts· but consciousness;
Our sleep and death and unspent dreams add lossA past forever lost and gone.

-.
I say you cannot smoke the same fag twice;
We liye the years but once:
A windowed tower of damnation with fettered minds,
Unlocked by neither hopes nor fears
Nor keys from any kingdom come.
0

JOHN

THREE

E. HART

POEMS

Forfeit
The crime's wild eye
is open to dawn
the city open to plunder
What sky holds the hero's hand
the hero's restless head?
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The city is open as a wild "eye
beneath the ersatz dawn
the hero's reaching for plunder
The terror eyed are waiting
the breath is wrenching their lungs
knowing, knowing the sky is false blue
where rests the hero's hand

The Young Man With Spats
Speaking of speaking with
a certain amount of reticence
.without seeming to say or unsay'
yet being definite
Ah finesse!
No is the night
yes the total eclipse of the sun
thus the garden is mellow
the long walk prim, not informal
Tqe black sky is beyond the hedge
the red sky beyons! the rose bush
Without seeming to say night
or seeming to say total eclipse
The whirlwind spinning
beyond the bottom of the pool

May Fall Dusk suggests a season for speculation
when tIie swine might be stone
when the branches of trees
are ~ their sighing" in the wind
and not shapes at all
or the sighing
might be stones
restless from the stillness of the day

"
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Suggests that not all felt is known
that a woman's breath
is no less her than her hand
that her hand is no more herthan the longing she says is mythical .

,-

~..

Dusk suggests that myths
might grow as weary as stones

J.
IMMOLATION

C.

CREWS

SCENE

, Old Adain Godbold, the ~heepherder, had two sons,
The older of whom was called Albert
And the younger, Kenneth;
And they lived all three alone
~ '
'In a log cabin between the Lake Fork
And Yellowstone Rivers,
Where the desolation was as Godbold had pronounced itFor good,
And the wind, wiping down from the primitive Uintas
, (Those dissolving bones of 'geologic giants),
Worked the sage br~sh back and forth
Forever in the tan eye of the sun.
The two rivers, falling this way and that,
Found confluence below,
And t4e separate waters (one draining
A blue, "bottomless" lake, and ~e othe~a."Y" gash
In the mountain whose springS bled yellow)
Sighed one to the other, of the sea.
Adam named the first river, Albert,
And the other he called, Kenneth;
And he told how the first would cleanse the second.
The 'earth as an act of 'God
(Adam discovered) , and that God
Requiring propitiation
etemally.
.
,

~

The earth as a sexual act, the thrust
And foaming and splendor (Albert thought),
Slicing the throats of the warm lambs,
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The firstlings hacked over and over
To the ritual of Adam.
Vengeance is ours, shouted the whores
And the cripples and the untamed,All with their unacceptable gifts.
And Kenneth caved in the head of Godbold
With the hoist of a rock.
I am looking for my father (cried Albert),
In the wilderness, by the rivers,
.
Over the wasted-mountains and in the terrible cities;
.I am searching for his name.
I am waiting for that which I never was
To find me.
~
I am not that one (repeated Kenneth) ,
Not that cursed one wandering the earth;
I have violence.
~

..

".

And the rivers, becoming one, accepting all orders,
Turned their fright over and over to the sea;
The two rivers forming (not the cross) the "Y" symbol:
Schizoid beginnings and paranoic unities of the age,The rivers came together like two wars
Tumbling their dead into the sea.
:ELLIS

CAR

~

{

HITS

FOOTE

DOG

Here is the digging grave frozen clods up
o God great Universes Existences
Take care of him he is just like Mickey POQr child Poor child! Poor child
Screaming Bah ~rs splatter blood points starred _
Over pavement side to side arrow red sawdust
Pool of blood nude little dog's head Little Mickey
While my son shouts at his father his father grieving shouts
The moon full as never before why tremendous
To. the eye above horizon and small ,.~>ver the zenith
I have never figured that out says my father
His legs all scars and lesions from automobile accidents
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His scarred blue forehead 'and once broken ribs I'm getting better
She~can't make -up her mind her husband died saying Come On ~urry
Up
Because she wants to go to b.-eaven but can't get started
The plebian laughed in the Bishop's sleeve
Shriek shriek the agonized child face found in the door at night
We think that is Mickey, out in the road warm ~ody beautiful head
crushed .
.
Pull of blood white body warm in the moon . ""
Why is the moon leering gigantic freezing breath
Curriculum of whale bones. whaler iron grappler the spinner hook
Under the jaw of the litde dog soft ~ fingers on fur coat soft sliding
Fight the spinner salmon blood all his beating blood out in a gush
Wool blanket smile smile,groping eye
Tum tum aroundJimp labor eye
Grow into grow into paralysis eye
.Mistress: Such a dear litde dog such a dear litde dog we had him nine
years he was such a gay litd~ dog
Master: I can't figure out things here was Mickey 99% pleasure to
, everybody to everyone why did he get it instead of say old Lady
lying over there deaf?
Dentist: If anything happened to my dog Bingo it would break me
all up had him 13 years he's a lot of trouble but we
couldn't get along without him I tell my wife we need him
Mistress: We thought he was g~tting quite brilliant in his middle
age just the last month he thought up a new little game all
himself he'd stand at the top-Of the.stairs his basketis
upstairs and when we came up he stood on the top step and
offered us his litde white foot to shake hands
Master: I can't figure out things I can't figure it out he gave
pleasure to everyone oh he was' a thorn to a couple of mailmen
but 99% of the people h~ was just pleasure
I

Mickey you'll have a grand big Thanksgiving dinner scratch on the
"
door
Your brain coming out of ·your mouth in the blood your beautiful
litde head mashed fiat'
Everything coming out your delicate mouth and no outside lesions
~

~

.

"
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Short reflex arcs across the cord long circuiting begin
Acoustic verbal agnoisa and no appreciation of the spoken word
Spread of impulse medulla shunted up
He lived a shadowy life on the outskirts of our lives
Unseen unheard most of the time
We were not often genuinely aware of him
And he loved us
One cortex coordinated organism loses .disfunctions and concomitant
escape from the veins virus goes to the brain
Awakening associations habitual responses memories
Mixed pictures lower reflex mechanisms in the little dog
Microscopical levels mysteries of consciousness
Functional loss localization
Permanent loss
\

(III) hind brain' (IV) ,mid brain (V) basal ganglia
{'.
Progressive movements obliterated
Legs neck and tail rigid extended in caricature of normal walking
Limbs support body against gravity
Animal red nuclei receive tracts from globus pallidus in rubro spinal
Basal ganglia cerebellum bulbar and spinal
Tension increased in extensor muscles
Receives from thalamus in fibers
Interaction of all parts working of the whole
so;:.

The organism loses something that it had before
Not the same Gestalt as it had before
No obvious symptoms of injury except. the head
Than in man there loss returns very ~ittle
~ut together something new is built
BloCks the foramen
.Exposure of the face severe cold strong wind local cooling
(;Viruses bacterial toxins more distant muscles and nerves of
the extremities)
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Master: That was such uselessness and he was always such a pleasure
to everyoneGrandmother: Yes he met me every morning at the door' with such
bright eyes and sO glad to see me and so sure of his welcome
Master: That car came down here 50 miles an hour
Grandmother: As Annie Belle said n.o car had any business going down
this street at 50 miles an hour
Master: You've got to go fast to hit a dog .
Grandmother: Yes
,
.Master: And it didn't run over
him it hit him
...
Grandmother: I can't~ seem to get over it last night and when I
woke up .this morning it isn't just Mickey ~t is all the
sorrows of the world
Mistress: ¥ es that is the way it is with me the world is cruel
cruel death digger machines men what if we ·do blow ourselves
up it w~ll be all right the world is so much the death odor

\

Disrhythmic lesion now a mere precipitant
The resultant of frustration this is understandable if one realizes
(¢

Lowering 'of the sensory motor threshold now Mickey
Simple stimuli now loud noises bright lights cerebral seizures
The low threshold and the fears repetitive and fantastic a plastic
brain

.

Intellectual deterioration
Cerebral disorder
Abnorm'ality of tissue
Dead the little dog

,.

CAROL

ELY

HARPER

THE LOSERS
Even
. at the gates of Heaven
they arrive
empty-handed, having given
all they had, but to receive
nothing in return.
IRMA
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IRIS

Alone I sit and mourn his death,
The lost of line and graceThe tamarisk before my tent.
These my now effortless hands
Finger the fleece stained with blood
From the flowerin.g of my love.
As thoughts uncurl in my mind

,/

And cluster like wildflowers
On the fringes of hills or' rocks
Or rise from sea depths in the heart
They burn like cinnamon in the brain
And taste like myrrh in my throat.
Oh heart caught like an iris
Between the ivy and the flame
Under Jehovah's eyes I crossed the riverford
In the darkness of the night
A fugitive seeking refuge.
2.

Where the stars toss and ride
The salt foam of the skies
Your oriole voice rings with truth
From East to West
And withered roots and leaves
Revive like rose petals scarlet
In the russet sunset light.

3·
Knowing the secret touch of her lips
And smile deathless in her eyes
I know but a glint
Of the sweetness that lies beyond
For you have stopped me
o my. Lord
With a velvet curtain before my eyes
As shadow falls on shadow
And doubt on doubt lies.
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Could I but see
The iris of p.is eyes
Face white
Sheltering a wise heart
I would cry aloud
,There is nourishment in Godl
Indeed, indeed,
There is nourishment in God!
Pity me 0 Lord
In the bitterness of my plight.
Lift the ash white veils
~rom my comfortless' eyes.!
J

JUDAH

M.

TURKAT

LOVE POEM
Like a giant beast that has no tongue
my love snarls fitfully like the pool where an agate is
center-dropped it spreads

;,

like a muscular organ constrained by clothes
cries release .
I

like the terrible cautious finger
it drops its blood

pri~ked

by thorn

JOHN

WILLIAMS

E-LEGY FOR THOMAS WOLFE
These words at night, from beyond the town, return with the
sound of bells.
._ (
Railroadin', behind an eight driving engine, with the rails 'tinging.,
In a southern town at night flat in the hot night air and hushed
by the earth th~ sound of bells.
Railroadin', behin_d an eight. driving engine, with the rails ringing.
At night beyond the black. belt, the lonely cries of infants, the
,s'oft and garbled sounds of slumber.
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Railroadin'~ behind an

eight driving engine" with the rails ringing.
We hear once more the bells like voices speaking softly in the
. railroad yards.
Railroadin'~ behind an eight driving engine) with the rails ringing.
And in the city. square moths fall like leaves from hard white
lights above the street.
Railroadin') behind an eight driving engine) with the rails ringing.
Leaves fall amid the swirling sounds of bells that speak of loneliness forever and the earth again.
Railroadin') behind an eight driving engine) with the rails ringing.
Dh lost and by the Wind grieved ghost above the earth-borne
silence of the leaves.
Railroadin') behind an eight driving engine) with the rails ringing.
~

J

P. B<.
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A REVIEW OF SOME CURRENT POETRY
The Spectre Image, by John Nerber. New York: Simon and Schuster (The Venture Press), 1946. $2.00.
Transfigured Night; by Byron Vazakas. New York: The Macmillan Company,
1946. $2.00.
A.gainst the Circle, by Brewster Ghiselin, New York: E. P. Dutton and Company,
Inc., 1946. $2.00.
Medea, by Robinson Jeffers. New York: Random HQuse, 1946. $2.50.
Paterson (Book I), by William Carlos Williams. New York: New:Directions, 1946.
~~

-

Local Measures, by Josephine Miles.. New York: Reynal an~ Hitchcock, 1946.
, $2.00.
.
.
Fruit from Saturn, by Yvan Goll. Brooklyn: Hemisphere Editions, 1946. $2.00.
A Part Of Vermont, by Genevieve Taggard. East Japlaica, Vermont: The River
Press, 1945. No price indicated.
.
An Astonished Eye Looks Out of the Air, by Kenneth Patchen. Waldport, Oregon: Untide Press, 1945. $.50..
,

~

Spring and summer this year have seen the appearance of three valuable first
collections of poems-~ose by John Nerber, Byron Vazakas, and Brewster Ghiselin.
Each is important and significant because of the quality of the work presented,
and together they provide an interesting insight into recent poetry because the
satisfaction of each is arrived at in a different fashion.
John Nerber's method is suggestive and will, I think, prove very fruitful. His
book starts off with. a heavy dependence upon the modem metaphysical style,
echoing themes, structUre, feeling, particularly from Allen Tate, to whom the book
is de~cated. But. before one gets far into the book, one finds a ,sound and a feeling all Nerber's own. How these get there perhaps only Nerber can tell us. But one
senses that the metaphysical structure was a channel in which the water begins to
flow richly and strongly. Nerber doesn't move against the metaphysical manner,
but he has adapted it to a feeling not tommonly found in if and which we usually
call "lyrical." The result in the half-dozen best poems is a composition of uncommon richness among our younger poetS: There remains the virtue of the modem
metaphysical, a unity of structure with argument, stanzas and poems coming out as
units of thought, the image which participates in the po~m as argument and not
illustration. The poem is well made, moving from a start on a measured path to
a conclusive end, without leaving us the unspecified and disconcerting false steps.
. Yet.with this approach Nerber is basiqilly.a lyric poet, a serious one with little limi-
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tation of theme. This technique produces some fine poems-"Minotaur Devour,"
"Sins of the Fathers," "The Factory," "Voyages," "Base Hospital," '·'Mercator," and .
particularly 'the bold and beautiful "Sleeping Beauty"-and it" suggests as well that
Nerber is profoundly at a beginning, that he has both a method and an awareness
of how to improve it that promise even better poetry ahead.
In his introduction to Byron Vazakas' book, William Carlos Williams calls
the work a sharp break with borrQwed traditions and an impressive new start at
finding an American tradition, in poetry. The virtues 9f the work are many, but
it seems to me that this is a misstatement of the position the work. occupies. The
method seems to me rather baroque in manner, a method in which the perceptions
of the poem are contained in brief and devious wanderingS in the poem, the total
argument of the poem being oblique and suggested. Thus we get a poem filled
with the image which flashes a light in one line, to be abandoned in the next line
for another image which has its own brilliance; the connection between all these
is situational, psychological, or narrative. Nerber and Vazakas make ipteresting
contrasts: in Nerber we find the expanded, developed" image which argues the
poem within its own terms; in Vazakas, the argument is in the background, with
the images, based upon whatever available turn of word or association, taking the
for~ground in comparatively rapid succession. This does not mean that the poems
are thin thematically; rather, the themes are serious and broad, but th~ final contact with them is normally impressionistic. The final flavor-particularly in the last
section, such fine poems as "Skyscraper," "The Preeminence of the Medical," "Home
for the Holidays," "The Progress of Photography," "The Departure.." "All the Farewells"-is of leisurely, oblique movement around something important, with exceptionally perceptive remarks along the way.
I should not leave Vazakas' book without a remark on the form he has adopted
for his latest poems. "Williams remarks it particularly, and I think Vazakas may well
be proud of it. It supplies for him a quality which .he deeply needed in his earlier
work-a sense of form, of developing shape in his discourse. I'm afraid the sense
is ,so far partially illusory. It provides a feeling of composition which he did pot
have before, but it suggests one further step-his new quatrain has not yet become
a unit of perception, a unit of thought, feeling, syntax, grammar, which a stanza,
whether newly invented or old, will have in its best use.
Brewster Ghiselin's. method differs from either of these. It stems mainly from
the. tradition of Poe and the French Symbolists, in the 'critical poems offered here:
The rhetoric is evocative and connotative more than declarative or denotative. The
structure of the poem, is associational, frequently additive:
they found the known
Measures of the moods" of their own minds:
The blue mountains' dying, the plain's surmise,
The bones and bountiful nakedness and thought
Of barbarous rock, and the green peace of earth;
They lound the hostile forests of the heart.
But Ghiselin doesn't follow the fashion of a popular derivative of Symbolism, the
narrowing of the serious statement of the poem to the point that the writing be-
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comes unthematic, deficient in serious movement or thought. He is a serious poet,
working with fewer themes than either Nerber or Vazakas; and his perceptual aware·
ness is acute and detailed. There is in the book a num~er of fine poems-"The
Death of Harf'Crane," "Bath of Aphrodite," "Gull in the Great Basin Desert,"
"Waking," and several others. As he develops a sparer style (fewer adjectiyes; more
nouns and verbs, with attendant increase in breadth -of perception) and' a structure
less dependent upon addition of one image upon another, I think Ghiselin will
better even this volume and' have much more to add to our poetry.
I repeat, the three volumes are ampng the best first collections of poems in
recent years. Dutton and Simon and Schuster have well outdone their usual book
job and are to be congratulated upon fine t1Jlde pieces of typography; the Mac·
millan volume, unfortunately, is a pedestrian trade job.
Medea, a free adaptation from the Medea of Euripides, is the first book from
Robinson Jef;fers in five ye~. I think one must approach it with some misgiving.
He was becoming, repetitive. And haven't we tagged and catalogued him already?
Shall we'repeat this procedure? However, I enjoyed Medea. There is some very
fine rhetoric in it, particularly the Medea-"death is the only I Water to wash this
dirt,"-and much of the speech on page twenty-five, for examples. And I suspect.
. that it could go well on a stage, that it is much better theater than we are used to
these days.' But 'here are two main difficulties. One we might overlQ9k with relative, ease-certaiti. lapses in language which are funny or maudlin. But the other ,is
more grave and keeps' the play from becoming a great serious drama. The
philosophy of Jeffers does not permit tragedy or tragic stature to a human being.
Hence, the play. lacks humor or irony; Medea becomes, not an heroic figure or a
tragic one, but'a woman who is a creature of emotions; and the play, in the end,
is not thematically serious. Jeffers has practically dropped the chorus as a functional element in the play, and the lines are not backed, with any measure which
would provide counterpoint and structure to the rhetori(:. ;I'he fine speeches .remain, like magnificent· thunder.
.
William Carlos Williams' book is the first part of a long poem resting on one
b~c metaphor-as he says in a note. "that a man in himself is a city, beginning,
se~king, achieving and concluding his life in ways whim the various aspects of a
city may embody:' This part, he says, "introduces the elemental chara~r of the
place:' It, is concemed with images and narratives from history, the river, the
. falls, the rock, the place. We cannot tell just where he is tending; hence, judgment
on the work must be suspended until we can see at least another part out ot the
four. In the meantime, we have little more than brief passages which are frequently
fine and which may ye~ add up to an important major effort.
~
Josephine Miles has won a go@ place with poems which are slight, non-intellectualized, but frequently adept. I alIi. concemed that in this new book, Local
Measures, she seems,' quite unconsciously, I imagine, to be assuming the role of
Emily Dickinson: there is a similar dependence upon the moment, the ecstatic
vision, rather uncritically accepted; there is a similar fooling With words and laying ,
the lines on the page and building the poem with a careless and wilful air; there
is, as she says in "Well Made," "not the blind I Looking around of 'the mind for the
shape:' The shape, the form, is the inspired, the given. Whether such a doctrine
l

j

..
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will give for Josephine Miles, as it did for Emily Dickinson, a solid sediment~ of a
" number of very fine poems among a batch of wilful ones, is yet to be seen. Ire·
member more good ones from Poems on Several Occasions than from this book, but
we have every right to expect more.
~
Yvan Goll's Fruit from Saturn.. composed of six longish poems, is interesting
because it shows the author working in English verse arid because it is the poet's
concern with the world of the atomic bomb. In his concern, he ranges back and
forth in time to take up various "attempts of the intellect to smooth over the incongruity" of man, as the jacket says: my~ and legends, alchemy, hermetic magic, the
Kabbala, and so on. To many readers, this range may not sound very appetizing;
yet Goll makes it interesting. The book carries some reproductions of rare
and curious pictures.
New England soil has been loved by many poets. To these is·added GenevieveTaggard. In a small pamphlet she has coUected some of her poems concerned with
Vermont, its landscape, its people, its history. Such a collection is not likely to
show a poet at his best, but Miss Taggard has put into hers some of her best work.
This makes a rare kind of publication, a collectors' item for several different interests.
An Astonished E'Ytl Looks Out of the Air is a selected pamphlet of Kenneth
Patchen's verse. The poe~ selected are those of conscientious objection, anti-war.
'The poems vary from direct statement. of the theme ("This is a man. You are
not to kill him") to Patchen's typical oblique narratives, nature references- and
others ("the stars go to sleep so peacefully"). The pamphlet matches the title at
least in typography, Kemper Nomland, Jr., putting a lot of care into the most
amazing printing job I believe I have ever seen. It is a three-color job: on each
page the title shows in large white letters through a reverse plate printed in grey;
over this plate the poems are printed in red, with each poem numbered in the
margin with large red numerals; and the titles are in large. black caps. This is
greater invention and experiment and care than went into the poems, I'm sure;
but the eyes have a hard time of it in. the reading.
ALAN
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New Directions 9: an A.nnual Exhibition Gallery of Divergent Literary
Trends, edited by James Laughlin. Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions, 1946. $3-75.
Any. review of such a comprehensive and eclectic volume as this must
proceed in an eclectic manner; for New Directions 9 brings ,together a random assembly of forty-two, for the most part, exceptionally gifted· and little
recognized authors, with no discernibly consistent direction or tendency in
the editing (as is copfessed in the subtitle), unless it be to snatch a bundle
of laurel boughs from th~ burning. Thus, th~ essay by James Farrell, "Some
Observations on the Future of Books," might well have served as the preface.
It is a portrait of the artist as corrupt salesman, painted on a large, imposing
canvas, with true art dying inconspicuously in the lower left-hand cornervery much left, of course, since Farrell fecit. This piece deserves, as it has
. been, to have been reprint~d for "widened circulation; for it becomes a
stirring reminder that--the operations of Gresham's Law, as enunciated in
the late Albert J. Nock's Memoirs of a Superfluous Man, hav~ already practically come full circle: the cultural bad currency driving the good out at
such appalling speed that the choice between integrity and sales, as of 1946
.
leaves no middle path for compromise.
Since the material murder of the true artist is seen best in the blushing
corpse of poetry, let us begin wjth the verse in this volume, scattered as it
is in ostensibly haphazard profusion; and let us begin where it~ begins, not
too promisingl,y, with Alex Comfort's paCifist poem, The Soldiers, which
works up into a fluent rhetoric the somewhat threadbare notion of war as
suicidal obedience:

All this I tllink the bUried men would say,
clutchi~g ~eir white ribs and their rusted helmets
n~tionless b~nes, under the still ground.
How many earnest poets, since Wilfred.Oweh, have written lines mistakable
. for these? If the poetry can be, as Owep said, me~ely in the pity, th;en
. repetition may justify itself (as in Owen himself) qua prognosis; but' since
the poetry must be in the poetry, and since the poetry of this pity wears so
thin, perhaps Yeats decided shrewdly to exclude poems like these from The
Oxford Book of Modern Verse.
William Everson's Waldport Poems, written in an internment camp for
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conscientious objectors: is peculiarly susceptible to Robert Bridge~.' strictures
concerning the rhythmic limitations implicit in the employment of free
verse. Phrase by phrase they proceed, pari passu with the line, the emotional weight of each phrase balanced with scrupulous conscience: the
whole, cumulative: and occasionally (as in Poem "Four," which contrasts
dream with actuality) moving as sentiment, but never as incantation, without
which poetry is emasculated.
Kenneth Rexroth and Herbert Cahoon have both had -the pluck to do
something about T. S. Eliot's advice ,to poets to write drama in verse. But
in returning to the crabbed, crepuscular style of James Elroy Fle~er's
Hassan, Mr. Rexroth might have been less unlucky if he had chosen another
theme than the Phaedra of Euripides and Racine; for it is almost as though
he is out to prove that our poetry is unequal to the task of encompassing
real sexual passion-as though several hundred lines of tm-gid and frequently prosaic verse are set up, principally that his philistine Theseus
may, .with a pithy geniality, knock them all down at the end.~ But surely
this wasn't the idea? Mr. Cahoon's three tiny verse charades, on the other
hand, have a good deal of elliptical wit and wisdom, but they are entirely
too self-conscious and intellectual to be even momentarily moving as drama,
even closet drama.
All these (and possibly also Tennessee Williams' spasms of dramatic,
but for the most part, as I cannot help feeling, theatrical notes for poems,
rather than poeInS') are without question serious, and more or less original,
excursions in the craft of English poetry; on the other hand, it is perhaps
unfair, withOpt a proper knowledge of the original, to attempt a review of
the seven Mexican poets here represented. It is clear that most of them
ring intriguing changes on the sad, sweet, bitter accents of erotic homage,
and, that much of the original fragrance has been lost in translation,· to be
only guessed at. More poetic energy seems to survive in Efram Huerta than
in the others, and incidentally a more masculine detachment from the faint
residue of self-pitying caterwaul heard in the other serenades; for he at least
can smile:
because your foolish little hand
is incapable of brutality . . .
because your sham is goodness,
ignoring grace of passion,
compassion alien to your face;
and because, at last, your watercolor kingdom,
your music and your eyes of ripe grain
do not pertain to this republic of lament,
nor are they meant for this moist hot forest
languishing. . . .
It must be admitted that our own inamo~ata are unaccustomed to inspiring
a passion conducive of the Elizabethan anatomies of these Mexican poets,
but it must also be doubted whether. a nostalgia for these engaging ana-
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chronisms is a new direction in any but a southern sense. As for all these·
translations of Eluard with which we are being beset, is it churlish to say,
let us have the French too, or none of it?
'
As for the selection from the posthumous works of Alice D. Estes (first
~ublished in Springfield, Missouri, In 1904) the unpretentiousness of this
drivel and doggerel 'does not make any the less pretentious the editor's introduction of it as "deserving wide recognition for its pure lyric quality and
freedom of invention." It would be a relief to know that Mr. Laughlin was
pulling' our leg, but it is sufficiently .evident thaF, here as elsewhere, the
dross of New DiTf!ctions 9 is a deposit of a species of snobbish obscurantism,
like that of Veblen's conspicuous wasters with their' fantastic but 'useless
antiques. Something like the same goes for the' illegitimate Sandburg humbug of "J.L!' (not the editor).
.
The most seminal verse in the book is" in the poems of Jean Garrigue.
It isn't just that her poems are sincere and passionate and achieve, Qn a
high plane, the recOIiciliation of freedom and discipline. For when a.poem
floods the mind with tile possibility of. many kindred. pO"ems, then we know
we are in the presence of a fertility which it is impertinent to admire for
this or that quality that we take a fancy to in the existing product. Thus,
the love poetry carries us into a sphere' of struggle totally alien to the whimper of those Mexican troubadours:
Love may breed from hate again
. Or hate breed love anew
But there's a hatred that is whole
Which may not t~ from its own· soul
But, Narcissus-fascinate,
Repudiates the all.
Is this our ill?'
And the exasperated eloquence of Oration against an Orator's Oration "lets
us hear one instant silences" that, "with five green senses" all alive, tremble
on the verge of Andrew Marvell's miracles.
~ for the narrative, which engages half the bQok, the qualities immediately visible of Kenneth Patchen, like those of the early, Auden, 'are so
dazzling that the principle of cohesion might easily be lost t() view if it
existed. It appears, however, that this principle is involved by the author,
if at all, in a manner similar to the "God help me" stroke with which the
batter swings at a too-fast curve ball. Thus the reader is treated to the
spectacle of an endless succession of slashing foul balls, with the outfield
chasing them in every direction, and fifty voiCes simultaneously shouting
encouragement in a jumble of sound that acb;ieves only a spasmodic articulateness. A great many of th~sefoul balls have everything that a home run
has, with the exception of the single fa<:t that they don't get you to firSt base.
Now Patchen's mas~er, Henry Miller, at least has a thoroughly coherent personality. and one that can strike with stunning, unerring force. Miller, too

<
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craves anarchy, but for the world that he destroys lie substitutes one of his
own, with a radiant sun in the sky and a nimble air to breathe.
Boris Pasternak's story of the resuscitated Heine is an interesting attempt to make a myth that will distingUish poetry from reality; but it
wavers in such cr slipshod fashion between symbolism and allegory that that
girl of Mr. Laughlin's preface, who is to pick up 'the New Directions book '.
tossed out of the, train window, is never, with all the best intentiQns in the
world, going to finish reading Il Tratto -de Apelle. Conversely, an example
of how symbol and allegory achieve fusion is to be found in the three lucid
and glorious fables of Kafka, recreated in English, with true finality, by
Joseph Kresh. '
If we were considering only the ability to communicate reminiscence
with assimilated technique, then shining out with a further light than any
of the other stories is the subtle Proustian pastiche of John Berryman; for
not the fact that this pastiche amounts, again and again, to parody (I am
a little imitating his imitation) can avail' to detract from the consummate
skill of the effect, held in long solution, but, when achieved, bursting in
enigmatic stars. It is perhaps a sign of our jaded times that a piece of prose
as sophisticated as this, able to hoard and display its prismatic melancholies
like this, can and does come to mean more than the "brutal realism" of Dr.
William Carlos Williams' record of an abortion, or than the relentless
pathos of Mr. Lowry's unvarnished tale about the soldier whose furlough
is crucified by a "light woman."
.
To cavil at the downright 'readability of~these last two stories would be
just as snobbish as to proclaim the "lyric quality" of Mrs. Estes; but sin.ce
it is new directions that we are considering, and in the given space, we shall
have to let this "mention" suffice; we must appear to ignore altogether many
of these forty-odd authors and close with Paul Goodman and Henry·Miller:
the two who really have "something to say," as distinct from just a way of
saying it.
.
Mr. Goodman I know nothing about, but there is something of Blake
and something of Swift in the genius of these parables called The Knight.
It is impossible here to give a fair impression of their terrible wit. Time
and again he hits you from the direction you least expect. His paradox
diffuses itself throughout each myth, so that there could be profit in quoting,
for style savor, only some such self-contained bit of quiet, deadly reHection
as the following:
. '
Before it is possible to go directly to what one has at heart
one must deviate into a means to the end, which to be sure does
not lead to the end but contradicts it. For otherwisel' if one'
did not deviate, there would be the danger of attaining what
one has at heart.
Here, of course, the uppercut comes from the word "danger"; but the thing
is that there is no use in expecting this author to use that particular trick
again; and in fact "trick" is the wrong word for aggression so effortless, so
piercing, and so true.
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Henry Miller is, or soon will be, a famous man, like D. H. Lawrence.
His long essay here, on Rimbaud, is this prophetic writer at his worst:
exclamatory, repetitious, formless" 3;n<.J egotistical constantly to the point
of bad, taste. Nevertheless, here, 'as in everything that Miller has written,
there glows the sensation of his own freedom and naked power, whilst his
searing jeremiads leave us prostr,cited with a sense of doom impending for
oUr "air-conditioned nightmare." Thus, although we are never quite convmced that Rimbaud's living suiQde, in itself, expressed anything but defeat, Miller is certainly the man to build Rimbaud into a colossal figure of
'
\
affirmation and denial. And thiS he does.
Finally, there are the drawings at the end. For Ralston. Crawford.l am"
coptent that Vivie~ne Koch should speak; as for the selections from Margaret Graham's British Poets Illustrated J it is as with James Thurber's:
either·you sit back and chortle, or ,you regard them with a solemn stare,
as the case maybe. Alasl the present reviewer feels a little more at home in
the second category. Altogether, New Directions g1eaves the reader hoping
that New Directions IO will contain about half as much material as its
predecessor.-:.the
half really worth arguing
about.
r
.
JOHN

THEOBALD

The Sha'dow Falls, by Georges Simenon. New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1945. $2.50.
~
,The Man Who Watched the Trains Go By~ by Georges Simenon. New
York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1946. $2.50.
The Lonely Stee.ple~ by Victor Wolfson. New York: Simon and Schuster,
1946. $2.00.
The Power and the Glory~ by Graham Greene. New York: The Viking
Press, 1946. $2.50.
'
The novel of incident has regained respectability in our time by employing the findings of professional psychiatry. Melodrama supported by
psychological :veracity ,has greater adult appeal than melodrama merely
physical and fortuitous, and the contemporary reader who admires the oldfashioned virtues of a tale well plotted may find himself enticed, tJ,trough
traditional narration, into more astute dramatizations of personality than
heretofore.
'Monsieur Simenon, whose Inspector Maigret stories were always nearer
the psychopathic center of criminology than most thrillers, has now aQartdoned straight detective-story writing in favor of the serious novel-that is
to say, the novel in which the process of ratiocination is secondary to the
. social view or the ~nalysis of charactert for example. But Simenon has for
so long limited himself to observing the criminal mind housed in the normal
personality that he has lost interest in the normal personality frequently
surrounding the criminal mind. 'Consequen~y, both in The Shadow Falls
and The Man Who Watched the Trains Go By, one is provided arresting
glimpses into the area of psychosis but is neither aroused by nor sympa~
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thetically involved in a wider reference of human relations. The Shadow
Falls documents the fortunes, or rather misfortunes, of the wretched Dona.dieu family, entangled in every sort of incivility from bankruptcy to murder.
That the macabre saga of these utterly unblithe spirits adds up to nothing
proceeas from the fallacy inherent in Simenon's lack of any but a criminologist's point of view. He has given none of his characters :a conscience
above the level of a jackal's, so that valid as this deficiency may be as backhanded social criticism, it dries up artistic vitality at its source. The Donadieus are simply not interesting, either in their diseases or their destinies;
the succession of crimes committed in their name has no mote than tabloid
fascination. ~
In The Man Who Watched the Trains Go By~ written earlier, now published in America for the first time, Simenon's thriller-trained virtuosity is
more suitably enlisted. 'This case history o~ the diSintegratioq. of a Dutch
bourgeois into a calculating homicidal maniac is, in its progression, exciting; yet, since the murderer's motivation remains within th~ confines of
abnormal psychology, suspense, rather than sympathy, is likely to be the
reader's paramount emotion.
The reversal of this emphasis is the total effect of The LOinely Steeple~
(a first novel, it should be admiringly added) by Victor Wolfson, though
suspense is far from absent and prepared with an expert's skill. Wolfson's
marrow-chilling novel in G Minor is the confession of Addie Eldredge, in~
mate of a lunatic asylum, a confession which she forces out of herself after
eighteen years of scream-haunted solitude, an anguished re-enac;:tment of the
nightmare of her child400d that led to the deed of violence for which she
is suffering the further nightmare of her maturity. The superiority of this
nove~ over the wastelands and snakepits of the current fashion in psychiatric
fiction is resident in Wolfson's genuine imaginative resources, 'in the really
inspired craftsmanship with which he maintains clinical accuracy while conveying, through a wealth of sensitive metaphor, the pathos of a mind fractured by sexual guilt. A Cape Cod fishing village is the setting for this sanguine tragedy of regression; the intimacies of the weather, the architecture,
the flora, and the domestic gear are all engaged as simile or thematic imagery
in Addie Eldredge's recital. She is never permitted a literary cliche: every
obseryation is drawn up fresh and living from the deep pool of her memory~
not always without a struggle, like the exertions of her neighbetts in landing
, a net-full of gleaming blackfish-and the harmony betwee:q ,action and'
imagery produces not the mere bones but the living features of 'a style. One.
may well applaud the book not simply as a psychological and; stylistic tour
de force but as one of the few authentically felt regional close-tips in American fiction since Ethan Frome.
Graham. Greene's The Power and the Glory~ like Simenon's The Man
Who Watched the Trains GC? B'Y~ is a re-publication (formerly entitled The
Labyrinthine Ways). Also, like Simenon's it is a flight-and-pursuit novel;
but it far outclasses the Frenchman's book not only because of Gre~ne's
greater dramatic genius and practised -mastery of physical setting but also
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because its hero-victim has something at stake besides his skin. Graham
Greene long ago controlled the weapon :of psychoanalysis but he· directs it
at tasks more difficult than the encirclement of the patently criminal or
in,sane. His fugitives-a Catholic priest in this case, fleeing the wra~ of a:
"new" Mexican. govemment":'are, like Kafka's men, desperately seeking
moral identity, and their invariably twisted personalities (the priest has a
nervous· .giggle and tipples secretly) are QUt" the exteriol.' and pathetic mutilations of their besieged psyches. Just as Wolfson, by the color of his
imagination and the intensiveness of his sympathy, raised The Lonely
Steeple above the mere pity and terror' that were its basic ingredients, so
Greene, by his insight into the reality :of behavior, rescues the adventure
story technique from its characteristic implausibility. The Viking Press
should have earned the gratitude of the American reader for reintroducing
Graham Green through the best of his many and little-known psychological
fictions.
VERNON A. YOU,NG

All the Kin(s Men, by Robert Penn Warren. New York: Harcourt, Brace
and. Company, 1946. $3.00.
Robert Penn' Warren's third novel is his' best. It is at once the most ambitious and. the most finished novel I have seen for several years and certainly ought to get real consideration for the Pulitzer Prize.
Warren continues his device of two plots or stories, adopted, apparently,
from Renaissance drama. But in All ,the Kin(s Men the two plots are mor-e
integrated than in either of his former novels. One story is of JaCk Burden,
confidence man for Willie Stark, and the other of Willie Stark, country man
of siniple purpose risen to political dictatorship of his state. Integration is
achieved because the stories are the same in many events, because both
stories are told through the consciousness of Jack Burden, and because they
both operate about the same thematic center.
Telling the story through Jack Burden was a fine choice on Warren's
part. Burden is conscious voice of the theme-the search of a "modem" man
for perma.Ii.ence an4 moral integrity in 'a world ~f Machiavellian and relativistic methods. In addition, Burden is both the moved and the mover ,in the
story, for although he is on the periphery of the main political action and
attempts to stand aside from it, his own action contributes to the great fall
of the house. Finally, Burden is a ma~ of intellect and of words, a student
of history and a journalist. Warren exploits this possibility to set down a
prose of immense suggestiveness, particularly at the level of detailed,
imagistic perception~ Perhaps no other recent ~iter of fiction has written
a prose of such detailed richness. '
.
,
The most serious 'criticism must see a fault in this style, also, since the
brilliant detail seems to glut the market, getting in the way of bringing the
story to a focus. Yet Warren,finishes off this novel better than At Heaven's
Gate, which is comparible to it
complexity, and as well as Night Rider,

..
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which was slighter in conception and ambition. The focus is brief and not
complete enough, probably, but it is more than sufficient,~ combined with
the richness of texture and the increasing ability of Warren to shape a good
many sharp characters, major and minor, to put Warren iQ. the first rank of
our serious writers of fiction today.
ALAN

SWALLOW

The Long Journey, by Johannes V. Jensen; translated from the Danish by
'Arthur G. Chater, with an introduction by Francis Hackett. New
York: 'Mfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1945. Nobel Prize Edition. $3.50.
Fire and Ice/the first volume of this trilogy, appeared first ill the United
States in 1923, followed shortly by the others, Norne-Gaest and Cristofer
Columb'lf,S. Ten y,~ars later they were united in one volume. In 1944" the
Swedish Academy conferred the 'Nobel Prize for Literature upon Mr.
Jensen "because of the exceptional vigor and fertility of his poetic imagination, combined with an all-embracing intellectuality and bold creative expression. The Long Journey has been called an epic novel.
In a warm forest on the flank of a volcano far to the north, Man first
emerged iJnperfectly from the beast. The memory of that warmth, like a
perpetual summer, dwells always in the subconscious of the generations
since that emergence. From it, however, the Ice Age drove Man and his
kind, all save a stubborn few who, num\?ed and long-haired, faced the cold
with their puny cunning. Mter the Ice had passed, Man returned to the
scarred north to learn from adversity hoW' to live on the altered land. There- \
after one body of mankind stayed in the north, restless, fretted with desire,
tormented by memories to pillaging in the -sbuth, bl:lt returning always.
The other body, driven by the summer in its memory, fled ever southward.
From these two impulses have sprung the extremes of civilization visible in
the world today.
_
The questing of mankind, the vagrant urges, the wanderlust find their
sum in the legendary, timeless figure of Norne-Gaest, a lonely' phantom in
all lands, a sail upon chartless seas, a walker upon strange bournes, one who
stalks through aeons and alien culture~ forever unable to extinguish utterly
the candle of his life, the fateful candle given him in his youth by his mother,
~ro. With him man moved down to the seas, westering ever !toward the
Land of the Dead. With him the Cimbrians moved south to the attack on
Rome, leaving their -scattered blondness upon the Mediterranean. With
him they met Christianity moving north. Mter him Christopher Columbus
moved westward to the Americas. Mankind moves in "an imaginary ring;
perhaps it has come about of itself as'a shadow of the curve withiin which an
individual human life begins and returns to its starting point."
What form this strange tale takes is, of course, a minor matter. In a
~_ ..,.book which moves freely from the most primitive man to Darwin and beyond, which flows over mountain barriers and upon all the seas man has
traversed, the question of form is beggarly.
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The question of artistic impact, however, is weighty. This book has
been called a..,'it epic novel. It is no epic,. for here the author sees and com~
ments reflectively upon the strange and ironic patterns of history. It is no
novel, for the focus is all mankind. Readers who wish to follow the agonizing upward struggle of man in the continuity and character focus of novels
should content themselves with Vardis Fisher's anthropological reconstrlJCtions, Darkness and the Deep and The Golden Rooms. This book is more
spacious.
If the question of form is small, it .is. not so with another questionTthe
qUf;stion of what binds and fuses this· complex and wide-ranging narrative
into a compelling whole. For it is a whole, and a strong one. The answer
to this is not simple. Two themes shape constantly the course of this narrative: the first and stronger is the concept of mankind as "a name for always roaming with a hungry heart," Man the Wanderer, a part of all that
he has met, a gray spirit yearning in desire
To follow knowledge like a sinking star
Beyond the utmost bound of human ·thought.
The second of the themes is quite simply that rebels against established customs have always forced the progress of humanity toward the civilization it
knows today. The rebellion has sometimes been bloody; always it has been
violent. Again and again in this long chronicle, when custom and convention have hardened into intolerance, it is the outlaw who strikes new ideas,
opens new ways. From Fyr, that early ancestor who plundered fire from
GunungApi, the volcano, to Columbus against the complacent'ignorance
of his day, the pattern perpetuates itself.
Together with these persistent themes, the authqr'svast knowledge of
archaeology and anthropology and his eloquence bind together these apparently broken elements. At times straight narrative, at times far-seeking
historical interpretation, at times lyric prose, and at times song itself, it is
many forms in one- a new thing born of the writer's passion, his love and
wonder for mankind.
I

QUINCY

GUY

BURRIS

The Rocky Mountain ReaderI' edited by Ray B. West, Jr. New York: E.
~
P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1946. $3'50.
The American West: a Tr~asury of StoriesI' LegendsI' NarrativesI' Songs and
Ballads of Western AmericaI' edited with an introduction by William
Targ. Cleveland and New York: World Publishing Company,' 1946.

$2·75·

"America Is West: an Anthology of MiddleWfstern-Lije7J.nd LiteratureI' edited
by John T. Flanagan. Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota
Press, 1 945. $a.75.
Mid Country: the Best Writings from the Heart of AmericaI' edited by Lowry
C. Wimberly. Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebr·aska Press, 1945.

$3.50 •
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American Writing, I944: the Anthology and Yearbook of the American
Noncommercial Magazine, edited by Alan Swallow and Helen FergUson Caukin. Boston: Bruce Humphries, Inc., 1945. $2.50.
The Best American Short Stories of I945 and The Yearbook of the American
Short Story, editea by Martha Foley. Boston: Houghton MiHlin
Company, 1945. $2.75.
In a discussion of regionalism which appeared in the Rocky Mountain
Review, Wilson A. Clough asserts that the regional magazines "may water
the roots (of the literature of their section), but they are not the plant." In
the same sense, the anthologies listed above serve the cause of regionalism
indit:ectly. They are the baskets in which hanq-picked samples of the varied
prodhcts of that hardy plant are displayed to catch the "eye in the busy Fair
of .$nerican Readers.
.
The Rocky Mountain Reader ~nd The American West take their material from the section we usually think of as "The West"-from the Rockies
to the Pacific. The name of the first book shows it to have the more limited
scope of the two. It is, at the same time, more scholarly and valuable for a
genuine understanding of its particular region. Beginning with an intro- .
duction that outlines the .literary history of the Rocky Mountain area, its
material incluc;les excerpts from the best of the Mormon stories, the section
of The Ox-Bqw Incident describing the hanging of the supposed rustlers, and
a well-chosen variety of selections and stories of the life of the mines, farms
and small towns. The book is carefully planned and comprehensive; in .
fact, pne suspects that it follows the outline for a course on Rocky Mountain
Htefature that its editor, Ray B. West, Jr., has planned for Utah State College where he teaches. The American West, attractive in format and wearing an interesting dust jacket that reproduces an old engraving of a wagon
tra,in, is much more popular in tone. The only criterion for the choice of
material seems to be the individual taste of the editor, William Targ.
Anthologies sometimes make even stranger bedfellows than politics; an~
here we have Stephen Crane, Jack London, Mark Twain, Zane Grey, Washington Irving, and William MacLeod Raine as a few examples. Thebook
has an interesting section devoted to such Western~ phenomena as the stagecoach, the cowboy, and the holdup. It concludes with a collection, introduced by John A. Lomax, of some of the best-known cowboy songs and
ballads.
.
The third and foUrth bboks in the list deal with the literature of. the
Midwest. Both are excellent, with America Is West seIving as an introduction for the more modem writing in Mid Country. The outline of the English profess~r again shows thrpugh the pages of America Is West. Its editor,
John T. Flanagan, teaches American literature at the University of Minnesota, and his book is a splendid survey of the literature of his section from
the beginning. Its divisions are indicative of the thoroughness of his plan:
"Folklore and Legend," "The Indian," "Explorer and Traveler," "The
Frontier," "The Woods," "The Farm," "The River," "The Small Town,"
"The City." The authors are long established and well known-Sinclair
i
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~wis, Ruth Suckow, Edna Ferber, John Dos Passos. Mid Country, on the

other hand, has few of these longer-established bluebloods of the ,.lit~rary
trade. Its material comes from the regional magazines and contains the
names of the younger gen~ration of American writers-Warren Beck, Vardis
Fisher, Wallace Stegner, Jessamyn West, Walter Van Tilburg Clark, and
many others. The-material was ch'osen with delicate sensitivity and a welcome sense for variety. It would be hard to find a more touching story of.
childhood's tragedies than Wallace Stegner's "The Colt" or more delicious
nonsense than "Arkansas," by Raymond Weeks. Though it o(ten spills
over its self-appointed limits into oth~r sections of the country, Mid Country
is delightful Americana; it presents regional material at its best.
At first glance, it might seem that the last two books on the list would
have no conhect~on with regional literature. However, American Writing,
I944 ,is a compilation of prose and poetry from the "little" and noncommercial magazines. Inevitably, then, its material is regional. It is inter~sting
to note, too, that in -The Best American Short Stories, :1945, Martha Foley's
continuation' of Edward I O'Brien's yearly collection, approximately twenty
per cent of the stories come from the regional magazines. Miss Foley comments on that fact in the Foreword. "The smaller magazines"':"and poorer,
in a financial sense-continue the classic tradition of the poor, comparatively
little known author turning out the 'best work under our present system of
living and publis~ing." Perhaps it would not be amiss to note that fifteen
of the stories in Miss Foley's list of "Distinctive Short Stories of 1945" were
published in the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW. American Writing,
I944 contains an "Honor Roll" of stories and poems, and here are listed
fourteen stories and fifty poems published by the NEW MExzco QUARTERLY
, REVIEW, besides eight poems from the same source that are reproduced in
the volume. Obviously, then, our own regional magazine is doing its part
in ."watering the roots" of worthwhiJe literature in ~eric3..
'
Regional writers all over the country may rightfully be proud of the
variety and flavor of the fruits of their labors as displayed in the anthologies
we have named. Their inclusion'in The Best American Short Stories ~ould
seem to indicate that regionalism is achieving the ideal set up by Mr.
Clough in the essa,y quoted above. "The literature of a given area will be
regional in the, best sense if it has come from the deepest springs of creative
life in the men and'women who write first of all as human beings."
.

1il

THELMA

~

CAMPBELL

Santa Fe: the Railroad that B'uilt an Empire, by James Marshall. 'New
York: Random House, 1945· . $3.75.
/
Via Western Express and Stagecoach, by Oscar Osburn Winther. Stanford
University, California: . Stanford University Press, 1945. $3.00.
Mr. Marshall, a newspaper correspondent who admits he would r~ther
ride locomotives than eat" turns the Santa Fe Railroad into 'a steel Alex~nder
of Maced~n marching west instead of east, looking for more lands to con-
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The dream of Cyrus K. Holliday, under Marshall's treatment, engulfs the personality of its dreamer and emerges a vibrant conqueror binding'states instead of nations in its web. Mr. Marshall is a practical writer,
meticulously following the intricate intrigue of railroad expansion and
putting it all down on many pages, enlivened now amI then with photographs of bewhiskered railroaders, Western seven-wonder scenery and ancient engines. The story is further leavened by the scene upon which it is
played, the throbbing West of the late nineteenth century with its Indian
fightil,lg, depredations of buffaloes, engineering feats, and battles for rights of
way. Any tale of American adventure and empire building cannot help
.stirring the reader if he's only 99.9 percent pure dyed patriot. Marshall for- tunately now and then leaves the smoke and coal dust of.the railroad behind
him and takes the reader on historical bypaths. For instance, his descr~p
tion of the passage of a string of modem silver cars along the old rotite:
"In the dust near Newton, the shadowy figure of Jesse Chisholm sits motionless on his paint horse beside his old trail . . . far across the prairie,. galloping in company, Phil Sheridan and George Custer are riding with the feathered war chiefs of the Cheyennes and Pawnees, .old scores forgotten now in
the happy hunting ground . . . beside the old trail to Santa Fe are the
gho~ts of the prairie people, the mountain blasters, the desert conquerors
.. ~'these were the people who manhandled track whfle behind them the
com grew tall . . . out across Kansas, the shades of sodbusters and the trackspikers and muleskinners . . . and old Pete Criley waving her across the
state line into Colorado . . . out past Las Animas and the slight, towthatched figure of Kit Carson, blue eyes ashine in the moonlight . . . into
the pass and up to where on Raton Mountain Uncle Dick Wooton highballs
her over_ the top and down onto the storied plains of New Mexico. . . . "
So writes Marshall and turns a business corporation into the heroic -figure of
an empire builder. It would be pleasant if he had stopped by the track to
pickup a few more personal anecdotes of those ruddy pioneers who assisted
in the Santa Fe's great march of conquest. And he dealt all too factually with
Mr. Harvey and his charming girls. Perhaps he felt that topic had already
been done too much and too often, and left the blaring of "Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe" to the juke boxes.
.
An excellent traveling companion for those 'who today grumble over
the inconveniences still attending postwar travel is M~. Winther's book, a
sprightly account of the troubles that attended the hardy souls in California's stagecoach days. There is a breezy good humor in the Winther style,
and an apt skill in bringing to life the old-time stagecoach drivers who were
no shy adventui::ers in themselves. The author -blends a happy cocktail of
straight history and the romance of Gold Rush days with its homesick grubstakers watching an~ious-eyed for the mails. For those who today can still
trace the vague outlines of the Butterfield Trail across a New Mexico mesa
by the dark green of the mesquites, Winther's story of the founding and
expansion of the old stagecoach line, as well as the story of Wells Fargo and
i~ history-making part in the development of the Southwest, is good fare.
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Not the least interesting feature of the book is Arthur Lites' contribution of
charming' illustrations in black and white bringing to life across the pages
the galloping of the sturdy horses and the crack of jehu's whip.
MARGARET

PAGE
,

HOOD

A Guide to Materials Bearing 01!- Cultural Relations in New Mexico, by
Lyle Saunders. Albuquerque: The University of New Mexico Press, .
1944. $5.00 •
A five-hundred-page book devoted exclusively to bibliographies is not
likely to be of interest to the general public, bu~Mr. Saunders' Guide is
~ for a number of people a publishing event of the first importance.. To
those of us for whom the history and folkways of our co':!ntry are of supreme
interest, such a book is an unmixed blessing. Most of us have had the experience of spending months and years getting up the background for some
special subject-running the files of scholarly publications, checking indexes,
reading whole books for th~ sake of finding a couple of pertinent paragraphs, worrying over photostats and microfilms. And all the while we are
getting older and the night cometh wherein no man can work. To have
all this done for one by competent scholars is, for a research worker, the
height of luxury.
The present volume (number ~ree in a series of bibliographies being
prepared by the School of Inter-American Affairs of the University of New
Mexico under the direction of Joaquin Ortega) is of primary interest to the
~ociologist, and particularly to the sociologist concerned with acculturatjon.
For material, on the traditional life patterns among the New Mexicans
whether of Indian, Mexican, or Anglo stock; the changes and adjustments
now going on; the problems created by contacts between various groupsfor what has been written on such subjects the searcher will start from now
on with ·Mr. Saunders' book. And since history and folklore are 50 intimately tied up with cultural developments, the book will also furnish a
prime source of leads for the historiaR and the folklorjst. Even the agronomist and the linguist will find' it useful.
The authors are careful to clisdaim any intention of compiling a complete bibliography of New Mexico. They merely wish to "list, with as much
thoroughness as possible, those. ppblished and ~nuscript materials having
" some relevance to' problems of cultural relations between the three main
ethnic groups within the state of New Mexico, and to indicate in some detail the specific contents of the ~arious titles which bear,most directly upon
these problems." Even a hasty glance discloses some gaps-for example Paul
Horgan's Return of the Weed, which is definitely within the area circumscribed. Nevertheless the Guide:',is a remarkably thorough and conscientious
p~ece of work.
. Mr. Saunders has arranged his material with an eye to the convenience
of the user, 'beginning:'with a "Dictionary-Guide" alphabetically arranged
where 263 primary topics can be quickly located. Following this is a series
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of eleven supplementary bibliographies on the Pre-Spanish Period, Indian
Tribes or tribal groups, Mexican Culture, The American Frontier, SpanishAmericans, and New Mexico Fiction and Drama. Adequate indexes complete the volume.
"
The University of New Mexico Press has been doing distinguished
pioneer work in regional publication for some time. With the extra im- ,
petus provided by the School of Inter-American Affairs, it seems to be
moving another long step forward. As Mr. Ortega says in his introduction,
·'the challenge for service is great," and the Southwest should be proud of
the way in which the various organizations centered in the University have
begun to answer the challenge.
C.L. SONNICHSEN

Racial Prehistory in the Southwest and .the Hawikuh Zunis, by Carl C. Seltzer. Papers of the Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and
Ethnology, Harvard University, Vol. XXIII, No.1, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Peabody Museum, 1944· $.75.
The Excavation of Los Muertos 'and Neighboring Ruins of the Salt River
Valley, Southern Arizona; by Emil W. Haury. Papers of the Peabody
Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard University,
Vol. XXIV, No. 1. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Peabody Museum,
1945· $4.50 •
.
On several occasions it has been my amazed misfortune to hear statements to the effect that "we know enough about Southwestern archaeology;
it is a worked-out field. Why not go' forward into greener pastures?" If
the persons who have uttered these words will read no more than the provocative and enthralling conclusions of the ~onographs here in review,
they will maintain their position only in the face of the evidence. Southwestern archaeology, far from being a dead issue, is but now arriving at a
point from which it- can define its problems and proceed to attack them
with· the directness and control necessary to sound scientific procedure. No
clearer demonstration of this fact and of the scope and fascination of these
problems has been offered than by the present papers.
Dr. Seltzer's brief monograph is, in, actual fact, Part II of his larger
report on the racial history and physical complex of the Zuni Indians of
New Mexico. A del3:Y in the publication of the more nearly. complete
work and the interest created among Southwesternists by foreknowledge of
his findings have influenced Dr. Seltzer and the Peabody museum to issue
this' segment ~ a separate.. In this decision and in the importance of the
contribution, both are to be congratulate~, for within this volume, we have
one of the major correctives which have been administered to Southwestern
studies in recent years. We are presented with a viewpoint whose implications extend to the very foundations of historical and anthropological problems in the area. If the cultural anthropologists and the culture historians
, make Dr. Seltzer's hyPOtheses their own and then test them in the field,
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~79,

we may expect a wedding of physical and cultural studies sudt as has 'not
been experienced before in this region.
His most signal conclusions may be listed: (1) he has laid to rest as
fallacious the once-prevalent conception that the physical and culturaldifferences between Basket Maker and Pueblo remains are to be credited to
an invasion of round-h.eaded people; (2) he has made a sound case for the
continuity of physical stock. "from the ,Basket Maker period clear up to re-"
cent times,"; and (3) he has shown that the customary designation of the
Pueblo people as round-headed ,(brachycephalic) and the B~ket Maker
people as .long-headed (dolichocephalic) is unwarranted. In this latter regard, he has demonstrated with facts and figures that both the Basket Makers
and Pueblos have a strong tendency toward the middle ranges of head form
(mesocephaly) and the long-' and round-headed classification is applicable
.
only to the extreme of certain groups.
This investigation into racial· prehistory "grew out of an attempt to
determine what historical changes had taken place in the somatological
complex of tlle Zuni Indians and to relate the ~unis from t:!te point of view
of time and culture to the general Southwest area and particularly' to the
Pueblo region of the past as well as its present ,extension." Starting with
the series of crania excavated by Hodge from the "Early Spanish" sections
of the Zuni pueblo, of Hawikuh, he proceeded to compare the means of
measur~ments and indices with those from various Basket Maker series, i. e.,'
from Grand Gulch in Utah, the Pecos "Basket Maker," and the Arizona
Basket Maker. When all of these proved to fall within the same physical
typel- the question arose as to-whether it was a uqique'type or whether it
, also existed among other groups more widely distributed in time and space
over _the Southwest. This problem led to, comparisons with crania from
Chaco Canyon and the Puye cliff dwellings in New Mexico and from the
Petrified Forest and Chaves Pass regions of ArUona. He also examined
specimens obtained by the Hemenway Expedition from Salado remains in
Southern Arizona as described by Haury in ,the paper reviewed below. In
all these instances; his conclusions w~re the, same: the crania represent a
smgle physical type which he called' the "S~uthwest Plateau'~ stock.
, From the fact that these series s:ome from sites dating from the earliest
to the latest 'times, he has concluded that there were no sweeping changes
in physical type or any substantial influx of new blood into this Southwest
Plateau stock until perhaps the latter part of the Pueblo IV period (13001500), except in the Rio Grande area. ,"In this latter region, the new elements arrived earlier and in greatet: s~ength than in the western part of the
upland plateau region and served to obliterate the -original 'Southwest Plateau' type."
,
One 'word of regret may be vo~ced in closing.' Although the cause was
probably a practical.one and unavoidable, it is unfortunate that Dr. Seltzer
made use only of cranial data for his generalizations. Much interest and
a sense of completeness would have been added if figures on the axial and
appendicular skeleton had been ;included in his analysis. As the matter
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. now stands, this reviewer feels a little cheated although not too greatly apprehensive of any modification that the more nearly complete information
might produce.
The excavation of Los Muertos and neighboring ruins was accomp·
lished ,by the almost legendary Hemenway Southwestern Archaeological
Expedition of 1887-1888 under the leadership of Frank Hamilton Cushing.Owing to Cushing's death and thee subsequent deflectiOJi of other memb~rs
of the expedition, a detailed report of the work had never been ·published.
Dr. Haury says that "the chid reasons for publishing at this late date are
. to make available to present-day investigators an incomparable amount of
material from the late prehistoric cultures of southern Arizona, and to roup.d
out and bring to a conclusion the work of this early archaeological expedition." In addition, however, there are some most interesting insights, provided by Dr. F. W. Hodge's Foreword (he is the only surviving member of
the Hemenway Expedition) and by Dr. Haury's Historical Notes, as to
Cushing's character and the nature of life and scientific exploration in the
early days of the Southwest. In fact, some of the quotations from Cushing's
journal indicate that he was a man of distinct literarj and historiographic
talents.'
.
-For the most part, Dr. Haury's report, originally written and presented
as a doctor's dissertation at Harvard University in 1934, is descriptive of the
finds made in Classic Hohokam sites of the fourteenth century in the vicinity of Phoenix, Arizona., The remains of these particular villages have long
since fallen before the plows and bulldozers of advancing white civilization,
and the report, therefore, represents a unique record. Dr. Haury has
gleaned from the all too meagre notes of that pioneer expedition the factual
information and has added, wherever possible, his own interpretation of
these and the 5,000 specimens now stored in the Peabody Museum of Harvard. His own great knowledge of the field and the dearth of data on
Classic Hohokam-Salado sites contrive to make this paper, factually speaking, one of the most important yet to appear on•.the subject of Southern
Arizona archaeology. However, it is the opinion of this reviewer that by
far the greatest contribution lies in his development of hypotheses toward
the attack and solution of the Salado problem. The encroachment of these
people into the Gila-Salt valley, their sojourn as neighbors of the indigenous
Hohokam, and their eventual withdrawal or, more exactly, their disappearance, all create questions of social and cultural relations that are tremenqously_ interesting both historically" and anthropologically. Followed
through the maze of their ramifications, these problems would be enough
to keep most of the arc4aeologists in the United States busy for the rest of
their lives-and still leave a vast remainder for those of their children who,
possibly benighted but surely ebullient, might choose to plow "the spent
field" of Southwestern archaeology as a career.
WALTER W . TAYLOR, JR.
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Modern Women Poets of Spanish Am"erica, by Sidonia Carmen Rosenbaum.
New York: Hispanic Institute in the United States, 1945. $4.00.
)ntroducing a study of -Spanish American poetesses with a survey of
woman's participation in all phases of life from the Conquest of America
through the centuries to the present, Miss Rosenbaum believes that woman's
reahp is free expression. According to the author, woman is more successful in subjective literary forms because her emotion ,is st.I"onger than reason.
Her forte is lyric poetry where she can· measure every word "in terms of
herself:' .She excels' in intimate novels, letters, memoirs, and journals. Today women write professionally, not merely as. an oudet for pent..up
emotions.
/"
.
The four great contemporary Spanish American women poets, Delmira.
Agustini, Gabriela Mistral, Alfonsina Storpi, and Jual!a de Ibarbourou,
are analyzed, after a discussion of their predecessors, from the standpoints
of their life and character, works, themes, and style. A few words from this
study about each of these four poetesses will serve as samples of Miss Rosenbaum's penetrating evaluations: ~Of Delmira Agustini: "Delmira aspired to the highest-to completeness-in"Jife, iJl
love, in art, for she felt that all lives were rooted in her being and that she reflected
all things:' (Page 165).
Of Gabriela Mistral: "There is never any gaiety in hW poetry-nor lightness-for
her emotions are always ardently passionate (in the love poems), intensely.ierious
(in the 'philosophic' or religious ones), or poignantly tender (in the maternal ones,
or cradle-songs) . . . . For life, love, nature ... tum only a tear-stained face to
her:' (Page 193).
'
Of Alfonsina Stomi: "Her poetry frequently transcends the personal bounds and
becomes, at times, almost social in character . . . . Her poems too, may be called
'ce~ebral' . . . . Thus, we may well c;onsid~r her the most intellectual, the most objective, and the most social-minded of these modernist Spanish American poetesses."
(Page 226).
Of Juana de Ibarbourou: "In her coquetry, in her 'weakness,' in the preponderance
of the sensory, the instinctive, rather than the rational, mental attitudes, she is the
most truly feminine of the major poetesses of Spanish America; for it is said that in
those qualities lies the true essence of femininity." (Pages 255-6).
I
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The book is divided into three sections, "The Psychological Front,"
"The Econontic Front," and "The Political Front." In the first section Mr.
Privitera voi(~s some of the fallacious conceptions we, North Americans, .
have of the Latin Americans; and he points out some of the judgments,
based on ignorance, which we make in our smug, superior way. He quotes,
very aptly, some of the poorly informed writers, both travelers and offi~als,
"blitz visitors," who have aided greatly in continuing and extending these
fallacies. Government agencies have blundered badly; radios and movies
add to the misconceptions and prejudices. Truth, not condemnation or
romance, is the basis for real co-operation. The mate{ialistic United States,
measuring success in wealth, fails often to see any but a practical interpretation of life; Latin America has appreciation for the poet, the artist; it shuns
"the machine for technical work" that "binds men to things."
~ontinuing the contrasts of ideas, the author touches upon LatinAmerican individualism, the position of women, and religion, showing how
culturally and historically the mores have been built up.
Turning to the economic aspect of 'the Good Neighpors, Mr. Privitera
speaks warm'!y of Mr. Henry A. Wallace in his official visit to Latin Ameriea
and the contl'ibution to understanding made by his knowledge of the Spanish language. All this evidence is in contrast to the mistakes we have made
_in Puerto Rico, our economic imperialism and our perpetuating of economic slavery and the exploitation of the poor as in the tin industry in
Bolivia. Greater recognition of the interdependence of peoples is imperative if we wish to build good will south of the Rio Grande.
'.Pte last section; "The Political Ft:0nt," discusses the internal politi~
situation in Brazil and in Argentina, the Chilean Popular Front, Aprismo~
and the Mexican Revolution. Understanding these even a little, the author
thinks, will be of far greater benefit in furthering co-operation than poin~
ing to the results of Pan-American Conferences or praising democracy in
platitudes.
.
Mr. Privitera speaks frankly; h~ penetrating evaluation of the mistakes
and the crude brashiness of the materialistic "Good Neighbor" is thought
provoking. But upon co-operation and understanding our sound future
rests. We would do well to take stock and continue to build a Good Neighbor Policy, for "it is not too late."
DOROTHY

WOODWARD

A State University Surveys the Humanities~ edited with a Foreword by Loren
C. MacK.inney, Nicholson B. Adams, and H3;ITY K. Russell. Chapel
Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1945. $4.00.
DemoCTatic Edt/,cation~ by Benjamin Fine. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell
Company, 1945. $2.50.
The Development of Higher Education in Mexico~ by George I. Sanchez.
New York: King's CroWn. Press, 1944. $1.50.
The University of North Carolina has observed its sesquicentennial
fittingly through the publication of a number of volumes dealing with varl-
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ous phases of its activities. It is particularly appropriate that a comprehensive book should be devoted to the role of humap.ities, for North Carolina is one of the few state-supported aq.demic;: institutionsrwhich can rightly
claim an enduring and vital interest in humanistic studies. The introductory
essay by Wallace E. Caldwell is a historical survey of the humanities at the
University from 1795 to 1945 and, as such, serves not only to outline the
changing attitudes toward the humanities 'at that institution but also to
:remind us of the struggle the proponents of such studies have had to engage
in throughout tlJ,is country for the last century and a half.
The core of the present volume, is a series of ,.eleven essays under the
general heading, "The Humanities and the Humanistic. Ideal in the .Fields
of University Education." It is almost, axiomatic that nearly all discussion
of the humanities should be marked by sharp disagreement. Though most
of the authors accept the statement of the editors of the volume emphasizing
the point that humanistic study is something I!l0re than the pursuit of cerain subjects ("The validity in' the concept of the humanities lies in the
humanistic ideal, not. in a group 'of traditionally humanistic subiect~'), they
are far from unanimous in their views. James L. Godfrey's "Histqry,"
largely a plea for the historical method as a means of avoiding the separateness of the various disciplines, is followed appropriately enough by G. C. .
Taylor's "Th¢ Beast in Man," a dutiful application of the method to the history of an idea: the great thinkers of all times have been aware of the fa,ct
that man is not all good. But this comucopia of quotations is followed by
what is suppose.dly a companion piece, Paul Green'& "The Creative in Man,"
a pseudo-poetic ou~burst against the historical method. Again, Helmut
Kuhn ("The Hum~nity of Man") argues that, although man as an object
of study belongs to several fields of investigation, only a philosophical anthropology can provide a compreheJ;1sive theory of man: "Philosophy alone
asks the radical question, 'What is man?' And its answers alone, inadequate
though they be, touch' upon the root of what we are." , But though Kuhn
lists psychology as one of the most important contributory studies, J. F.
Dashiell, assaying its role along with' that of education, maintains loudly
that each is completely distinct in both aim and subject matter from the
humanities. Inci~eJltally, though the author of~this chapter is generally
successful in avoiding the jargon of his trade, he eaSily wins the laurel for
the heaviest of the seventeen styles represented in the cpllection: "It is to
be the suggestion of the present paper that an overview of the history ,of
educational systems of all centuries and countries leads to the disc~very of
an enlightening dialectical principle."
Perhaps many will .be surprised to find that the most pleasingly writ. ten essay is that by the mathematician of th~ group, Archibald Henderson,
though this fact will hardly be news to the many who are already familiar
with Mr. Henderson's contributions in a variety of fields. Here he asserts
convincingly the interdependence and mutual n~eds of' the sciences and the
humanities. Mr. Henderson's. paper constitutes an.admirable answer to
die point of view maintained by Howard Odum as champion of the social
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sciences: "What the social sciences would insist upon . . . would be that
the humanities are a part only and not the whole of any education, and
'above all not pf the.general education of modern folk in the contemporary
world."
Although it is impossible to comment even briefly on each of the remaining contributions, H~ward R. Huse deserves particular commendation
for his exerci~e in common sense, "Language Study," wherein he argues
that only througb the study of a foreign language can one thoroughly understand the characteristics of any language, especially hi~ own. He also re- .
minds us that much study of foreign language is far from humanistic, a
point the language teachers are frequently inclined not to admit. Part Three
,of this volume, entitled "The Humanities and the Humanistic Ideal as
Viewed by Professional Men," is composed of three inconsequential essays
from the fields of medicine, law, and business, and an excellent chapter
representing journalism, Gerald Johnson's "The Humanities and the Common Man," one of its chief merits being that in neither subject matter nor
style does it have the slightest association with journalism. The fourth and
concluding section is made up ~f the most detailed discussion of all, NorIlian Foerster's "The Future of the Humanities in State Universities." Foerster possesses a prof<?und awareness of the extent to which humanism has
been almost completely displaced by' naturalism, but his program for a
humanistic revival is peculiarly unconcerned with the realities of modern
education as presently hawked in state-supported schools. We must have,
first of all, great faculties; great fa'culties t;esult only from great administrations; great administrations are the direct reflection of great presidents;
great presidents can be chosen only by great governing bodies; and great
boards of trustees must be composed solely of great men. Although this
essay emphasizes still further the disparate character of the volume,-Foerster and Henderson, for example, are far from agreement in their attitudes
toward science,-it is easily the most carefully developed of all and the most
worthy of careful reading.
If A State University Surveys the Humanities reflect~ the varied and
often inconsistent opinions of its seventeen authors, Democratic Education
mirrors in much more obvious fashion its author's well-defined attitude toward contemporary education. Mr. Fine, who, as education editor of the
New York Times~ earned for that paper the Pulitzer priZe through his now
famous report on the teaching of American history, is an enthusiastic champion of what he considers democratic education, a violently anti-Hutchins,
ardently pro-Dewey propagandist. Though there is actually very little that
is either new or important in this volume, there is none the less much inter.esting and provocative material here. The opening chapters provide a
fairly satisfactory hi$torical sketch of education in the United States, and
those which follow (chapters eight through eleven) limn rather neatly the
four main currents in our present higher educational system: the aristocrat-ic wing, traditional education-the main stem, democratic education in
practice-the land grant colleges, and, the progressive wing (to use the
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author's terminology). Like most of those who a:e unsympathetic toward
the Hutchins-Adler-Barr-Van Doren point of view, .Mr. Fine discovers that
the only practical value in the Chicago and St. John's experiments lies in
• their influence on other institutions. He is only slightly more tolerant of
the traditional varieties of education as dispensed at such places as ,Princeton, Harvard, Yale, Stanford, Dartmouth, and Williams. But this almost
begrudging tolerance yields to veritable ecstasy 3;S he views the marvels of
our land grant institutions, especially as typified in the state universities of
"",,- IlliI;lOis and Minnesota and in Rhode Island &,tate College (Fine's alma
.!Dater, where he earned his degree in agriculture but not without first
having been infected with the virus of journalism through his editorship
of the college newspaper).
, For many nonacademic readers (as well as for most of those associated
with either colleges or universities) the most significant,portion of this book
. is the last half, which centers' around the attitude of the returning veteran
.' toward education. If Mr. Fine's e)abore:,.te S'liryeys are correct, practically all
the veterans desire vocational or technical trainjng and wish to secure it in
the shortest possible time. Mr. Fine is convinced that this emphasis on the
practical is also shared by the populace at large and he advocates, therefore,
that practically any' sort of training should pe provided by the colleges for
every one. No i!1dividual shall be dropped merely because he happens to
fail but, on the contrary, he is to be encouraged to hang around as long
as he desires: "Stay as long as you wish. We feel that the longer you remain
at college, the better citizen you will be when Y0l;l finish." One shudders to
think of the college campuses of the futUre crowded with super-civic-minded,
senile students still striving to become better citizens so that in their dotage
they may contribu~e more hilly to the life of the community. Bahl All in
all, though, Democratic Education is well worth reading, not because it presents satisfactory solutions for all the.probletns considered but rather because ~ts elaborate analyses and opinionated views provide a vigorous' challenge to all who are in any way' interested in the future of higher education.
In a"sense, The Development of Higher Education in Mexico is ,a dangerous book in that most of us will r~ad it and then pat ourselves on our
much-patted' backs as we think: "Poor Mexicol Such illiteracyl Such lack
of educational administrative organizat~onl Such meddling political interferencel" Yes, with our semi-literate literacy, ~ur bumbling pedagogues,
our politics-free education I Reading this account of the vicissitudes of
higher educatipn in Mexico is a very sobering experience as well as a very
rewarding one. During the sixteenth century education in that country
was in a highly flourishing condition; many '~chools and colleges were
founded and developed by men of initiative, insight, and broad social perspective. Then a period of stagmition set. in and continued during the' '
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, only to be followed by the !urmoil
and chaos which characterized the life of our closest southern neighbor
during the nineteenth' century and the first two. decades of the. twentieth.
At first glance Mr. Sanchez's volume may seem to prove the correctness·' of
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Mr. Fine's position: universal education as the panacea for Mexico's varied
ills. Ac~ually, though, both of _these books are chiefly important because
they make clear the need for attempting to define and establish certain fundamental princip~es, the sort of thing the North Carolina symposium en4eavors to d9, albeit with only partial success.
THOMAS A. KIRBY

The Governing of Men, by Alexander H. Leighton. Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1945· $3.75·
Born Free and Equal, by Ansel Adams. New York: U. S. Camera, 1944.
No price indicated.
On'e Nation, by Wallace Stegner and the editors of Look. Boston: Houghton MifBin Company, 1945· $3.75
A Negro's Faith in America, by Spencer Logan. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1946. $1.75.
Dew on Jordan, by Harold Preece and Celia Kraft. New York: E. P.
Dutton and Company, Inc., 1946. $2.50.
Here are five books which are concerned, in one way or another, with
what may well be the central problem of our time: the question of the relationship of minority groups, racial and religious, to ,the larger groups in
which they are, atone and the same time, both members and aliens. These
books, even considered together, do not encompass the whole probleJ,ll, but
they do exhibit enough "ariety in their approach, content, and scope to indicate its enormity, its complexity, and its importance.
Commander Leighton, in what is easily the most scholarly of the five,
analyzes the history of the Japanese Relocation Center at Poston, Arizona,
for the purpose of deriving a set of principles and recommendations which
might be universally applicable to problems of public administration. As
head of a research project, jointly sponsored by the Navy, the Office of
Indian Affairs, and the War Relocation Authority, Leighton, together with
his fellow worKers" spent more than a year at Poston, charged with the responsibility of advising the administrative officers concerning current situations in the Center and making observations and analyses that would have
bearing on general problems of administration and government particularly
in occupied areas. The resulting book is really tWo books: one the story
of Poston itself and the relationships that developed among the Japanese
evacuees and between the Japanese and the administrators of the Center;
the other, illustrated with· examples drawn from a variety of sources, a set
of principles covering the reactions of individuals, systems of belief, and
social organization under conditions of stress. As such, The Governing of
Men is a doubly important contribution to the literature on the minority
group, for not only are the principles of behavior and the recommendations
for.the guidance of administrators of significance on both the· practical and
, theoretical levels, but the Poston research project is itself of. particular interest in that it repre§ents one of the too-few attempts to apply the methods
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and findings of social science to the solving of an iriunediate and practical
.
social problem.
Born Free and Equal deals with another Japanese Relocation Center,
that- at Manzanai in Inyo County, California. But where Leighton's approach is scholarly and analytical, Adams' is journalistic, with too much
talk of bright, cold mornings, dean, light, crisp air, small toddlers, benign
.old gentlemen, and $e lush bounty of the earth, and too little of how it
felt to be a Japanese-American, uprooted and stuck in what was essentially
a concentration camp, of the human problems that developed, or of the resentments and frustrations that the Japanese undoubtedly' felt. The Japanese th~t AdaIJlg portrays, both in his· text and his technically excellent
pqotographs, are so' healthy, so happy, so amiable, apd so apparently well
adjusted that one cannot escape the feeling that this book is a sort of Chamber of Commerce brochure filled with a good deal of sweetness and not too
'
' .
much light.
Much more successful with the technique of combining pictures and
text.into an indictment of our handling of the minbrityproblem is Wallace
Stegner's One Nation. In a series of fact-jammed essays and a gallery of
photographs which collectively pack a treJ!lendous emotional punch, Stegner .has sketched the backgrounds, present situations, accomplishment'S, and
aspirations of nine of our largest ,minority groups: the Filipinos, Japanese..
Americans, Chif:1ese, Mexicans, Indians, Sp,anish-Americans, Negroes, Catholics, and Jews. Seeing rightly that we do not have a separate Negro problem, .Mexican problem, Jewish problem, or Oriental problem but rather
"one national problem of how to integrate all our diverse' cultures and
peoples into one society," Stegner traces the causes and results of our present policies of segregation, discrimination, and denial of opportunity and
shows the cost in terms of wasted humanresource~: Th~ picture, as he presents it, is black, but less black than it was, and more than it will be in the
future. We are moving persistently"in the direction of something like~racial
equality, Stegner concludes, and although the lot of .the minority group
member in oUr society is hardly enviable, the solution of his problem: is not
only historically ineVitable, but "tan be materially hastene.d by the efforts of
a;ny American with the, imaginatipnand the good will to work at it."
One such American is Spencer ~ Logan, whose b~ok A Negro's Faith in
America won the Macmillan Centenary Award for nonfiction work by a
member of the armed services. The Negroes and the whites in America'can
come to terms, Sergeant Logan believes, but only if each is willing to make
some concessions to the other. The Negro must become more self-critical,
must have better leadership, must iearn to meet aggression and hostility
without retaliatory violence, and must exercise the patience which ~e
possesses in abUn~ce. The whites, for their pari,' must learn to see
Negroes as individuals rather than a stereotypes and must provide.'them with
an opportunity to earn social, economic, educational, and political equality.
,Although not yet admitted to all its benefits, the Negro believes in democracy, and that belief, in Logan's opinion, "constitutes a great challenge to

I
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America
a test of how much or how little faith white America has
in democracy." There is nothing very new in Logan's book, nor is it exceptionally well written.' But his ideas are expt:essed- simply and directly,
and the faith that he voices is a practical kind based on working as well as
waiting, a kind of faith that will ultimately work its own miracles. Spencer
Logan wants to be not a Negro-American, but just an American. And the
faith and course of action that he. sets down in his little book are well calculated to give him and his fellows that which they so greatly desire.
Dew on Jordan is an anecdotal account of the small religious cults and
folk churches of the Southern hill country and of the colorful and Godfearing characters who carry the Word among the backwoods people. Sympathetically written by two persons who know their subject through long
personal acquaintance, Dew on Jordan brings into focus a relatively neglected aspect of American folk life, the little churches and deviant sects which,
though small in size, are long on faith, and which have contributed their
mite of brightness and color to the American cultural mosiac.

.

LYLE

SAUNDERS

Lay My Burden Down, edited by B. A. Botkin. Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1945. $3.50'
Moving, dramatic narratives told ~by former slaves make up the' 286
pages of Lay My Burden Down. With unusual editorial adroitness Mr.
Botkin has chosen excerpts from nat:ratives of more than 2,000 persons and
with his own commentaries has woven them into a treatise most persuasive
against the inhuman system of slavery. Those who are interested in getting
at the truth behind this tragedy of human history need only read the answers which these people have given in their own words to the questions:
"What do~s it mean to be a slave? '\That does it mean to be free? And,
even more, how does it feel?" It is in the later category that Mr. Botkin's
book particularly excels; from the narrators' own lips come the graphic
portraitures which live, breClthe, and throb, recreating accurately an atmosphere not only of a past but a people. These recitals give a poignant study
of the structure of slavery-the torture of men being cruelly beaten, of being
tied to trees and left· unconscious all night, of the masters' children whipping
house servants who' had nourished them, of mothers not allowed to keep
their babies, of men sold like horses, of women forced to yield to masters or
to masters' choices for the breeding of more slaves.
There is information about house servants and field laborers, about
"paterollers" and slave drivers. Through the variety of themes, attitudes
and temp..ers. which the collection reveals, one sees mingled with the grim
trage~ touches of comic relief.
:
The organization is in five general categories: "Mother Wit," "Long
Remembrance," "From Can to Can't," "A War Among the White Folks,"
and "All I Know About Freedom." "Mother Wit" portrays the life of the
individual chiefly through tall tales and anecdotes. '''Long Remembrance"
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presents the anguish of human lives. One cannot. help· wishing that Mr~
Botkin had reversed the sequence of his topics an~ 'not introduced with
". jokes and anecdotes a book whose principal themes are misery and sulfez:ing. \
Interpolated in the narratives are a few incidents which show fidelity and
sometimes tender attachment of slave to master. There are some slave
heroes and heroines whom no masters ever downed. Some of the most
pathetic. ent:!ies are those concerned with freedom and the inability of L~e
~freedmen to disentangle the reality from wishful·thinking.
For the student of folk literature, the mO$t imp<?rtant section is "Mother
Wit.'; Here there are tall tales, preacher stories, beast_fables, anecdotes,
ghost tales, -and folk-say. Interspersed in the narratives in the other sections there are also proverbs and passages which show artistic poetic impulse,
the gift of condensation, vivid imagery, and pictorial language. One
realizes the difficulty of rendering narratives takeP,. from a multiplicity of
sources and under varying conditions in the language definitely used by the
folk. Yet h3;d reproduction of this language be~n possible it would have
.
given greater authenticity and force to the book.
Enlightening in the realm of social history, valuable as economic philosophy, illuminating as folk literature, Lay My Burden Down is revealing,
poignant, readable.'
S TEL LA. B R EWE R B ROO K E S
G

Names on the Land: a Historical Account of Plac.e Namin[{ in the United
States, by George R. Stewart. New York: Random House, 1945. $3.00.
,

Names on the Land is much more than the usual study of "place naming," for Mr. Stewart's names are most important links betw.een us and the
men who put them on the map and what those ~en did when they settled
the United States. His book is thus history at its most natural and human
level, whether he 'Writes "Of the naming that was before history" or of those
names blazoned by the first Spaniards or Charles Stuart or the Massachusetts General Court or Lewis and Clark, whether~e finds them the procLuct
of "Melodrama in the Forties," or-of the Civil War or Congress or the Board
of Geographic. Names. Always the r~adei is conscious of the men and the
human event behind the name, of the habit of mind, the homesickness of
heart, or the zest o~ imagination that gave names. to Goodnight and Picketwire, to Boston and Providence, New London and-Worcester, Chicken Thief
Flat and Angel's Camp.
.
From 'the Hudson to the Golden Gate in space and from Florida to
Lidice, Illinois, in time, Mr. Stewart ranges the more· than four centp,ries of
our naming. His record is constantly alive because he never forgets that
these names are men's handwriting on the land, that incident and anecdote
and character must keep constant upper hand of pure etymology.-Best of
all is the impetus this book should give to more of our states and counties
and towns to se¥ch out, with similar zest, the remaining local chapters of
this story in the further records of their place names.
KATHERINE
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The Photographs of Edwa1'd Weston" by Nancy Newhall. New York: The
Museum of Modem Art, 1946. No price indicated.
The Modem Museum continues its significant contribution to the art
world by publishing such books as Nancy Newhall's book on Edward Weston. With the Museum's usual high type of presentation, the book at hand
is an exemplary specimen of the art of bookbinding and printing. It reproduces twenty-three of the finest of Weston's' photographs and contains a
critical and biographical essay on Weston by Miss. Newhall. If Weston had
done no more than the photographs chosen for reproduction in this book,
he justifies the elevation to the top rank of master-ar.tist which the Museum
so magnanimously grants him. In showing his art and publishing it the
Museum has elevated itself.
LLOYD

L6zES

GOFF

Lincoln and the South" by J. G. Randall. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
'_
University Press, 1946. $1.50. :i
., . . . I aril by birth a Southe~er . . . " Lincoln told a delegation in
1864. Such is the starting point of these Fleming Lectures on Southem History given in Baton Rouge in 1945~ The author.th~_n proceeds to show
that the great Union leader of the 'sixties kIlew and understood his native
sectioIi. For many y~ars, Lincoln was an ardent member of the. Whig
Party, which was dependent on Southem, support. His ideal statesman was
Henry Clay. When the war ~~e, Lin~ln acted, as someone has said, as
though "he would like to have God on l}.is side, but must have Kentucky."
His moderation an~ patience saved the border stat~s for the Union, even
though Northern abolitionists and English liberals withheld their applause.
As late as the Hampton Roads conference (February, 1865), Lincoln favored compensation to slave owners. The following month he held a conference with Grant and Sherman and authorized the generous peace terms
which those generals gave Lee and Johnston. If the President's plans miscarried, the failure was due to his assassination and to partisanship in Congress. Randall shows that, at the time_ of Lincoln's death, there were some
disceming men in the South who realized that their section had lost its best
friend.
Perhaps this reviewer may be pardoned for mentioning a conversation
he had with a friend of the family in South Carolina' during the summer of
1915. This gentleman, a Confederate veteran, glanced"at Muzzey's An Ame1'ican History, which I was reading when he" called, and said that it would be
impossible to use the book in the college "of which he was president. When
asked for a reason, he cited the statement that "Lincoln's election did not
justify secessiQn." "Anyone who lived in those times," the good doctor declared, "knows that it is not due." Certainly this was the supreme tragedy
of the eighteen-sixties. Given opportunity, a wise leader might have averted
a bloody and expensive war and all the bitterness of reconstruction. And the
quarreling sections had the leader if only he had received more generous
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support., Unfortunately for the nation, he· was' misunderstood and dis·
trUSted until too late, and partisanship frustrated the work of statesmanship. _
And, the author adds, there was a similar tragedy in 1919.
The South generally accepted Lincoln as its frjend long before 1945.
-:. Yet it was em~ently fitting that this theme should have been developed in
such Convincing fashion before a Southern audience. The choice of the
speaker and the timing . are also excellent. Dr. Randall is an eminent Lincobi authority whose two-volume work was in press at the moment. Cer-~.
tairily the le~tures and the "small book on 'a very large subject" will reach
many who will never read Lincoln the President, though doubtless IIlany'
others will be unable to resist the temptation to allow the University of
Illinois professor to make them more intimately acquainted with the great
personality of whom he speaks and writes so persuasively.
Like Lincoln, Randall has ties which bind him to the South. The little
book is dedicated "To the Beloved Rebel who abides with me."
MARION

DARGAN

Saints and Strangers, by Geo~ F. Willison. New York: Reynal and Flitchcock, 1945· $3.75.
.

,

Here are the "sainets," like William Brewster and William Bradford,
who made their pilgrimage -from Scrooby, England, to Amsterdam, to Leyden, and finally to the Plymouth Colony; here are the "strangers," men and
women such as Miles Standish :and Priscilla Mullins, recruited to supplement that small band of the English merchant adventurers who financed
the Old Colony; here also are ~'hired hands," among them that "hopfull
young man," John Alden; here are "servants" too. With one bond in cOm. mon, that all were "from the cottages and not the castles of England," that
all were uin conscious revolt against the aristoaatic principle so-called,"
they sailed for the New World "without a drop of blue blood to be found
anywhere among them." Their story has been many times told, but this
time it comes, without myth and legend; layers of piety, Plymouth Rock~s
traditional certainty, Longfellow's Miles Standish, and, we suspect, several
generations of "Mayflower descendants," figure' in this account principally
for ref~tation. The result is a really living portrait of the New World's
first venture in demoaatic liviDg, 'penned in the humane tradition in the
best sense of that much-abused term.
Among his book's fresh and individual merits is Mr. Willison's .keenly
relished, full use of firsthand records, notably, of course, William Bradford's
Of Plimoth Plantation. From Scro.oby days to the virtual dispersal of Plymouth Colony, saints and strangers .seem always to s~ak for themselves. _
Their concrete, forceful Elizabethan English is skilfully woven into Mr.
Willison's account to tell how they met "with answerable courage" the hardships of settlement, of tangled &n;;tnce, and of the fru~tless struggle of Ply- .
mouth COlony against the austere, enaoaching, theocratic Massachusetts
Bay s~ttlement. Mr. Willison reads. between the lines as skilfully as he
. I

"
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quotes: the essential humanity of the Scrooby and Leyden cqngregations
shines through the fog of theological controversy; religious and economic
motives seem fairly balanced as "King Beaver" comes into account; MilesStandish~ and his Pilgrim supporters turn up without Bradford's whitewash as they rout the Massachusetts Indians at Wessagusset.
Through it all, these Pilgrims are men and women' once more, as they
were on seventeenth century New England shores. Even the appendices
are full o~ life. There is an excellent biographical roster of the Pilgrim
Colony. The modestly retired notes are so superbly readable as almost to
deny their scholarly identity, most of them being additional nuggets from
the records, set forth with just the right degree of present tolerance, perspective and humor. Even the bibliography is evaluated and annotated
with critical relish.
KAT HER I N E S I ld 0 N S

We Stand United and Other Radio Scripts~ by Stephen Vincent Benet, with
a foreword by Norman Rosten; decorated by Ernest Stock. New York
and Toronto: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 1945. $2.50.
~

~

You will want We Stand United in your bookshelf, just after John
Brown's Body and Western Star and just ahead of America. You will want
it there because one reading will not suffice,. and you will want ,to refer to
it again and again when you are pondering, along with 140 million other
Americans, the destiny of America . . . or is it democracy? .. -. about which
Benet thought and felt so much. Those problems left unanswered in his
great unfinished symphony, Western Star~ are answered in We Stand United~
answered in angry, hard-driving words o~ patriotic propaganda.
We Stand United is important because it presents Benet, the great believer in democracy, in the most democratic cultural medium, the radio
script. Through the scripts of this collection, and their presentation over
the air, millions of Americans heard and heard of Benet for the first time.
. Benet knew that here was the medium through which he could ,reach the
heartstrings of America. He knew that there were 32,000,000 homes in his
beloved America, and that 94.6 percent of the~homes had radios. He knew
that there were three times as many radio homes as there were telephone
homes, and five times as many radio homes as there were bathtub homes;
and that five times as many people listen to the radio as read the newspaper. Benet wanted to talk to America; radio was his medium. In com·
pany with Carl CC!IIIler, Archibald MacLeish, Orson Welles, Norman Corwin, Arch Oboler, and Ronald MacDougal, Stephen. Vincent Benet, in We
Stand United~ left the comparatively small audiences of the printed page
an~ ~ppealed, during the war years, to the audiences of millions who listen
to the spoken word over the radio. The initial essay, itself entitled "We
Stand United," read on the America United Rally at Carnegie Hall, with
music by Paul Whiteman, had a listening audience of approximately 30
million. Th~se were the millions that were America to Benet.
.
This posthumous collection also contains the six "Dear Adolf" letters;
~
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the prayer, "Towatd the Century of Modem Man," read to the nation by
President Roosevelt; "Thanksgiving DaY-1941"; "A Time to Reap"; "The}!
Burned the Books"; "The Undefended Border"; "Listen to the People";
"A Child Is Born"; and "Your Army." , This volume includes the best radio "
sc;ripts ever assembled under one cover; it will be a handbook for the student of radio~d.ramatic techniques; it will be a desk copy for any reader who
enjoys fine essays, good poetry, folk'humor and,wisdom; it will be 'a revelation to those who still believe that the literature of radio is limited to soap
.operas and commercials.
,
We Stand United is not Benet at his -beSt:: it is an angry, versatile, purposeful Benet-but always a Benet telling a good story or singing a massive
chorale.
ROBERT E. BARTON ALLEN

II
i
I
I

,I

I

I

Pr~historic Cave Paintings, by Max Raphael; translated by Norbert Guter-

man. The BollingenSeries IV. New York: Pantheon Books, 1945.

$7.50.

"

The texts of art books are, all too frequently, atteIJ;lpts to compete with
the art they reproduce and discuss. Such texts are usually blown-up, labored
efforts to create another "work of art" in juxtaposition with those shown.
The net result is dull, superfluous reading. What is needed is simply information, critical and personal observation.,
'
Max Raphael's :text in his first published book in, English, Prehistoric
Cave Paintings, one of the latest of the Pantheon Series, fits into the latter
category. His writing is an admirable accompaniment to the superb cave
paintings reproduced'. Unlike ~ too many writers on art, Mi: Raphael is
very well. qualified.' Born and educated in Germany, he q.as taught and
written on art and aesthetics, in that country, in France, and in the United
States (si~e 1941).. Of his many, books, his first ,was Von Monet Zu
Picasso, published in Munich in ~913. His knowledge is ably reflected in
the book at hand, although perhaps the writing suffers a bit in translation
from the, Germ.an. "(There is a certain awkwardness and overcrowding of
ideas which makes for slow reading.) The body of the text is rich in ideas
and observations of aesthetic, sociological, economic, ~nd historic significance. Certainly it is far from popular advertising-copy style so often used
to ':sell," first, the :writer or critic and, then, the art discussed. Instead,
, Mr. Raphael's writing enhances the appreciation and the enjoyment of the
most important cave paintings of France and Spain by demonstratipg
why they hold such an impact for modem man.
To begin with, Mr. Raphael accepts the fact that these paintings are
already aesthetically exciting. He'does not try to tell us what we must look
for, or how to enjoy them, or what they symbolize (as if modem man could
ever really know). He presents ~n art which communicates through its
timelessness. Here is an art, he says, which speaks CIa universally human, a
universally understandable language." One of the reasons, he co~tinues,
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that Paleolithic art is "close enough to make us feel the unity of mankind
and reduce the seeming difference between history and prehistory" is-that
"then, ilS today, man is oppressed by man; then, as today, art represented
the wishes and interest of the ruling classes which possessed the spiritual
and material tools and weapons. It is because prehis·tory is not ended . . :
but entering upon its last stage, that Paleolithic art is again so tremendously
effective. . . . The great force of this art appeals to our consciousness
of power over nature; ... it. expresses a sexuality both strong and controlled (and it must not be forgotten. that for the last two hundred years
sexuality has been the focus of all escapist thinking in our civilization)."
In concluding, our author writes, "The study of Paleolithic art should
serve as a reminder to us that it is high time to put an end to the prehistory
of man and to begin a new era, in which the human race will consciously
make its history." Bravo, Max Raphael, it is' high time!
LLOYD

L6zES

GOFF

1

"

Geoqtey Chaucer of England, by Marchette Chute. New York~ E. P. Dutton and Co., Inc., 1946• $3.75.
This book is as much an intimate picture of fourteenth-century England and Chaucer's relation to its tradition and customs as it is the story of
the poet himself. In the selection and development of material Miss Chute
has shown sensitive discrimination between what is essential recording and
what is essential to the writing of a highly readable biography. With·grateful acknowledgment of. indebtedness due the research of scholars, she
neither offers argument nor invites it, but proceeds with forthrightness in
the telling of a story ~ entertaining as that of any novel.
Chaucerian experts may quibble that some of their pet p~dantries have
been lightly tripped over or slyly sidestepped, but this will not be dis~urbing
to the lay reader who ·includes Chaucer in his scope of literary enthusiasms
and who will surely appreciate the efforts of a biographer to bring the attention of a wider reading public to a poet so demonstrably modem. Although
little, if anything, has been added to what is' already known about Chaucer,
caution has been taken to include, all relevant details which bear upon a
better understanding of the man in relationship to his own times as well as
to ours. Miss Chute makes her position clear by declaring this book not to
be designed for the picayune probing pf the seasoned Chauc~rian but as a
service for the uninitiated-or perhaps more realistically for those who
shudder in remembrance of the assigned memorization of the first twenty
lines of the "Prologue" presumed, supposedly, to prove the ease with which
Chaucer may be "mastered." Despite the author's wishful protests and her
determination to demonstrate that Chaucer need not be a bogey, there still
remains some doubt that those who have found the East Midland dialect
of Chaucer's time a barrier to pleasurable reading in the past will find all
difficulties surmounted after reading this book.
Whether to-know Chaucer, though, is worth some effort or not, op.e
:,\'
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needs only to read this biography and Miss Chute's spirited and frequently
~ppant analyses of ·The House of~Fiine, The Book of the Duchess, The
Parliament of Birds, TroUm and Criseyde, and, of course, The. Canterbury
Tales, to know that the answer is unquestionably yes. .In a popularized
approach such as this one, there has been a tendency, perhaps, to place a
. too-great emphasis upon those .;aspeas of Chaucer's writiI!g which are.. lively
and entertaining and not enough upon .the profounder qUalities which
designate his stature as a major philosophic, poet whose influence has domi- 'j'
nated the tradition of realism down to ~e present day and gained for him,
the title "father of English literature." Neverthele,~s, the book is more'
than satisfying an~ with index and bibliographica11i,stings of direct sources
and collateral reading from which informal sprinklings of explanatory footnotes are drawn, unusually compl~te. All decorations, based on fourteenthcentury illuminations, as well as an end-paper map of medieval London,
A DAR U T LED G E
are the work of the author.

I
!
j

e

Felix Mendelssohn Letters, edited by G. Selden-Goth. New York:
theon Books, Inc., 1945- $4'50.

Pan-

As a gifted child pianist, Mendelssohn v~its Goethe and plays for him.

The poet "sits in a dark comer and his old eyes, flash." . Later, a tale!1ted~
young composer-pianist at twenty, Mendelssohn' plays a concert in London.
The ladies' gay bonnets become agitated at every little flourish, reminding
him of wind in a tulip bed. Afterward, at dinner, he becomes intoxicated
with a brown-eyed girl. Her name is Louise and she speaks English.
He tells his sister casually that the organ piece for.'her wedding ~lbe
completed in a few days. One wonders what weddings were like before that.
After accepting a musical position at Dusseldorf,. he writes, "There is
an opera, a choral society, an orchestra, church music, a public, and even
a small opposition; it is simply delightful:'
.
, After strenuous practising for an organ recital. he walked along the
street, conScious only of organ passages. ~
His wife is not a diligent coqespondent because there are "three little
soprano singers in the house}' . We hear that he accompanies the 'young
Queen Vietoria,who sings for him 'and sighs, "Oh, if only I had not been
.so nervous."
,
"
If the reader "likes these very human flashes, he will' enjoy th~fine
Selden-Goth collection of the Mendelssohn letters. It is only fair t~say,
howeyer, that a good many of .the letters will be of interest prim¥ily to
J. D. ROB B
musicians.

Voltaire: Man of Justice, by Adolph' Meyer. New York: Howell, Soskin,
Pub1is4ers, Inc., 1945~ $3.50 •
This is an informal, smoothly written narrative, well digested from
s.ources many of whiCh are familiar but some newly unearthed by Mr. Meyer.
I

·
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Designed" for the general reader-almost, one feels, for a reader who has "
known nothing whatever of Voltaire-it carries no paraphernalia of documentation and sometimes is tantalizing as to the source and dependability
of a given datum.
.
Although Voltaire clearly is a hero to this biographer, he is seen with
reasonable objectivity. His lies are admitted and not particularly condoned,
his avarice is named as such, and his plays are recognized as hopelessly poor·
theatre. The stress, however, is pl~ced upon his shrewd analysis of the
social maladies of eighteentll~century France, and most of all upon his intense hatred of injustice.
Two climaxes are apparent: the r~alization of freedom that Voltaire
. found in England and described ,in the Lettres Philosophiques, and the
Calas case in which the aging cynic became almost a starrry-eyed crusader.
In between was a long passage of doldrums, due largely to the Marquise du
Chatelet but complicated also by the nagging friendship of the Prussian
Frederick. .
Meyer is judiciously restrained in his eSfimate of what Voltaire con~
tributed to the French Revolution. He admits that the notary's son was at
heart an aristocrat, and in the handling of the Ferney enterprise very definitely an autocrat. Of the three ideals of the Revolution, liberty indeed
was vital for this freest of thinkers; but equality persuaded him not at all,
and fraternity therefore could operate only within narrow limits. In sum,
the reader is confirmed in the thought that Voltaire (like Rousseau) probably was very lucky to die before the actual Revolution came.
Final thanks are due to Meyer for not reporting the apocryphal cliche,
"
. but I'd die for your right to say"it."
GEORGE

The Shape of Books to Come, by
ing Press, 1944. $2.50.

J. Donald Adams.

HEDL~EY

New York: The Vik-

The Shape of Books to Come has had some unkind cuts from its reviewers. Mr. Adams is "bourgeois" in his point of view, if not downright
priggish-so blow the winds from not a few newer directions. At the risk
of being assigned to accompany him ~o his bourgeois limbo, honesty compels
me to confess some sneaking fellow prejudices: that I dislike Finnegan's
Wake simply because I can't understand it; that I believe communication a
fundamental literary virtue; that I think the 'twenties and nat~ralism
sometimes overplayed sex and the sewer in a fundamentally adolescent
f"lIlanner; that I wish I could understand more of the contemporary poetS;
that it's comforting to be uplifted by literature now and then; that a little
uplift might come in handy-now espec~ally. It seems to me high time that
some of us settled down to being somewhat more honestly bourgeois in our
critical confessions; up to now the "I think it's jes' wonderful, Mr. Deshee,
I cain't understand a word of it" attitude of the Green Pastures cherubs has
dominated too many timid, puzzled souls like me who would like to follow
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the ruggedly intellectual lead but can't make the R.· p~ ,Blackm:ur level jon
theIr own power. Better honesty of the most J. Donald Adams-bourgeois
brand than cryptic posturing in all the new directions. ~ike Mr. Adams, I,
too, prefer living in a literary democracy that breathes a slightly better
"atmosphere than when knighthood was in flower to taking closed communion with cultists sweetly jaxgoning in the intellectual,upper air.
. But if I ever come to the point of writing a book about it, I hope that
book won't confuse what· I should like literature and the world to be with
an honest- facing up to what they are, and why they must be what they are.
To me, Mr. Adams has written a poor book because he creates just. that
confusion, not because his predilections may be commonplace and oldfashioned.
. t
. The chief parting of our ways comes at the point, I think, of definition
and clarification of the function ·and origin of literature: "it has an obligation to assist in restoring the· dignity of the . human spirit," says Mr.
Adams. And he sees our forthcoming literature about to ·fulfill this obligation. He condemns much of modern liter~ture for "its disgust with. life,
its inability. or disinclination to clarify its meanings for us; confusion of
what is .temporarily interesting or pr-ovokiIl:g with what is of abiding importance." On the. other hand, he says "that the literature in which we find
the fullest satisfaction is the literature in wllich we find the fullest reaction
to life."· Now it seems to me that Mr. Adams would have it both ways: he
wants literature to be an instrument for clarification, guidance, and reform,
a chief provi~er of abiding values for the flagging spirit of marl; and he
wants it to be a full reflection of the life of its time. Most of us are. pitched
upon the two horns of this same dilemina of conflicting desires. The .difference is that I think most of us know it. And we know that the first desire must inevitably be tragically limited by the.! second if not wholly subservient to it.. Mr. ·Adams seems unconscious of ahy conflict because he finds
much evidence for optimism about the world to come, which literature is to
guide and reflect. Both are going to be better. The reader who does not
share his optimism, but who is no pessimist at that, will struggle to bring
himself and Mr. Adams into a men~ clearing where the issue can be fought
out.
.
The book never seems to' take complete stock of the world which modem men of letters are up against, an atomic world sinc.e Mr. Adams-has written-of its ~ebellio'ns, confusion, complexities, loss of faith, tottering and hypocritical idealism, staggering, tonflicts-of the very world which contrib~tes
to earlier twentieth century literature those qualities· for which Mr. Adams
most condemns it. "To clarify its meanings" or discover what is "of abiding
importance," or even to reflect it fully ,is a herculean' labor for any literature, without the additional t obligation of "restoring the dignity of the
human spirit" so sorely battened by this same world. About all that can be
asked of any modem writer is to .tell his tpIth.as he sees it and be as,sessed
therefore.
. ~ Now, certainly, it seems to me that in making this assessment, Mr.
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Adams considers our writers much too superficially; he 'leaves too little sense
of his real assimilation of them; sharp analysis of. method and material escapes ~ost of his 196 pages. Our wiser sophomores are making practically
the same observations of Dreiser and Wolfe and Hemingway-aided by the,
same authorities as is Mr. Adams-; and they are doing far better with the
modern poets, whom Mr. Adams dismisses with appalling Casualness. In
short, his is the summarizing technique of the reviewer, as is this very
paragraph!
I don't pretend to know the answers, either, to this basic problem:
where can literature lead; where is it obliged to follow? But I cannot escape
the feeling that literature can never lead toward the restoration of the human spirit as much as Mr. Adams expects it to, or that books to come, if
they are wholly honest, will find so much affirmation in life to reflect. If'
the books to come are shaped as Mr. Adams forecasts, we shall be in danger
of a return to literary wishful thinking, semi-hypoa-isy, ~dent and misjudged enthusiasms, which will present a full reaction not to life but to a
false, glibly expected brave new world. Willy nilly, literature and the men
who write it are shaped by life far more than Mr. Adams indicates. Chaucer
pictures-he does not mold-the medieval life; Shakespeare at his greatest
brings us his reflection of the titanic cross currents of good and evil that
were shaking his Elizabethan world. The point of attack, it would then
seem, is upon the life and not the literature that displeases us; for the shape
of books to come will be the shape of the world and men to come; and the
duty of the critic is to probe beneath the superficial evidence which feeds
his hopes for a deep, wise, and realistic reading of that world and those
men as they are in his own present.
<

KATHERINE
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a service of the Inter-American Section of the
University of New Mexico's Research Bureau on Latin America
and Cultural Relations in the Southwest, attempts to list, vlith as
much thoroughness as time and resources permit, current materials
dealing with the Southwest.· The So.uthwest, as here defined, includes.
all of New Mexico and Arizona and parts of Texas, Utah, Oklahoma,
Colorado, Nevada, and California.
The symb61 (F) designates fiction; 0) is .' used to indicate materials on the juvenile level.
Be~use of a shift in the publication dates of the NEW MEXICO
QUARTERLY REVIEW, no issue of this Guide app~ared in the Spring, '1946,
number. TlUs issue, therefore, includes item.s 'which were published or
came to our attention between Aprjll, 1946 and September 30, 1946,
and has been given a double number.
The majoritY of the ,items for this issue were gathered by Robert'
Conway and Jack.Vogel.
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BOOKS
Adamic, Louis. Nation 01 nations.,> New York, Harper, '1945. $a.50. Contains an essay
on Mexicans and" Spanish-Ameri¢ans in the United States.
Albright, Horace M. and Frank J. Taylor. Oh, Ranger! A. book about the national parks.
New York, Dodd, Mead, 1946. $2.50.
Appleton, Carolyn Ten Eyck. Cooky cactus. Chicago, Van Kampen Press, 1946.
$1·75. (JF)
Austin, Gladys Peters. Along the' century tTail (Early history 01 Tyler, Texas). Rogers,'
Arkansas, Avalon Press, 1945., $2.5b.
' .
Bennett, Russell H. The compleat rancher. New York, Rinehart, 1946. $2.75. '
Boatright, Mody C. Gib Morgan, minstrel Of the oil fields. E1 Paso, Texas Folklore
Society, 1945.
"
"Boyd, E. Saints and saint makers 01 New Mexico. Santa Fe, Laboratory of Anthropology,
1946. $5.00. Santos and santeros.
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Bruce, Florence G. Lillie of Si'Nhooter Junction. San Antonio, Naylor Co., 1946. $8.00.
Biography of Lillie Drennan of Hempstead, Texas.
Campa, Arthur Leon. Spanish folk-poetry in New Mexico. Albuquerque, University of
New.., Mexico Press, 1946. $3.00.
Corle, Edwin. Listen bright angel. New York, Duell, Sloan &: Pearce, 1946. $3.75. Grand
Canyon countTy.
Cunningham, Eugene. Buckaroo; a Texas rangers novel. New York, Popular Library,
1946. 2M· (F) Reprint.
Davis, Ellis Arthur. The historical encyclopedia of New Mexico. EI Paso, New MeJFico
Historical Association, 1946. 2V. $25.00.
Draper, Mabel Hobson. Though long the trail. New York, Rinehart, 1946. $3.00. Biography of a pioneer New Mexican, Mary Queens Hobson.
Ermine, Will. Outlaw on horseback. New York, Doubleday, 1946. $2.00. (F) Cimarron
country setting.
Eyre, K,atherine Wigmore! Star in the willows. New York, Oxford University Press, 1946.
$2.00. UF)
Geiser, Samuel,W&d. Horticulture and horticulturists in early Texas. Dallas, Southern
Methodist University Press, 1945. $1.50.
Gordon. Mildred. The little man who wasn't there. Garden City, Doubleday, 1946. $2.00.
(F) Arizona setting.
,
Haile, Berard. Navaho war dance. St. Michael's, Ariwna, St. Michael's Press. 1946. ShOO.
Hall, Eugene Raymond. Mammals of Nevada. Berkeley, University of California Press,
1946• $7·5°'
"
Hersch, Virginia. The 'seven cities of gold. New York, Duell, Sloan 8: Pearce, 1946.
$2.50. (F) A novel of the Coronado ~pedition.
.
'Hewett, Edgar L. and Bertha Dutton. The Pueblo Indian world. Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1946. $4.00.
Hoole, W. Stanley. Sam Slick in Texas. San Antonio, Naylor Co., 1945. $2.00. Biography
of Samuel Adams Hammett.
.
Houston, Noel. The great promise. Ne'Y York, Reynal &: Hitchcock, 1946. (F) Oklahoma territory setting.
"
Kuykendall, Lucy R. p.s. to Pecos. Houston, Anson Jones Press, 1946. $3.00. Life in a
Texas Army base.
'
McCarty, John L. Maverick town: the story of old Tascosa. Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1946. $3.00. A western Oklahoma tough town. .
Mahany, Maxwell M. Texas taxes. DallaS, ''vilkinson Co., 1946.
Mason. Bernard Sterling. The book of Indian crafts and costumes. New York, A. S.
Barnes, 1946. $3.00.
Mora, Jo. Trail dust and saddle leather. New York, Scribners, 1946. $8.00. History and
customs .of the cowboy.
Nye, Nelson C. Blood of kings. New York, Macmillan, 1946. $2.00. (F) Arizona
setting.
Ogden, Adele and Eugene Slinte",. Greater America. Berkeley, University of California
Press, 1945. $6.00. Collection of essays including one on the Pima uprising.
Patterson, Caleb Perry and others. State and local government in Tex~; with supplement of developments since I940. New York, Macmillan, 1945. $3.00.
Ralli, Paul. Nevada lawyer. Dallas, Mathis, Van Nort, 1946. $2.00. Biography of a Las
Vegas divorce specialist.
.
Rister, Carl Coke. Robert E. Lee in Texas. Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1946.
$2.50 .
Schmitt, Martin F., ed. (General George Crook; his autobiography. Norman, University
of Oklahoma Press, 1946.
Spier. Leslie. Comparative vocabularies and parallel texts in two Yuman languages of
Arizona. Albuquerque, University of New M~ico Press, 1946. $2.00.
~
Tait, .samuel W. The wildcatters. Princeton, Princeton University Press,' 1946. $3.00.
Informal history of oil hunting in the United States.
Tireman. Loyd. Cocky. Albuquerque. University of New Mexico Press. 1946. $1.25. (JF)
Wattrs, Frank. The Colorado. New York, Rinehart, 1946. $3.00.
Werte.nbaker. Green Peyton. San A.ntonio~ city in the sun. New York, Whittlesey House.
1946. $3.00.
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~ AGRICULTURE AND RANCHING
•Anonymous. "Loving. New Mexico. 'agricultural center:' Southern Union News, 18:
10-11, July 1946•
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway.. .Statement of agricultural conditions in Santa
Fe states. Regular publication, with crop prospects for Oklahoma, New Mexico. Arizona, and Texas.
Berry, L. N. Feeding and management of birds in laying cages. New Mexico Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin 328. State College, April 194~.
Cockerill, P. W. New'Mexico vegetable productiQn in relation to freight rates. New M~
ico Agricultural Experiment Station, 'Bulletin 329. State College, May 1946.
Crops and Markets. Quarterly publication of the U., S. Department of Agriculture with
statistics by states.
Current Farm Economics in Oklahoma. Bi-monthly'publication of the Oklahoma Agricultural Exp~ent Station.
.
The Dude Rancher. Official publication of the Dude Ranchers' Assn.
Economic News for New Mexico Farmers. Monthly publication of New M~ico State, College Extension Service.
Farm and Ranch. Monthly publication devoted to Southwestern farming.
.
New Mexico Stockman. Monthly publication of New Mexico. Cattle Growers' Assn., New
Mexico Wool Growers' Assn., and Southeastern New Mexico Grazing Assn.
. Whitaker, Thomas W. and others. Carrorproduction ,in the West and Southwest. U. S.
Department of_Agriculture, Circular 750. Washington, 1946.

ANTHROPOLOGY. ARCHAEOLOGY. AND SOCIOLOGY
Baldwin, G. C. "Notes on Rampart Cav~." The Masterkey. 20:94, May 1946.
Colton, Harold S. "Fools' nI'es like fools' faces." Plateau. 19:1-8. July 1946. Rock
inscriptions.
,
,
Dabney, Thomas E. "Squaw ance of the lost tribe." New Mexico Magazine, 24:25, 39.
41, April 1946. Alamosa Creek Navajos.
'
Gabel, Milton an.d Hortense. "Tel;Cas newspaper opinion: I." Public Opinion Quarterly,
10:57-70, Spnng 1946.
.
.
Gladwin, Harold S. The Chaco branch excavations at White Mound and in the Red Mesa
Valley. Globe, Arizona, Gila Pueblo, Medallion Papers, 1945.
,~
Goldfrank. Esther S. "More on irri~tion agriculture and Navaho community leadership."
American Anthropologist, 48:473-76, July-Sept. ,1946. .
Hawley, Florence. "The role of Pueblo sOcial·~organization in the dissemination of
Catholicism." American Anthropologist, 48:407-15, July-Sept. 1946.
Hobbs. Hulda R. "The story of the ArchaeologiCal Society. II. The first thirteen years."
EI Palacio, 53:175-86, July; 203-11. Aug. 1946.
Hoijer, Harry. ','The Apachean verb. Part III: ?:be classifiers." International Journal
of American Linguistics. 12:51-59,'Feb. 1946.
'
Hoijer, Harry and others. Linguistic structures of native America. Viking Fund Publications in Anthropology, No': 6. New York. 1946.
"
Hurst, C. T. "Colorado's old-timers; the Indians back to 25,000 years ago." (concluded)
- Southwestern Lore. 12: 18-30, Sept. 1946.
---,. "The !945 TabeqUache expedition:' Southwestern Lore, 12:7-15, June 1946.
~cCord. T. T .• Jr. An economic history of the Mescalero Apaches. Unpublished Master's
thesis. University of New M~ico. 1946.
Moke, Irene A. "Rol~ of Pueblo Indian -economy in Santa Fe." Economic Geography,
22:148-52. April 1946.
'
Nequatewa, Edmund. "The place of cern and feathers in ,Hopi ceremonies." Plateau,
"
19:15- 16• July 1946•
Opler. Morris E. "The creative role of shamanism in Mescalero Apache mythology."
Journal of American Folklore, 59:260-81. July-Sept. 1946.
- - ,-. "Mountain spirits of the Chiricab;ua Apaches." The Masterkey, 20:125-81. July
'
1946•
- - . "The. slaying of th~ monsters; a Mescalero Apache myth." EI Palado, 20:125-81,
Aug. 1946.
Schorr, Daniel L. "Reconverting Mqican Americans." New Republic, 115:412~.l.3, Sept.
30 , 1946.
.
SchUlman, Edmund. "Dendrochronology at Mesa Verde National Park." Tree-Ring Bulletin, 12:18-24, Jan. 1946.
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Senter, Donovan and Florence Hawley. "The grammar school as the basic acculturating
influence for native New Mexicans:' Social Forces, 24:398-407, May 1946.'
Tanner, Clara Lee. "Apache debut." Arizona Highways, 22:30-35, Aug. 1946.
Titiev, Mischa. "Suggestions for the further study of Hopi:' International Journal 01
American Linguistics, 12:89-91, Feb. 1946.
.
·Tower, Donald B. The use of marine mollusca and their value in reconstructing prehistoric trade routes in the American S.outhwest. Papers of the Excavators' Club. V.2.
nO'3' Cambridge, Mass., 1945.
Underhill, Ruth. Workaday life of the Pueblos. U. S. Indian Service, 1946.
Watkins, Frances E. "Hopi toys:' The Masterkey, 20:81. May 1946. Also, Southwestern
Museum Leaflet 19. Los Angeles, 1946.
ARTS
Barker, S. Omar. "Ranchwoman's magic." New Mexico Magazine, 24:14-4143, June 1946.
Craft work of Mrs. Mary Maurice, Rociada. New ~exico.
Sizer, Ina cassidy. "Art in primary schools:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:24. June 1946.
- - - . "Ceramics at Teacliers' College." New Mexico Magazine, 24-21 Feb. 1946.
- - - . "Painter of the desert:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:26.57. Sept. 1946. Barry
Atwater.
- - - . "School of the arts." New Mexico Magazine, 24:26, April 1946. Hill and
Canyon School of Arts, Santa Fe.
"
- - - . "Taos field school of art:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:24,53, Aug. 1946.
- - - . "University art department:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:24, May 1946.
Franklin, Era A. "An art centre in the desert:' School Arts, 45:312, May 1946.
Fuehr, Irma. "Paints. pottery, and plastics." New Mexico Magazine, 24:22-2341, April
1941. Handicraft program at Silver City Teachers' College.
Hougland, Willard. "Note on art in New Me~coo" Southwest Review,.31:262, Summer
1946•

- - - . "Santos: New Mexico p$itive art:' Southwest R-eview, 31:293, Summer 1946.
Langley, Dama. "Craftsman or wage earner-the Navajo must choose:' The Desert Magazine, 9:4, May 1946.
Lewisohn, Edna M. "Thirty-third annual exhibition: painters and sculptors of the Southwest:' EI Palacio, 53:235-41. Sept. 1946.
MacLean, J. Arthur and Dorothy Blair. The art of the North American Indian 01 tfle
United States. Toledo, Toledo Museum of Art, 1946. Includes paintings and pottery of Southwestern Indians.
Mallan, Lloyd. "New~·Mexican pottery." In New Directions, 1946.
Schmidt, Frederick, compo Himnos" alabanzas populares. Paterson, NIJ., St. Anthony
Guild Press, 1946. Traditional Spanish hymns.
Southwestern Musician. Regular publication, with items of interest to musicians and
music lovers.
Tanner, Clara Lee. "Apache basketry:' Arizona Highways, 22:38-39, Aug. 1946.
Underhill, Ruth. Pueblo cralts. Phoenix, PhoeniX Indian School, 1946.
BIBUOGRAPIDES
American Geographical Society. Current.~geographical publications. Monthly list including titles on Southwestern gepgraphy.
Library of Congress. Monthly check list 01 state publications.
U. S. Department of Agriculture. Bibliography of agriculture. Monthly publication inq,
eluding Southwestern items.

l, .

BIOGRAPIDCAL
Arnold, Oren. "Arizona's Aunt Adeline:' Reader's Digest, 49:55-59, Oct. 1946. Pioneer Adeline Gray.
Barker, S. Omar. "Prospector without a burro:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:11,35,37, Feb.
1946. U. Leon Guy of Las Vegas.
Eddy, Don. "Desert queen." American Magazine, 141:30-31,126, June 1946. Nellie Coffman of Palm Springs.
.
.
Flynn, Clarence Edwin. "Old Bill Williams:' New Mexico Magazine, ~4:20,31, Feb. 1946.
Harding, T. Swann. "Manuel D. Chavez:' Extension Service Review, 17:121, Sept. 1946.
New Mexican farmer at Polvadera.
Jackson, Mabel Ruth.· "The Indians call her Grandmother Doll Lady:' Independent
Woman, ~5:~04-o6, July 1946. Mrs. C. G. Wheeler-Jones of Tucson.
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Muench, Joyce and Joseph.' "The dean of the Southwest:' .Ariz.ona Highwaysl 22:28, April
1946. Dr. Byron Cummings, University of Arizona.
Richardson, Gladwell. "Shine Smith, friend of the Navajo." Arizona Highwaysl 22:26-29,
Aug. 1946.
.
Rosser, JohnE. "G. B. Dealey of the News!' Southwest Reviewl "81:827-82, Autumn 1946.
Dallas newspaperman.
Van Valkenburg. Richard. "Tom .Keen. friend of the Moq~i." The Desert Magazinel
9:9- 12 , Ju.Iy 1946.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
. Alcorn, J, R., "Birds of the Lahontan Valley, Nevada." The Condorl 48:129-88, May~~~~

:

Ligon, J. Stokley. "History and management of Merriam's wild turkey. Albuquerque, New
Mexico Game and Fish Commission, 1946.
- - , . Upland game birds restoration through trapping and transplanting. University of
New Mexico, Publications in Biology, No. 2~ Albuquerque, 1946.
Spensley, Robert D. Developmental anatomy'of descurainia pin~ata. UnpUblished Master's thesis, University of New M~co, 1945.
Stahnke, Herbert L. "Some poisonous animals of .the United States:' The Merck Reportl ..
55:22-26, July 1946. Includes Southwestern reptiles, and spiders.
,
CONSERVATION AND RECLAMATION
Anonymous. "Machines against mesqUite!' The Reclamation E-ral 32: 142-43, July 1946.
Reclamation work hear Tucumcari, New Mexico.
•
Finnell, ·H.ll. "Pity the poor lando" Soil Conseroationl 12:327-32, Sept. 1946. Erosion
and dust storms in the Southwest. ~t
Mutch, Harold W. "Lost: irrigation waJer!' The Reclamation Eral 82:182-88, Aug. i946.
. In Carlsbad area. .
CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
Birch, Rev. John J. The work of the Bishops' Committee for the Spanish-speaking people
of the Southwest and West. MimC9graphed report dated May 18, 1946.
_
Del Guercio, Albert. "Some Mexican bOrder problems:' U. S. Immigration and Naturalization Seroicel 3:289-93, April 1946.
Extension Service, Texas A Be M College. Reception centers for migratory farm wO'l'kers.
College Station, Texas, n.d.
Fergusson, Erna. "Paradox of the Pueblo veteran!' Southwest Review1 8:229, Summer
1946•
.
Jones, Robert C. Los braceros mexicanosen los &tados Unidos durante el periodo belico.
Washington, Pan American Union, 1946.
.
Kirk, Ruth F. "Indian welfare; the Navaho." Public Welfarel 4:83-87, April 1946.
Meyer, Agnes E. "Decency pays off. GOod housing holds' best workers:' Washington
Postl April 24, 1946. South T~ migratory 'Workers.
- - . "Forceful Archbishop crusades for Mexicans of San Antonio:' Washington Postl
April 28, 1946.
- - . ''Labor Camps transform life for migrant workers:'~ Washington Postl April 22,
1946. Robstown Farm Labor Supply Center, south Texas.
.
- - . "Migrant Mqican and Anglo labor!' WashingtofJ Post, April 28, 1946.
Pijoan, Jane. .A proposal concerning .the Spanish-speaking people in the United Statesl
submitted by the Institute of Ethnic .Affairsl Washingtonl D. C. Undated, mimeographed proposal for a program to improve social and economic conditions among
Spanish-speaking people. (Issued May 1 9 4 6 . ) '
.
. EDUCATION
Al~der, H. E. Mountain school districts of Western Valencia County; a study in consolidation. Unpublished Master's thesiS, University of ·New Mexico, 1945.
Anonymous. "Navajo school:' .Arizona Highwaysl 22:36-37, Aug. 1946.
- - - . "School is where you find ito" Timel 48:42, Aug. 12, 1946. Navaho schools.
---.. "Size of class in 149 public school systems in cities 80,000 to 100,000 in population,
1945-46." Educational Research Servict}, Circular NO.5, 1946. Includes schools in
Oklahoma, Arizona. Texas. and New Mexico.
Bacon, Frederick M. Contributions of Catholic religious orders to public education in
New Mc.xico. UnpUblished Master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1945. ' .
Campbell, Gloria A. Statutes, court decisions, and attorney-general's opinion affecting the
. schools of New Mexico. UnpUblished Master's thesis, University of New Me~co, 1945·
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Cantwell, George C. Differential prediCtion of college grades for Spanish-A.merican and
A.nglo-A.merican students. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of New M~ico,
1946.
Indian Education. Fortnightly field letter of the Education Division, U. S. Office of In·
dian Affairs.
Irish, Dorothy C. A.n experiment to determine the value of use of the mother-tongue in
teaching a beginning class of Spanish-speaking children. Unpublished Master's thesis,
University of New Mexico, 1945.
Journal Of the A.lbuquerque Public Schools. Regular publication.
McNeilly, Natha~. A. critical analysis of New Mexico school laws, :C9J5-45. Unpublished
Master's thesi~ University of New Mexico, 1945.
Nevada Educational Bulletin. Regular pUblication of- the Nevada State Department of
Education, Carson City. "
.
New Mexico Library Bulletin. Bi-monthly publication of the New Mexico State Library
Association and State Law Library. .
New Mexico Progress. Monthly publication of New Mexi<;o ,School for the Deaf.
Sanchez, George I. ed. First regional conference on the-', ~ducation of Spanish-speaking
people in the Southwest. Austin, University of Texas, Press, March 1946.
,Watson, Mary and Gail Barber. Navaho reservation schoOls; observation (February .1946).
U. S. Office of Indian Affairs, Navaho Service. Window Rock, 1946.
- - - . "An impartial survey of Navaho schools:' Indian Education, 136:1-8, May 15,1946..
FINANCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
A.lbuquerque Progress. Regular publication of Albuquerque National Trust &: Savings
Bank.
Anonymous. "State capitols:' Regular feature in the Oil and Gas JDUrnal.
Bail, E. B. and L. Root. "New Mexico highway materials laboratory report." Western
Construction News, 21:94-99, June 1946.
Conway, Robert G. The future of the meat packing industry in New Me~ico. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1946.
Duff, Dahl M. "FPC approves record-size. Texas California pipe line." Oil and Gas lournal, 45:76, June 15, 1946.
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City. Monthly review Of agricultural and business con.
ditions, tenth Federal Reserve District.
New Mexico State Bureau of Mines. "The mineral wealth of New Me~ico." Regular
.
feature in New Mexico Magazine, beginning April 1946.
New Mexico Tax Bulletin. Monthly publication of New Mexico Taxpayers' Assn.
, Oklahoma Business Bulletin. Monthly publication of the University of Oklahoma.
Parsons, Earl R. "We're learning a lot on G.I..loans:' Banking, 39:36,37,104, July 1946.
In Phoenix, Ar1zoila.
Schwartz, Charles F. and Robert E. Graham, Jr. "State income payments in 1945;' Survey of Current Business, 26:11-24, Aug. 1946. Includes statistics for Southwestern
states.
Vehling, V. B. "Boulder Dam tunnel outlets being changed." Western Construction
News, 21:85-89, June 1946.
FOLKLORE
Hambriento, Miguel. "Cooking secrets of Mesilla:' • New Mexico Magazine, 24:8,31, Jan.
1946; 24:1049,51, April 1946. Recipes and folklore m~ed.
GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Gianella, Vincent G. "Clinoclasite from Majuba Hill, Nevada." A.merican Mineralogist,
3l:liI59-60 , May-June. 1946.'
Hobbs. S. W. and S. E. Clabaugh. Tungsten deposits of the Osgood Range, Humboldt
County, Nevada. University of Nevada Bulletin. v40,no.5. June 1946.
Jahns, Richard. Mica deposits of the Petaca District, Rio A.rriba County, New Mexico.
New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, Bulletin 25. Socorro, 1946.
McKee, Edwin D. "On~ marble in northern Ari~ona." Plateau, 19;9-12, July 1946.
McKee. Edwin D. and Charles E. Resser. Cambrian history of the Grand Canyon region.
Carnegie Institution, Pub. 563. Washington, 1946.
McLellan, H. J. "Raccoon Bend salt dome. Austin County. Texas:' Bulletin of the
A.merican A.ssociation of Petroleum Geologists, 80:1806-<>7. Aug. 1946. •
The Mining Journal. Regular pJJblication with notes on Southwestern mining.
Neely, Lottie M. "Jeffers agate field in New Mexico.' Rocks and Minerals, 21:480-81.
July 1946.
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Brown, Ralph H. "Texas cattle trails." The Texas Geographic Magaz.inel 10:.1.6, Spring
"., 1946.
Calvin. Ross. "Westward empire." New Mexico Magazinel 24:14-15. Aug. 1946.
Haydee. Noya. "The Gabriel Moraga expedition of lSo6; diary of Fray Pedro Muiioz."
Huntington Library QuarterlYI,9:223-4S. May 1946.
Langley. Dama. "Hopi trek to the land of the big water." The ,Desert Magazinel 9:4,
June 1946•
Lauritzen. Jonreed. "Valley of the sun." The Reclamation Eral 32:144'46. July; 173-75,
ISo, Aug. 1946. Arizona irrigation••
Lindgren, Raymond E. "A diary of Kit Carson's Navaho campaigns. IS~3-1864." New
Mexico Historical Reviewl 21:226-46. July 1946.
Livingston. Carl. "Rattlesnake Spring." New Mexico Magaz.inel 24:1~.35.37. May 1946.
Historical reminiscence of an area near Carlsbad.
Lockwood. Frank C. "The Gadsden Treaty." Arizona QuarterlYI 2:5-16. Summer 1946.
Lounsbury. Ralph G. "Materials in the national archives for the history of New Mexico
before IS4S." New Mexico Historical Reviewl 21:247-56, July 1946.
Sister M. Lilliana~Owens. "The valiant .women." New Mexico Magazinel 24:22, Aug.
1946. Sisters of Loretto.
Reeve. Frank D. New Mexico: yesterday and today. Albuquerque, University
of .,New
.
Mexico, Department of Govemment, Aug. 1946.
Roy, Janet T. "T~e life and times of Minera. Te~." Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
49:510-17. April 1946.
Stoes, K. D. "The gambling lady." New Mexico Magazinel 24:19,39, May, 1946. Gertrudes Barcelo of Taos.
.
Taylor, Mendell Lee. "The western services of Stephen Watts Kearney, ISI5-1S4S." New
.
Mexico Historical Review, 21:1Gg-84. July 1946.
Thomlinson, M. H., "Border outpost." New Mexico Magazinel 24:2249-51, May. 1946.
Fort Fillmore. N.M.
Tichy, Marjorie F. "New Mexico's first capit.a1." New Mexico Historical Review, 21:14044, April 1946.
Trumbo, Theron M. "Guardians of the trail." New Mexico Magaz.ine, 24:20-214143,
Jan. 1946• Ford S,eldon ruins.
,
- - - . "The house of Amador." New Mexico Magazine, 24:18454749, April, 1946.
History of Amador Hotel, Las Cruces.
Walter, Paul A. F. "New Mexico's pioneer bank and bankers." New Mexico Historical
Review, 21:209-25, July 1946.
Wilson. Eldred D. "Early mining in Arizona." The Kiva, 11:39-47. May 1946.
MISCELLANEOUS
Aldrich, A. D. "Oklahoma's future as a playground state." Tulsa, 1:1S-19, June 1946.
,Anonymous. "Featuring Texas." Manufacturers' Record, 115:134-40, July 1946.
- - -.. "Hero of Los Alamos." Time, 47:91, June 10. 1946.
- - -.. "Indian converts." Life, 21:64-66, July 15, 1946. Indian baptisms in Arizona.
- - -.. "Summer ceremonies at the Indian Pueblos." EI Palacio, 53:155-60, June 1946.
- - -.. "V-2 rocket tests." Chemical and Engineering Newsl 24:1386-87, May 25. 1946.
Arnold, Oren. "Rediscovering the Southwest." Kiwanis Magazine, 31:9-11, July 1946.
Bailey, Alfred M. "High country of Colorado." National Geographic Magazine, 90:43-72,
July 1946.
Brothers, Mary H. "Fruit country," New Mexico Magazine, 24: 15,50-51. June 1946. San
Juan Basin.
Burch, Tillie. "The best food on the trail." New Me:;ico Magazine, 24:214749, Aug.
1946. Recipes.
Condon, Jane. "Crossroads." New Mexico Magazine, 24:23.33, Jan. 1946. Bayard. N.M.
Dabney, Thomas E.. "Branding time." New Mexico Magazine, 24:12-13.33,35, Feb. 1946.
"BUilding blocks, 1946 model." New Mexico Magazine, 24:16-17,52. Sept. 1946.
Pumice blocks.
- - - . "I live in a ghost town." New Mexico Magazine, 24:23, Aug. 1946. Park City,
N.M.
Dorroh, C. H .• Jr. Certain hydrologic and climatic characteristics of the Southwest. University of New Mexico, Publications in Engineering, NO.1, Sept. 1946.
Fitzpatrick, George. "Atomic bomb sightseeing." New Mexico Magazine, 24:13-15.33,35.37.
Jan. 1946. At site of first explosion.
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Gipson, Fred. "Sad Sam." Southwest Review, 31:333-36, Autumt;l 1946. An un-rideable
Texas bronc:
Hendron, J. W. "Atomic man in the haunts of the anqent cave men." The Desert Magazine, 9:5-10, Oct. 1946~
Hening, H. B. "New Mexico's marvellous Mesilla Valley." New Mexico Stockman, 11:4142, May 1946.
'
Hilton, John. ' "Fossils while you wait.·· The DeseTt Magazine#i}9:5-'1, Aug. 1946.
Hinga. D. "Rio Grande, river of death," CollieT's, 118:24-26. Aug. 17. 1946.
Hipkoe. Alfred R. '''We found crystals in the Hopi buttes." The DeseTt Magazine, 9:1316, Oct. 1946.
'
Indians at Work. M~nth1y publication of Office of Indian Affairs, with news of, Southwestern Indians.
.
Jennings, Herbert S. "Stirring da}'s at 'A. Be M:' Southwest Review, 31:341-44, Autumn
1,946. T e J F a s . .
.
Kerchville, F. M. "Dialogues of Don Placido:' Regular feature~in New Mexico Magtnine.
Knight, Charlotte. "V-2 rockets over New Mexicoo'~ A.ir Force, '29:26-27. May 1946.
Langley, Dama. "Man of the lonely places." Arizona Highway, 22:4-9, Aug. 1946.
Navajos.
_
' .
Lantz~ Edith M. Effects of canning and drying on the carotene and ascorbic acid content
of chile. New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 827. State' College,
April 1946.
- . Preparing green chile for free1.ing. New Mexico Agricultural ~periment Station,
Press Bulletin 1012. State College, June 29, 1946.
Laudermilk, Jerry. "How nature cOlored the. hills at Calico:' The Desert Magazine, 9:58. July 1946.
.
LaViness, W. Thetford. "Fiesta celebration:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:11-13, Aug. 1946.
At Santa Fe.
.
- - . "Southwestern Indians hold summer fiestas:' Journal of Illinois State A.rchaeological Society, 4:31, July 1946.,
,
- - . "Summer fiestas:: New Mexico Magazine, 24:2148-50, June 1946. At Pueblos.
Mathews, Truman. "A. house for G.1. Joe." New Mexico Magazine, 24:13-15, April 1946.
Plans for low-cost Southwestern type home.
'
Muench, Joyce and Josef. "Arizona's geological comedy." Travel, '87:28-30,32, Aug. 1946.
Rock formations.
- - . "Marble Canyon country." A.ri~titJ Highways, 22:4, April 1946'.
New Mexico Alumnus. Regular publication of New Mexico Alumni Assn.
Oklahoma Planning and Resources Board. Your Oklahoma. Oklahoma City, The Board,
1945. Information on agriculture, land, water, etc.
.
Oklahoma Public Welfare Review. Monthly ,pUblication of Oklahoma Department of
.
Public Welfare..
The Padres' Trail. Regular publication: of Franciscan Fathers,. St. Michael's, Arizona.
Philibert, Sister M. A mir~ulous stairease in a mechanical age. Santa Fe, Santa Fe Press,
1946. At the Cpapel of Our Lady of Light, -Santa Fe.
Pillsbury, D. L. "Romance on the hoof:' Christian Science Monitor Magazine, June 1,
1946. Sheep.
,
Redfield, Georgia. "The Diamond A empire:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:24,35,37, April
1946. Old Diamond A ranch on Rio Hondo, near Roswell, N.M.
'
Scarritt, Ed. "Clovis, metropolis of the plains:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:11-13,35, June
,
1946.
Scott, Earl W: "Hopper, hackle, and worm:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:20, Aug. 1946.
. . Fishing.
- - . "Wagons rolling west:' New Mexico,Magazine, 24:204748, June 1946. Pioneer
Day at Bluewater, N. M.
- - . "Where old trails meet:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:16-17,31,33, Feb. 1946. Carrizow and vicinity.
Seibold, Doris K. "Cattle raising and Spanish speech in Southern Arizona:' Arizona
Quarterly, 2:24-34, SUD;lmer 1946.
Sheldon, Walt.. "Crossroads fair:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:11-13,37, Sept. 1946; New
Mexico State Fair,' Albuquerque. , .
'
Smith, Catherine Chambliss. "Havasupai." A'rizona Highways, 22:10-15, Aug. 1946.
Smith, H. V. The climate Of Arizona. Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin
197· Tucson, July 1945.
The Southwest Wind. Monthly publication.of New Mexico Highlands University.
The SouthwesteTn Baker. Montlily tradC? journal.
.
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Stamm, Roy A. "Pioneers in the air." New Mexico Magazine, 24:18-1943, Sept. 1946.
. Early flying in Albuquerque.
Stevens, Alden. "Small town America. V. Los Alamos, N. M." The Nation, 163:127-28, Aug.
3,1946.

. Monthly publication devoted to Western houses, gardens, home hints, etc.
Texas: a monthly magazine devoted to the welfare of the people of Texas. Regular pUblication of Te'Fas Social Welfare Assn., Austin. V.l,DO.l, April 1946.
Texas Bar Journal. Monthly publication of Texas State Bar Assn.
The Turquoise. Quarterly publication of New Mexico Federation of Business and Pro·
~
fessional Womens Clubs.
u. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Population: internal migration,
1935 to 1940. Social characteristics of migrants. W~hington, 1946. Includes statistics
for Southwestern states.
U. S. Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau. Monthly weather review. Statistics for
Southwestern states.
Vroman, Harry. "Freak. rocks in nature's wonderland." The Desert Magazine, 9:lU-22,
July 1946.
Woods, Betty. "Trip of the month:' Regular feature in New Mexico Magazine.

Sunse~
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LOS PAISANOS
Saludo a Todos Los Palsanos:
One hundred years ago Stephen Watts Kearny and his Missourians invaded that part of'Mexico then and now known as New Mexico.
Kearny and his soldiers traveled from the Missouri River to the Mora
River in New Mexico, a distance of 775 miles, without seeing ;in in- .
habited house. The Missourians came into New Mexico through Raton
Pass, following a trail that later became a stagecoach road, near, the
present line-of the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. The invaders
made their first camp in present New Mexico on the west side of Raton
Mountain. Kearny issued an order of the day, just before entering New
\>¥exico, prohibiting his men from disturbing a blade <;>f grass or taking
an ear of corn from any man's property. He read his carefully prepared
manifesto to the people of New Mexico at Las Vegas on August 15,
1846, and entered Santa Fe on August 18, 1846, taking possession of
New Mexico in the name of ~he United States. On October 16, 1946,
Santa Fe celebrated "Kearny Day" "at the Palace of the Governors.' It
was a thril!ing occasion, as you may well imagine. In the forenoon
Postmaster General Hannegan formally presented the Kearny Memorial stamp, of which 100,000,000 were issued. In the evening at' a joint
meeting of the New Mexico Historical Socie~y and of the New Mexico
Archaeological Society in St. Francis Auditorium, Rear Admiral George
Lester Weyler, at one time commander of the New Mexico, presented
to the state the battle flag of that war ship. The "Kearny" address of
3·
.the evening was given by W. A. Keleher.
Dayto:tl Kohler's article entitled "Conrad Richter: Early Americana," which appeared as the ieadarticle in the English Journal for September, is excellent. He evaluates the distinguished novelist from the
viewpoint of 'substance, technique, and style, and -maintains that Richter has reclaimed two segments of the American past widely separated
.in time and space, and that working within a recognizable and a~then-
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'tic folk tradition, he has achieveci'regionalism as art. Accorping to this
citic, a new short novel by Conrad Richter will soon be published,
and a later publication to be called The Town will be a continuation
of The Fields. Mr. Kohler established my confidence,in his ability to
judge regionalism as art by the fo!lowing opinion: "The¥ew realistic
and intelligent novels about the West have been ignored by criticism,
which now takes the conventions and cliches df the Western story for
granted. Writers of real talent-witness Eugene Manlove Rhodeshave passed almost without notice."
Paul Horgan has returned to his h,omeland, New Mexico, in order
to write his fo~thcoming book, The Rio Grandtt,} in the Rivers of
America Series. The manuscript will be written at the ranch home of
Peter Hurd:, who will illustrate the book. You probably recall that this
talented artist illustrated ,The Return of the Weed} one of Paul's finest
books. . . . Robert Van Gelder, book editor of the New York Times
Revi~w} who resigned not long ago to work on his novel, is seriously
considering. residence in southeastern New Mexico during the time
required to write the book, t~ntatively called Important People.
Writers accustomed to living in a garret on starvation diet while working on literary masterpieces will be interested to know that Mr. Van
Gelder has an advance of twenty ~ thousand dollars against future royalties, a sum believed to be an all-time high in the writing world. . . .
Monroe L. Fox, who was blinded by a Japanese bomb which made a
direct hit on the U. S. S. Blessman where he was serving as a member. of
the Underwater Demolition team, is the author of that recently pub.
lished book Blind Adventure. We are especially interested in it because at the present time Mr. Fox is successfully running a dude ranch
near Chama, New Mexico.
Interesting visitors of recent date included Professor and Mrs.
George R. Stewart of the University, of California, who came to see
, their son, John, a student at the University of New Mexico. Professor
Stewart, in addition to being the author of that very popular book, The
Storm} has also written the following books: Names on the Land} Doctor's Orals} and Man. Members;.of: the English department gave a
luncheon at La Placita in honor of
guests, at which time Dr. Stewart
.
talked informally of his writing experiences. .
According to the New Mexico Book Store popular books this season include It Happened in Taos} by Dr. J. T. Reid; When The Dogs
Bark cTreed'} by Elliott S. ,Barker; Jim Bridger: Mountain Man} by
Stanley Vestal; and Star-Mountain and Other Legends of Mexico} by

the

.

.
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Camilla Campbell and Ena McKinney. Lantern Press Incorporated
announce a Fourth Mystery Anthology to be edited by A. L. Furman.
Speaking of mysteries, did you hear that Dorothy 'B. Hughes is working
on a novel that is not- going to have a bit of mystery about it?
Jose Garda Villa is the ¢itor of the new.quarterly Viva. Each
issue of tl1eanthology will be devoted to ~n important living poet and
will include, in addition to the,poet's new work, a symposium of eriti.. '
tal appreciative essays about him. The fall issue was devoted to Edith
'Sitwell, and succeeding issues WIll present works by Marianne Moore,
Ezra Pound, and Dylan Thomas; University. of New Mexico campus
friends of 'Villa's are especially interested in the'publication because it
. was here that he edited a little magai.ine called, Morado, in which his
. first stories appeared.'
.
D~d you read "A Fallen Sparrow," by Dorothy Thomas,in th~ New
YOTher? If not, look it up because it is one of the best little satires on
Santa Fe that have appeared· in. sqme time, and incidentally the first
appearance of Miss Thomas in this magazine.
'
.
Hasta la pr6xima vez.
JULIA

....

KELEHER

.. i.
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The ThoDlas Y. CroweD CAtlDpaDy
FICTION FELLOWSHIPS
The Thomas Y. Crowell Company announces, through the co-operation of the NEW
MExIco QUARTERLY REVIEW, the University of Kansas City Review, the Prairie
Schooner, and ~e University of Iowa. the availability of $4,000 in ~ction fellowships.

THE PURPOSE-To encourage and assist talented fiction writers
THE AWARDS• Eight fellowships of $500 each. available to authors who submit five
chapters or 15.000 words of a proposed nn~vel'. brief outline
of the remainder.
i
• The fellowships will be outright awards a )(l not -advances against
royalties.
• The author of any book purchased as a ._--,~ f this contest will
receive an additional sum of at least $500, as an advance against
royalties.
.
• The Thomas Y. Crowell Company reserves the right to make no
award if the material submitted does not meet fellowship
standards.
>

ELIGmILITY-

• Limited to writers whose work (fiction, non-fiction. or poetry) has
been published. or is to be published before the fellowship
. deadline, in:

• The Prairie Schooner
• The University of Kansas City Review
• The New Mexico Quarterly Review

.,

• Those ~ters who have attended, are enrolled, or are planning to enter
the :University of Iowa School of Letters.

THE CONDITIONS• Deadline: All material (five chapters or 15,000 words and the outline)
must be in the publisher'S office by April 15, 1947.
• There are no restrictions as to subject matter, theme, or locale.
• Manuscrlpts must be in English, typed double spaced, on one. side of
the paper only.
• With each entry send a covering letter stating that the manuscript
submitted is original and unpublished.
• There will be no predetermined deadlines for sending the remainder
of manuscripts awarded fellowships.
• The Thomas Y. Crowell Company reserves the right to negotiate for
the publication of any novels awarded fellowships. Arrangements for
pUblishing are to be agreed upon between the author and the publisher.
• The judges will be the editorial staff of the Thomas Y.· Crowell
Company. Their decisions will be final.
• All care will be taken to protect manuscripts, but the publisher will be
in no way respOnsible for loss or damage.

Queries and entries should be se~t .to:
THE FELLOWSHIP EDITOR
THOMAS

"j

43 2 Fourth Avenue
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CONTRIBUTORS

s. GRISWOLD MORLEY, a member of the department of Spanish and Portuguese at the
University of California, Berkeley, is author and translator of the lead article in this .
issue; he is not to be confused with his cousin, Sylvanus G. Morley, well·known Santa Fe
archa~lpgist. THOMAS C. DONNELLY is head of the department of government at the·
University of New Mexico; his original article, of which "Educational 'Progress in New
Mexico" is a part. has been called by the National Education Association one !of the best
studies of its kind in America. EDWIN HONIG. a former contributor of poetry and transla·
tions, is a member of the department of language and literature at the Illinois Institute
of Technology in Chicago.
.
LEWIS FISmm's "Ghost Story" is his second story published here, and others 'have
appeared in Partisan Review, Accent, and various other magazines; he lives in Aurora, New
York. CHARLES NEIDER, of New York, has published widely and now is editing a book of
essays on Thomas Mann and writing a book on Kafka. MARGARET ST. CLAm, who lives in
Richmond. California, appears here for the firSt time, although she has pUbliShed exten·
sively in other magazines. ALEx AumN, of Jackson Heights, New York, has published
poetry and fiction in numerous tg.agazines and is writing a novel; this is his first appearance
in these pages. Poetry and fiction by DAVID CoRNEL DEJONG have appeared here and in
many' other magazines. and a collection of his short stories, Snow-on-the-Mountain, was
published recently; he lives in Providence, Rhode Island. ARTHUR H. SCOUTEN teaches
English at Alabama Polytechnic Institute; he has pUblished articles and criticism in a
number of British and American magazines; '~temoon in August," is his first contribution
to these pages. ALBERT CLEMENTS, another newcomer. lives in Hudson. New York. and has
published in American Mncury-; New Masses, and various "little magazines:'
All but five of the poets in this issue have appeared here formerly. ANN STANFORD.
of Los Angeles. is author of In Narrow Bound and is represented in the anthology Twelve
Poets of the Pacific, edited by. Yvor Winters. MYRON H. BRooMELL. also of Los Angeles.
will have a volume of poet!lS entitled The Time of Dialing appear in the spring under the
joilit imprint of The Swallow Press and William Morrow and Company. MEADE HARWELL,
author of Poems from Sevtral Wildernesses, is a graduate student at the University of
Chicago. CLARA BRUSSEL. of Brattleboro, Vermont, is a new contributor to these pages.
although she has published poems in Poetry. JOHN E. HART, also new to thiS magazine,
had poems published in New Directions: 1942; he teaches English at the University of
Cincinnati. J. C. CREws lives in Waco. Texas, where he runs The Motive Book$hop. ELLIS
FOOTE lives in Salt Lake! City and is the author of The Ballad of Gam Dull and Other
Poems. CAROL ELy HARPER lives in Walla Walla. Washington; her collection of poems,
To a Faulty Lover, was published recently. JUDAH M••TURKAT. of Brooklyn. New York,
appeared in our last issue:~ith a short poem. IRMA WASSAIL lives in Wichita. Kansas. and
has published poetry and· short fiction in many literary magazines. JOHN WILLIAMS, of
Pasadena. California. appears here for the first time. NORMAN KRAEF'r's poem pUblished in
this issue is his second accepted poem; h~ is a radio announcer and lives in ChiCago. P. B.
NEWMAN. another newcOmer. is a graduate of the University of Chicago.
JOHN THEOBALD appears here for the first time as a reviewer, although',a poem by him
was published in a recent issue, and a volume of his poetry will appear sooA.n~e teaches
English at San Diego State College. VERNON A. YOUNG'S article cn Katherine, e Porter.
published last year in this magazine. has been selected for an anthology collection and
for reprinting abroad; he lives in Tucson. Arizona. QUINCY GUY BURRIS. a former contributor of translations and reviews, is a member of the Eng~h department at New Mexico
Highlands University. ALAN SWALLOW, poetry editor of this magazine. teaGhes English
at ·the University of Denver. MARGARET PAGE HOOD, of Las Cruces. New ¥~co, is a
free lance writer on New Mexico folklore. C. L. SoNNICHSEN is head of 'the; department
of English at the Texas College of Mines and Metallurgy in E1 Paso. WALtER 'W. TAYLOR,
JR.. is now in Coahuila. M~ico. on a Rockefeller Postwar Fellowship in· ~thropology.
THOMAS A. KIRBy is head of the English department at Louisiana State UniverSity. STELLA
BREWER BROOKES, professor of English at Clark College. Atlanta. Georgia. recently received
her Ph.D. in the field of Negro folk literature from Cornell University. LLoYDI L6ZES GoFF
is an Albuquerque artist. GEORGE HEDLEY, author of The Christian Heritage in America,
is a member of the faculty of Mills College. Oakland. California. Other reviewers. are
mainly members of the teaching staff of the University·of New Mexico. THELMA CAMPBELL
is a member of the Spanish department; DoROTHY WOODWARD teaches history; MARIE POPE
WALLIS is completing an extensive study of Latin-American women poets at tlle University
of New M~co: LYLE SAUND~ is assistant professor of sociology and research associate of
the School of Inter-American- Affairs; MARION DARGAN is' a member of the department of
history; ROBERT E. BARTON Au.EN is head of the division of speech; ADA RUT:LEDGE is editorial assistant on this magazine: J. D. ROBB is Dean of the College of Fine Arts; and
KATHERINE SIMONS, review editor of this magazine, is a member of the English department.
JUUA KEI.EHER. author of the regular feature. "Los Paisanos," teaches English.
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Griswold Morley

is not an exclusive product of the United States
of America. Wherever cattle thrive on a large scale there must
be rilen to manage them. Here, what with long. grass country, short
grass country, Rocky Mountain plateau, part of the deserts,' and a slice
of the Pacific Coast, there are some 800,000 square miles over which"
beef critters, as well as buffalo ~~d antelope, have roamed. '
Turn now to the south of us.~ to ~e Hispanic countries of the
,Western Hemisphere. Large scale Cattle raising is conditioned neces-sarily by the geography of the land. Extensive plains must exist, and
a suitable climate. Going from north to south, the following natIons
possess a cattle industry of importance: Mexico, Colombia, Vene- zuela, southern Brazil, Uruguay and the Argentine. Each has its type
of cowboy. In Mexico he is called a vaquero; in Colombia andVenezuela, a llanero (plainsman); and in the regions a~ong the River Plate,
a gaucho. The name gaucho first appears in the late eighteenth century, and its origin is unknown.
Not by mere chance is 'our cowboy known in the Southwest as a
"buckaroo," corroption of the Spanish vaq uero. His art and his technique are strictly Spanish, by way of Mexico. The horseman and the
~att1emen existed in Mexico and Spanish California before they did in
',r;tbe United States, and from them we, learned the tricks of riding and
throwing the lasso. If proof is wanted, consider the Spanish origin of
,ithe terms of the trade. Lasso, lariat, quirt, rodeo, caviya, -mustang,
cinch, hackamore, bronco, statnpede, are' all of Spanish derivation.
Some of our cowboy's customs are the offspring, though he did not
suspect it, of old Spanish sports: for example, the "lancing game,"
where the rider, going at full speed, tries to thrust a lance through a
pendant ring. This was a Moorish pastime, described in full detaii by

T

HE COWPUNCHER

• Adapted from "La novelfstica del cowboy y del gaucho," Revisto iberoamericana,
May 16, 1945, by permission of the author and the editor.
(
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Perez de Hita in the late sixteenth century. The Argentine gaucho,
so far away from Texas, but drawing on the same tradition, had his
juego de la sortija, or ring game.
Here is a more curious instance of identical origin. Readers 'of
two celebrated gaucho novels, Soledad, by Acevedo Dfa?:, and Raquela,
by Benito Lynch, have been struck by an episode which th~y thought
lurid and exaggerateq.: to put out a prairie fire, men kill ell mare and
drag its body along the line of flame. Lynch has eveR; been accused
of borrowing the idea from his predecesS0r. No borrowing is here,
only the description of an actual technique. It was standard practice
aJIDong our cowboys, who slaughtered a steer, fastened two lariats to
fore and hind legs, and, as they called it, C'straddled" the fire. Whether
this too came from Spain, or merely originated in both countries from
the exigencies of plains life, I do not know.
.
In essential details, the cowpuncher technique of Texas, Venezuela,.and the Plate is alike. If you read a description of a rodeo or a
bronchobusting in Will James or :p'hilip Rollins,' and another in a,
Uruguayan novel of Reyles or a Venezuelan novel of R6mu~o Gallegos,
you will think it is the same scene. True, some personal acc~utrements
are different. The gaucho used a [aeon, a hilted knife haIfa ~ard long,
for his private fights, while the cowboy flourished his six-shqoter-that
is nothing more than superior Yankee methanical genius. The gaucho..
had another singular weapon, unknown in the North, thd bolas or
boleadorm: two or three stone balls sheathed in leather and united by
strands of rawhide. These terrible implements were thrown to trip
ostriches, horses, and cattle, and they found a place in war as well as in
ranching. Since the bolas leave the hand entirely, they have a longer
range and require less preparation for hurling, than the lasso; hence
they are quicker. It is a reproach to·the white man's powers of invention that he did not think of the bolas. The Spaniards of the South
took them from the Indians of that region. Our Indians had not
devised them, and so our cowboys lacked that weapon.
~"
The cowpuncher, in whatever land he lived and plied his profession, was-a proper epic figure. Always on horseback, living day and
· night with "his beasts, he became an extension of the horse, or the horse
of him. Gait and physique showed his occupation: one cowboy was
known as "wedding-ring Bill," from the rear view of his legs. The
literature of both North and South is full of admiration £01:" expert
and daring horse taming, feats of balance and muscle reading, skill in
roping and herding cattle. But cowboy and gaucho were 'more than
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mere horsemen: Alike they c;leveloped a special code of honor, a pride
in skills, a spirit of discipline, and obedience to unwritten laws of the
trail. They risked their lives again and again. They performed their
work in every weather; they went for days without sleep, if necessary,
like.a sailor or soldier. A broken arm or leg was all in the day's work if
the cattle were delivered on time. '~Courage was taken for granted.
_ Both plumed themselves upon generous hospitality to every stranger,
and their code was firm to ask no questions of him.
In th~se respects the two were alike..In others they differed. The
cowboy must have been among us from the moment the Great West
was explored, but not until tb;e Indians were cleared out of the plains
could cattle raising become an industry. When, in '1846, the British
officer George F. Ruxton crossed the plains from Santa Fe to Fort
Leavenworth, and Francis Parkman explored the start of the Oregon
trail, they found imm~nse herds of buffalo. TheSe had to be removed.
The second half of the nin~teenth century and the beginning of the·
twentieth were the cowboy's best days. 'Also, he was, in the last analysis,
a hired hand on horseback, despite Gene Rhodes's brilliant protest
against the term. He was a law preserver not a lawbreaker, and worked
for a wage.
The ga-q,cho antedates our cowboy by a hundred years or more,
and his background is as. dissimilar as possible. He began as a smuggler, a contiabandista; .he stole before he guarded, unlike the cowboy,
who guarded before he stole. The gaucho carried on an active trade
in hides, dodging the Spanish tariff. He formed the backbone of
armies, and his lawless upbringing made him apt for civil war. If he
did not wish to fight in the ranks, he was impressed by force. If he
deserted from the army, he became a gOlUcho malo, or bandit. He had,
therefore, a backdrop of violence and tragedy, whereas the cowboy of
this country~ though pursuing a very dangerous profession, was in the
~ain a law-abiding citizen like any other workingman. The gaucho
began as anoutlaw and was tamed by time into a farmhand; the cowboy began as a cattle hand and by exception strayed into banditry.
Moreover, the gaucho, as a· good Latin, was a devotee of music.
Our northern cowboy sang songs, as everyone knows, and part of his
. t. rade was to soothe the cattle with his tunes at night, when he rode
herd; but he did not travel with a guitar slung across his saddle; he did
not, like the gaucho, esteem skill in improvising verse as second only
to skill in dueling. The Spanish song contest (payada) took place in
saloon or patio, and a description of one is likely to come into any novel.
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The gaucho, then, in comparison with the cowboy, was -a manysided being. He was an expert horseman and cattleherder" and that
is where the two meet. Bqt he was also sOldier, bandit, musician,
picaro and gambler, politician at the orders of his local boss, and a
cattle owner or cowman (for the word gaucho coversal~ these). For
my present purpose I must leave out of account all the pha~s of his
life that do not coincide with those· of our cowpunchers, and I must
consider him strictly as a cattle hand.
Gaucho aI}d cowboy are alike picturesque figures; more~ they are
heroic figures. And if, to form an epic legend, perspective must be had,
and the mist of remoteness must curl about the characters and blur
the realistic sharpness of the faces, that too is present. The palmy days
of the cowboy are past. He still exists, but his domain has shrunk. The
farmer, the nester and his 'barbed wire have taken over much of it.
The Chisholm trail and the Goodnight-Loving trail are only memories.
The great cattle drives from Texas to Montana belong to the past.
Agnes Morley Cleaveland's No Life for a Lady graphically depicts the
change; so do the accounts of Douglas'Branch and Philip Rollins. And
in the Argentine, the real gaucho has passed from the scene. When
Sarmiento broke the power of the tyrant Rosas in 1852, he rang the
knell for the old wild, free life," and strucf down the gaucho. _He is
now only a heroic legend and, as such, fit material for folkLorists and
novel writers. Cowboy and gaucho both deserve an adequate literature.
What have they had?
.

~';T

Our cowboy has been lucky from the start in the> writers who
described him as he was. From Char~ie Siringo and Andy Adams
down to Will Ja:mes and Douglas Branch -and Philip Rollins and Agnes
Morley Cleaveland, there are portrayals of Western ranch life written
'with knowledge, color, and enthusi~sm. It takes no more than the
plain truth about a cowboy to hold the reader. The facts about him
are better than the fiction. The farther the narrative strays from pure
observation, the weaker it becomes. Even old Andy Adams (A Texas
Matchmaker, 19°4), rambling along without literary pretension, has
a surer vision of life than Owen Wister.
Fortunate in his historians, the cowboy has been unlucky in his
novelists. No thoroughgoing account of cowboy fiction exists. Douglas
Branch's The Cowboy in Literature (1922) has many' gaps, and the
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if

general histories\ of our literature concede only passing allusions to
the "western" novel-very properly, if one considers its slight artistic
value.
It appears that Owen Wister was the first to write a cowboy novel
with a plot. Wister was a competent writer, but The Virginian (1902)'
set a vicious pattern. Every novelist since his day has followed it. The
hero, I need llardly say, is a cowboy of. surpassing skill; he is stronger
.than anyone else, more graceful than anyone else, he throws a lasso
better and with less effort tpan anyone else; he can shoot quicker and
straighter, ride harder and faster than anyone else; the toughest bronco'
has no terrors for him. If he is ever injured it is because someone takes
unfair advantage of him. He is always mentioned on the first page of
the novel. If he has any bad traits we do not hear about them, or they
are he-man sins.
.There is also a villain without the least redeeming feature; he is
homely, brutal, underhanded. I!J- ~?The Virginian he isn't even a good
horseman or a good poker player, ~nd you only wonder why the hero
didn't finish him off in the second chapter instead of the next to the last.
Then, there is the girl. In the ect-rly novels she used to be an innocent
schoolmarni just arrived from the East; she had to <be taught not only
how to ride a horse but also the facts of life. However, the'latest fashion
of "westerns" (the current trade term) casts aside the innocence. I
quote advice to writers of pulp westerns as giyen in the' Writer's Digest
of August, 1942:
Keep away from that innocent virgin' stuff. Layoff that pure-as-thedriven-snow. In selecting heroine for this Vaquero of mine [he is describing how he himself composed a western] I selected· someone to match his
temperament: a little black-haired, black-eyed French girl, who was a mystery in: town.
-

a

She doesn't have to be a black-ey~d French mystery. Sometimes she is
the wealthy daug~ter of a cattleman; in that case she is an e~pert horsewoman and 'condescends to the cowboy. As an example of this type
let me quote from Emerson Hough, Nor.th of '36 (1923), page 2, as
the heroine appears in the room where a crowd of cowboys are eating
breakfast:
Obviously now, she was tall, slender, supple, rounded to a full inheritance of womanly charm unhardened by years of life in' the saddle and under
the sun. More, she was an actual beauty. Anywhere else she would have
been a sensation. Here, she spoiled each unfinished breakfast.
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In any case, cowb()y meets girl, and with the very happiest of .
consequences.
..
In short, "westerns" are not cowboy novels, but two-gun novels;
and the lay figures who function in them might just as well be placed in
the gangster jungles of Chicago as on the plains of Texas and Montana.
They are the successors of the "detective story" and "wild west romance"
of the 1890's. One may even carry their lineage much farther back,
and compare them to the medieval romances of chivalry. In both,
the characters are puppets, and the strings that pull them ~e the same.
The sentiments of Amadis toward Oriana differ scarcely at all from
the Virginian's adoration of his Molly. When Geraint the son of
Erbin slew three giants with his potent sword, he comported himself
no more nobly than gallant Charlie See, who in the poolroom of a
saloon, with his mighty ann hardened on the baseball field, put six
gun-toting cowboys to flight with billiard balls. The ~cient author
and Eugene Manlove Rhodes conceived the drama in like terms; only
the setting differs.
The number of westerns now flowing from North American typewriters is enormous, though less than that of the mysteries. Besides
hundreds of full-length novels, a dozen pUlp magazines, paying half a
- - cent a word, are devoted exclusively towestem stuff. In a list of the
most popular authors the average cultured reader would recognize only
a few. You have heard of Peter B. Kyne, Zane Grey, Rex Beach, and
Dane Coolidge, but only addicts and librarians react to the names of
B. M. Bower, C. E. Mulford, M. Brand, .E. Cunningham,: D. Dresser,
and]. Gregory. There are scores more, and most of them never went
near a cowcamp. In 1940 Hurst Julian, who described himself as a
cowboy temporarily in hospital recuperating from the natural accidents
of his calling, wrote an article in the Saturday Review of Literature
complaining of the technical inaccuracy of westerns. He claimed to
have read some three thousand such books and stories, and nearly all
misused. the terminol~ of the range. The only names he excep~ed
were WIll James, Eugene Manlove Rhodes, and Ernest Harycox. Mr.
Julian could have added a few to his list of good angels, I think, for
Dane Coolidge, Emerson Hough, ~d Owen Wister himseI!f (did not
Teddy Roosevelt read and critici;ze his manuscript?) knew range life
well. Ignorance of the subject inatter was not their taint, but the
adolescent tradition of the western.
Eugene Manlove Rhodes deserves a special word. A cowboy himself, he was more proud of being able to ride "anything with hair than
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he was of 'composing successful novels and poems, yet no man worked
harder over his style. He it ~s who advised a novice writer to read his:
own stuff aloud three times, once to himself, one to a sympathetic auditor, ,and a third to one hostile or indifferent. By this. means, he said,
~ll faults would come to light. The result of such severe self-criticism
is one of the most solid and -distinguished styles written by any North
American novelist~ I would call Rhodes' a first-rate writer of third-rate
novels, for their sentences, humor;' accuracy, and color are as admirable
as their characters are distorted and impossible. His heroes are flawless
and his heroines flabby, in the good Wiste-r tradition. It is an advantage that there are, not many heroines. At least. two of his novels have no female characters"rat all.
Some fairly famous names are found among the writers ot westerns.
O. Henry, in Heart 0' the' West (1904), turned out playQI11y sentimental sketches with ranch background. Harold Bell Wright took a
whirl at the game, and James Boyd, author of Drums, recently with
little luck combined the picaresque and cowboy patterns in Bitter
Creek (1939); one can only say that he spoiled both.
No North American novelist of the first rank has yet tried his hand
on the cowboy. The reason may be that he does not bulk large enough
in our civilization. His sway extended over thousands of square miles,
yet.he was only a hireling. The owners were the ones who molded
history. He was not worth the ammunition of the big guns.
So, as the real cowboy fades from view, his passing chronicled and
lamenteq by a few informed ·spirits, his debased and spurious ghost
sinks lower and lower, till it reaches the subliterary plane... As Fred
Lewi~ Pattee remarked, "~he cowboy theme has been chased in every
direction until it has found final refuge in the vast swamp of the
movies." The last decade has seen some indications that clearer understanding and truer art may yet await ranch life. R~al talent has here
and there turned toward the great plains and the desert. But John
Evans'stunning to.ur de force, Andrew's Harvest (1933), is the love
story of a nester, not a cowboy. Walter Van Tilburg CI¥k's The Oxbow Incident (1940) is a psychological study of lynch-spirit in Nevada;
there are cowboys in it, but so far as their emotions go, they could have
been factory h~ds in Pittsburgh or white-coll~t workers in ~an Jose.
Perhaps such writers, or others~of equal gifts, will some day discover
the heart of the cowboy. Gene Rhodes and Will Jam~s saw the heroic
stuff in him "well enough, but th~y could not handle it. The cowboy,
like the railroad man, is a hero who has not found his Homer.
'.<
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When we turn to South American prose fiction about the gaucho,
we step into another world. It is an adult world not an adolescent.
It is a world in which tragedy is the natural accompaniment of life.
Out of his violent origins, continual civil war and pervasive injustice,
the gaucho trails with him an aura of melancholy and frustration that
contrasts as abruptly as possible with our naive northern' notion that
all will come out right in the end. The gaucho has many enemies, and
no defense save his own lacon. The police were against him. The
local judges were party tools, and unless he stood well with the proper
faction the gaucho "could expect no justice. If a petty rebellion was
current, and it usually was, he found himself wthout choice but to fight
on one side or the other, according to who was his protector. If made
prisoner, if arrested on a false charge, he was forced into the army for
the dreaded frontier service. He could not. escape without being
branded a deserter, and i£<he deserted he necessarily became a. bandit.
The gaucho did not object to fighting, to be sure, out he preferred to
do it in his own causes. The sanguinary civil wars of the Plate region
were largely fought by gauchos, and captained by gaucho caudillos.
With such an origin and such training, it is not surprising that the cowboy of Hispanic fiction lives in sorrow and ends in violence.
Of the cattle-raising countries south of our border, only two have
produced fiction that actually depicts the•lariat-thrower in his reality.
Mexico has some bandit novels, and Venezuela, with the celebrated
Dona Barbara} gives the reader a glimpse of llanero life, but in none of
these is the cowpuncher the center of action. In Uruguay and the
Argentine, on the contrary (two nations that are one in geography and
origin, and are separated only by a freak. of chance), gaucho literature
is extensive, vital, and stirring. There are epic poems, chief among
them the famous Matrtin Fierro; there are dramas, songs, histories, descriptions ~f customs, .as well as novels. Gaucho character and habits
of thought have penetrated the regions of the Plate to the marrow. In
1926 Manuel Galvez wrote:
7

The gaucho and the border chieftains have disappeare,d, yet they still
live among us. The pampa penetrates Buenos Aires ina thousand ways.
It gives its Argentinian touch to poetry and pf;linting, t<P novel and drama.
Through the medium of the horse and the cult of the' horse it seeps steadily
into all the social layers and colors the slightly yankeeized soul of the great
city.
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Imagine yourself trying to write such wprds about New York or Chicago, as Galvez did of Buenos Aires, and you will measure the difference
, between the status of the cowboy there and here.
As a result, the prose fiction of the Plate is, one may say, planted
solidly on the old gaucho tradition. In the, United States of North
AtD.erica the cowboy is relegated to the rubbish comers ot literature;
in Uruguay and Argentina, authors of the first rank are proud to interpret him. Javier de Viana, Carlos Reyles, Ricardo Giiiraides, Benito
Lynch-there are no more distinguished names. The fiction of these
and other write:t:s covers every phase of that Protean being: soldier,
bandit, submerged peon, politician, musician, lover, cowboy. 0!lly
the. novels that touch his life as horse tamer and cowhand are my pres-:ent concern. For that reason I must exclude from consideration many
novels that seem at first glance to belong there. Thus, Benito Lynch's
Romance de un gaucho tells the love story not of a cowboy, but of a
patroncito, the son of a cattle- owner. Lynch's Los caranchos de la
Florida, too, describes a ranch owner. Viana's Gaucha is a naturalis!ic
study of abulia in an environment of degraded ranch life. Soledad; by
the elder Acevedo" Diaz, portrays barbaric passions and instincts among
.gauchos who could as well be Australian bushmen. Very few are the
novels that examine the skills and emotions of the man on horseback
who has charge of cattle. Those few are of higll rank. Barring the
early sensational "police dramas" of Eduardo Gutierrez, a. sort of inferior Dumas, pete, even the weakest o~ South American gaticho novels
, rates as genuine art. ,In them fiction stands on a level with Jactual
description, and not, as with us, below it. And there are factual accounts of gaucho life both truthful and well written; some of the best
are in English by Cunninghame Graham, Black Bill Craig, and that
"Argenti~ian who preferred to ,write in English," as the Argentine
scholar Tiscornia calls him, W. H., Hudson.
I have on several dccasions asked well-qualified Latin Americans
to select a title that should represent their fiction at its best; so that, if
a 'J:!lan from'Mars (or the-United 'States of America) were allowed to
read only one novel, he might. receive the most favorable impression.
It is an unfair question, I know, ~d no one could expect unanimity in
the answers. But a surprising number of experts picked Don Segundo
Sombra, by Ricardo Giiiraides, (1926). This happens to be also the supreme gaucho novel, or one of two. Such a choice could not possibly
happen in this country. No cowboy romance would fall within the
first hundred, And this fact'shows as well ,as anything the contrast
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between the opscure footing of the cowboy in our economy and the.
prominence of the gaucho along the river Plate.
Arturo Torres-Rioseco prefaced his critique of D.on Segundo Sombra with these reflections upon various types of novels and their
admirers:
It is likely that there are as many classes of novels as there are readers.
Those who are fond of Dumas pere will not enjoy the, psychological novel
in the order of Le rouge et Ie noir; he whose favorite reading. is Les
- Miserables will not have the patience to follow the complicated analyses of
Proust..••

Bernardo De Voto expressed the same idea and carried it a little farther
when he wrote, in his early-Mencken manner:
There is a discouragingly large amount of liter':lture which breaks in
a sharp curve just as the reader.,swings at it. It will not behave, it will not
order itself according to his requirements.

He was trying to say that some books do not conform to acc.epted rules
of the art of writing, and yet they arc; good. I should hardly cite these
two opinions, not original surely, except for one reason: both these
distinguished critics were Writing about cowboy novels. :Qe Voto was
making a straight-out apology for Gene Rhodes, whom he wars prefacing, .
and Torres was making a' veiled apology for D9n Segundo So.mbra. For
when a critic begins his discussion of a work by saying that there are
all sorts of novels and that what fits one man's taste may not fit another's,
that is a manner of intercession for his author. It is as much as to say:"This novel is a bit queer, I know; it's not quite up to standard in some
ways, but still it has its points, as I hope to sq.ow you." That is what
both De Voto and Torres proceed to do. The faults of Don Segundo
Sombra are in no way comparable to those of Gene Rhodes, but they
are faults.
Who is Don Segundo of the shadowy name? He is a middle-aged' .
wandering cowboy and horse tamer. In his diversified career he has
laid up no wealth save that of experience, tact, and knowledge of the
pampa world. He never makes a mistake; he always meets an emergency in the right way. He is a figure of mystery. He drifts into the
story by accident, and at the end drifts out again. Nothing is known
of his family or antecedents. By mere chance he takes up with a lad of
fourteen who loves the gaucho life. Segundo's relation to him is sometimes like that of Baloo to Mowgli-;mentor and· friend. The youth
turns out to be a rich heir, Segundo stays with him three years to give
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him the proper start; 'then, his task completed, he says farewell and
rides away over the hills. The only conflict in this story is between the
lad's passion for a free ~ife and the shackle of his sudden wealth.
It is a beautifully written book. The style of Giiiraldes is sober,
economical, full of. overtones and undertones. . The date of action is
purposely left indefinite. The hero, drawn from a friend of the author,
is a literary synthe$s of the finest qualities of a gaucho-of a middleaged gaucho, to be sure. He is a cowhand as Willa Cather might pave
seen him, had she ~hosen to try. He is without fault. Critics have compared him to Don Quixote and the picaro Lazarillo de Torfies; nota!
rightly, to my mind, for they are human, and Don Segundo is an object
of worship.
So I would not consider Giiiraides' classic narrative tire great
gaucho novel of all time. It is too limited and too much in the nature
of an es~ay. In 1931, five years after it appeared, the following words
were penned by Carlos Reyles, the celebrated Uruguayan novelist:

-,

The master novel is not yet written, that shall convey to. the reader a
living, definitive sepsation of the wild land, of the primitive cattle· ranch,
of the gaucho and his tragic adventures. So far, only certain aspects, certain
anecdotes, have been brought out; but the great trinity remains intact,
awaiting the iron hand that shall grasp it, compress it, and in a supreme
effort squeeze ouf its succulent juices. How grateful we should be if we
possessed a nativ~ Don Quijote, a H3.mlet or a Cidl Our essence has not
yet found its complete expression.
.

In -the f~llowing year, 1932,~' Reyles himself made his contribution
to the gaucho novel, El gaucho FlOf'ido. I do not know whether he
believed that it fulfilled the need he had just expressed; I suspect that
he did. His novel does embrace all of his three phases of gaucho life,
the campo bagualor untamed land, the estancia cimarrona or ranch
in its pristine state, and the tragic career of the gaucho. The subtitle .
of El gaucho Florido is precisely "The Novel of the Primitive Ranch
and the Unspoiled Gaucho."
- If Reyles failed in his ambitious enterprise it is not because he did
not understand the problem, or because he lacked technical knowledge.
His novel pictures more sides of a gaucho's life and character than'Don
Segundo Sombra, more than any other novel in Spanish. We have the
usual horse raee, the usual feats of horse-taming and bull-wrangling,
but also a developed account of ranch life, with its wise -owner .(a
marvelous person more skilled than his men at throwing the bolas and
the lasso), its curandera or witch-woman, a favorite type, and a throng
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of accurate minor characters. Florido himself, the expert cowhand,
the handsome Don Juan, borders a little on the North America hero,
and the villain Manduca is as black as Owen Wister's. The women of
the book are drawn with sympathy and skill. The gaucho was neither
sexless nor saintly. The innocent schoolmarm had no place in his history; if she existed she stayed with her own kind. The gaucho had a
china or two to keep him company, and he might marry one or he might
not. He was not separated from women for months at a time, like our
cowherders, for the simple reason that his plains were s~al1er and he
never remained long far from a ranch. Women occupy a normal position in the gaucho novel. The two loved by Florido are refreshingly
natural. They and their friends create an atmosphere of reality more
convincing than the man's world of Don Segundo. The special gift of
Reyles, his power to transmit the force of passion with unfiltered directness, shines and glows in these pages.
Reyles had within his grasp a truly great novel, but -it ~lipp€d from
him. Deficiencies of temperament entailed the strange 1~pses of taste
that one associates with Iberian literature more tha.n with Hispano. .
American. Violent scenes f}f unjustified jealousy and abrupt and
unmotivated ending mar the whole, and many details sh?w the same
lack of balance. The novelsuf Reyles have ,a way of starting out on
sure and prancing feet, only to stagger wearily into the finish.
These two are beyond doubt the best of the straight icowpuncher
novels of Latin America. Many more are excellent. Zavala -Munii
turned a reminiscent 3Jld realistic eye upon the lives of his own ancestors in three Chronicles) which alternate between savage' battles and
pungent countryside. The younger Acevedo Diaz, ren<j>uncing the
sanguinary manner of his father, composes conscientious evocations of
gaucho plus Indian-Ramon Hazana) Cancha Larga-with a certain
ingenious and niggling psychological verity. Other less ambitious tales
are equally successful. The weakest of them is superior to the best of
our "westerns."

.

-l:'

Our inferiority may be due to a number of reasons. I am unwilling to admit that North America has no novelists equal to those of
Argentina and Uruguay. The good ones simply do·not consider the
cowboy worthy
I think he is worthy game, and I !can adduce
two arguments for his being better game than the gaucho for a novelist.
First, the tough climate with which he had to contend. The gaucho
lived in a sort of ear~ly paradise, if paradise consists in benign natural

game.
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. surr~undings. His hardships resulted from human weakness and ,~
hazardous occupation, not from environment. To cite an Argentine
author: :t
,The:pampa has a fertile soil, plenty of water, a climate where winter
brings nothing lower than 40 0 , and summer nothing higher than 85 0 ; where
snow is unknown, and storms, winds and rains, with rare exceptions, are
never violent. This environment is not of a sort to produce such a toughened character as Don Segundo Sombra.

But the North American cowboy fought against Texas northers and
the snows of the Rockies. Natur€ was his bitter enemy. And the magnitude of hi\undertaking was vastly greater. The gaucho drove his
herds .from estancia to estancia, .following the petty needs of the
ranchers It is only five hundred miles from Buenos Aires to the Andes.
Nothing in his efforts was comparable to the tremendous drives from
Texas north over the Chisholm trail or the Goodnight-Loving trail.
To herd three thousand cattle a distance of twelve hundred miles in
five months and'deliver them safely was an epic feat. The fore~an
fa<;ed hostile' Indians, rustlers, flooded rivers, stampedes, and storms.
He counted the beasts at regular intervals. He kept his men contented
and in health. He was a manager and a fighter, a captain as well as an
expert roper. He deserved bett~r of the writing fraternity than a few
thousand two-gun pulps.
In cowboy fiction, the contrast between North America and South
America is as sh~rp as possible. .On the one side you find' snappy narrative and juvenile psychology; on the other, the studied writing of
masters of the novel who have learned their art in the European tradition.Perhaps the carry-over of that same tradition explains the still
more marked contrast in the underlying spirit. In these United States,
'o/hether one reads a tawdry thriller or an authentic account of the cowpuncher's daily feats, one receives a sense of abounding strength, of
optimism for the future. This cowboy never doubts that he is in a
splendid profession. He can leave it if he likes, but he doesn't like.
He may be a hired hand, but he is the m.aster of his soul. He is not a
victim, either of fate or circumstance. He embodies a healthy pioneer
. energy-the same, force that carried the emigrants to California. He
does not spend his hours in voluble self-pity, like Martin Fierro, bewailing his misfortunes (certainly great) , or, like the lad in Dqn Segundo Sombra, pondering the mysterious ways <of fate. Gaucho novels
terminate on a note of stark tragedy, excepting only Don Segundo
Sombra, which moyes on a calm and even level throughout, and Benito
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Lynch's absurd parody,of melodrama, Raquela. In El goocho Florido,
the heroine is shot on her bridal night, for no particular "motive, by an
unknown· party, who catches her and the plot quite unprepared,
and the hero takes to a life of banditry. In Viana's Gaucha, the villain,
a very wicked "western" bad man, murders the hero and with his gang
rapes the heroine and leaves her to die, naked, bound to a tree. In
Lynch's Romance of a gaucho" the hero commits suicide on the pampa,
and his body is devoured by buzzards. In the same autho,'s Los caranchos, father and son kill each other. In Zavala Muniz's Ctonica de una
reja, the hero, a harmless shopkeeper with no enemies, is unexpectedly
shot in a skirmish by a man he hardly knew. 1£ t.he "western" runs to
·an infallible wedding in the last chapter, th~ gaucho novel goes as far
in the other direction. As a matter of faithfulness to life, marriage is
at least as r~al, and more frequent than suicide, rape, and murder.
,

Noone can object to tragedy, with which we must all soon or late
make friends, but it is a source of wonder to me that in new countries,
'undeveloped, peopled by vigorous explorers, their descendants are
, always victims of something. Tragedy pursues them; they have no confidence in the future. Even the confidence of Don Segundo, who kno~s
not fear, is that of a stoic, not of an adventurer. Is this an element
of the unhappy inheritance of Spain, a nation that exhausted its immense energy and aspiration in futile warfare? - Is it due ~o the turbulence of the early colonial years or to a mixture'of races that never
were quite fused?
In seeking an explanation, we must not forget that the gaucho
was a political being, and not merely a social being. Since his sphere
of action was more ample than that of our cowboy, he had to pay the
inherent penalty. Politics ruled his existence. The dictator Rosas
was the most powerful of the gaucho chieftains, and when he fell in
1852, he dragged his supporters down with him. The new policy of
education necessarily entailed the persecution of _the gaucho, and his
ultimate disappearance. Thrown on the defensive, he and everything
associated with him received the brand o~ suffering.
These, it appears, are the elements that combine to produce the '
melancholy tone, now severe, now plaintive, of the gaucho novel.
The fact is that the United States cowboy was hardly even a citizen
of our social order. Did he vote? Did he care who governed the states
that he drove cattle through? Certainly he never joined a union. He
was in no way caught in political cogs. The police never touched him
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unless he shot up a town. The army was outside his ken._ Why should.
he worry? His pioneer spirit could function freely.
In the last ,analysis, the spiritual difference between the gaucho
and the cowboy reflects the society' from which they came. The traditIon of Spain springs out of lengthy political coils that tangle feet and
cramp minds. They lassoed the wild roamer of the llanos. But- in the
fI:ee atmosphere of this young democracy, the cowboy cracked his heels
in the air, wav~d his hat, and let life buck. When it finally threw him,
he landed on his feet, With no regrets, qualms, or philosophies.

.. "-'

...
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Lewis Fisher
whom women trust. I have grown almost used to it.
They even send me here and there with their youngest, prettiest.
daughters, who themselves immediately feel a patronizing certainty of
no ensuing annoyance or delight. The occasional rare woman who
doesn't trust me has been so rarely approached that she has become
unapproachable. Mine is a loneliness not many have to recognize.
Once, at evening, I walked through the decrepit parts of a city I
knew years ago, before these crowded hillside streets had seemed to
crumble. I had forgotten how in this part it might almost be a foreign
city, smudged houses flush against sidewalks that wound wherev~r the
narrow streets could make their way. There ,were no vehicles; people
disregarded walks and criss-crossed anywhere, though I saw mostly
backs, since at this 'hour men went in one direction, grimly, re-entering
their district. With empty dinner pails they disappeared ~here doors
hung seldom shut. I saw the stripped plaster of their hcillways, and
flights of stairs that hacfbowls worn into all their treads.,
This gray would last another hour while what lights:'were coming
on reached slowly out from isolated yellow flares to ~~rmeate the settling darkness. Men went if not singly, then with only tired talk. The
very children made hardly an exclamation; sounds wer~ gray and
clouded as the light. I too walked slowly.
~
Yet I overtook this girl. She stood puzzled, perhaps afraid, at a
. half-intersection where a smaller street, almost an alley with the walk
naqowed to its narrowness, cU\rVed sharply uphill ~o one side. She -had
come nearly to a stop there, as not knowing whether this should be her
route. She must be a garment worker-romantiCally I even said a
seamstress-since her brown-flecked woolen suit had too much quality
for one living 'here to own except by sewing for herself. But, closer,
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although no one molested her and few so much as looked, I saw without
doubt the slightly pulsing under-tremble of a fright -which meant that
no such place was home to her..
Then in her hesitation she turned. She singled me at once as I
came up. She smile4. I hardly stopped she was so quick to let my route
be hers, that smaller, steeper street I had not planned on, though
neither had I plan~ed. on any other. Only her mouth had smiled at
first and smiled again from time to time, less timidly. The large eyes,
brown and solemn, stayed solemn Gas from time to time they looked up
, and to the side, toward mine. She put her fingers in my hand and I
was not surprised at meeting her. No more was she surprised that I
should happen there when she 'had needed someone. I still walked
. slowly.
The gray seemed lesser as we climbed. To know that darkness
toward the top' would be delayed a little longer was still no plan, and
yet I led her always higher. Where the street hairpinned, not to climb
so' steeply as the hill, we took th~ straight tilted catwalk built over the
waste lot to tnake a short cut for pedestrians. It had cleats and railings
and the width forced us single file~ her hand always letting mine be
guide. Blown papers had collected in the hollow underneath, streaked
shapeless dunc~caps beyond which the walk becam~ a path up over
stone to where the ridge commenced. Perhaps I nad-a plan in climbing
after all: I knew that formerly a pair of benches stood where this tip
of the ridge was not broad enoug~ for its first house. They were still
there, and room on one for us to. sit and look across the city toward the
"water. Two in a city are alone on any bench; we did not mInd the
other person, nor quite notice. E~en at this height no ..wind blew.
Sounds.drifted to a kind of silence 'as they fanned upward tll,rough that
spread of air.
"You understand why I had come"-her -first words., "But what
.. ~rought you 1:0 such a neighborhood?" Her voice was low, and she
."looked calm now.
Did I under~tand why she was there? At least nothing is strange
in a young girl first in love-so much had been evident about her.
"Probably qecause you would regret having come alone," I answ~ted.
"And because I was born there. It's where I was young. Now, passing
through the ciry, I spend an. idle moment haunting the old earth I
knew. Had you yourself been born there it would have changed even
.since then. At a certain point the rot comes speedily.~'
I stopped. It made her mouth smile agai~ that I should think she
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had not lived a long, long time. "Talk to me," she complained at las~
about my silence. "Tell me what it used to be."
"The city? The one I was young in, the one without idle moments? . . . Because while we both sit quietly, only I am idle."
,She nodded. "Certainly I am nottoday. Where we were, down
under the hill here, you grew up? Then it must have changed."
"These rocks were here," I said. "And nearly all those houses. A
wind still fits with but puny alterations in its shape. It's there, far, the
right, that air has been indented with new forms we call large when we
are down among them and look up."
Partly she listened, needing'someone to sit with who should be not
altogether a stranger any more, a ,voice to hear.
"Skyscrapers," I said without scorn. "But look!-this cloud tries
to bend way down and still can't touch them.' Take any little house
and it comes as near. IIi one of the littlest, rotting be~eath the hill
. now, I once thought I myself could feel sky on my forehead. I on my
little beanstalk! You know how many seasons such plants live."
"Suppose you call it beanstalks," she objected. "Each year it
seeds and there's a new growth."
"And a new Jack," I finished for her.
"Don't you like being a new Jack? . . . But tell instead what this
part of the city used to be. I should like it to seem real too since I have
walked here and it hasn't seemed so."
"You rode over to begin this walk?"
"Yes."
nAnd you wouldn't know the sounds here when hoofs preceded
anyone who rode. Or the smells before air was partly gasoline. Or the
sights when pale green gas lamps were a novelty. You don't remember singing and the hum of June bugs under arc lights that'we had on
corners, with long still shadows in the mid-blocks. How life tasted
when all music or theatre meant'" living persons there to make it-persons we've turned into shadows."
"People make !he very best shadows-and we have the people tOO;"i
Life itself, that doesn't change."
'
She had the faith of novices that they see all that c~n: exist. And
I could only grant her right to, since in a moment I recognized it for
the same faith I had.
"No generation has lived through change as mine has," I, or this
faith told her. "Yes, whatever Life Itself means, that too was different.
Before every place became a suburb of New York or Hollywood, already
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suburbs of each other. A trip froll} where you were meant being.some
place else, quite out of earshot.. .When war started,' two or three hours
passed in peace. We had to wait and read :bout it. '\Vherever we
were we stayed there longer and sO. in that time. people still talked.
Since air-raid shelters, which besides the cruelty have other quite old- _
fashioned' aspects, there may be anew flowering of· conversation.
Though surely we'll not go back to telling what we dream."
For this last she had a quick agreement "Good! Dreams make the
dullest hearing. With the whole intelligence awake, unheard remarks are often sweetest. Things I've dreamed of saying! I waken
with pleasure, only to deaden the family breakfast. We s~em never
fully to recall ,the point. But" there was splendid talk in those days,
dreams and all. Still I haven't seen your city-:and why el~e have you
brought me to this high placet"
"Then I'm Satan?"
"If I'm Christ. So I somewhat doubt it.'.'
"You trust me as if I were·Satan."
What light stayed, continued gray on us and all we saw. Though
we ourselves had livened, no brighter touch of sunset int~rvened.
Illumination of the streets had lengthened them toward the water,
whose expanse diminished. From the other bench Some people left;
on ours the qui~t went unbroken. In this gray one might choose,
according to some private emphasis, whether day ended or the night
began. If we had any restlessness for what commenced, ifwas not mine.
"We c<?uld be color-blind aJld see exactly this," I said. "Or are
the streets a little gold? And of course, dimniing my eyes to .1~ok 'way
back, rve failed to see the Neon splashed across it. Gray.belongs to
the old lights, which may be why girls wore ostrich feathers then.
Y~u'd never guess w~at those are if you haven't seen them except on
ostriches. Qr .perhaps they're being worn again?"
That brought a touch of anger, or reproach: "I think this is the
first you've kidded me."
UIt really might, escape me," I assured her, "and I have the curse
of never kidding anyone. With the usual exception. If I liked being
. trustworthy I might think it flattery and be content to see myself as
others see me. I prefer the kidding, prefer to think that someday I may
.actually do something offe~ive, outrageous, and be' IovedF . . . I'm
being played on l:>y. how the night darkens.. It will make me ihtrospective, and rather ordinary and undesirable to sit b~side. When we've
hardly got round to talking of th"e city as you asked.'"

,~
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We were startled to hear running near us. VagUely there'd been
children up the street behind us, but none near. Now a boy stood panting in front of the old woman who sat quiet on our bench.
"I'm sorrY, Gra'ma," he said. He gulped, giving up the effort to
name details of his excuse for being late. "Honest," he made a summary, "honest, I couldn't help it."
The old woman stood up' heavily. In what light was left she
turned her whitened eyes toward us. The arm her grandson' hadn't
taken she held out toward where by our voices she had thought we sat.
She located us imperfectly now she'd changed her own place.
We saw her emotion. "Will you shake hands before I go?" she
asked, and waited as if not expecting us to act at once. "I've seen by
your eyes-let me feel your hands. For a time you've given me my
sight again because you talked."
This meeting, unlike our own, surprised us. We rase; and die
hand corrected itself by our rustle. The girl was first to adjust, to take
the hand and say some friendly welcome into the companions4ip we
had not known about.
. When the boy led her away, we did not sit again. Nor did ,we go.
We stood questioningly where she had left us.
I dismissed it finally. "Now we must find a cab, and you ride
back to the part of town you live in. ..The wide and comfortable part
to which you've grown entitled. . . . Has your question been resolved?
What you were deciding, has it found an answer?"
She did not say at once. Instead she turned for us to start.
"Not do~," I told her. "We'll find a car sooner on the ridge."
The space around us had grown definitely dark, with no incandes-.
cence of the sun beyond the few trifles liberated from batteries it had
charged in ancient daytimes.
"And you?" she asked, postponing her own answer.
I suppose I smiled., "1 had nothing to decide. Long since I've
given up questions. Like other events, they have stopped occurring to
me."
"No," she protested. "Don't believe it."
"You, for instailce. Whoever you are happening to, you'll be a
considerable event to him, and a whole series of questions. We both
know I'm no such person."
"If he were you, that might be better."
"Safer maybe. . . . So I see you have your answer, that it. is
decided."
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She went some steps in silence. "It was decided before I started
on the walk that should decide it: We take walks to reconcile ourselves
to our decisions" or get used to them. Yet it's been good to feel merely
a mock danger for an afternoori."
'"
"You aren't afraid. In your heart you know that nothing is so
dangerous as safety. . . . Now you !J1ust hurry"iyou must be in time to
dress. We':ve stayed longer than you intended."
.
Naturally I said that without bitterness. And she heard none, she
felt no need to answer.
The district softened as <the ridge grew wider. Soon a taxi might
almost look appropriate. I did not regret it. My usefulness, my rea-son to walk beside this girl, was vanishing. I preferred her not to have
time to know that and feel Wilted. So far we were only at a ripe established friendship with no disillusions.
"
"Mind," I said, "I have no~ endorsed the p.ecision."
"One doesn't exj>ectso much. This is fully aU one ever dares
expect. Qnly...."
"Only?"
.
"Only I didn't understand the blind one." -'
"Think how the imagination works. We can't give disaster to a
nation so much reality as we can the bombingof a bus., We see busses,
and can reconstrud: that much in thought: To sho~ ~s space, the distance between two persons talking is better fitted to our minds than
the sight of whole cities spread across a plainl
She cut me·off. "You make me not ~D.".t to understand! Oh, I
think that was unkind of yoq. to say."
,
.
- And I, who can be trusted for amends, who must say what 1 am
.wished to say, hurried to blend what she found harsh though I could
have sworn it was not. "I did not call the distance from one person to
another great. The contrary-small enough to fall within the iimits
we appreciate. We are all much' closer than you think." And to myself: Than you would ever voluntarily consent to think.
To round it nicely, to please her to the utmost, I added: '''Why,
there must be distance for us not to lose the self. 'It's no greater than
we easily break over to be friends," By now, I saw, she could happily
let me drop it, without ~aying what a friend is. "We've had our walk,"
I said, as one might compliment a satisfying dinner. "You've livened
myoid city instead of letting it remain a dried-up shuck for me to
visit."
She smiled'again, with the mouth alone as frOJll the first. The eyes
0

r
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might keep their ~olemn largeness until she reached her own surroundings. While better than beneath the ~ hill, this was still. not home and
. she was young.
"And you.. . • ." she said again. But we saw her t~, whose driver
swung at her sign and braked beside ~er.
She stood one more instant while she held t~e door. "Why did
I resent what you' said about distance? I was wrong. A certain depth
-which is a distance inward-is above all what I needed to be sure of.
There might be bad mistakes if I weren't sure of such a distance when
we need to feel its calm."
She took· her seat, giving such an address as I expected. There
was no good-bye; there had been no hello. But as she drove off, fortified, toward on~ she did not trust, her eyes smiled also for her final wave.
After her car turned I went down again the way we'd come, past
the yellowed papers, through the region that had grayed and aged.
Now I had nothing of the revenant about me. That I had been young
here and come back, if I noticed it at all, was bare coincidence. This
was like some foreign city and I was walking through it toward a train.
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Edwin Honig
"Only they set the signe of the Crosse over their outer
doores, and sacrifice to their gut, and their groyne in their
inner c1osets."-Ben Jonson.

(Paris. September, I945)

of price that frames the business of emotional relations? And then further to ask no~ What is it? but How much? an4
then Can I afford it? Another 'thing. If one sees how things are done,
whethe! covertly ~y the many, or openly and brazenly by the fewblack market, promiscuity, the lunge for pleasure, self-aggrandizement-and that's the knowledge one gains by observation, penetration,
exposure, does it justify acting "in the scheme of things?" And why not?
And if one is controlled by standards, what are they that they prevent
one type of action and not. another, when both are censurable?

. IS IT A QUESTION

•

•

•

They say this was a peoples' war. (What war isn't?) Yes. Each
war engages more and more' people, more and more. men suffering
death and ~esolation. But people have to be told it is their war, so
they'll have, theoretically at least, a personal interest· in kill~ng and
in getting killed. Nobody "wants" war-nol But somehow everybody
gets involved in it personally, and with everybody involved, as in any
social enterprise wl,1ere love and brotherhood are released between men,
people begin to like the feeling which the war has accidentally forced
on them.. Like the woman who says she abhors the idea of rape, would
rather die than "face the shame," but is shocked into delightful submission when it happens, people like to be raped by war. Rather disgust-.
ing to watch, this public rape, glee at blood-letting, the damn Nazi,
the yellow-bellied Jap! Was a time when men went to professionals to
lfl
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get "toned up," uriderwent a deliberate blood-letting to restore the sluggish nervous· system, the failing health.
-

.

A young Frenchman came up to me today, and in a voice half
broken by the emotion of his clandestine offer and by his faltering
knowledge of the'language, asked me in English if I had any shirts or
socks to sell. I explained that I was short of clothing myself. This he
did not seem to understand. So I translated into French. At which he
. broke into laughter, laughter almost of relief, it would seem, .perhaps
because I actually did not have anything to sell. He walked off to join
a companion, a young woman of his own age. Of course, a GI is used
to being approached by shifty characters, but somehow this time, as I
reflected on it, the incident seemed unusual-whether because of the
youth's treJllbling approach, or because of the unlikeliness of the place
(a road inside camp) , or because he seemed so eII?-inently respectable,
accompanied by a shy, well-dressed young woman, I don't know. Yet
it struck me that the so-called black market must really have become
such a necessity here in France that it has turned white by nC?w; that
nobody seems able to provide 'for his necessities without dealing in it.
A sad sense, too. I mean about France. Because on the whole, the
•
French are not a defeated nation. Though perhaps they are?!
{

d

•

Relationships of color and light. Relation of light to form and
the always insinuating contradictions of form moving through space
which is bare and never fil~ed. Till form "matters," so that something
which was absent before is suddenly there, caught and contained. The
world retires from chaos, flares up as a monument of fixed nature, and
opens its veins to time overflowing, where all is free and light pours
like blood e n d l e s s l y . '
.

(Paris. December, I945)
Who are -they, ,these lonely monsters who walk about lost allover,
lingering before posters, movie marquees, Red Cross clubs, 16st in
Crowds, following the stream, the traffic of business, and yet like so much
deadwood caught in a current of which they form no part? There must
be millions of them, feverishly, actively trying to push themselves out
of their deadness. Talk about the atomic bomb! If the weariness and
b~ming nausea in all these wandering monsters could be released at
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once, not a shred of human existence would be left on earth, the world
would be swinging like an unhinged door from a shattered house.

Each day which is· not a mere blank attains a cert~n rank by which
we seek the level of ourselves and measure that portion which we do
achieve.
Seeing is believing what you believed before without seeing.

(Versailles. November) I94S)
'People eating bread in the silence of the railway car make the
sound of mice gnawing at a crust. ,Other sounds-the rustling' of a
papercQvered ~ook, a woman running a comb through her hair as she
makes a mirror of the darkened window, the crescendo of two falsetto
voices thrown at each other like clinking glasses, the creak of springs
on the ~pholstered seat as someone shifts his weight across the leather.
Then gradually the car fills up and all sounds merge into the continuum
of people trivially punctuating time with signs of their existence. .
j"

Trial and error. BaptislI) by fire. The slogans of experience by
which we make our way from a presupposed patchwork of background.
Expose the Muddlers.' .Advertise against the Advertisers. Foil the
Feline Tiger. Once it was the failure to be able to get involved ~n
experience-the emotional lag behind the too ungainly intellect. Now
it's the attempt not to get" involveq, to keep the prize and custody of the
will and the_ imagination, without falling into the trap of monotonous
painful repetitions already disproved by the, experience and intellect
both. A different sense of personal honesty and inhumanity therefore
enters in.
In the beginning of a surprise there is a disturbance of rhythm
amounting to .irritation almost, till we find ou~ whether it is ple~sant or
not. There is wonder' and probing, a seeking for details, an attempt
to dissect the fact, the, immediate intrusion into' consciousness of an
alieri element that has so quickly merged with the whole of our being,
cataclysmically, throwing everything ~nto instability. And what do we
seek meanwhile, if not always, but balance, retreat into pattern, and a
,\
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conformity with outer things? And how do we find ourselves but in
the temporary truces we make with a disturbed 'consciousness, constantly being intruded on by surprise, between surprises? And without surprise do we live at all? . Bu't we hunger and yearn for it in all
our dreams, rebellions, and dissatisfactions with mere things, things
as they are, which are not really as they are, but only seem to accord
momentarily with how we see ourselves in relation to the harmony we
have created in ~oving among them.

•

'"

•

Sgt. Crowe's Monday Morning: It's a bad day definitely, a day" of
little things pricking the dismayed belief, a day the astrologist says, Get
under your bed and stay there.

(London. September, I94 5)
You have been living on your own for a short time, and you feel
refreshed with the novelty of making your own decisions, looking for
modest pleasures, dallying in delightful places, drowning time with
being yourself. Then with a sigh you return to the accepted pattern,
the waiting for trains, the ~oting of the~ duffel bag, the living at the Red
Cross clubs, t1}e eating of GI meals, ~tanding in line-waiting and waiting, and all calculated to sink you,up to your neck in the mud, listening
fcir and watching time waste. But you still carry over into this period
part of the exhiliration of the one past, so that you are not easily selfbetrayed, engulfed, blotted out. Yet a moment occurs, the moment .
which Perhaps you've been expecting and fearing would come, when ~.,
looking through a bus window you s~e some stranger, a woman hurrying thro~gh the rain, her coat wrapped tightly about her~ the wind
whipping it tighter, and for no reason you can see, a nausea eats down
your throat into your stomach, and you are caught again. At the same
mome~t you are aware that wearily once more, the automatic defenses
begin to work inside, freezing your senses, pushing away the nausea'·~
which reduces you to the common pulp. You look around at t1)e im- .
passive; weary faces and you know you look and feel the way they do.
And you wonder what there is to struggle for or against. Except in a
rage you suddenly curse the system which. puts men into uniform,
straitjackets their lives, and you curse at the same time yourself and
those men who blandly accept and live fatalistically, with the gnawing
inside them stifled and their souls and yours grown fat with self-pity,
cynicism, the pat mechanisms of self-defense. Where is the sharp edge
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to cut all that fat away? You must find it if you don't want your heart
covered with rancid layers one day. But time is slow and endless where
no works are itching to be born, and there is no fever to create. Ah;
there will come another moment when time will be redeemed . . . but
till then, wl:J.at?

. ..

..

When his first book was coming out in the British edition he had
already revised his opinions on the subject. He had changed them, to
such 'an extent, in fact, that he waS ashamed of all he had written. It,
,
e
•
was with a twinge of self-inflicted torture that he read the line in a
review praising him for having ciloved his subject this side of idolatry."
He saw himself mirrored in the book, an oafish, bungling, not-veryclever, but heavily gesticulating amateur, trying to draw attention to
himself and his subject as if they :Were both the same person. A trifle
nauseating, that self-deception.

. .. ..

I

When it came, the world ceased to wonder. It knew. Then in
the hurricane of fear which followed, it raged against what it knew,
which was what it did not want to know-that man could destroy himself':""and sought a vacuum, a·· sanctuary in forgetfulness: 'Following
the hysteria 'of that discovery, living seemed to become indeed what
everyone had feared it had been all along. A hell in Which the face of
innocence was distorted and pummelled before the knowledge of personal experience could be gauged. A life of hedonism, a life devot~d
to seeking in every illicit fashion a wild running pleasure, a quest
mainly for' the satisfactio~ of aggravated and artificial desire, to which.
everyone felt himself entitled because of the restrictions, catastrophes,
and barbarisms he was enduring while a war went on, a war which
everyone completely and conveniently forgot he had himself, created.
So that science was not now needed to tell man what he already knew
privately-that he could destroy himself. The shock that came with
the atomic moment'was more moral than intellectual, the shock of pub- lie confirmation of the long-suspected dreadful power in himself
which now through organized 'war man was cloaking with a phony
moral, purpose, the more he gave it th~ license for universal release.
The atomic moment is the moment when the man on the street comes
face to face with his neighbor and sees plainly marked' his own lecheries.
The mom~nt when ~he world quite openly declares itself to be in a state
of anarchy.
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If the Nazis had won the war it is conceivable they would have
put on a show, something like the Nuremberg trials, to prosecute the
war criminals. They would have made every attempt to advertise the
and would have employed the
thoroughness of their investigations,
,
best talents of juristic scholarship to prove-about the same things
which the Allies are now proving against the Nazis. More minutely,
they would have sought out the evidence against intellectuals, "pre_
mature anti-fascists," and would have availed themselves of the copious
documents -relative to such cases now in the posSession of agencies like
the State Department, the FBI, the Civil Service Commission, etc. It
is interesting to suppose that they WQuld have handed to them for the
asking the most astounding series of interrelated. charges and information about men whose only crime was that of having read certain books,
. of having walked down streets in distant cities with a Negro, of having
known people who in turn knew other people who were known as "troublemakers, agitators, perverts, political criminals." To what extent their attempts to convict and execute such people would be successful might easily be guessed from the support they would have from
mighty organs like the Chicago Tribune, and the Hearst papers, from
the aggressive political publications of Catholic opinion, from blacklists of great corporations, from grudge lists, even, of little bosses and
landlords. Then what "alleviating" forces would remain to keep alive
the civilization of the past? Who would represent such forces and
how would they manage to gain what little effect they might? What
a time for martyrs, indeed!
-

(Stratford-an-Avon. August, I945)
The pleasure of feeling light, staring at the electric bulb in the
kitchen while held i~ his mother's arms, or in a carriage feeling the
warmth of sunlight steal in, the effusion over the thin skin of a compelling radiance, was received as a primitive sense of safety. Does that '
same warmth return momentarily when on first entering a fully lighted
well-crowded room he feels released, open, receptive, stimulated, expectant, a mild excited drunkenness?, And he does not hear the talk
at first, the first words of a conversation directed at him, but looks
about wildly for signs of smiles, settled comfort, and the enjoyment he
himself feels, on the faces of others.
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The drama of the discovery and use of the first atomic bomb as
measured by the reaction of editorialized public horror is also measurable to some extent with the tragic sense of the artist who knows that
life is at every moment beset by the possibility of sudden death. With
this realization, the artist is released, but with a similar realization the
"public" is frozen into unspeakable horror. -

(Yorkshire. October, I945)

t

(

Progr~ss

is made by small steps and in little pieces. Like wars, it
is fought for by men who, pursuing their objectives, inject a courage
and fanaticism ill their energy that makes persistence merely the first
stage in a process that goes on indefinitely until it is won and over. In
contrast, reaction and defeat is a sudden quick thing, occurring by
just so much rapidity as the energy which is let- loose against it is concerted, strong, deliberate, concentrated. The first is great as it makes
use of the maximum of all as yet untold human potentialities. The
latter is profound as it reHects the abandonment of the human spirit
to all its inherent fears and limitations. It is why we attach a moral
attitude to progfess and venerate heroes, while ~e cover defeats and
reaction with deliberate evasions, remembering only the most fanatical
defeatists as members of the devil's,brood.

(Brussels. - December, I945)
Half my life I've spent walking down streets to avoid walking down
certain other streets, going from a place I have been-thousands of times
to another place I've been as many times. Traveling to and frqm distant cities offers a variation of the same exercise.

(A ugsburg. September, I94 5)
Images that seertl real: anything casting. a shadow, alone, in a
wide space, confined by terror or loneliness; anything broken, split,
splattered, misshapen, evil-smelling, inhar~onious, old, askew, rusted,
crumbling, torn apart by violence-broken walls, statues with limbs or
heads missing, a horse with the hide tom off and. intestines lying half
outside on the dirt in gelatinous anxiety, a man with a neat red hole
in the middle of his forehead, looking healthy in death, a sick old man
being torn out of bed and sent sprawling into a corner by a. good
soldierly kick. It goes on, everywhere. Everybody sees these images
in one -form or ano.ther each day, accepts them, yet because of some in-
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ability to digest, swears he doesn't know what you're talking about iJ
you mention them casually. He's got to be shocked, then mesmer~zed
into a state,practically of coma before he can be told what he has seen.
But to what end? He soon awakens, shakes his head, as though trying
to brush off a nightmare, and .re-enters his blissful blind honeycomb
again and again, and ever and ever again, forever.
l

The German messenger on motorcycle lying in the gutter, bleed·
ing his life out slowly, carelessly and carefully taken for granted by u~
and by his own-and no fuss made either way. Perhaps he returns no~
on a winter morning down a street in Germany in another town, eager·
faced in the cold wind which whips over him, and there is a cry running
after him, though he is not ready to be taken by it. You are lucky, I
say-and think a man's blood is better never seen outside the body.

(Bristol. October, I945)
New York and the four bridges across the East River, the Williamsburg, the Brooklyn, the Manhattan, the Queensboro. Names
lived in, strange in absence, receding as a dream tc> be roughly, painfully awakened by a newspaper which is being printed there. The New
York Times comes to your hand in' England and y<!u see .the familiar
lived-in 'names ag~in and the names of people living there now and
those just arriving with great eagerness to rush down the docks and tear
off their uniforms and plunge into the lived-in names again. And you
curse and envy them all-and with anguish still search for one name, a
name you look for 'but hope to God you do not find, fearing in what
ominous connection you might. find it, the impersonal shocking calamity as easily told as any marriage or birth.

(Cheltenham. August, I945)
. Why did I first come here, fearing each step deeper into battle, the
shell-hammered night, to fight or die, or be surprised, and yet was none
of these, but rather raised fear like a fur to insulate the heart from
alienation? And am now here alone, long after peace is on, combing
England like an enterprise for gain and find the goods all cashed, the
savings hoarded, and the shelVes bare of all temptation and surprise.
Finding it has always been this way, as in Germany and France, indeed,
as in that automatic paradise I think home. Did I come here like a
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barren boob to learn that everywhere man is blessed with eyes a~d ears
for loneliness, has ~ands and.:-Iegs for labor, laziness, and, a sweet indestructible ignorance of self?

(Edinburgh. February, I946)
~
Were you ever c.onfronted with -headless little facts such as the one
that. a man wears one sort of shoes, a pair of trousers, tweed or other
wool, who might have worn khaki a week ago, and a year ago might
easily have died on some foreign bit of rubble, but sits now, auditor
elect, preparing to have his senses entertained, while a ghostly dead one
perhaps- is havin~ his stuffed with earth in an unchoice grave?

• ••

•

Definitions and. evasions. Affection-the fixation for a time on a .
distraction which affords the self an opportunity to drain the impure
oil of self-pity~ Freedom-the momentary lapse of that t~nsion by
which the self disguises its true direction with the vagrant indirections
.of anoth~r, against whom it struggles yet to overthrow, or to consume.
Love-the garden of Eden in which the self is finally consumed in the
perfume of another's imagined perfection.
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AN EVENING SKY lies over the street,

black and sprinkled with stars.
The glowing half-moon sheds a fine ruddy halo, paling the street
lamps. The air has the coolness of evening. But on Broadway one
senses that it is morning, for the darkened store windows add a gloom
untypical of evening, heightening arc lights and the headlights of truck~
and trolleys. And the majority of traffic consi~ts of trucks instead oi
the cabs and pleasure cars of night.
A man is hurrying to the subway. He is about to embark on (;
little trip and, having led a mo.re or less cloistered life for about a year
is aware of a sudden sense of qeedom and adventure and a mountin~
joy. But at the same time he experiences an odd confusion of hope
and fear. Perhaps it is only the feeling of release, he thinks, conse
quent on any vacation, however brief. Yet how can he explain hi:
strange and somehow bitter longing ·or his glowing desire (yet vague
as if hidden) to lose himself in some intangible such as music? Or hi
fear that the day will, after all his hopes, inevitably disappoint him'
He is all unclear; his emotions are still new and strong; besides, thl
practical says it is only a walk, a day's peace and solitude he is .seeking
But some time soon, a week from now perhaps, he will, in a momen
of reverie, suddenly understand and then he will be grateful for ~I
thing -in himself and in man which'refuses to die, which glows ane
brightens in a manner not consonant with reality, and he will wonde
at· himself and at his childishness which permits this thing to linger il
the face of unceasing disappointment; but then he will recall, witl
some surprise, that man has in all times refused to "mature," to b(
come "adult" to the extent of completely accepting actuality. But tha
will be a week from now at least. And at the moment he is confused
and somewhere beneath the level of consciousness the struggle cor
tinues between his acute longing and his fear that the world, for a]

n
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,

-
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his absence, is unchanged. His longing, however, perhaps because of
his year's isolation, grows dominant and so intense that it gives birth
to a strange and subtle feeling that he is on the verge of touching something hidden and profound. This is his moment of poetry and' it lures
him into a dreamlike self-forgetfulness.
The first shock comes at the subway station, which is almost empty.
Sawyer notices two men in a whispered argument; when the train draws
in, the smaller of the two suddenly jabs savagely at the other's. groin
and angrily enters a car; the taller grows ashen and slowly bends double
with a look of surprise, dismay, and excruciating pain. Sawyer wit.!
nesses all this from the inside of the train. It unnerves him. . The man's
agonized face appears before him several times on, the way to Penn
Station. Sawyer is thirty-nine, tall, lean, with a thin. face, dark brown
h~ir, and hazel eyes. He wears a brown suit and a brown overcoat. He
is unusually silent and gentle and even somewhat timid. He is' a cancer research expert at the Medical Center. For the past year he has
. been under the strain. of a difficult experiment, still :unfinished. Now
he is haunted by the man's face and feels guilty and unhappy about
Jane, his wife, whom he left in bed and whom, for. the first time, he
~ailed to kiss good-bye. He tries to console himself with the fact ,that
she was asleep and will not miss the kiss. At any rate, he asSures ~im
self, h~ feels phy~ically fine, with none of the fever of an early rising.
And then-at Philadelphia-reality again possesses the distorted
aspect of a dream and once again Sawyer feels a little of ,~is joy knocked
out of him. The cabby snarl~ that he can't go in two directions at once.
Sawyer humbly explains, disturbed. At the train platform a rivet gun
'chatters so piercingly tha~ he winces. He notices with some gratification that a young soldier beside him is wincing too. Then an electric
.locomotive emits a series of wild blasts. The soldier and Sawyer smile
painful!,! at each other. Yes, a voice in Sawyer says, it's the same tb)ng,
the same old thing, don't you see that? But another voice answers, Stop
. that! Choke thatl 'Kill iti The'train arrives; it is overheated; so overheated, _in fact, that Sawyer begi~s to perspire. He glances timidly
around at the other passengers. They t~o are perspiring, but since none
complains Sawyer decides to keep still. But his nostrils are raw and he
fears he will begin to gag. And all these things cut into his morning
joy.' He mentally hoards his joy and ,his bitter longing, mtent on- finding the peace he is seeking~
At last he reaches Norristown, hails a cab and asks to be taken to
Beacon. He has never seen the place; it was only yesterday that he
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chose it by chance on the map; it is a game he plays. Now he asks the
cabby about it. ."Beacon-you can fit it into your back yardi," the cabby
says paternally. Then he speaks quietly of a num,ber of recent accidents: about a child badly scalded, a man gored, a body found mangled
on a railroad track. A voice in Sawyer says, There: you see? But the
other says, An accident, an accident, that's all. At Beacon the cabby
suggests that Sawyer walk to Phoenix, which he describes as a fine little
town two miles away. Sawyer likes the idea and agrees. Then he instructs the cabby to pick him up in Beacon at two o'clock. The cabby
looks pleased as he waves and drives away. Still disturbed, Edwin
, SaWyer- walks beyond the few :pouses of Beacon, which seem deserted,
out onto the asphalt road, hugging the left to face approaching cars.
Almost grimly he focuses his attention on his surroundings, determined
to still the taunting voice. The countryside consists of rolling fields
and distant hills. . The fields are gray with hoarfrost and the hoarfrost
clings to everything, to bushes and grass, broken bottles, gum wrappings, to faded paper. There is ~o wind and no sound. Far to the
left the sun is beginning to emerge in' a milky cloud. Sawyer passes
frame houses, some wooden, a few stucco, and notices water pumps on
porches and round chunks of milky ice on lawns. He sees sows, hens,
a reddish calf, and several timid chained dogs and always beyond these
are the distant trees gray and, leafless, resembling tall shoots of sere
grass. He is deeply moved. This sudden solitude, this sudden utter
freedom, seems to infuse him with new life. But after walking for
what seems a long while he grows impatient to reach Phoenix, where
he might have some coffee; and gradually the scenery grows SO monot0Il:ous that it fails to attract him further.
Yet he has managed to lose himself in fresh details, the reward for
which is a feeling of renewed curiosity. Now, as he passes a house, he
hears the crying of a child and thinks of his five-year-old son, Bobby,
and of Bobby's fear of being left alone at night; of the fact that he,
Sawyer, has been growing irritable of late; and of his problems and
experiments, his struggles and his hopes. He shakes his head figuratively to clear it and determines to cut himself off from such thoughts.
And soon he notices that while his feeling of freshness has dulled~ his
curiosity has grown more intense. He is particularly curious regarding
the thin streams which the road periodically crosses, the glistening
streams which fall away through the meadows on his left. And he experiences recurrently an, impulse to tracelone of them and thus to lose
himself among the meadows and there possibly find the absolute soli--
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tude which he has so desired, for which he has been thirsting for
months. At the same time he is impatient to rec&h his destination. It
is now clear that the cabby misinfot:med him as to distance, for he has
already come four miles and still the town of Phoenix is nowhere in
sight and the road stretches bleakly and for a long way before him.'
He proceeds about fifty paces and 'b)ecOJries aware of a peculiar fruit on
what seems wild-grown privet hedges flanking tht7 road on his right.
Orange in color and about the size of a grapefruit, itssurface gives the
impression of being maggotty although in reality it' isn't. ' Hanging
against a background of gray-blue,sky and rolling wintry hills, ,the fruit
is conspicuous pecause of its warm color. It sits in the crotches of the
bushes and seems. parasitical. Some are strewn on the ground and a
number of these squashed. They are mostly pulp, the seeds quite
small. When Sawyer continues his walk he h~s the queasy feeling that
his vision is out of focus.
A police cal' draws up beside him, facing the opposite direction,
and a l~rge red ,face leans across the window sill.· The head is huge
and red and the ,face puffy. The eyes are almost colorless and their
lids are swollen arid the short blinking lashes seem white or faintly
yellowish. They remind Sawyer of albinos -he has known. Now-you
see? the taunting voice asks.
"And where are you going?U the policeman asks him gruffiy.
"For a walk,u Sawyer answers politely, with due respect for authority: He wears an embarrassed little smile as he strives to appear dig- ,
nified, but he knows he is failing, for the man eyes him with something suspiciously like a l~er.
"What are you-a wise guy?" the policeman asks in a voice dripping with suspicion, and Sawyer'is taken aback.
"Oh, no," he says placatinglY. Didn't I, tell you? the voic;e~ asks
'triumphantly. Don'tl Don't! the other voice begs.
"'Oh, nol' Don'~ give me that I You hear th~t, Joe?U the face
inquires of the face" at the wheel, a face which evades Edwin Sawyer.
"Listen you,U the red face says, "people who mind their own business
and keep out of trouble don't g~"Walking nowhere early in the morning
on a country road. Okay, now Where are you going?""
"But I told you," Sawyer says uneasily.
"Listen youl You see this billy? You're trying to make fun of me!
I'll smash your skull if you're not careful, you hear?"
Frightened" Sawyer is amazed to find himself feeling increasingly
• guilty. He is obviously within his rig~ts, and the policeman is just.as
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obviously an official bully overstepping his authority. Nevertheless
Sawyer feels a strange and powerful c~mplex of guilt associations grip
him and has difficulty facing the officer. Finally he looks into the latter's eyes but as he does so he feels curiously and unexpectedly and
severely lassitudinous.
'
The man is about t~ strike him with the billy and Sawyer is preparing to step back out of reach when the unseen face says, "Frisk him,
Joe."
"Okay, Joe," the red face responds.
, The repetition of the name adds to the uncanniness of the situation. A red hand reaches out and paws Sawyer's body. His draft card
is examined and returned.
"Now you!" the red face says finally. "Don't look so much if you
._
know what's good for you! Just keep walking!"
They drive abruptly away, leaving Sawyer frightened, bewildered,
and angry. Now 'that the danger has passed he looks around for help
and is sorry that he took the trip. Now-that's'more like it! the taunt-'
ing voice says. ,His tedious work now seems lovely. He feels old and
worn out. He wants to feel indignant and surprised but cannot; he
tells himself that all his life has been punctuated by such incidents of
irrationality and brutality as' h~ has witnessed this morning and that
now he expects them and in a sense would feel insecure without them.
Yet he despises them and even, but only tentatively and a )~tde guiltily,
despises the world which fosters them. Now you're talki'Ilg, Sawyer,
the voice says. But the other voice answers, Yes? And what about the
"" accidental? And coincidental? And a ~ecent sampling? Sawyer, don't
be a fool, don't be adolescent. And Sawyer continues to 'walk, this time
actually shaking his head.
. At last he senses the presence' of a town, mainly bec~use of the
chug of trains as though in marshaling yards and the ram of cars being
joined'and the barking of dogs and the faint rumble of traffic. He
reaches a crossroads which indicates that Phoenix is a mile away Oil the
left and Beacon five miles down the road from which he has come.
The road to Phoenix leads downhill. Houses become numerous; a
red brick sidewalk appears. He follows it beneath a railroad underpass
and comes upon a fair-sized bridge crossing a swift muddy stream. On
the left parapet he sees a child's red woolen mitten stretched out appealingly and he is moved to sudden tenderness. Beyond the bridge,
signs jut over the road to notify him-·where and when the Rotarians,
Elks, and Masons meet. Then he comes upon a shack with the legend,
•
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"Imperial Order of Orioles-Nest 51." He passes boys in blue jeans
and lumberjacks and tonsorial artists waiting for customers iIi bolesin-the-wall. ,He passes a slum block, where the houses are built level
with the sidewalk and where dirty children scurry like vermin and he
grows depressed. And then, as he draws away}rom the center of town
into the old but rather charming residential district, he realizes that
he has come upon a remarkable stillness and that he has been seeing a
number of dogs, wandering through the streets as if the town belongs
to them. Most are mongrels but they possess a dignity he has never
witnessed. They sit on the steps of the junior high school, on stoops in .
"front of the new brick post office. One in particular fascinates him, a
black-and-white terrier who lopes ahead of him, hindquarters following
obliquely like those of a prancing charger. Waves of tenderness pass
over him. But then suddenly the dogs are gone and he is alone and
then he hears a woman's angry scream,
harshly breaking the intense
,
morning stillness, and. he pauses, his heart palpitating, and he feels ill.
He closes his eyes and again all the obsessions which long ago germinated but which have intensified greatly during the past year find expression in images and fears, obsessions regarding the planlessness of
society, its irrationality and brutality. And again the taunting voice is
triumphant.
Later, on the way back, he p3;uses at the center of the bridge and
stares down over the parapet at 'the rapid muddy stream and the little
black islands and peninsulas. And at some point he becomes ~ware
of an impulse to leap into the cold w~ter and remembers his desire to
follow one of the streams and remembers occasional impulses to leap
in front of subway trains and to throw himself from- tall buildings.
And he is fascinated by the fact that a sudden and trite muscular tension
would be su1pcient to' erase him and his problems and erase the tortured, torturing world. Then with a shudder he finishes crossing the
bridge, thinking of Jane and Bobby, and se~sagain the mitten that lies
like an appealing hand and again. is moved to tenderness.
He emerges from beneath the underpass and slowly mounts the
steep short hill, But halfway up his heart stops still. A group of agile
chattering children descend toward him, six or seven country-fresh boys
amply filling the narrow brick 'sidewalk, one of them balancing on the
wriggling curbstone. ~ Then skip and hop and prance and slap their
hips and brush pa~t Sawyep without a glance. The shortest runs up
behind the tallest, the boy on the curb, and kicks him in the rump and
the latter, turning, tolerantly laughs and jol,dngly says, "That's my

.
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niece." Sawyer feels full of warmth and discovery, seething with mixed
emotions like clashing.bells and colors.
When the children disappear he proceeds up the hill. A strange
poetic tenderness has seized him; he feels deeply, tenderly 'in love; in
his chest the symptomatic ash glows finely. He loses himself in viewing
details: the sidewalk, the waist-high wall on his right, the emerging
houses on the summit of the hill. It is a splendid feeling, a feeling of
wa11Dth in isolation, and he responds to jt gratefully.
And now he becomes obsessed with the desire to speak to the children and become one of them. Unthinkingly he swiftly retraces his
steps. But when he reaches the ~nderpass he cannot see them. Part
of his mind tells him that they have obviously crossed the. bridge into
town. But another part, a strange insistent one, says they have gone
for a lark to the :riverbank and gone to follow the river far downstream
to where it merges with another, wider, brighter stream. When he
reaches the brid~e he shudders at the thought that he might have been
fool enough to throw himself off~. And then, suddenly and bewilderingly, the familiar pang returns, the pang of bitter longing which carries with it a kind of breathless expectation of touching something
hidden and profound" the pang he had thought was stilled. He grows
grave and sadly images the children and recalls, with a mixture of hope
and despair and with a surging~ up of the desire to weep, his beautiful
feeling of the morning, his sharp and bitter moment of poetry after the
time of spiritual aridness. Then he turns slowly back and slowly makes
his way back up the hill, thinking regretfully yet gratefully of the work
which lies before him like a field waiting to be tilled.
And it. is not until hours later that the children, homeward bound,
come upon the mitten, which a wind has shifted, and kick it one after
another until it flies off the bridge, then, chattering, proceed, while the
muddy water carries it peacefully downstream.
,
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AS PLAIN

, Margaret St. Clair

,

,HE

HAVE

once before, though he was so young, because there was an iron bar on his right leg. He came stumbling
toward Ira over the plowed field, having a lot of trouble with the furrows, and falliI.lg to his knees ,sOmetimes, but always getting up and
running on.
,.
He was a fool. But then, Ira thought, :watching him and hating
him, every nigger was a fool. Catch a white man acting like that! It,
was a kind of madness, that seized them, their running away, an insanity. '
Drapetomania, the preacher had ~alled it fast Sunday. He'd explained it came from the Greek, and thad spelled it out carefully for
the congregation. It had something to do with the shape of their narrow woolly African skulls. Otherwise they'd have sense enough to want
to stay in the South, where the climate suited them and they were well.
fed and happy.
The runa~ay boy-he looked to be about fourteen-was so near
now that Ira could see the white showing all arou~d his eyes and the
sweat glistening on his black hide through the tatters of his shirt. The
wind bl~w a rank odor from him in gusts; Ira felt his gorge rise.
He opened his mouth to bellow at the slave to get out of here, to
go back where he belonged. The nigger had begun to act-funny,
though. He dropped to his knees,' stayed swaying for a moment, and
then pitched forward 01110 the ground. He did not stir, and after a
second Ira put the milk pail down in the bam door and walked over
to him.
He'd had a fainting fit, from the looks of him, unless it was put on.
His eyes were closed and the bony si~es moved only faintly in and out
with his breath.
MUST

RUN AWAY
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Ira prodded him with the toe of his boot. There was no response,
and he was about to add a kick, when the black's eyelids moved. Thef.opened; his big, bloodshot eyes swiveled about.
.
. 1
A wincing fear ran over the boy's face and distorted it when he
saw Ira beside him, but desperation w~s underneath. He struggled to
his knees before Ira, breathing in sobs.
"Please, please, sah," he said recklessly to Ira, "I ain't got no time.
They after me. They' gonna take me back. Please." He held out one
. twiggy hand to him.
Ira's heavy fist was raised to strike the black to the earth again, the
words of repudiation were on his lips. The basic ethic of the human
race, the command that runs, "Thou shalt not betray," restrained him.
"God damn you, nigger," he said, "what you doin' here?"
• "I-run off.",
"Where from?"
"Fontenoy's."
Fontenoy's.- Fontenoy had fifty niggers; .he had hundreds of acres
of rich bottom land in cotton; he lived like a king. Ira hated him and
- envied him and wanted to be like him.
"Damn you, nigger," Ira said harshly, wondering at himself, "git
up in that bam"loft and hide."
The black stumbled to his 'feet on the instant and began to run
past Ira, lurchingly, to the barn.
"Waitf" Ira called after him. He felt a thrill of pleasure in seeing the black freeze in his tracks and look over his shoulder in fright,
his eyes as round as zeros. "They got dogs after you?"
"No, no sah, not yet."
"Anh . . . what's your name?"
"Dick." The boy waited until Ira dismissed him with his eyes,
and then ran toward the barn again.
When he had disappeared into the building, Ira drew a fad~d blue
handkerchief from his pocket and wiped his forehead. After a moment he picked up the milk pail, carried it into the dairy, and poured
the milk into a big dean crock to settle.
Clara would ~hum tomorrow morning, he guessed. She was
always after him wishing he could buy a nigger wench to help with the
dairying. Trouble was, slaves were just too high. Even a poor one,
~like that boy in the barn, would cost two-three hundred dollars. Probably Fontenoy would have a reward offered for getting Dick back.
No, not for the reward. . . . He'd more or less promised. But
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felt an added resentment when he thought about the fifty or
hundred dollars Fontenoy would offer which Dick was cheating him
out of.
.\.....
'~:~" He took the empty pail into the kitchen_ and, finding Clara not'in,
,!'Ve,nt over to the cupboard and looked in it for food. He found a slab
dffat pork Clara had considered t?O measly for-Duke"s dinner, added to
it a hunk of yellow pone, and set them both on a cracked, chipped plate.
-Out ~e yard, he'pumped a gq,urd full of water, and carried it and
the food into the barn. DUke had come out of his kennel and was
growling and complaining around the foot of the ladder ,which led to
the loft; Ira had to make the hound be qui~t.
He mounted to \he third rung and whistled softly. When Dick's
head appeared, almost invisible in the dim light except for his eyes,
Ira thrust the food at h i m . '
"Stuff your belly full," he said contemptuously. "Tomorrow
you got to git out of here:'
I
D~ck said nothing. He· grabbed the food and ducked back into
the loft. Ira, even below, could hear' him begin to slobber and gasp
ov~r the food. It was a repulsive noise, like an animal's.
Ira left the 'barn slowly, chewing on a straw, and began his eve..
_ning round of chores. Every time he stopped working, even for an
instant, he became aware of Dick lying hidden up there in the loft.
He found his gaze wandering to its red-painted outline, wondering
whether arty external change betrayed that it'concealed a fugitive slave~
Darkness came on., From the kitchen the smell of frying potatoes
and pork lifted out on the air. Clara must have come back and started
supper. Ira finished with the stock, washed briefly in the tin basin by
the back door, and went in.
Clara stood by the fire, trickling salt through her fingers on to the
potatoes in the pan.
"Where you bin?" he said.
"Down to Miz' Bates. The patrol's out; they stopped me on the
road on the way back."
"That so? Why?" Ira was making an effort to act interested and
surprised.
"One of the hands run away from Fontenoy's.
Miz' Bates <says
,
Luke Fontenoy is pound he's goin' to git him back and make an
example out of him. That's the second runaway he's had in four
months." Clara poured coffee into Ira's thick white cup and motioned
him to sit down.
'
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. "Any reward?" he said after lie had pulled his chair up. He
shoveled a mountain of potatoes and a thick piece of the fried pork
on to his plate.
"Miz' Bates says she thinks he'll go as high as two hundred dollars.
It's worth it, to him, to keep them niggers from tryin' to run off always."
"Um:' They ate in silence. Ira finished up on pone with black
strap and read a little in the county Gazette while Clara fixed the dishes
and put things away.
They went to bed early.. By eight o'clock Ira had bloWn out the
lamp and followed Clara up the narrow stair to their bedchamber.
He could not sleep. Long after Clara was breathing- quietly beside- him in the darkness, he lay wakeful and tense.
He couldn't stop thinking about the reward, two hundred dollars,
and what he could do around the place with it. P'!int for the house,
and better seed for next year (he might get it.from the Shakers), and
some flowers and fruit trees for Clara. She'd like .that. Dress goods
and furniture and another cow. A team of mules. All sorts. of things.
Only, the nigger was thinking he was safe-you didn't do even a dog
that way. Not but that Duke was a lot better and more account than
that nigger. Only-well, he couldn't help his feelings, though he wondered at them. And it sure as hell would spite Luke Fontenoy. Luke
thought he owned the county, pretty near the state.
Ira twisted into another position and tried for sleep. It would
not come, and now that he had resolved not to collect the reward, he
found himself starting at every noise and fancying he heard the hoofbeats of the patrol. God knew what they'd do to him if they found
he was helping another man's nigger get away. Nigger stealing was
a mighty serious thing.
After a long time, he reached out in the dark for his futher's big
gold repeater and Pt:essed the spring. Eleven o'clock. He got up very
softly for fear of wakening Clara and drew on his day dothes over his
nightshirt. Down in the "kitchen, he groped about until he found a
lantern, lit it, and by its light hunted the pepper bo:?'. Th~n he set
out across the fields.
Half an hour later he came back, somewhat easier in his mind.
The pepper he'd laid across the black's trail, as far back as he'd seen
him, ought to bother the dogs if they got hounds. And they were sure
to, pretty soon. The very silence of the bam as he passed it seemed
to threaten him.
He was awakened, heavy-eyed and only partly refreshed, by Clara's
>
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tugging at his shoulder. . During breakfast, one of the Bates' towheaded young ones-a runny-nosed boy with faded blue eyes and only
one suspender to his britches-came in to borrow a chunk of fire..
,,"The patrols is' out all over the roadsl' he said to Clara, after she
had put the live ,coals into the little pail he was carrying. "They
couldn't a cricket git through without their catchiu' it." .
Ira felt a cold constriction in his chest at the boy's words. "Seems
like you know an almighty lot, young 'un," he said chillingly.
The Bates boy was not impressed. "Yep, Maw says I'm goi~'to
, be a right smart feller when I grow up, yes sir.' I'm goin' to have me
a dozen niggers and live rich, like Fontenoy. Wisht I could make a
start by catchin' 'that nigger of his~ Two hundert dollars in gold, yes
sir!" He departed, sniffling and swinging his pail in his !land.
Ira went about.' his work in a bitter abstraction. If the patrols
were out on all the roads, he couldn't tell the nigger to get ,out; too
much danger he'd tell where he'd been laying up when they caught
him. And every hour he lay up in the bam increased the risk. Oh,
damn him, damn his stinking black hide!
Tpe impotent fever and fret mounted in him. Toward noon he ,
took the fugitive water and pone,. feigning to Clara that he was feeding the hound dog. "You got to stay till they take the patrols off the
roads," he whispered into the dimness of the loft. "I wish you ~as in
hell."
As .the sun began to wester,. his anxiety for the black to be gone
grew racking. lie found himself working near the barn, inventing
chores to be done where there were no chores, and looking, constantly
looking, up toward the loft.
Mter supper he could stand i"t"no longer. Telling Clara he wanted
to return the-volume pf'the enCyclopedia he'd borrowed from Udell,
he lit the lantern ,and started' off"doWn the road. He had to see for
himself.
The patrol stopped him twice on the way to Udell's. Udell
himself was ,too busy with a sick horse to talk to Ira, but Mrs. Udell,'
lean in a calico dress, was full of ideas about the fugitive. .
"It's them Quakers," she said, "with all their' ab'litionist .talk
keepin' the nigg~r stined up. I never saw a Quaker 'Yet, for all the
talk about 'render unto Caesar,' that wasn't an ab'litionist at heart.
Underground railroaders! If we all get killed in our beds, it'll be
their fault." The bridge of her thin nose twitched she talked.
Ira agreed with her and made his escape. The patrol stopped him

as
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once, more on the way back; and the patrol leaqer, his white teeth
gleaming in the smoky light of the flaring torches, told Ira they would
make a house-to-house search tomorrow.
, "Course, it's not legal," he said, "but if a man won't let us go over
his place-well, then, we know what to think. Then we can git a warrant for a search."
Ira nodded. He couldn't help feeling that the remark was aimed
at him, though he told himself not to be a fool. How could they possibly suspect him? He was a respectable ~man, a landowner, not the
kind of man who'dJsteal a nigger.
But lVhat was he to do? There was the nigger, real and solid and
inexorable as sin, lying up there in the loft, and there was the search
coming tomorrow. Ira's heavy face set in a grimace of misery; he felt
like beating his hands together in indecision and rage. What was he
to do?
Clara was sitting up waiting for him in a wrapper, and as soon as
he put the lantern Clown, she began scolding him. What did he mean,
staying at Udell's so long, and at this time of year, too, when there were
a million chores to be done? Had he forgotten he was driving the
wagon into town tomorrow? How'd he think he was .going to get a
good start when he came in so late?
"I clean forgo! it, Clara," he said after a moment. His features
had gone blank. '~Let's get to bed as quick's.we can so I can start before sunrise." He started up to bed without waiting for her to agree.
The lamp blown out, lying on the crackling mattress, he made
his plans. He'd put Dick in the ,bottom of the wagon, cover him over
with sacks and straw, and get past the patrol that way. They might
st~p him-he didn't think so-but he'd have to take ~e chance. He'd
drive to Frazier's, the big store, when he got into town, and dispose of
most of the produce, but he'd take Clara's eggs and butter to that little
store the Quaker ran. Maybe Mrs. Udell was right. If not, he'd just
~
have to drive the nigger back again.
He turned on one side and drifted off to sleep. His last feeling
before dreams closed over him was of bitterness toward Dick, who was
making him risk so much.
~
He breakfasted alone in the kitchen, by the Haring, yellow lamp.
Clara wa~ still abed. He drank one cup of coffee and then, since the
morning was damp and chill, thought of taking some to the black. He
ended by pouring what was left in the pot into his cup and swallowing
it himself. Coffee cost too much to waste on him.
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Ira had anticipated a long explanation to Dick, but he caught on
at once., He slipped down the ladder like a shadow and stretched himself in the bottom of the wagon without a sound. Ira saw with relief
that hi~ body was so thin and.narrow that it wouldn't bulk up at all in
the wagon. He covered him over as well as he could, and then packed
the produce in around him. He really didn't show at all when Ira was
done.
.
They ~ere about six' miles from town, on the road' between
Sacher's place and tl?-e .old Morrice farm, when the patrol stopped them.
~'Goin' t' market, Mr. Clayton?" the patrol leader asked from t~e
back of his hoise.
Ira's jaw muscles grew tense.. "Um-hum," he replied. "My wife
kep' after me. . . . You ain't found that nigger yet?"
The patrol leader spat into the road. "No. He must be holin'
up somewhere. Somebody must be helpin' him. But sooner or later,
_ he'll try to git out, say in a wagon like this, or some such way. . .-. Say,
~ what you got on that side there, Mr. Clayton?" He bent over and
prodded in t,he straw with his whip.
"
Ira felt a brief, terrible torment. He could tell the patrol leader
that he'd hidden Dick when he came to him, to be sure of getting the
reward. He could tell him that he'd hidden the black in the wagon
as the besemeans of getting hi~ to go with him quietly. And then he
could ask the patrol leader to go along with him to Fontenoy's and be
sure he got the r~ward, the way his right was.
"Oh, nothin'. much," he answered thickly. ,"Just some of .Miz'
Clay!on's butter and eggs."
"Um-hum." The man straightened again. Ira found it impOssible t~ say whether he had been suspicious and had been deceived by
the smallness of the space' Dick occupied, or wheth~r he had been idly
curious. "Well, I 'better let you be on your way."
Ira geed to th;e team. Mter th~ patrol was out of sight, he pulled
on the reins until the horses slowed to a walk, and then got out his big
handkerchief. Sweat was trickling coldly down inside his shirt.
They'd hanged a man last year at the.co~nty seat for helping a slave to
_
escape.
Ira got into town a little after noon.
He hitched the wagon
in the
.
.
square across from Frazier's and sat on the seat eating the hunks of
pone and sowbelly he'd brought from home. There was a hotel in
-town where he co~ld have eaten, but Ira would have felt embarrassed
~oing in there, even in his better clothes, before all the town people.
-J

"

,
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He wip~d his mouth on the~back of his hand and wiped the hand
on his handkerchief. The~e was a bottle in the comer under the seat,
and he took a pull from it, though he wasn't a drinking man. Then he
went into Frazier's to do his trading.
It was nearly three when he finished. The wagon was a good deal
emptier, but Dick was still well concealed. Ira put the sack of coffee,
the bag of wheat-flour, and the other things he'd got, in the wagon with
careful casualness. it wouldn't do to call attention to Dick by trying
to cover him up.
He drove leisurely over to the store Elziver, the Quaker, owned.
Now that the moment was almost here, Ira's tangue was thick and dry.
He was going to trust someone else with his secret, and he was afraid.
He took the crock of butter a!1d some of the eggs in with him.
There were other customers in the store, and Ira had to wait. It was
only deferring the C!isis, of course, but he felt relieved.
At last the others left and Elziver-he was shorter than Ira, and
lightly made-came to wait on him.
"What can I do for thee, friend?" he said.
Ira showed him the butter and eggs. Slowly, taking all the time
he could, he traded for them. He got a little pair of jingling gold earrings for Clara, and a clay pip~-he got tired of corn cobs-for himself. _
He went out and got the rest of the eggs out of the wagon and traded
for them too.
But at last it was all over. The Quaker looked at him expectantly,
and when he saw there was nothing more, began to wrap up the things
Ira had bought.
Ira Clayton leaned across the counter to him and spoke softly.
"Would-would you like a bale of black wool?" he asked.
Elziver's eyes flicked up to his face quickly and then went down
again. "I do not understand thee, my friend," he said. He went on
with his neat tying up of the parcels.
Ira's hands clenched. He swallowed. "I've got that-that nigger
that ran off from Fontenoy's," he said. "In my wagon. In back."
The Quaker's eyes went up to Ira Clayton's face again. There.
was an instant's silence. What he saw in the hard, heavy features and
the jutting jaw seemed to reassure him. He came out from behind
the counter and stood by Ira's side. "Yes?" he said.
Under Elziver's direction, Ira drove the wagon around to the back,
where there was a covered portico for the unloading of goods. While
Elziver leaned on the wagon and kept watch, Ira go.t Dick out and led
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. him into the back room, where the goods were. The black was so stiff
from the jolting he ha4 had that he could hardly walk.
Elziver got cold meat<and baker's bread from the oak.cupboard in
the corner. He poured sherry into a pewter mug and offered it and the
food to the black. Watching him eat and drool as he ate, Ira felt a
momentary resentment that a nigger should be served while he, a ,white
man, went without, but it was swallowed up in a vast wave of relief:
. He'd got rid of the burden he' q. carried for the last two days. He'd
got rid of fear and guilt:- He coul~ hear the patrol go -by and not worry,
he could- hold up his head and' qe Ira Clayton, a respectable middleaged farmer, again. It was allover, and the madness, or whatever itwas, that had seized him when Dick had s'poken to him, was over too
and could be forgotten. He was free.
Elziver:, his head on one side, was speaking now. "Thou are new
to the wqrk of the underground railroad, friend, art thou not?"
Ira opened his mouth to' tell him what he thought of the whole
wicked idea of stealing blacks awaY\t>from their masters.
i'Yes, I am,'; he said humbly. "You'l,l have to teach me a good
many things, I guess. Yes."
-@
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SOMETHING TO SAVE THE WORLD
Alex Austin
for the' end of the world, Brother, I'm afraid you've
picked ydurself out a job that's not going to take you as long as
you might like to think.
I heard it all from the blonde waitress at Charlie's Place right down
the street.
"Ham and eggs," I said.
"Coffee?" '"
"0. K., Sister,". I answered.
"So you're a brother. H~m and eggs. Right?" .
"And coffee."
"Right."
"But what's with this Brother business?" I asked her.
"You did say 'O.K. Sister,' didn't you?"
"I guess so." She had honest-to-goodness blonde hair that hadn't
been dipped into a couple of buckets of dye.
"I'm happy, Brother!' She smiled and went back into the kitchen
before I could say anything else.
Nice legs. Easy to see. The kind you notice right away.
She came out in a few minutes, carrying a tray.
"Ham and eggs," she said, putting the plate down in front of me.
"And coffee, Brother." Then she smiled at me again.
"What time do you get out for lunch, Sister?" I asked her.
"One o'clock.'"
"Can I see you then?"
"O.K."
Her eyes were green. Beautifully green. "Toast,
Brother?"
"With jam, Sister."
I took a walk over to the park. Talked to a policeman. Fed the

I
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pigeons. Held a kid's hand while he crossed Broadway because his
mother made him, promise. And' then I picked her up and she said
,we had tim~ to walk through the park for a while if that was O.K. with
me.
"It's a g()od day out," she said, breathing deeply and then looking
over at me as if she expected me tQ be saying something or other.
She was born in Kansas City. Name of Ellen Scott. Father was
the fire chief. Always lost at fire-hoqse poker. She fell in love when
she was twelve. Seriously. Gave him up when she was thirteen because
his father wouldn't let him wear long pants like the other fellows.
Graduated Marytown High School For Girls. And then came to New
York where she wanted to be a show girl.
"You've got green eyes, haven't you?"
She nodded her head.
"And when I couldn't get a job as a chorus girl, I ,got this job
waiting tables. I work down at the church at night. AJ.1d I might be
able to do something to help save the world some day."
"Honest-to-God, Sister-slow down."
"Want to sit down, Brother?V
"You've got somethiqg."
.
We, sat down on a little bench that was just enough out of the way
of the main walking paths.
.' ' .
. .
She let me kiss her. Cool. I But she didn't move away.
"You're out o.f a job, aren't you?" she asked me.
I tried to kiss her again, but., ~he backed away this time.
"Aren't you?"
I resolved myself. I nodded.
"Do you want to work down at the church?"
"Doing ~hat?"
"Getting ready fox: the end of the world."
Beautiful. But I fhouldhave stayed home.
"Getting re~dy for. . . . ".
"The end of the world. I'm not fooling."
. "Who let you in on the ~ecret?"
She took a little paper bag of breadcrumbs out of her pocketbook
and she threw them, a little at a time, out to the pigeons who were beginning to gather around her feet.
IIDon't you love pigeons?"
,
I didn't say anything. There was no falling stars yet.
"They just go around," she went on, "not showing their sadness or
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their joy to the world the way we do all the time. I wish they could
sing the most beautiful song in the whole world."
"What about canaries?"
"They're overrated," she told me. "But they're beautiful too.
Only trouble is, they're just like chorus girls. When you see a chorus
girl, right away you. expect her to be a terrific beauty, the same way you
expect a canary to sing."
"What's wrong with that?"
"It just doesn't work~" . She looked down at the pigeons again.
"And it's not that I wasn't beautiful enough," she added quickly.
"You're the most beautiful girl in the world."
"Stop joking. It's only that I don't like pretty little things all
polished up-in some bright cage that has a key."
"I wasn'f joking;" I told her.
"N 0 girl is that beautiful. Do you want to work at the church?"
"I 'thought yOU; were kidding," I said. I really did think she was"
kidding.
"Why would I kid about that} Brother?" She laid a careful emphasis on the word "that," making it clear that she certainly was not
kidding.
"But the end of the world. . . . "
•
"Oh, we've got time," she informed me.
"Great."
"Mr. Williams told us last week that it wouldn't be for probably
another fifty years."
"He did?"
Sometimes when the sun got into her eyes they flared up a bright
blue. It was hard to make out if they were blue or green. ·But beautiful, Brother. Beautiful.
"He's going to have the exact figures sometime next year," she
said. "Early April, he thinks."
"That'll be great."
"We're preparing now."
"I see."
I wasn't sure. I didn't see a damn thing but I told her I did, be-.
cause everything looked as if I had to see.
"What kind of work do you do?"
"Not much," I' said truthfully. "I can fiX auto~obile engines.
I've washed dishes. And . . . . "
"O,h, never mind. They'll find st>p1ething for you to do."
<'
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With the world coming to an end there should be something to do. "Do you work down there too?" I asked her.
, "Only at night: I sing.".
"Hymns?"
r.
"Not all the time. Last night I sang tyou Made Me Love You.'
. . . I didrt't want to do it . . . I didn't want to do it . . .
"Mr. Williams doesn't see any reason for singing hymns all the' I
time. He says' the kids come when I sing CYou Made Me Love You' or
something like that."
'
"I'll bet."
She, looked at the tiny watch'i>ori her wrist. Beautiful hands. I
was going to try to kiss her again, but she got up, not really moving
away from me or being angry, but just getting up.
"I've really got to get back now," she said.
We started walking back.. Slowly. I held her hand. Her eyes
were green. I was sure this time. '
"So you'll go down there, won't you?" she;1asked..
"O.K." I smiled.
She stopped. Took a pencil and a piece of paper out of her purse
and she wrote an address and handed it to me.
"You just go down there and tell them you spoke to me and that you want to work," she explained. " .
"Just like that, Sister?"
"Oh, stop fooling. It's the tr,uth." She looked up at me like a
little child, but we had reached Broadway and there were a lot of people
going back and forth again.
"What time will you be there?" I asked her.0.'
"Seven."
"And this Mr. Williams is sure about the coming to an end
business?"
."Oh, he's positive about that. I'm glad you came. Only he's not
positive just when it will be."
"Oh."
.
"He figures that it couldn't }?Ossibly last more than fifty years or
so. - Things are happening too fast, he says. And the way he sees ii, as
long as we know it won't last, we might as well make the most out of
"
what we already know and prepare for it sort-of."
Even 'her voice was beautiful.
But we were back to Charlie's Place now and it was time for,her to
get back to waiting tables.
II

..
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"FJe forgot all about lunch," I noticed2>
"That's all right. I'm glad you came," she scUd, with that -same,
beautiful, almost mischievous smile.
"Say . . . what do lYe do to save the world?" I asked her quickly
as she started back in.
.
"I'll see you tonight, Brother," she said.
"O.K., Sister."
I stood outside for a few minutes. Then I took the piece of paper
out of my pocket, looked at the address she had written down, and I
started walking in the direction of the number that was on the piece of
paper, with a head all full of green eyes and beautiful canaries. And
thinking that maybe all this might really save the world.

'~
I'
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRE-SS IN
NEW MEXICO AND SOME
PRESENT PROBLEMS·
Thomas C. Donnelly
~ FIRST SCHOOLS

of New Mexico were pioneered by Catholic mis~ sionaries. The Spanish government required leaders;Of military
expeditions to take missionaries along with them, and when Coronado
made the first conquest of New Mexico in 1540 a number of Franciscan
friars acc:ompanied him. When he decided to return to Mexico, two
of the religious le~ders, Fray Luis de Escalona and Fray Juan d~ Padilla
elected to remain and continue their work· of converting the Indians
and instructing them in the way of the conquerors.. The two- men
we~e the first teachers to enter New Mexico. 'Although the Indians
seemed friendly enough while Corpnado's troops were in the land, once
they were gone the Indians turned upon the priests and murdered them.
.When Onate reconquered New Mexico in 1598, h~, too brought
missionaries with him to establish churches and schools in the pueblos.
Several- of the schools remained iIi operation until the revolt of 1680,
when the Indians rose against the Spaniards and drove them from the
territory. But a few years later the Spanish under De Vargas came
back, reconquered the Indians~- and re-established their rule. Once
more the missionaries resumed their work of organizing churches and
schools. In addition to stiessi~g 'the doctrines of the church, th~y also
taught the Indians the three R's, singing, and vocational work such as
shoemaking, tailoring, blacksmithing, carpentry, a~d kindred crafts.
Despite the efforts of the missionaries, education remained in an
extremely backward condition in New Mexico throughout the entire
period- of Spanish colonial rule. . The King of Spain did at one time
•

@

.

•

• This article is part of a study entitled "The State Educational System," recently
~ued by the Division of Research of the Department of Government of the University
of New Mexico.
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issue a decree ordering the establishment of schools in all of the pueblos
and settlements under the direction of the Franciscan fathers, but like
so many other royal proclamations of the period it went uriheeded.
The Indians, steeped in centuries of illiteracy and tribal mysticism,
were apathetic toward education, and most Spaniards were not inter·
ested in seeing them educated. There was constant friction between
the clergy, who wanted to treat the Indians kindly, and the officials
and settlers, whh all too often wanted to enslave them. Artother of
the many obstacles to progress was the limited knowledge of the. Indian
languages possessed by the friars.
With the establishment of Mexican independence in 1821, more
thought was given to the education of the' people. Town councils were
required to form primary schools, and a small number of such schools
were established in the province of New Mexico. But they were very
rudimentary in character and lacking in continuity. Repeated efforts
to estab~ish public schools on an adequate basis failed because of lack
, of revenue. Gregg, one of the earlier writers on New Mexico, gives
us a graphic picture of the sad state of education a short time before the
end of the Mexican period:
There is no part of the civilized globe, perhaps, where the arts h3;ve
been so much neglected and the progress of science so successfully impeded
as in New Mexico. Reading and writing may fairly be set down as the
highest branches of education that are taught in the schools; for those
pedants who occasionally pretend to teach arithmetic very seldom understand even tpe primary rules of the science of numbers. I should perhaps
make an exteption in- favor of those ecclesiastics who have acquired their
education abroad. Yet it is a well-known fact that a majority of this
privileged class, even, are lamentably deficient in the more important
branches of the familiar science.!
",.

The Mexican government, whatever its good intentions concern·
~rig schools, failed to carry them out, and accomplished almost nothing
. in furthering the educational opportunities of the people. Governor
Vigil in 1847 reported to the first New Mexico legislature which met
under American rule that there was-only one public school in the ter..
ritory, located at S~nta Fe, and i~ had only one teacher. The popula·
tion spoke only Spanish, their native tongue, and illiteracy was the com..
mon lot of seven eighths of the people. For a woman to be able to
read and write, Gregg says, "was conSIdered an indication of very extra·
ordinary talent." 2
1 Josiah

Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies, p. 128.
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With American occupation~ educational progress began to· pick
up a little. But at first it was discouragingly slow. The territoJ:Y was
thinly populated and had little wealth, distances were great and trans·
portation poor, and Congress, despite frequent Petitions from the peo·
pIe for help in establishing free public schools, ignored its responsibility
to extend supp~rt. New Mexico was thus left to work out her educa·
tional salvation as best she could.
The only important source. of outside aid for education in terri·
torial days was the church. Until the close of the Mexican perIod, the
Catholic church had been the only one interested in New Mexico, but
with American occupation the Protestant churches began to send missionaries. Several of the denominations established schools and supported them from contributions gathered in the various states. Some
of .these schools were short lived, but a number have endured. Such
institutions as the Menaul School (Presbyterian) and the Harwood
Girls School (Methodist) of Albuquerque, and the Allison James
School (Presbyterian) of Santa Fe are three exa~ples, among others
that might be cited, of effective Protestant educational work whiCh has
continued down to the present.
. The Catholic churches in New Mexico were transferred from the
diocese of D~t:.ango, Mexico, ib American control in 1851, and one of
the truly great characters of New Mexico ~lstory, Bishop Lamy, a
Frenchman, was sent from Cincinnati, Ohio,' govern the newly created diocese of New Mexico., Willa CatheJ!~s fa~ous novel, Death
Comes for the Archbishop} is founded upon his life and work, and
should be read for its interesting descriptions of life in New Mexico
during the territorial period. On his arrival in New Mexico; Bishop
L~y found the 'condition- of his churches deplor~ble, and he set ?ut
with· zeal to rebuild them. Fortunately he was equal to the difficult
task. Alsb ·fortunate was his firm belief in education.
The Bishop brought Sisters of Loretto from Kentucky to establish
the Loretto .t\cademy for girls at SaFlta Fe in 1852, and afterwards they
. founded schools elsewhere in the territory. He also had Christian
Brothers come (J.nd establish schools for boys. This group started pri, mary schools in many towns and founded 51. Michael's College at Santa
Fe in 1859- '. This was the first college in New Mexico. The Bishop's
report of 1865 showed the parochial school system was well started, and
its influenc~ has spread in the years since.
. . In addition to the church schools, a few private schools wereestablished in the territory and were in existence for varying lengths of titne.
.~

to
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These "pay" schools, as they were called, were as good or as bad as the
teachers who taught them, and most of the teacher~ were ill-trained for
their work.
,The first law to provide a public ta,x-supPOrted school system was
passed by the territorial legislature in 1856. Because of public hostility
the law was repealed in a few months and the. taxes collected under it
were refunded. Because education in the Spanish colonial and Mexican periods had· been left almost entirely to the church, the" creation
of a public school system apparently was looked upon by the majority
of the people as an effort to induce children away from the church.
But {our years after the repeal of the first law, anew school code was
passed. Amenaments to the code were added in the years that followed,
and the rough outline of the present system of education in the state,
began to take shape. Support of the schools remained a problem because the legislature was slow in levying taxes and public hostility
toward paying school taxes continued. In 1875,'Bernalillo County had
eighteen public schoo~ teachers, with an average salary of $22.22 per
month for five and a half months a year, and Santa Fe County had.
fourteen, teachers, ,their salary averaging $26.18 monthly for ten months.
In the entire territory there were 138 schools with 147 teachers.3 These
accomplishments may seem modest today, but measured against the
record of earlier years, the trend·waS' significant.
The railroad boom of the eighties which saw railroads built across
the state brought an influx of settlers into the territory from the East.
These people had been used to good schools for their children, and they
helped create much-needed sentiment in favor of a more adequate public school system. In 1886 the New Mexico Educational Association,
pledged to improve education, was organized and in 1891, under the
stimulus of Governor L. Bradford Prince, an ardent advocate of public
schools, the legislature passed a new school code which is, generally
regarded as the foundation of the modern public school system of the
state. The code provided for a superintendent of public instruction,
to be appointed by the governor, and established a territorial board of
education which, was given broad powers over the' organization and
operation of the entire school system. The code also provided for the
issuance of school district bonds to finance the construction of sroool
houses.
Taking due note of the fact that a considerable part of the population still looked upon a public school system as a scheme for training
8 c. E. Hodgin, The Early School Laws of New Mexico, pp. 34-85.
'.
"

."
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children a~ay from the church and their ancestral traditions, Governor
. Prince appointed as first territorial superintendent, Amado Chaves, a
man Spanish in blood and Catholic in religion. The choice allayed
much suspicion, and Chaves evidently proved a capable superintendent,
for after Governor Prince retiredfrotn office he was reappointed by the
next two governors.
.
The school law of 1891 did llot revolutionize education in New
Mexico overnight. .The minimum school term was three months, and,
for years afterwar~ many a district was without a schoolhouse and
struggled to maintain a three-months term. Even in Santa Fe, at the
beginning of the century, the schools were housed in a rented building.
In more than one ·district the naming of a teacher, the '!umishing of
wood for the school stove, and the hiring of a janitor were plums to be
passed around among politically 'favored families.
At the end of hIS first year in office, that is, in 1892, Superintendent
Amado Chaves reported that the territory had spent nearly a quarter
of a million dollars'for schools and that 23,000 pupils had been enrolled.
There were more than 500' teachers, with an -average sala:ry of about
$200 per year. Yet- Superintenderit Chaves was justly proud of the,first
year's achievement under the new law. He felt he was on his way.
But look at the increase in the next fifty years. During 1941-42
New Mexico spent almost ten million dollars on public, schools alorie,
exclusive of the amount spent on its eight institutions of higher learn..
ing. That was forty times as much as it spent in 1801. There were
approximately 13i,000 pupils enrolled in the public schools, taught by
4,300 teachers with an average annual salary of $1,200, and school terms
had been lengthened to nine months, the riational standard. Free textbooks for the elementary and high schools, an active school building
program, and increased salaries for teachers,4 all developments of recent
years, ,are typical of the improvements constantly being made. While
New Mexico~s educational position in the nation is still low when coinpared with that of older states, its educational development has been
remarkable when considered against its ~wn historical background.
Especially notable has been the increase in the number of colleges.
'!<

'

4 During 1944-1945. 25 per cent of th~ teachers. principals, and supervisors 6f New
Mexico received salaries up to $1.539.50; the next 25 per cent r~ived from $1,539.50 to
$1.720.65; 'the third 25 per cent from $1.720:65 to $10981.38; and the 'fourth 25 per cent
received from $10981.38 up to $3,000 and above. The median Salary for the entire state
was approximately $1,750.00. New Mexico School Review, January 1945, p. 17. Also, ibid.,
May 1945. p. 25. The average salary for 4.029 teachers. excluding superintendents and
including principals and supervisors, was appro,pmately $2.008 in 1945-1946. according to
the state educational budget auditor.
.
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There were no publicly supported institutions of higher learning in the
territory before 188g, but in that year the legislature passed the Rodey
4ct, which provided for the University at Albuquerque,. the Agricultural College at Las Cruces, an4 the School of Mines at SocQrro. B. S.
Rod~y, the sponsor of the act, had favored a single institution at Albuquerque, to be known as the Territorial University.and to include an
agricultural college and-a school of mines, but pressure from the other
sections of the territory made it impossible for him to persuade the legislature to create a single institution. A few years after the establishment
of the University, the normal schools at Las Vegas and Silver City were
established to train teachers. The schools are now known as the New
Mexico Highlands University and the New Mexico State Teachers
College. Goss Military Institute of Roswell, an already established
institution, was taken over by the territory in the nineties and its name
changed to the New Mexico Military Institute. Shortly after the turn
of the century, the legislature created the Spanish-American Normal
School at EI Rito. Eastern New Me~dco College at Portales, the last
institution of higher learning established by the state, opened its doors
to students in .1934. All of these institutions, while they haye had setbacks at times, have enjoyed a steady development since their founding.
Their student bodies continue to grow in size, academic standards are
constantly being raised, and the Caliber of the faculty attracted to the
schools is becoming notably better. As the institutions have grown and
raised their standards, the people have become increasingly proud of
them and have, considering their means, supported them generously.
SPECIAL AsPEcrs OF EDUCATION IN NEW MEXICO

Educational Attainment of the Population
The Ig40 census statistics on yeetrs of schooling completed represent the first complete picture.of the· educational status of the entire
popUlation of the United States. The statistics relate only to persons
twenty-five years of age and older, persons who may generally be considered to have completed their formal education.
The median 5 number of years of school completed by persons in
the United States was 8.4, the equivalent of about half a year more than
eight grades. The median number of school years completed by per~
so~s in New Mexico was 7'9. This gave New Mexico thirty-seventh·
position among the forty-eight states. Nine of the eleven states lower
5 A median is a point so chosen in a series that half of the individuals ,in the series
are on one side of it, and half on the other.
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In the scale were in the South.6 Of the 247,295 p~rsons in New Mexico
twenty-five years of age and older, 10.7 per cent never had attended
school, 16.6 per cent had completed .from one to four years of grade
school, 11.5 per cent from five to six years, 23 per cent from seven to
eight years, 13.1 per cent from one to ,three years of high school, 12.2
per cent four years of high school~ 6.7 per cent one to three years of college, and 4.4 per cent four or more years of college. For 1.8 per cent
there was no report~
It is obvious that the 27.3' per cent of New Mexico people who
reported four years or less of formal schooling are ill-prepared to meet
the demands of an increasingly complex culture with its emphasis upon
facility in written communication. Reaching this group with a meaningful program of adult education is one of the aspects of education in
New Mexico that merits special. consideration in the years ahead.
.The proportion of thisgrorip which is actually illiterate cannot be
precisely ascertained, but it is undoubtedly subst~ntial. In 1870, 78,5
per cent of the people in New Mexic~ ten years of age and older were
~lliterate. By 1930 illiteracy had fallen to 13.3 per' cent, a commend. able decrease of 65.2 per cent. In the 1940 census the question on educational attainment replaced the inquiry on illiteracy included in previous censuses; therefore, present figures on illiteracy are not available..
But a very large majority of those perso~s listed as never having attend";
ed school, and probably many of those who did not go farther than the
fourth grade may be considered illiterat~. Illiteracy is, of course, much
,higher among adults th~n am0!1g youths and children. The older
the age group the higher.] the percentage of illiteracy.7
Further reduction of illiteracy in the years ahead presents an important and difficult task. "Sparse1'iess of population, bi-lingualism,
different cultures and a large percen.tage of the popUlation on a low
economic level are factors," as Seytiried points out, "which make it difificult for the educational system tJ increase literacy. Moreover, -a considerable portion of the population live in remote areas, leading a life
somewhat primitive and of a nature that formal education seems to
offer relatively little appeal or advantage to them. A comparatively
large Indian population under the wardship of federal government further tends to make illiteracy widespread and to keep the educational
level of the state low in comparison to that in other states." 8

~

6.Statistics of State School Systems, 1939-40 and 1941-42, Vol. II Chap. III. (U. S. Office
' '
of Education) , pp. 132-133.
7 J. E. Seyfried,.l~literacy Trends in New Mexico, Univ~ity of New Mexico Press.
1934, p. 9.
8 Ibid., p. 27.
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. Bilingualism in New Mexico
About half of the children in the-public schools are native Spanishspeaking pupils. They are both a problem and a ,challenge to the s.chool
system that is not being adequately met.
Most of the Spanish-speaking children, when they enter the first
grade, are kept there for two years, so that they are automatically retarded one year for the rest of their schooling. In some counties the
schools have attacked the language problem by establishing a pre-first
grade. Its chief function is teaching an English vocabulary of 300 to
700 words. Where this is well done, the children go to first grade at the
end of the year, and do quite satisfactorily. In fact, the figures in San
Jose severaf'years ago showed that the first graders scored above the
norm in the standard reading tests. It seems very probable that as the
schools improve in language instruction in the lower grades the Spanish-speaking children will come to have the same distribution on standardized tests as the English-speaking children.
Contrary to the custom in many bilingual countries, no use is
made in New Mexico of the native language in the beginning years of
sc~ool. English is .the medium of instruction required by the constitution, and the children are' expected to accommodate themselves to
this language. Whether this is ~e correct procedure is open to doubt,
and there is a growing movement in the state to introduce Spanish in
the elementary school as a special subject. The aim is to help Spanishspeaking children improve and keep their language alive. Such a
course also enables more native English-speaking children to learn
Spanish and by so doing to become more sympathetic with the problems
of ,those who must learn English. The fourth grade has arbitrarily been
chosen as the best level for the introduction of Spanish. There is a
great deal of opposition to this movement, and it is not clear yet how
extensive the practice will become.
The schools in New Mexico are increasingly recognizing the Span,ish influences, by using Spanish songs and dances and language units
on Mexico and other Latin American countries. As a result of this
and the improving economic status of the Spanish-speaking ,group, the
number of native' children who continue in school is increasing.
There is no official segregation of school children in New Mexico
on race or color lines, and such division of the school population as
exists is generally due to the location of school puildings.
Many educators in New Mexico see in the bicultural character of
the state one of its greatest potential assets. If this point of view is ac-
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cepted by an inCreasi~g number of teachers and school officials, arid .the
curriculum is reorganized to further the concept, Spanish-speaking children will.undoubtedly come to be more interested in formal education.9

Compulsory Attendance
While eradication of illiteracy and raising. the educational s~tus
of the population will require time. and various approaches, one
immediately available method of improving the situation would be
. better enforcement of the compulsory/attendance law. While this
would not reduce illiteracy among_ adults, it would prevent today's
children from growing up without formal education.. In some sections
of the state, particularly in rural areas, children are allowed to stay away
from school without muCh 'being. done. about it. Too many children
who start the first grade never enter the'Second, many who enroll in the
second do not enter the third, and so on.
The school census in 1943;'1944 showed 142,000 children of school
age in the state. Of this number 132,000 were enrolled in school, but
the average daily attendance was only. 100,000. In 1941-1942, a fairly
normal year, the school census showe~ 146,000 school-age' children with
an -average daily attendance of only 107,000. ~ference to the reports
ct the state superintendent for earlier years reveals that the problem is
of long standing., For instance, the biennial teP9rt of the state superintendent in 193 2 showed that approximately 18,000 children ente,:red
the first grade of school. The same repOrt for 1934 showed an average
daily attendance of only 5,000 children in the second grade. "What
happened to those other i 3,000 children who shoul<! have been in the
Second grade?'~ the superintendent asked plaintively.
.' .
Some- of them undoubtedly had good reasons for leaving s~hool,
but lack of enforcement of the compulsory attendance law was probably the most important factor.
.
The constitution provides that "every child of school age (between six and sixteen) and of sufficient physical and mental aIJility
shall !=>e required to attend a public or other school during such period
ana' for such time as may be prescribed by law." 10 Children attending
:private or denominational schools, those physically
mentally unfit,
and those residing more than three miles from schpol houses and to
,whom no free public means of conveyance is available are exempt from
the provisions of the law. Also, children between the ages of fourteen

or'

9 The writer is indebted to Dr. Loyd Tireman of the University. the state's leading
authority in the field of bilingual education. for much of the material in this section.
10 New M~co Constitution. Art. XII. Sec. 5.
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and sixteen who are employed m'ay be excused from full-time school
attendance upon the issuance of a certificate of employment by the·
school superintendent within whose jurisdiction such childt:en reside
. or are employed.
Parents, guardians, and persons having control of the children are
responsible for the school attendance of boys and girls under their care,
and are subject to fine and imprisonment if they negle€t their duty in
the matter. The local superintendents and boards of education are
jointly charged with the task of seeing that the compulsory attendance
law is enforced.in good faith. Whether this responsibility of parents
and local school officials is being discharged in an effective manner is
very obviously open to question at the present time and warrants attention by the public, the press, and supervisory school officials.
,

Free Textbooks
In a state.with a population of low income one of the most practical ways to improve school standards is to provide free textbooks. A
large investment in school buildings and a trained teaching staff will
not achieve desirable results if parents cannot afford to buy textbooks
for their children. Educators in New Mexico long realized this and
in 1931, when times were hard throughout the state, prevailed upon
the legislature to pass a free textbook law.l l A percentage of the income to the state from..., the Federal Oil and Mineral Leasing Act was
assigned to finance the purchase and distribution of the books. In the
first years sufficient money was not available to supply,aIl grades, so a
beginning was made in the first, second, and third grades. As funds
received under the act have increased it has been possible to supply all
grades, one through twelve, with basal textbooks and supplementary
materials for instruction. Private and church schools as well as public schools participate in the benefits of the program.
Textbooks are adopted by the state board of education for statewide usage. At first local teachers and superintende~tS had no part
~n the selection of books; they had to use the books adopted for them.
But lately the board, instead of adopting a particular textbook for a
certain grade, adopts a multiple list of texts for the grade, and the local
superintendent and teachers make their choice from the list.
The management of the free text program is in charge of the textbook,division of the state department. of education.' Each school dis1l'The Albuquerque Journal, through its editor H. P. Pickrell, deserves much credit
for sponsoring the idea of free textbooks in the state. The Journal campaigned hard for
free textbooks in 1931, and persuaded Governor Arthur Seligman to accept the program.
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trict is given an annual budget, based on its average daily attendance,
and the local school authorities ar~ allowed to requisition the division
for books to an amount no greater than their budget. The publishers
from whom textbooks are ordered distribute the books to the local
schools in accordance with the directions of the textbook division.

Transportation
Because of the movement in recent years to consolidate schools
and school districts, transportation of school children has become a
problem of importance in all states. In New Mexico, with its vaSt territory, its sparse population, and two thirds of its people in rural areas,
the problem is of greater importance than in most states.
More than one fifth of all children enrolled in the'elementary and
high schools of the state must be transported to school in buses. The
average length of bus route is about "twenty-three miles one way,
which means that so~e pupils ri4~ as much as forty. miles or more each _
school day. In many instances children must also walk a considerable
distance to the bus lin<e. More than 10 per cent of the total elementary ,
and secondary
school budget of the
state goes to maintain the
school
,
1
•
12
transBPrtation system.
.
~ce the transportation of. school children will continue to in:'
crease in volume as schools and, school districts ~re reorganized into
larger units, carefully developed plans are going to be necessary to reduce the average annual cost per pupil transported. The annual cost
per pupil in the United States decreased from $35 in 1923-1924 to about
$20 in 1941-1942, but in New Mexico, because- of distance and other
factors, the cost per pupil in 1941-'1942 was almost $.35. In Arizona it
. was approximately $22, in.Colorado $25, in Wyoming $46, in Montana
@

a
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.
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.

.

"
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Status of Teachers

If'

No discussion of the school system would be complete without
!10tice of the place of the teacher in the system. By all standards the
teacher is the most important factor in any school. Beautiful buildings
and splendid eqUipment are highly desirable, but it is the classroom

.

.

,

1941-1942 the sch~ transportation system used 1,020 busses and carried 29444pupils: The cost, exclu~ilg capital outlay, was $1,025,707. Statistics of State School Sys~
terns op. cit., pp. 76-77. During the war, though' numbers car,ried decreased, costs rose.
In 1943-1944 the state utilized 951 school busses and carried 28422 pupils at a cost of
$1,216,161. Report of Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1942-1944- p. 42.
13 Statistics of State School Systems, op.. cit., pp. 76-77.
'
12 In

<
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teacher who makes the school significant to the students and the
community.
Requirements for teachers' certification in New Mexico have been
rising steadily since statehood was attained. Whne the shortage of
teachers during World War II necessitated ~ temporary relaxation of
certification requirements, it is the intent of the state department of
education to restore the pre-war standards as soon as an adequate supply
of trained teaching personnel becomes available. Before many years a
college degree will come to be a minimum qualification' for teaching
in the elementary grades, and a master's degree will be necessary for
teachers in the high schools.
Along with higher certification requirements have come better
salaries, as has already been noted. However, a recent survey by the
. State Taxpayers' Association has shown the need for equalizing teachers'
, salaries on the basis of experience, education, and perhaps other qualifications among the various school districts. Teachers with· similar
qualifications are not at.present being paid at the same rate in different
districts.i4 Correction of this inequity would help to create a better
feeling among teachers and provide a more even distribution of good
teachers throughout the state.
Teachers are still underpaid in comparison with comparably
trained or less well trained person.s in other governmenta~ activities and
in private business. Two improvements in their status have been made
in recent years that make amends, to an extent at least, for their relative
under-compensation. These are the teachers' tenure law and the
teachers'retiremenfact.
The tenure law gives the teacher greater security in his position
than he formerly enjoyed. Now, after a teacher has served .a proba':
tionary period of three years and holds a contract for the completion of
a fourth year, he may not be dismissed arbitrarily by his local board
without a hearing. If the local board decides against him, he may appeal the decision to' the state board of education, which has the authority to reverse the decision if in its opinion the local board acted without'
proper cause. A teacher must be given a contract for the ensuing f~ar
by the local board on or before the closing day of the school term, or be
notified that his contract will not be renewed.
Th~ retirement act provides that upon reaching the age of sixty
years teachers with fifteen years' of educational service in New Mexico'
14 About three fourths of the counties now have a single salary schedule, according to
R. J. Mullins, executiv~ secretary of the New Mexico Educational Association•
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may retire and receive retirement benefits. The amount of such benefits is based on the salary the teacher·received during his last five years
of employment. Twenty years of teaching in New Mexico is neceSsary
to make a teacher .eligible for full retirement. pay, which ranges -from
'$720, to $1,800 per year. Professors in the higher institut.ions of learning as well as the personnel of public schools are included within the
provisions of the law. Funds to finance the retirement. program are
provided from sales tax revenues, '"income ~ax revenues, income from
the Federal Mineral Leasing Act, and from the payrolls of the colleges.
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THE RECORD
David Cornell Dejong

"ILL

he said. lifting the phonograph record unnecessarily off the turntable ~nd examining it closely. "Il's good to
hear it again. I've missed it, that record." Still holding the record aloft, he looked somewhat defiantly at the
girl on the sofa. Slowly she lifted her eyes from contemplating a minute
spot on her bare: knee, shook her long blond hair from her eyes and
forehead, and pouting a little, she said as :with an effort at ipdifference:
"Well, do then. It's good, sure. But "what'll she, what'll Lorraine do
when she finds out that you've taken one more of her possessions away?"
"It was mine. My brother gave it to me two or three years ago. I
remember," he answered truculently, still not putting the record back,
as if he needed her full approval. '
"Go ahead and play it," she said, examinIng her knee again. "You
must have missed it. It's good, of course. Please, darling, don't wait
for me to assure you again. I might become hypersensitive."
He put the record on the phonograph then, and when it started
playing, he sat down beside her and started stroking her long fair hair..
Her eyes lifted to'his, almost forgivingly, and then together-oh, simply
unanimously, she was wont to call it on brighter days-they listened to
the record. A weU"nigh masculine female voice thumped out the words
in a fashionably raucous way to the accompaniment of the heavier even
more suggestive thumping of a piano:
PLAY ,IT AGAIN,"

. . . What hoI said the bishop,
I will not budge an inch until

Another gentle breeze has lifted
The skirt of that sweet young thing
Standing there on that gorgeous hill.

oW

They smiled at each other, properly, expectantly and understandingly, and both now, as they ought to, waited with slightly parted lips
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and crinkles of appreciation aro~nd their eyes for that really
wonderful final rendition of the refrain, with its variation and
smash· ending:
. . . The skirt ~f that gorgeous young thing
Standing there on that goddamn hill;

Both chuckled indulgently, appreciatively, is he jumped up to shut off '
the phonograph.-"It's swell, isn't it?" he demanded. "Over and over
again, it's swell, isn't it?"
"It is, darling. I'm glad now you swiped it.' I'm glad you did,
except, o~ course, -that it'll put you full of reminiscences again. . . . "
"I told you, I didn't swipe it,", he interrupted her.
"I know, darling. I'm just splitting hairs, aren't I?~' she murmured with mock contriteness. ,"You are so sensitive, aren't you, dear?
Especially this time of evening. And always just aftet: you've seen your
children."
"Cut it out," he said, slamming the lid of the phonograph .down.
"Or I'll play it again."
"But do," she purred, giving him her best smile with her widely
painted full lips. . ,
He didn't; simply because she had given him permission in that
smiling way. He knew better. He didn't sit down' beside her: again,
but in the eCJsy chair on the other end of the narrow apartment, and
very deliberately he picked up his pipe arid started filling it. Stubbornly
then-with that inflection in his voice which warned: See here, we'll
have none of this now-he started ~saying, musingly rather than directly
to her, "It's funny, that record. We used to test our friends by it. You
could always tell the ones with a sense of humor, the ones with a little
enlightenment in their bones. When it'd come to that final punch
line, they'd applaud or jump up or laugh and-demand immediately to
hear it again, and '. . . . " "You see," she interpolated, looking at him
accusingly with her dayflower-blue eyes. "You see."
"See what?" he demanded..
"You are reminiscing. I warned you."
He grimaced and sh~ugged, but he continued: "And some would
be simply immune to it, and some shocked, especially by that ending.
"But it was at least better to be shocked than immune. Some would
- talk all the way through it, and then when they'd see the othets laugh,
they'd say: 'What's it all about? ~ood, wasn't'it, but I didn't get it-'
Like Arthur Stuart~ for instance. Drunk, of course."·
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"And now you're elaborating," she said with slightly more malicious pique in her voice. "But continue. I love it."
"Damn you," he said, drawing angrily at his pipe, but" persisting.
. "And the Nortons, they loved it, of course, and the Arnolds."
"And what about her?" She hesitated deliberately before she
added, "Lorraine, what about her?"
'~Well," he answered, immediately warming up to her jealousy, .
"well, naturally, just because every real person liked it, she pretended
to hate it. She said it was phony."
"Darling, it is, of course."
"Is what?" he demanded, at last looking at her directly.
"Phony;"
"Cut it out," he said ineptly. "Quit that new tack of yours, of
agreeing with her. It's a little late for that."
She sat up properly, her dress drawn demurely over her knees, her
hair pushed Jlack behind her ears, and she grinned, "You're so sweet,"
she mocked, "when you talk like that. So young, too; you'd never guess
that you'll be forty next summer. Or is it the next? Tell me about
the kids now. What amazing tricks did little David pull off, and what
cute things did little Isbel say? What did they say, for instance, when
you walked off with their mama's record? Or did you bribe them? It
~ust be wonderful to be a father."
"My record," he said extremely gently, and not too crueNy he continued, "and my childr~n, too, dear. ~ And I'm still allowed to see them
once a week. Don't forget."
She smiled generously, displaying too well the lipstick stains on
her teeth. She bowed her head"a little, as if to prove tp him that she
felt his rebuke. "You must forgive me for being jealous," she said then
in a small girl's voic~. "When you shut me out like .that and . . . . "
"Don't," he said, uncertain whether to take her seriously or not.
."Don't be tantalizing."
She chuckled. Then with a wholly forgiving mien, she walked
over to his chair and pulled the pipe out of nis mouth and took three
or four puffs-something he always loved, something which always
oddly flattered and consoled him-and then inserted it <;arefully between
his teeth again. "You do miss your old friends, don't you, dear? It does
mean a lot to you, doesn't it? You did sacrifice a lot, when you started
putting up with me, didn't you?"
.
She paused to give him a chance to say his pat but fairly genuine:
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"But it was .worth 'it." He didn't. He merely 'examined her warily
over his pipe.
"And instead of living in a liice house, the papa of two wonderful
chU-dren, the husband of a domestic jewel of a wife," she continued
lovingly, "you're here with me. In a small furniShed apartment, just
a little better than a hotel room, because you're here a little longer,
and because you could salvage a few things from your nice house with- out breaking the letter of the law, to make this a bit more homelike."
She started pointing at them one by one. "Like those three little pictures, that darling little radio, the smoke stand, that green scarf, the
. Persian print, and, of course, your pipe_so And Y9u were so sweet allowing ~e. ~o add something petit and intimate here and there. Darling,
wasn't it a wonderful year, here among our 'souvenirs?"
Angrily, and in spite of himself, his eyes h4d followed her finger
as it pointed to each one of the objects, but he mad~ no effort to blow
his smoke away from her face now. "And just exactly what are you
.
leading up to?" he asked huskily."
She turned 'her face and smiled deliberately into· the cloud of
smoke, and tried to p~ll the pipe from.between his clasped teeth. He
didn't let go. "Just -this, darling. I want to save you a lot of heartache, and a bad dose of ennui and all that. Don't you realize, three
more weeks and we can celebrate our first anniversary?"
. "Well?" he asked, his voi.ce.edged with remorse.
"Well, darling, I was so afraid you'd be" planning things~ You
know, to have your old friends in to celebrate. The way you do stick
your darling impractical neck out. Recall all the series of little housewarmings yort .tried to pull off? . Again and" again? And how your
dearest friends, like the Nortons and Arnolds, you know those deIlghtful broadminded people who appreciate !hat bishop record so much,
how each time they had ali excuse, and each time sent flowers or whiskey
instead. Or that silly blue vaSe, that doesn't fit with the curtains,
and . . . . "
"Don't," he pleaded.
"Darling, it's just me reminiscing _now. And ~ow the Whites finally did call, but only when they were sure that there'd be nobody else
so that there'd be no witnesses.. But the Parsons did come, and they did
report to everybody, and especially to Lorraine, what small and niggardly furnished quarters we lived in. And, of course,· Arthur Stuart,
so he could get cheaply drunk., You see, dear, :l'mmer-ely_trying save
you from another series of headaches."

to
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He had takeIY his pipe from his mouth, and his face was drawn and
white. With pale, hard lips he asked: "Okay, okay, what do you want
me to say now? Well, what about your own brother, then? ~d that
dinner party he and Fay gave us, and . . . . "
She chuckled delightedly, caressing the hard lines in his face with
her long tapering fingers and crimson fing~mans. "Darling, you an~
mixed up, aren't you? And do you look forty when you scowl like that.
Dorft forget, I'm only a little over twenty, and it isn't fair. . . . Of·
course, it wasn't my brother who gave that dinner party. He's an innocent, just like you. Like most men, bless them."
, "Go on," he said sternly.
"You 'never did guess, did you? You merely thought we were stepping up into a better strata of people. My kind. It was my sister-inlaw, naturally. Fay could uSe me as the piece de resistance at that dinner. You know, Fay needs something like that to keep her interest in
li£.e going. And there I was, a sweet young thing just out of college w~o
had blithely taken a great big man away from his wife and kiddies and
,kept him for herself. It was a too-precious something to let that go
-begging."
"I'll hit youl" h,e growled.
"I wish you would," she said gently.
"Why do you say those things?" he asked helplessly.
"But, darling, just to save you. You would, if you'd remembered
the anniversary, you would have tried to get your old friends to come.
Even though you are still smarting because they haven't so far, no
-matter how affable they are to you on the street or in your office. Isn't
that right?"
He pushed her away from him and got up. "I'm going to play
that record again, and I'll pour myself a drink," he threatened.
"Do play the record," she smiled, cuddling deeper in the chair he
had vacated. "But no drink. yet, you know. No morose, solitary drink. ing before ten o'clock. Only when there are friends. And it's barely
,
nine-thirty."
"Well, who'll show up yet? You just got through saying, no one,
no one ever . . . ," he cried testily, stomping back to .her chair, coming
to a stop in front of her, his fingers fidgeting, his knuckles white.
All the time she kept smiling up at him, her blue eyes full of
steadfast candor and defiance.
And then suddenly the bell rang.
Quickened with relief, he hurried to the buzzer and pressed it.'
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When he looked over his shoul<;ler at her, he saw that she had straight-ened with as much hopeful anticipation as he had. _ For one unpalatable moment her eagerness hurt him violently. Then hearing the footsteps coming up the stairs, he hurried to open the door, and seeing who
the caller was, he said brightly over his shoulder: "Why, it's Arthur
Stuart. And practically spber at that."
The gangly, half-drunk young man blinked at the light of the
room, and grimacing foolishly at both of them, he submitted to their
taking off his coat and hat, and their shaking his h~nd, before he could'
say with considerable difficulty: "What '0 you mean, practicallY sober?
Dead sober. Just had a beer an ,~our o~ so ago. ~ut I said to myself,
I've neglected my dear old friends; my . . . .'"
.
"But you will have a drink?" she demanded. "We wer.e just about
to have one. We just felt like celebrating something,oh! anythipg, you
know.
"Well, yes," he said with a most daring show of reluctance, as he
dropped hi~self unceremoniously in the chair they had just vacated,
and sprawled his long legs and out-size feet practically across the room.
"I can't refuse when you put it that way. No, I can't very well and be
a gentleman.",
"Darling," she shouted in the direction of the kitchenette where
he was already getting out bottles, glasses, and ice cubes. "Darling, did
Arthur ~ver hear this wonderful record? Is it all right to play it for
'him? He'll love it, won't he?"
.
"Do play it for Arthur," he shouted jovially from the kitchenette.
She put the record on the phonograph, and then sat down on the
sofa, watching Arthur with an expectant smile on her wide mouth. He
started emulating that smile when he became aware of it. In fact, he
didn't remove his .somewhat blurred eyes 'from her smile until the record came to the first refrain:
"

.

8 - '

.

. . . What hoI said the bishop,
I will not budge an inch until
Another gende breeze has lifted
.The skirt of that sweet young thing
Standing there pn that gorgeo~ hill.
because she'then lifted her hand, indicating the record, warning him
.thathe shouldn't miss it. He put a bigger grin on his face and turned
his eyes dutifully toward the phonograph. At that sam~ moment, however, his host' came out of the kitchenette with the d;rinks, and ,once
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more his interest was diverted. But once more he turned his head
obediently toward the music, when he saw that his host, too, drinks in
hand, had stopped'to listen.
.
He readily echoed their laughter, when the punch line
... The skirt of that gorgeous young thing
Standing there on. that goddamn hill.
came, and while both of them looked at him with such bright expectancy.
. "Gee, that's good, all right. That's okay.. That goddamn ,hill,
that's good, all right," he shouted affably, extending his hand toward
~e drin~. "It's good, all right; but what the devil is it all about?"

..

'J

..;
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AFTERNOON IN AUGUST
Arthur Hawley Scouten
of the noonday sun, Joe walked int9 the coolness and quiet of the great rotunda of the statehouse. He crossed
the wide floor, turned at the elevators, and went down the long corridor until he reached the Governor's office. Inside 'the doorway he saw
the receptionist, who came up, brightly, to greet him.
. "Good evening, Miss Hebert," he said, "has Miss Mouton returned from lurich?"
"No," she replied, "she hasn't come back yet. I surely'was glad to
hear you got such a fine job. &rerybody's pleased about it. Won't you
come on back here and sit down?"
"Here she is now," he said. "Much obliged, and I'll see you again."
He went on across the office to. where a tall, dark girl was walking.
from the doorway to a desk.
""Hello," he said. "Thought I'd come by and carry you to Jack
,
Guidry's party."
"Why, Joe," she answered, "I'm supposed to be here until fourthirty."
"But, Mouton, Guidry is only here for the day. You can leave
the office. If the Governor were here and knew G~idry was in town,
he'd come along ~oo. Lazard has come up from New Orleans just for
the party.", .
"It's only'one o'clock now," she replied.
"Well, hell, they've got to start the party down at the Cotton Club
early because Guidry has to go get his cap and gown for the graduation
exercises tonight.. Shelby Me'tgher is outside in his car, and we·can go
fight on down there. He and Joiner drove in from Natchez this
morning."
"Well, all right, Joe."

F

_.

ROM THE HOT GLARE
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They swung into the driveway, turning off the road, and the wheels
of the car threw gravel up against the dusty windows tha~ lined the side
of the night club. As they walked inside they could see that the place
was empty except for the men seated at one table. They walked on
over.
"Mouton, I guess you know everybody here?"
"Yes, of course Mouton knows everybody," said Guidry, as he
seated himself again.
"What is it?'" said the bartender.
"Hello, Couvillion," said Joe, "bring a quart bottle of whatever
beer you got cold."
"No," said Shelby, "wait; bring some Scotch: that's all Mouton
ever drinks."
"You don't know," said Guidry. "When Mouton is out with Joe
she acts as 'if she didn't know there was anything you could drink but
beer."
"Bring some White Horse anyhow," said Joe. "We're all here to
celebrate jack Guidry's graduation fro~ college. I wonder where Kilbourne is; I told him to be down here early."
,
"Who's he?" asked Guidry.
"He's a teacher down at school, and a good friend of mine. He
came here while you were in the Army. Lazard knows him, don't you,
Huger?"
"That's a good one now," said Guidry; "think of Joe having such
a fine job down at school. You sure have come a long way. . . . "
"Here's Kilbourne now," interrupted joe: "You know all these
people, jesse? Miss Mouton, this is Jesse Kilbourne. Oh, I forgot
that you knew Isabelle. And this is Jacques Guidry."
"I saw your picture in the morning paper," said Kilbourne.
"Sit down and pour yourself a drink of th1s Scotch that Couvillion
has been saving up for Guidry's return."
"I'd heard that Guidry had the respect of all the b~rtenders in
town, but I didn't ~ow it extended to Scotch in this day and time,"
said Kilbourne. ~'
"Jesse, you don't knew the best one," said Shelby. "Along about
1938 Jack got back from the Sugar Bowl game, dead broke, and no
expense account-that was his last season on the team, you know. He
went on down to Two Foots' and started explaining to him how he had
some backers who were going to sponsor him in opening a big saloon
two blocks nearer school. The carpenters were all read~ to begin.
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'Won't you have a drink for old times sake?' said Two" Foots, 1Uld I'll be
damn'd if Guidry didn't drink' there free for the rest of the year."
"But this is the big day for Guidry, isn't it?" said Lazard. "That
gives you another record, doesn't it? You started at the university
twelve years ago and just now getting your degree."
"And that by special dispensation," Said Kilb<?urne.
, "Guidry would'a been down here sooner," said Shelby, "but Coach
Godby carried him through the Library. 'Jack,' he says, 'I know you
never been in here before, so just in case you ever come to town
during legislature and had to show somebody around the campus, 1
want you should know what this building is so .you can tell your
friends.' "
"Godby isn't his real name, is it?" asked Kilbourne.
"No, on the payroll it's God-be-with~you. He's from, Walnut
Ridge, Arkansas, right below the Missouri line."
"Joe, what you looking so hard about?" asked Lazard. "Don't you
believe Shelby'.s story~"
"
'>
"Oh, yes," Joe replied. ~'I was only wondering who' told' Coach'
Godby where the Library was."
"Would you care to dance, Mouton?" asked Shelby.
"That's a good idea," said Lazard. "You just beat me to it. Well,
I'll wait until the next one."
"A mighty fine 'gel," said Guidry. "I'm sure proud of you, Joe.
That's one of the best-looking 'Y0men ever came down the pike. I'm
glad to see her going out with you. You've come a long way since you
used to be J;,.ooming with me."
"Joe used to ~oom with you?" asked Kilbourne. .
"Yes," said Lazard, "somebody told the coach about how Joe was .
sleeping on a cot in a garage, and he moved 'him into Guidry's room,
figuring- it would, do Guidry a lot gf good just to be around somebody
that spoke English."
"The place is beginning to fill up, now that the orchestra is playing," said Joe, looking out over the dance floor.
.
"I'm glad to see Joe able t~ take out a fine girl like Mouton," said
Lazard. . "I' remember one night when quidrycame in after a, date,
and Joe asked him ,where he had met the girl. Guidry looked at him
a minute and said he'd been standing, at the head of North Boulevard
and the girl had just come driving along in a big car and picked him
up. Well, the next Sunday .night Joe borrowed some clothes, caught
a ride to town, and stood on the comer at the head of the street and
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waited five hours expecting somebody to come along and pick him up.
Wait a minute, Shelby; this is my dance with Mouton."·
"Hey, Couvillion, let's have,another bottle of that ~te Horse,"
said Guidry; "some ice, too."
"I'll pay for this one," said Joe.
"Let him pay for it, Guidry," said Shelby. "I get a kick out of seeing Joe able to reach into a pocketbook an~ bring out isome folding
money."
"It's not like when I used to have to bring you back sandwiches
from the training table, eh, Joe?" said Guidry.
"You remember, Joe," said Shelby, "you remember the time Big
George got you out of bed, brought you back on the night.shift the time
he fired the nigger off'n the cement mixer?"
"I know that one," said Guidry. "He put Joe to dumping the
mixer, and when morning come his hands were jest a-bleeding."
"They'd have been bleeding before morning," said' Joe, "if
I hadn't found Fidly-Didly the hophead and sent him for a\ pair
of gloves."
"Well, that sure was funny," continued Shelby. "Big George come
down there at daylight, and I was with him. I'll never forget what a
comical look you had on your face. It sure was funny. 'There Joe
stood, dumping that mixer, and every time he pulled that long iron
lever some blood dripped from his hands."
"Joe done all right," said Rufe Joiner, speaking for the first time.
"I always said a white man could work a nigger down to a nub' if'n he
taken a notion to do it."
"Have some Scotch, Mouton, and rest awhile," said Joe. "That
was a bad winter. I had to work on the night shift:a lot. That was
\
the year I took my Master's. I used to stay down there and run the
water pump for the excavating crew and read Saurat's Milton all night."
"I know Saurat," said Guidry~ "He fought Kid Williams in the
Municipal Auditorium at 155 pounds. 'At was the fightin'est Cajun
I ever see."
"Mouton, would you dance this one with me?" asked Joe.
"Jack, that was another Saurat," said Kilbourne.
"Well, they's a lot of them Saurats," replied Guidry; "that's a big
family. They all come from around Golden Meadow."
"You made Joe sore," said Lazard, absently.
"No, he didn't," replied Shelby; "joe's just thinking, but I'll go
bring them back and we'll fix another drink."

?
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"I don't believe I ~ished the one I had,'" she saic:i, as they all sat
down.
,"Save the pieces, Rufel" said Shelpy.
"Couvillion, send somebody over to clean this table," said Kil, bourne.
,"Oh, everybody messes one up, like the way Guidry did in the
Texas game."
"But Guidry could always make a decision, and- go through with
it, even'if it wa~ the wrong one," said Joe.
"It was fourth doWn, anyhow, and that was why he had to kick."
"That's where you're wrong; it was third down, and he'd gone off
his nut from getting kicked in the head' the last time he carried the.
ball."
,
Joe turned around and said softly, "Isabelle, would you marry
me?"
"Listen at iliatl"said Guidry; "he's gonna get married. That's a
fine idea."
"I think- it's a fine idea," said Joe, uesPecially if you'd let me alone
for a minute." ,
.
"What d'ye think? joe's gonna get married."
"I sure am proud of Joe," said Shelby. "i'll tell you what I'll do,
Joe. You can have my car. I~ll need it next week, but you'll have
time to go down to the Gulf Coast and back."
"Don't,.leave me out," said Guidry. "Y'all come on ,down to my
place at Rouget whe~ you're on your way, and I'll give you a case of
_
.
champagne.'"
'. "Where is your place now?" asked, Shelby.
-"Fust tum at Rouget and half a mile east on the LaPlace road."
"I thought it was two miles off the Airline twarge the river."
"Hell, it used to be. You don't know what a close one I had right
before I went info the Army. A bunch of dopes come up from Gretna
and got a fight started whCin I wasn't in the joint. I come in jest in
time to see· the place all tore up.' They'd got behind the bar and was
throwing bottles all. around. I figured I was ruint. Jest then I seen
a fire starting where; a fella had throwed a cig,and I remembered the
ten gallons of gas I had hid right near there, as well as some 'Coal oil
under the bar. ·Well, I run on down to the road and pulled out two
.of the iron pipes from the bridge into the driveway. Brthat time somebody ha.d give the alarm, and up comes the firetrucks jest a-tearing.
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The front one dropped in there, and he blocked off the other ones from
getting by, and I got enough insurance to set up this new place."
. "What I want to do first is get a new suit of. clothes," said Joe.
"That's right, a man needs a new suit to get married in."
"I kin remember when Joe didn't have no suit at all."
"Hell, yes, you remember the time when Bud McGehee gave him
a white linen suit, all for his own?U
"Yeh, I guess that's. the first time Joe ever had a coat and·pants to
match."
"Well, it wasn't entirely my fault; you might say that it's a matter
of chance that 1 was so poor."
t
"Whadda ya mean, chance?"
. "Purely accidental; just the chance of a minie ball hitting Albert
Sidney Johnston on an artery in his leg."
. "Look here," retorted Guidry, in a rage, "don't you come at me wit'
,:, 'at stuff. General Johnston brung his three corps on the field each (Jne
s~etched all across the .length of the whole God dam' field, from Lick
Creek to Owl, all straddled out in front of each other, instead of bringing 'em up separate and arranging 'em in depth, side by side, like he
should 'a done. There was nothing Beauregard could do but blow
for cease firing."
"Look at that!" exchlimed Kilbourne. "Here is Guidry; it has
taken him twelve years to get through college, and here he has been
fighting in France and Germany without being able to name any places
he had been in, when the reporters asked him, and yet he knows the
exact positions at the battle of Shiloh."
"What are you talking about?" said Joe. "Don't you know it's a
prime characteristic'of French cuiture that the people never take any
deep concern over anything unless it has meaning?"
"If you want to do something that has meaning, you had better
hurry on down town and get your license before five o'clock."
~~ . "All right, I'll go on out and catch a bus now. - I want to go to
Thrigmore's and get my suit before they close."
"That's a boy, Joe," said Shelby; "you can go into any store in
townotnow and buy a suit of clothes. I'm proud of you. You know Joe
has come ~long way."
. "I'll tell you what we'll do," said Kilbourne; "let's gp O-ver to my
house, and we can eat dinner there when Joe gets back with his marriage license and his new suit."
j
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"I can't come. I'm sorry, but I have to get my cap and gown and
march in the parade, but I'll see you later.'.' .
"Well, then,we'll go on over to Jesse's in my car and wait for you
there," said Shelby.
"Does this suit you, Mouton?"
"Yes," she answer~d, "we've got to eat dinner sometime."
"Well, roomie, good luck to you; you've sure got a beautiful girl"
there., Don't forge.t to come by Rouget and get the champagne."
$

,/

, "What's taking hiIIl; so long?" asked Mrs. Kilbourne.
."Don't get in a fret; here he is now."
"Come on in," said Mrs~" Kilbourne, moving towards the doorway.
"I'm so excited thinking about you~ and Mouton.'~
"And there is the new suit. Boy, it sure is a honeyl"
"That'~ a fine.suit of clothes.'" .
'
"A man needs a good suit to get married in," said Kilbourne.
"What's in this envelope, the license?"
"Let's look at it."
"Hey, it's not a license," said Shelby; "it's a bus ticket. Only one
ticket, tool Let me look. One ticket to Wilson, North Carolinjl."
"Well," said Joe, "you know I've always wanted to see one of those
tobacco auctions they hold there. I thought I'd go up and watch 'one."

...
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IT'S A KIND WIND
Albert Clements
of the four o'clock train blow
plaintively oceanward, coming over the wooded shore clearly and
coldly and folding out toward the water in a soft wet-lipped whisper.
"That's her train, I suppose," she said to herself. Then she stooped
and picked up the basket of clams and, bending a little under their
weight, trudged along the wet sand and through the sharp water-worn
rocks to the path that went up the pines and over to her cottage. She
had in her mind the clam chowder that she would make tomorrow for
the city girl, a Cape Cod clam chowder made with milk and bacon and
sliced pOtatoes and whole clams. Her lips set in a straight, worn line
as she thought of the praise the girl would offer for the just delicious
chowder. And she felt annoyed· and tired and wished that she had
written that she was no longer taking summer boarders. For now. that
she was getting a little old she was getting sour; and she was beginning
to hate many' things without wondering why~ Only the Cape saved
her from something inside of herself. The wind on the Cai'e was
always bitter and cold and lonely; its majestic bitterness, knifing the
desperate shore, left her amazed and pitiless, but thankful for something she could not name.'
.
Pedunk, Anniets black tom cat, sat on the porch and watched her
come up the path.
"Well," Annie- said, stroking his back, "we'll have company tonight, and for a while maybe, Pedunk, but you needn't put yourself out.
She's a young woman and you're a young cat; maybe you'll be good
company." Then she went into the house and placed the basket of
clams on the kitchen table, and sat down. She should have dug more,
. she thought, but she was tired and put her elbows on the table and
rested her head in her bony hands, thinking. Thinking whether or

A

NNIE TAGUE HEARD THE WHISTLE

33 2
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not she was going to hate this strange girl or like her, thinking perhaps
that she would send her home tomorrow, before she tasted too deeply of
. her youth and found her own age strong and rancid, like a rotten apple
obnoxious even to a starving boy.
Three summers 'ago she ]lad stopped taking boarders because most
of them had be~n ybung and she had been unable to bear their sight or
their sound. She was a sour old woman, she thought, and she vaguely
supposed that she wanted this one more chance ~o try to prove that
only her body was withering, that her mind remained as it was thirty
years ago.
Then she heard'the car on the gravel of the road and the young
voice talking to the driver, asking how much it was and thank you so
much for bringing me up.
"You can wash in the kitchen," Annie said, opening the door and
looking at her and beyond her. "You're the only boarder I have. I
guess I told you when I answered your letter that I hadn't been taking
boarders for the last three years. I. was quite surprised when you .wrote
that that was just what 'you wanted, to. be alone." And she looked at
the girl and felt her stomach revolt at the sight of her warm youth.
More than lik~ly, she thought, she's in trouble of some kind or other.
And she thought farther back than that, of her own operation, of Monroe's telling her, with horrible vehemence and finality, that he hated
her, that she wasn't much better than a bitch; and with ·a great effort
she hurled away from herself the five years after that. More ~llan likely,
she thought with a lonely-happiness, this girl's in trouble. Look at her
sit there calm and cool, the sweet young bitch, the things I could tell
her I Then she momentarily shut her eyes, fighting off the attack of
bitterness and said: "We'll have supper shortly. I'm 'not-much· ~t
fancy city dishes, but it's plain and wholesome, and I think you'll like
• " I / > .

It.

"I'm sure I will," the girl said. "But can't I help you? I meanI'd like to do something/'
"No," Annie said. "You rest." There it was, she thought; there
was no escaping it, the arrogant fools, over-polite to the old ones.
What-was it that they saw in.the old--ones? Something they feared and.
therefore tried to be nice to; or something they merely hated while trying always not to show. it?
During supper the two of them .sat across the table from each other
eating conservatively aI)d poliJely. And they both heard the arrogant
wind no~, p~cking up strength, and attacking the shores of the Cape·
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with loud noises and lugubrious whistlings. Annie heard it silently,
contemplatively. Sometimes the girl turned per head, wide-eyed, perhaps inquisitively amazed, and then brought her thoughts back to her
food. To Darrow the wind was strange and ghostly, a bird without
visible wings, but something about Annie Tague's sitting across from
her gave her an inexplicabl~ confidence in the wind. But she had no
words to clarify the strange thought, and what she was thinking of now
and had been thinking of for weeks equaled the wind's weird poten.'~
.,' .
tialities.
"You'll get used to it," Annie said. "Mter a while it's a kind
wind."
"I don't"mind it really," the girl said. "There's something powerful about it. I mean stimulating. It makes you feel something."
"You're young," Annie said. "The only thing you should feel is
your youth."
"You say queer things, Miss Tague," the girl said, smiling. "Per~
haps that's;it. I feel my youth too much. That's why I wanted a place
like this, ;to get away from it for a little while. When. you Were
young . . . . " Th~n she stopped, dismayed and troubled at the
thought of perhaps offending the older person.
Annie Tague said nothing.· She listened to the ·blasts of the wind
outside. And their plaintive shriekings seared her mind and added
fuel to the hate already accumulated there from her long years of solitude and the long years ago before the solitude drained her blood and
filled her veins with a cold blue liquid. She continued to hear the wind
mocking the almost imperceptible breaking of the ocean on the rocky
shores. She had considered it many times before, but now the comparison grew with alarming ~larity in her mind. The wind always
came with youth and the girl came with youth; and the shores were old.
But the aged coast must surely trouble the wind. It was implacable,
morose, distant, doomed. And the girr before her took up the image
and became the wind, and the mystery she brought with her coming,
the insensitive s h o r e . '
Three weeks ago she had received the letter bearing the postmark
of New York City, and long before she had opened it she knew that
there was tro1,Jble inside. "I want quiet and solitude," the girl had
written. "I want to get away for a while, away from the city and all of
my friends. I need rest and I think the salt air would help me. I'm so
tired of New York! I'm so tired of everything! I've got to do something to get myself together." And then the letter had sheered off to
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abrupt business facts. Annie had considered the letter a long while
before ~swering it., There was always that intolerance of youth and
the pain that youth brought with it; yet there was always that other
thing, an immediate need. brought on by the illegal operation of years
ago. Annie Tague had thought then of the grownup son or daughter
that she might have had now, a symbol of youth and etemallife to project her withered body, at least some meaning of it, down the long centuries. As she had held the letter in her mild dry~hands she had reali~ed
that it would not have been impossible for this girl ,to have been her
daughter. She had known· too, with the instinct of the destitute, ·that
this girl was in trouble.. The meaning between the lines was obvious
though the girl would be too young to have reali~ed how much she
had told.
And Annie had answered her briefly: "You can come if you want
to b~t you'd better be sure before,'you d.o that you can stand it. The
Cape's beautiful and bitter; it takes years to understand both sides."
She had mailed the letter hurriedly and then had hated herself for
having done so. She had walked home from the post office, keeping
close to the water, imperturbed that the ocean was soaking coldly into
her shoe. She had look~d far out over the ocean, hating it while look.ing, a gigantic symbol of ~eath. And she had thought of the people
bathing in it, unmindful of the long rotted' bodies mingling wi"h the
water. But they, perhaps, had lived happy .lives and did not know
about death. Even the wind, stooping low over the ocean,-could not
evade the touch of that cold clammy doom. Annie had felt it for
thirty years and learned to live OIl hate and the strengrh of the wind
when it was not too mindful of the incoming sea. 'The water never
changed; Iorever young, forever' a reminder of youth and the short
sweet years that festered it. Then her hate for the girl had assumed
afmost the proPortions of pain; but she had told her to come becau~
there was this other thing that would go on ,consuming her until death,
, and she had knoWn that this girl was in trouble.
Darrow got up from the table and went over and sat down --beside
Pedunk. He was friendly and purred and walked, over her lap. 'He
was unmindful of the blast of the wind outside the cottage and the girl
took courage fro:Ql stroking his warm body and ,hearing his mild voice,
purring. Then she settled into the divan and" thought kindly of the
queer old woman.
Darrow closed her eyes there until she smelled coffee cooking and
opened them to see Annie standing ~efore her with two cups of coffee
"
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and saying kindly: "I always have coffee after I do the dishes. I like
it then." They drank their 'coffee slowly, Pedunk sleeping co~tentedly
in the girl's lap until she put him down and said: "I think I'll go for
a little walk now. The wind's died down almost."
Annie went out to the porch with her and pointed toward the
lighthouse. She said: "It's better off that way. You'll enjoy the moon
better."
"Thanks," the girl said. "I won't be long probably. I plan to
go· to bed early. The salt air'll make me sleepy."
Annie went back inside and called Pedunk. He came running
out of the kitchen and leaped lightly and comradely into her lap and
waited for her to stroke his fur. ,,"I thought you'd get along good with
her," Annie said. "She's young and you're young. You black devil,
don't scratch me now!" She sat there and stroked his fur. She's young,
she thought, and she's in trouble. The young bitch, she's sweet and
she's young. If she was my age. Then she stiHed the great surge of
hate arising in her again and put Pedunk back on the Hoor and got her
wrap and went out.
The wind was quiet now and the breaking of the water on the
shores and farther down the beach, over the rocks, came distinctly to
her ears and made her shiver a little. She walked slowly off toward the
lighthouse and- after a few minutes ~w the shadow of the girl ahead.
She was close to the water, looking up at the sky, her body motionless
and over-expressive. Almost, she reminded Annie of herself in her
own particular despair of youth. "But," thought Annie, "she's even
less guts than I had."
,Then Annie stopped abruptly, amazed and frightened. The girl
was \Talking slowly into the waves, the water quickly washing to her
knees and her thighs.. Impulsively, Annie ran forward, then stopped.
The water was washing about the gid's waist now and she had her arms
raised above her head in an uncanny gesture, almost as if she were waving her fists at something in the sky.. "Darrow, Darrow," ~nie called,
unconscious of the water rising about her own legs, .which strangely
enough found the night water warm and not unpleasant. The girl,
unheeding, continued on, the water pushing and bending her shoulders, her head Hung back, her arms still held aloft in that strange gesture of defiance and bitterness.
"Darrow, Darrow, good God, Darrow!" Annie cried, aware of the
treacherous water though unaware of the waves washing about her own
shoulders. Then Annie fell, and she remembered later that the water, .
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striking her, had caused her to lose her balance, and to fall or be washed
back to'\Vard shore.. -When she had righted herself find looked seaw~d
again the girl had disappeared. 4nnie left the water and ran up the
shore, calling the girl's name with~ a desperate franticness. But there
was no answer and Ann:ie struck out into the water again. Breathl~ss,
she was soon driven back. Then she saw on the shore a few yards to
her right the figure of the girl, face down, the white night foam of the
wave.s still feeling lasciviously about' her. She hurried to her and
tur.ned her over and looked down at her face. .The girl's eyes were open
and her lips were moving, mutteTing a muddled bitter language which
Annie under~tood now but did not answer.
"You had to have your way," she; said. "You had to have your way
even'if it killed both of us." The girl looked at her and her lips opened
thickly.
"Go away," she said; "Please go away. I hate you.".
Annie looked down at her, a wet immobile statue, full of icy bitterness and despair and their complement of kindness, and she saw how
useless it was. The ocean had been there for centuries and the wind
for centuries had pounded it implacably. The girl was in trouble, and
she had gone her own way. But there were always two, life and death,
the wind and the ocean.
'
She hated the' ocean and the girl there beside her. She did not
know for how long she could bear to have her around; and when the
wind started to blow strongly ahd savagely again, slicing her with its
thin coldness, she got up and walked ba~k toward the cottage, leaving
the girl croucheq there, pitiful and desperate and wet, _though throbbing.and humming with her own painful life.
'.
Annie walked slowly, painfully, shivering at the dark and dreading
the cold b~d and the unspeakable dawn with its impersonal solution of
all things.
At the cottage at last she put Pedul!!t out on the porch and instead
of locking the door, left it unloCked. The wind was almost gone I!0w,
a ghost wandering its oceanic night, and the water was beginning todance and writhe under the expre~ionless moon. Tomorrow ther~
would be much to do, and the ocean and the girl would make much of
their ancient sorrows.
Annie knew that the ocean would be there tomorrow, the wind
too, as well as more than either the ocean or the wind, though she was
sure that it would be a kind wind.
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FOUR POEMS
A

SUMMER

WALK

Love, the harsh field declaim
. Unchanging chaos where we walk tonight.
Cut in the stubbled hay. the scent
Waits where it lies dissoluble in air,
Spicing the season, calling the name.
It is the summer-pomegranate, heat, haze,
After acacia, wind, pine, fire, rainCome in its order~ earth circle and su~,
Round the hem of a robe, pine, pomegr~nate, pine.
The oat seed perfect closes the leaf;
The warm air, raising the summer scent,
Lifts like a lett~r on the cooler wind.
Grasp the torn page, the preface, lest it be
Rosetta of the structure, unity,
The tide, author, centerstGne, or key.
I feel the dark wherein I shall not fearNo dark of sense, nor light, nor warmth of hand,
Only a stillness that I shall not hear.
The residual spirit, nakeq, wakes again.
Into a Hame, a fire, a light, a world,
An abstract energy of mind on mind.
Ah, wombs that gave them life, can you decree
The spirits· haunting immortality?
I once was young enough toO dream and know
I was immortal since I wished it so.
But where the I who dreamed? The mirror frames
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. An aspect stranger to· the face it wore,
Mortality grown constant as a chain,
Binding as water that is gone and flows.

~

il

From untouched outlands at the mountain's rim
The dove recalls us with a mellow cry;
The summer morning shimmers off to lose
1ts sheer beginning in the. ragged sky.
I see the curve of the earth whereon "is wound
The ev.er-present present, sanguine, loud,
The shade of oaks stretching across the ground.
The summer presses on us when we walk
Through fields called "fields whatever else they be.
And we imprisoned in a hedge of years
Look for a province and a dynasty.

I
~i

I
;

FINALE

What we have made to hold
The dreadful dark, the day,
At last approaches cold
And bitter turns away.
It cannot track the wheel
Where its companion led,
And its vast hopes congeal
In glaciers of the dead.'
KEEPSAKE

Regret that tltrough a glance
Discomforting could grow
A thunderstorm of chance.
Regret that winds may blow
With blunt mtensity
While under waves the sea
Rests in unhurried flow.
•
Beneath the hurricane,
Oh dissolute, at last
The still outwaits the rain
Deepens and holds us fast.
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It is the calm that keeps
The wreckage waters cast
Odd-timbered on the beach
And strews informal rage
Metric along the page.
;iii

FOR

A

CHILD

When I was young, the world was small;
. It held our garden and the wall
Two walnut trees from which to see
The domain that belonged to me.
The weeds outside the flower bed
Gre:w often ~igher than my head,
And I wore trails down which to pass
Through the green corridQrs of grass.
So now for you the sky will be
A touchable blue-flowering tree,
The summer will be yours to keep,
And the night dark that you may sleep.
,..

ANN

STANFORD

SCHIZOPHRENE
Unable tq sleep
he watches the cat
and its paw after paw
approach toward where
awareness gleams
and where
in siiences
he screams.
NORMAN
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FIVE POEMS
TWO

LYRICS

For My Sweet

Upon the day the nitrogen chain,
Kindling at once in all men's brain,
Achieves the perfect poem and
The good society, unplanned,
Where should you lik~ to be, my dear?
Out in the patio with me, here?
.Or shall we go indoors to greet
That last, unseasonable heat?
I ask-since then, if you ~e by,
Much more than double only I
Must chime, as by the Jire curled,
We sit to see the end of the world.
A. Burning Star

Planets of newer days, beware,
And wandering comets, do not stare:
At this small point of astral sPace . ~ .
Once breathed the somewhat humap race.

THE

CIVILIAN

IN

WARTIME

I,.

When Whatshername as she undressed
Said I am giving you it seems
A real strip-tease and I impressed
Said That's okay I'll have nice dreams

.'

We both had reached the nadir of
What I kn~w well to be desire
Though she had thought was married love As Mrs. Stopes mig~t best require

i
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But since her husband absent spent ."
The quintessence of her few years '",
-Myself rejuvenate unbent
Her fire beneath my iron tears
2.

"Queue up for cigarettes," the commissar
Imperauved, and straightway all the drove
Rushed thence alert and plunged into the sea.

8·
Past shame and not interested in emotion
The relict of the prince consumed her days
In a shabby villa beside the fashionable ocean
And received ~ttention sometimes but without praise
As of 1920 but now in the peine Europe
An incredible number surviving live to starve
Standing silent at the jubilant stirrup
Who are too hungry to share the roast we carve

Or the beans and bread or the mash of hashed lentils
"
We too know how it feels to want the best
Malebrouck riding in the hiked rentals
Dead Oswald frozen in his fancied West
THE

EXEMPTION

My grandfather, slightly wounded in the hand,
Said later he 'could boast at least he shed
His blood for country, and he died esteemed
In civil life after two other wars;.
While as for me, I was too young a~ first,
And then too much a family man t9 serve,
And so came scatheless out of forty years'
When death was busy with many a hind and king.
Whom should I thank, or what; or how for this
Remain at ease before -the eyes of such
As wondered why no mercy let them die?
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THE

MADMAN

Firkins agreed with the court that he was mad.
He insisted on filing an objection, though,
To the trivial grounds on which it found him so.
How was it crazy to go about unclad
When he had shed his body long ago?
His real dementia, which no one knew he had,
Was a queer impression of feeling cold in snow.
<

M Y RON

H.

1

!

,I
I

B ROO MEL L

FOUR ·POEMS
STILL

LIFE

Take the simple cloth, the plaited bread, the drape
-Yellow, and the mottle of the grapes
Red, green and purple in the broken plate
And shadow underlying'every shape.
'
Take ~em and picture them. What if the bread is' hard., ~he fruit recalling the remote vineyard?
Y~u must not paint them it! this afterward
Of light, grave as a sacrifice upon the board.
Take them with sun at noon, at summer, at the crisis of
The good time being; Take them clearly festive
For the things that they ar"and sufficient to loveWithout the northerly lowlight, the growing of loss,
Without the taste of want in the golden bread.
It should be sufficient, time being, and these being spread
So colorfully on the table, without the odd
.Remembrance. of vineyard near the lovely wood.
RETURN
-

WITH

THANKS

"

That you can walk through the papered chambersRecognize places where sun like amber
Trinkets dangled on walls tha~ reveal
Their old adornments with. a few pale PendantsThat you mark the crumbling about the sills But that the whole stands for' its descendants:
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That you can still find in the remote room
Its. grass smell, like the most buoyant broom,
And its small-figured and unwarned peace:,
Like an assassin word of departure broke
Into its pleasures-but that it still can please,
That the wheel outlives the cracking of a spoke:
That it is the rambling even burdensome past,
The inconvenient stair and the grave under the grass,
We cannot enough value it for building around disaster
Enclosure and monument where tllere might
~Be die limitless scar,-the unidentifi~d site,
Welter, sun smashed, the child strewn with plaster.

FETES

DE

LA

FA 1M

Translation from Rimbaud
Anne, Anne, mount on your palfrey;
Run away, for my hunger is all for thee
~

I am hungry for these alone:
For the earth and for the stone.
Dinn! Dinn! Dinn! Dinn! We'll feast on the horizons,
Coal and rock and the deep iron.
Hungers, detour and turn away your heads
From field of corn;
There is a heady poison to be drawn
From briar and weed.
Eat granite that the prisoner quarries
And old stones of monasteries
And pebbles orphaned of the sea
And stone loaves littered in the grey valley.
(Hungers, is it the limiting dusky reef
Of sky where tolls
Angelus-or is it belly that compels,
Or is it grief?)
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And when in landscape leaves appear,
I go to mellow flesh of fruit- .
And from the furrow's body tear
The queen-anne's-lace and violet.
Anne, Anne, mount on your palfrey;
Run away, for my hunger is> all for thee.

'W

SONG FOR A

DANCE
~I

Now in the lovers' room the night
Lies on the unencumbered bed,
While in posture of affright
They lie in distances instead.

I

Lying'together would allay
The fear which may them now possess.
When in each other's S>beauty they
Find promise of a happiness.
But single, as there lpdges in
Them want,' they 'perish by the death
Such as lives soundless in old men
And comes to be with every breath.
The wind puts shoulders to the door,
Routs something fluttering down the hall;
With Trespass driving it before
The body, flimsy as the Soul.
And this enchants their' eyes; they reach
For the wild body that they see
To lay their terror each to each
And cfadle their mortality.
CLARA

BRUSSEL
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FIVE EXPERIMENTAL POETS·
• Three years ago, in the Autumn, 1943, issue of this magazine, appeared a
group of poems entitled "Eight Experimental Poems." In a note to those poems,
I observed that a number of young poets seemed restive and struggling in experimental methods. The comment continued, "I suspect strongly that if they were
loosely organized and had an organ of publication, they would measure up well in
comparison with the 'Apocalypse' group in England." Out of tmt idea grew a
group of poets organized for mutual discussion and for the purpose of publishing
the magazine Experiment. Now in its third year, Experiment haS been publishing
the work of these poets with a success which has yet to be examined. The magazine
has demonstrated that a number of such poets are writing in widely scattered sections of the country and that, in banding together, they can break dqwn some of the
isolation of their geographical position and co-operatively publish a fIlagazine. The
problems of mutual critical examination of the sources of tjIeir wri~ng and of their
methods are still great; yet it is to be hoped that even this may be possible to them
and to similar groups, for otherwise the isolation may be a prey upon their critical
self-consciousness as well as upon their personal lack of a sense of fellowship and
group activity. The development of this "experiment" in group activity and in
publishing a co-operative magazine will enlist the interest of many interested in
poetry. For this issue, we are again pleased to present a selection of poems from
the experimental poets, of whom Mr. Harwell and Mr. Foote were also represented
in the issue three years ago.
ALAN

FOUR

SONNETS
1.

ON

THE

VIOLENT

SWALLOW

MIND

Schizophrene

Aenemone, I was told you were floating there
in the rosy waters, combing your purple hair,
racing your seasoft breasts through the surfing flare;
I was told that the sun was on its most singing stair,
and the sharksea was killed, beneath, from its tiger nightmare;
I was told I was told, without siege of doubt's singe to foreswear,
that a fathoms-green palm was above you yesful with prayer,
its stalk in the fervent waters.
I was told: and I heard the piano chord o~ the sea,'
and I sensed in your life the hurl of both octave and key

of the summons as you, deeped to knee, rising effortlessly,
embraced your new breath and was new with nativity.
And a fathoms-green palm was above you syllabIely
as your new found the fervent waters.
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Aenemone, I should add that my own seize of Where
was not sealed. I awoke from your seacall's epiphany
and reentered my own raging waters.

II

Moralist
Night spreads its bedding web for quiet, yet sleep
(sane conscience, fearing makes the rift) enjoins
no seething fluff's subside, but drills the coign
of eyes sleep-rimmed to crease, to flick and leap
in swirling parachutes. Down -flare the deepspoked gazers, strung 0 wishing, ethic-tom,
till therel in a splatter of hope, with eyes disjoined, ~b
they strew their hadness in ghost-clotted heaps.
2.

I
i
I

Old calms rethread. Qu,ick: through the web night spies
a fuselage. Bombs nose a shrill (life cries, .
and eyes shoot jabbering spokes in wild surprise)
ing (drop (and piles, breath splints in crazy juts),
then scrooowwlll and 0 0 sleep, sharp wings sleek-cut
the web- to have and keep the old eyeruts.
(sane

consc~ence,

fearing is all man's

de~ise.)

3. Narcist
Those mountains, stupid gesturing concentrates,
immune as, lone as Garbo, as grotesque,
cle~ved through by stuttei-in~ spire ~d arabesque,
cleaved through, I say, by such oldstory fates:
rain wind and snow, you know, those sweetest hates
of poets and june love: that. all their wretch-,
ed bones gape up like birds_ with scalded necks.
Song: (to himself)
.
Come see, me me, come see this perfect pearl
in me, this perfect milk of pearl in me, .
come see, me me, this moon and milk of pearl
in me, come see rr{e me, this pearl in me.
No ear's rimbaud can sing you rainbow fetes, _
no eye's red rose can frescoe your stone weight,
all objects dull, man's april even sates.
Song:
.
Come see, me me, come see this pearl in me.
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4. Masochist
Word monoliths embludgeon, going his cir-'
ens brain· till clatter rattles like a snake
throughout his ganglia. (Still wont pray.) Cain's ache
is squeezed upon his sizzled spine and flurrying bibles saw and flaw With all that stir
it takes--- to mortify? (Dear man, you break
our weapons, have your bones, be what it takes
to ecstasize your limp of larynx whir.)
9

Divinities, he speaks, may squeal the bleat
of boogie-woogie till.the pulpits seat .
a million horde again. But do not ask,
I would not pray if millions ten should task
,
me, bite me, bum my conscience, flout my back, :
.and hang my gorgeous neck till it turns black. ..
All stop in lack:
A ballad leaps enraptured from his face
and screams d.o not for thorn and kiss of rack
upon his unswaned dying grace.
M EADEH AR WE LL

FOUR

POEMS

On Seeing a Dead. German Sold.ier
Face to face we met in the snows of Belgium.
He was dead.
,
I was, presumably, alive.
Consequently, whatever the odds, they were against him.

.,

Our meeting may be regarded as purely coincidental.
Except that it was not.
I •
Or it may have ~een part of the grand s.trategy, a larger pattern.
Whatever the reason
.
(WhetJter the Lord had been praised or notPerhaps He had had no part in it whatsoever) ,
The ammunition had passed me, not him.
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Coming suddenly upon him stretched prone in the deserted barn,
1 merely stared:
You see I seldom ever speak to' strangers.
This was hardly the, time or place for formalities.
Consequently, there were n0D:e.
'. He had had full advantage of Time
_ (I had not) ;
He had lived his life from beginning to end.
At this moment, I bad not.
With whatever personal prejudice, individual conceit, or supercilious
arrogance,
He had made his contribution to statis~ics,
An enigma in death f~r th~ triumph of a fallen empire. \

No, This Is the Way'the World Ends
';Enter the program of ahl dancers, twisting through curling smoke.
Enter the jive music of ahl freedom, relaxing an uncertain blank. '
gaze toiling through red rimmed lids of seeing.
Enter th~ war workers dressed traditionally in black as if mourning
something dead.
All of this is quite familiar.
(No matter where. This is the place you came on the way to ~e
place you were 'going.
, This is the place you stopped to consider what you thought
relevant-nothing else.
Truth? There was no need to confess as you' did: All evidence
revealed nothing that could have been reached by any other
method.
The world, I think, is going to end again tonight.)
Enter the hos,tess, who offered a menu and quickly left forever.
Who was she?
Enter the waitress, who served everyone a pint of scotch from this
age of common can. Did that help?
Enter the lovers, whose obviously supple bodies were meant for
. loving by a lake. Both were lost.
Enter the graveyard quartette, who took three cadenzas of a
. coffin chorus before selling insurance to all present.
Exit the collective crowd like a group of pall bearers, singing
Sweet Adeline slightly off key.
Q

.'
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Enter the garbage collector exactly seven minutes later, €arrying
a new broom and holding his nose.
The world, I think, is going to end again tonight.
In Case of Accident Pull This Cord
It may have been the tracks, the locomotive, the engineer
or the passengers.
Perhaps the schedule wouldn't have made connections at all.
It may have been saboteurs, that is, something from the outside.
But wherever Sou ride, your opportunity is this:
In Case of accident pull this cord.
(In moments of chaos and crises no one ever does).
'?

If the reason for any accident is sufficiently clear,
You can ignore the consequences.
For example, even an April spring will seem worth while.
(In moments of c.onfusion nothing does).

If our feelings could have warned us-even had we pulled the
cord as we did not-,
We could have-with a certain amount of disillusioned prideavoided the inevitable,
As if, in case of accident, the cord controlled some destiny:
At that moment the man in the left was drunk.
The man to the right was asleep,
The human capacities in both front and rear were convinced
.
the catastrophe was inevitable.
Up .to now our successes were only failures.
You may ~ave your own explanation but anything satisfactory
leaves much to be desired.
Then it comes, then the warning comes too late or not at all and
as you wait, just in case of accident,
You pull the cord that was never hanging there at all.
Poem.
Wait, mister. Gotta light, a match, a cigarette.
No, thanks.
I'll smoke it or we'll both smoke it.
Somewhere along the line there's room for both.
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Don't underestimate what I say about the cigar~tte;
Don't take the matter of truth too lightly.
Some things just won't sell for cheap at all.
Consider youth, the matter of things past:
Reme~ber the lo~g lost ·faces and scenes that leap half
regretful from the year~
Remember the nothingness, growing into expectations and dreams,
All ending so suddenly when the trusted years betray.
The power of rq.en, you ~d, ·has made man powerless.
Gotta 'nother light, 'nother match.
There's more than one way to keep "a cigarette aflame.
If you flick away the ashes from th¢·".surfeit of war's debris:
You may, quite accidentally, find that lost self buried in the
devastation.
''i>
"
Only Time usurps the lost faces, the lost moments,the dull
forgotten hours spent,
~
The cigarette burning, the lighted match.
Time counts· but consciousness;
Our sleep and death and unspent dreams add lossA past forever lost and gone.

-.
I say you cannot smoke the same fag twice;
We liye the years but once:
A windowed tower of damnation with fettered minds,
Unlocked by neither hopes nor fears
Nor keys from any kingdom come.
0

JOHN

THREE

E. HART

POEMS

Forfeit
The crime's wild eye
is open to dawn
the city open to plunder
What sky holds the hero's hand
the hero's restless head?
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The city is open as a wild "eye
beneath the ersatz dawn
the hero's reaching for plunder
The terror eyed are waiting
the breath is wrenching their lungs
knowing, knowing the sky is false blue
where rests the hero's hand

The Young Man With Spats
Speaking of speaking with
a certain amount of reticence
.without seeming to say or unsay'
yet being definite
Ah finesse!
No is the night
yes the total eclipse of the sun
thus the garden is mellow
the long walk prim, not informal
Tqe black sky is beyond the hedge
the red sky beyons! the rose bush
Without seeming to say night
or seeming to say total eclipse
The whirlwind spinning
beyond the bottom of the pool

May Fall Dusk suggests a season for speculation
when tIie swine might be stone
when the branches of trees
are ~ their sighing" in the wind
and not shapes at all
or the sighing
might be stones
restless from the stillness of the day

"
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Suggests that not all felt is known
that a woman's breath
is no less her than her hand
that her hand is no more herthan the longing she says is mythical .

,-

~..

Dusk suggests that myths
might grow as weary as stones

J.
IMMOLATION

C.

CREWS

SCENE

, Old Adain Godbold, the ~heepherder, had two sons,
The older of whom was called Albert
And the younger, Kenneth;
And they lived all three alone
~ ,
'In a log cabin between the Lake Fork
And Yellowstone Rivers,
Where the desolation was as Godbold had pronounced itFor good,
And the wind, wiping down from the primitive Uintas
, (Those dissolving bones of 'geologic giants),
Worked the sage br~sh back and forth
Forever in the tan eye of the sun.
The two rivers, falling this way and that,
Found confluence below,
And t4e separate waters (one draining
A blue, "bottomless" lake, and ~e othe~a."Y" gash
In the mountain whose springS bled yellow)
Sighed one to the other, of the sea.
Adam named the first river, Albert,
And the other he called, Kenneth;
And he told how the first would cleanse the second.
The 'earth as an act of 'God
(Adam discovered) , and that God
Requiring propitiation
etemally.
.
,

~

The earth as a sexual act, the thrust
And foaming and splendor (Albert thought),
Slicing the throats of the warm lambs,
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The firstlings hacked over and over
To the ritual of Adam.
Vengeance is ours, shouted the whores
And the cripples and the untamed,All with their unacceptable gifts.
And Kenneth caved in the head of Godbold
With the hoist of a rock.
I am looking for my father (cried Albert),
In the wilderness, by the rivers,
.
Over the wasted-mountains and in the terrible cities;
.I am searching for his name.
I am waiting for that which I never was
To find me.
~
I am not that one (repeated Kenneth) ,
Not that cursed one wandering the earth;
I have violence.
~

..

".

And the rivers, becoming one, accepting all orders,
Turned their fright over and over to the sea;
The two rivers forming (not the cross) the "Y" symbol:
Schizoid beginnings and paranoic unities of the age,The rivers came together like two wars
Tumbling their dead into the sea.
:ELLIS

CAR

~

{

HITS

FOOTE

DOG

Here is the digging grave frozen clods up
o God great Universes Existences
Take care of him he is just like Mickey POQr child Poor child! Poor child
Screaming Bah ~rs splatter blood points starred _
Over pavement side to side arrow red sawdust
Pool of blood nude little dog's head Little Mickey
While my son shouts at his father his father grieving shouts
The moon full as never before why tremendous
To. the eye above horizon and small ,.~>ver the zenith
I have never figured that out says my father
His legs all scars and lesions from automobile accidents
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His scarred blue forehead 'and once broken ribs I'm getting better
She~can't make -up her mind her husband died saying Come On ~urry
Up
Because she wants to go to b.-eaven but can't get started
The plebian laughed in the Bishop's sleeve
Shriek shriek the agonized child face found in the door at night
We think that is Mickey, out in the road warm ~ody beautiful head
crushed .
.
Pull of blood white body warm in the moon . ""
Why is the moon leering gigantic freezing breath
Curriculum of whale bones. whaler iron grappler the spinner hook
Under the jaw of the litde dog soft ~ fingers on fur coat soft sliding
Fight the spinner salmon blood all his beating blood out in a gush
Wool blanket smile smile,groping eye
Tum tum aroundJimp labor eye
Grow into grow into paralysis eye
.Mistress: Such a dear litde dog such a dear litde dog we had him nine
years he was such a gay litd~ dog
Master: I can't figure out things here was Mickey 99% pleasure to
, everybody to everyone why did he get it instead of say old Lady
lying over there deaf?
Dentist: If anything happened to my dog Bingo it would break me
all up had him 13 years he's a lot of trouble but we
couldn't get along without him I tell my wife we need him
Mistress: We thought he was g~tting quite brilliant in his middle
age just the last month he thought up a new little game all
himself he'd stand at the top-Of the.stairs his basketis
upstairs and when we came up he stood on the top step and
offered us his litde white foot to shake hands
Master: I can't figure out things I can't figure it out he gave
pleasure to everyone oh he was' a thorn to a couple of mailmen
but 99% of the people h~ was just pleasure
I

Mickey you'll have a grand big Thanksgiving dinner scratch on the
"
door
Your brain coming out of ·your mouth in the blood your beautiful
litde head mashed fiat'
Everything coming out your delicate mouth and no outside lesions
~

~

.

"
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Short reflex arcs across the cord long circuiting begin
Acoustic verbal agnoisa and no appreciation of the spoken word
Spread of impulse medulla shunted up
He lived a shadowy life on the outskirts of our lives
Unseen unheard most of the time
We were not often genuinely aware of him
And he loved us
One cortex coordinated organism loses .disfunctions and concomitant
escape from the veins virus goes to the brain
Awakening associations habitual responses memories
Mixed pictures lower reflex mechanisms in the little dog
Microscopical levels mysteries of consciousness
Functional loss localization
Permanent loss
\

(III) hind brain' (IV) ,mid brain (V) basal ganglia
{'.
Progressive movements obliterated
Legs neck and tail rigid extended in caricature of normal walking
Limbs support body against gravity
Animal red nuclei receive tracts from globus pallidus in rubro spinal
Basal ganglia cerebellum bulbar and spinal
Tension increased in extensor muscles
Receives from thalamus in fibers
Interaction of all parts working of the whole
so;:.

The organism loses something that it had before
Not the same Gestalt as it had before
No obvious symptoms of injury except. the head
Than in man there loss returns very ~ittle
~ut together something new is built
BloCks the foramen
.Exposure of the face severe cold strong wind local cooling
(;Viruses bacterial toxins more distant muscles and nerves of
the extremities)
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Master: That was such uselessness and he was always such a pleasure
to everyoneGrandmother: Yes he met me every morning at the door' with such
bright eyes and sO glad to see me and so sure of his welcome
Master: That car came down here 50 miles an hour
Grandmother: As Annie Belle said n.o car had any business going down
this street at 50 miles an hour
Master: You've got to go fast to hit a dog .
Grandmother: Yes
,
.Master: And it didn't run over
him it hit him
...
Grandmother: I can't~ seem to get over it last night and when I
woke up .this morning it isn't just Mickey ~t is all the
sorrows of the world
Mistress: ¥ es that is the way it is with me the world is cruel
cruel death digger machines men what if we ·do blow ourselves
up it w~ll be all right the world is so much the death odor

\

Disrhythmic lesion now a mere precipitant
The resultant of frustration this is understandable if one realizes
(¢

Lowering 'of the sensory motor threshold now Mickey
Simple stimuli now loud noises bright lights cerebral seizures
The low threshold and the fears repetitive and fantastic a plastic
brain

.

Intellectual deterioration
Cerebral disorder
Abnorm'ality of tissue
Dead the little dog

,.

CAROL

ELY

HARPER

THE LOSERS
Even
. at the gates of Heaven
they arrive
empty-handed, having given
all they had, but to receive
nothing in return.
IRMA
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IRIS

Alone I sit and mourn his death,
The lost of line and graceThe tamarisk before my tent.
These my now effortless hands
Finger the fleece stained with blood
From the flowerin.g of my love.
As thoughts uncurl in my mind

,/

And cluster like wildflowers
On the fringes of hills or' rocks
Or rise from sea depths in the heart
They burn like cinnamon in the brain
And taste like myrrh in my throat.
Oh heart caught like an iris
Between the ivy and the flame
Under Jehovah's eyes I crossed the riverford
In the darkness of the night
A fugitive seeking refuge.
2.

Where the stars toss and ride
The salt foam of the skies
Your oriole voice rings with truth
From East to West
And withered roots and leaves
Revive like rose petals scarlet
In the russet sunset light.

3·
Knowing the secret touch of her lips
And smile deathless in her eyes
I know but a glint
Of the sweetness that lies beyond
For you have stopped me
o my. Lord
With a velvet curtain before my eyes
As shadow falls on shadow
And doubt on doubt lies.
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Could I but see
The iris of p.is eyes
Face white
Sheltering a wise heart
I would cry aloud
,There is nourishment in Godl
Indeed, indeed,
There is nourishment in God!
Pity me 0 Lord
In the bitterness of my plight.
Lift the ash white veils
~rom my comfortless' eyes.!
J

JUDAH

M.

TURKAT

LOVE POEM
Like a giant beast that has no tongue
my love snarls fitfully like the pool where an agate is
center-dropped it spreads

;,

like a muscular organ constrained by clothes
cries release .
I

like the terrible cautious finger
it drops its blood

pri~ked

by thorn

JOHN

WILLIAMS

E-LEGY FOR THOMAS WOLFE
These words at night, from beyond the town, return with the
sound of bells.
._ (
Railroadin', behind an eight driving engine, with the rails 'tinging.,
In a southern town at night flat in the hot night air and hushed
by the earth th~ sound of bells.
Railroadin', behin_d an eight. driving engine, with the rails ringing.
At night beyond the black. belt, the lonely cries of infants, the
,s'oft and garbled sounds of slumber.
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Railroadin'~ behind an

eight driving engine" with the rails ringing.
We hear once more the bells like voices speaking softly in the
. railroad yards.
Railroadin'~ behind an eight driving engine) with the rails ringing.
And in the city. square moths fall like leaves from hard white
lights above the street.
Railroadin') behind an eight driving engine) with the rails ringing.
Leaves fall amid the swirling sounds of bells that speak of loneliness forever and the earth again.
Railroadin') behind an eight driving engine) with the rails ringing.
Dh lost and by the Wind grieved ghost above the earth-borne
silence of the leaves.
Railroadin') behind an eight driving engine) with the rails ringing.
~

J

P. B<.
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A REVIEW OF SOME CURRENT POETRY
The Spectre Image, by John Nerber. New York: Simon and Schuster (The Venture Press), 1946. $2.00.
Transfigured Night; by Byron Vazakas. New York: The Macmillan Company,
1946. $2.00.
A.gainst the Circle, by Brewster Ghiselin, New York: E. P. Dutton and Company,
Inc., 1946. $2.00.
Medea, by Robinson Jeffers. New York: Random HQuse, 1946. $2.50.
Paterson (Book I), by William Carlos Williams. New York: New:Directions, 1946.
~~

-

Local Measures, by Josephine Miles.. New York: Reynal an~ Hitchcock, 1946.
, $2.00.
.
.
Fruit from Saturn, by Yvan Goll. Brooklyn: Hemisphere Editions, 1946. $2.00.
A Part Of Vermont, by Genevieve Taggard. East Japlaica, Vermont: The River
Press, 1945. No price indicated.
.
An Astonished Eye Looks Out of the Air, by Kenneth Patchen. Waldport, Oregon: Untide Press, 1945. $.50..
,

~

Spring and summer this year have seen the appearance of three valuable first
collections of poems-~ose by John Nerber, Byron Vazakas, and Brewster Ghiselin.
Each is important and significant because of the quality of the work presented,
and together they provide an interesting insight into recent poetry because the
satisfaction of each is arrived at in a different fashion.
John Nerber's method is suggestive and will, I think, prove very fruitful. His
book starts off with. a heavy dependence upon the modem metaphysical style,
echoing themes, structUre, feeling, particularly from Allen Tate, to whom the book
is de~cated. But. before one gets far into the book, one finds a ,sound and a feeling all Nerber's own. How these get there perhaps only Nerber can tell us. But one
senses that the metaphysical structure was a channel in which the water begins to
flow richly and strongly. Nerber doesn't move against the metaphysical manner,
but he has adapted it to a feeling not tommonly found in if and which we usually
call "lyrical." The result in the half-dozen best poems is a composition of uncommon richness among our younger poetS: There remains the virtue of the modem
metaphysical, a unity of structure with argument, stanzas and poems coming out as
units of thought, the image which participates in the po~m as argument and not
illustration. The poem is well made, moving from a start on a measured path to
a conclusive end, without leaving us the unspecified and disconcerting false steps.
. Yet.with this approach Nerber is basiqilly.a lyric poet, a serious one with little limi-
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tation of theme. This technique produces some fine poems-"Minotaur Devour,"
"Sins of the Fathers," "The Factory," "Voyages," "Base Hospital," '·'Mercator," and .
particularly 'the bold and beautiful "Sleeping Beauty"-and it" suggests as well that
Nerber is profoundly at a beginning, that he has both a method and an awareness
of how to improve it that promise even better poetry ahead.
In his introduction to Byron Vazakas' book, William Carlos Williams calls
the work a sharp break with borrQwed traditions and an impressive new start at
finding an American tradition, in poetry. The virtues 9f the work are many, but
it seems to me that this is a misstatement of the position the work. occupies. The
method seems to me rather baroque in manner, a method in which the perceptions
of the poem are contained in brief and devious wanderingS in the poem, the total
argument of the poem being oblique and suggested. Thus we get a poem filled
with the image which flashes a light in one line, to be abandoned in the next line
for another image which has its own brilliance; the connection between all these
is situational, psychological, or narrative. Nerber and Vazakas make ipteresting
contrasts: in Nerber we find the expanded, developed" image which argues the
poem within its own terms; in Vazakas, the argument is in the background, with
the images, based upon whatever available turn of word or association, taking the
for~ground in comparatively rapid succession. This does not mean that the poems
are thin thematically; rather, the themes are serious and broad, but th~ final contact with them is normally impressionistic. The final flavor-particularly in the last
section, such fine poems as "Skyscraper," "The Preeminence of the Medical," "Home
for the Holidays," "The Progress of Photography," "The Departure.." "All the Farewells"-is of leisurely, oblique movement around something important, with exceptionally perceptive remarks along the way.
I should not leave Vazakas' book without a remark on the form he has adopted
for his latest poems. "Williams remarks it particularly, and I think Vazakas may well
be proud of it. It supplies for him a quality which .he deeply needed in his earlier
work-a sense of form, of developing shape in his discourse. I'm afraid the sense
is ,so far partially illusory. It provides a feeling of composition which he did pot
have before, but it suggests one further step-his new quatrain has not yet become
a unit of perception, a unit of thought, feeling, syntax, grammar, which a stanza,
whether newly invented or old, will have in its best use.
Brewster Ghiselin's. method differs from either of these. It stems mainly from
the. tradition of Poe and the French Symbolists, in the 'critical poems offered here:
The rhetoric is evocative and connotative more than declarative or denotative. The
structure of the poem, is associational, frequently additive:
they found the known
Measures of the moods" of their own minds:
The blue mountains' dying, the plain's surmise,
The bones and bountiful nakedness and thought
Of barbarous rock, and the green peace of earth;
They lound the hostile forests of the heart.
But Ghiselin doesn't follow the fashion of a popular derivative of Symbolism, the
narrowing of the serious statement of the poem to the point that the writing be-
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comes unthematic, deficient in serious movement or thought. He is a serious poet,
working with fewer themes than either Nerber or Vazakas; and his perceptual aware·
ness is acute and detailed. There is in the book a num~er of fine poems-"The
Death of Harf'Crane," "Bath of Aphrodite," "Gull in the Great Basin Desert,"
"Waking," and several others. As he develops a sparer style (fewer adjectiyes; more
nouns and verbs, with attendant increase in breadth -of perception) and' a structure
less dependent upon addition of one image upon another, I think Ghiselin will
better even this volume and' have much more to add to our poetry.
I repeat, the three volumes are ampng the best first collections of poems in
recent years. Dutton and Simon and Schuster have well outdone their usual book
job and are to be congratulated upon fine t1Jlde pieces of typography; the Mac·
millan volume, unfortunately, is a pedestrian trade job.
Medea, a free adaptation from the Medea of Euripides, is the first book from
Robinson Jef;fers in five ye~. I think one must approach it with some misgiving.
He was becoming, repetitive. And haven't we tagged and catalogued him already?
Shall we'repeat this procedure? However, I enjoyed Medea. There is some very
fine rhetoric in it, particularly the Medea-"death is the only I Water to wash this
dirt,"-and much of the speech on page twenty-five, for examples. And I suspect.
. that it could go well on a stage, that it is much better theater than we are used to
these days.' But 'here are two main difficulties. One we might overlQ9k with relative, ease-certaiti. lapses in language which are funny or maudlin. But the other ,is
more grave and keeps' the play from becoming a great serious drama. The
philosophy of Jeffers does not permit tragedy or tragic stature to a human being.
Hence, the play. lacks humor or irony; Medea becomes, not an heroic figure or a
tragic one, but'a woman who is a creature of emotions; and the play, in the end,
is not thematically serious. Jeffers has practically dropped the chorus as a functional element in the play, and the lines are not backed, with any measure which
would provide counterpoint and structure to the rhetori(:. ;I'he fine speeches .remain, like magnificent· thunder.
.
William Carlos Williams' book is the first part of a long poem resting on one
b~c metaphor-as he says in a note. "that a man in himself is a city, beginning,
se~king, achieving and concluding his life in ways whim the various aspects of a
city may embody:' This part, he says, "introduces the elemental chara~r of the
place:' It, is concemed with images and narratives from history, the river, the
. falls, the rock, the place. We cannot tell just where he is tending; hence, judgment
on the work must be suspended until we can see at least another part out ot the
four. In the meantime, we have little more than brief passages which are frequently
fine and which may ye~ add up to an important major effort.
~
Josephine Miles has won a go@ place with poems which are slight, non-intellectualized, but frequently adept. I alIi. concemed that in this new book, Local
Measures, she seems,' quite unconsciously, I imagine, to be assuming the role of
Emily Dickinson: there is a similar dependence upon the moment, the ecstatic
vision, rather uncritically accepted; there is a similar fooling With words and laying ,
the lines on the page and building the poem with a careless and wilful air; there
is, as she says in "Well Made," "not the blind I Looking around of 'the mind for the
shape:' The shape, the form, is the inspired, the given. Whether such a doctrine
l
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will give for Josephine Miles, as it did for Emily Dickinson, a solid sediment~ of a
" number of very fine poems among a batch of wilful ones, is yet to be seen. Ire·
member more good ones from Poems on Several Occasions than from this book, but
we have every right to expect more.
~
Yvan Goll's Fruit from Saturn.. composed of six longish poems, is interesting
because it shows the author working in English verse arid because it is the poet's
concern with the world of the atomic bomb. In his concern, he ranges back and
forth in time to take up various "attempts of the intellect to smooth over the incongruity" of man, as the jacket says: my~ and legends, alchemy, hermetic magic, the
Kabbala, and so on. To many readers, this range may not sound very appetizing;
yet Goll makes it interesting. The book carries some reproductions of rare
and curious pictures.
New England soil has been loved by many poets. To these is·added GenevieveTaggard. In a small pamphlet she has coUected some of her poems concerned with
Vermont, its landscape, its people, its history. Such a collection is not likely to
show a poet at his best, but Miss Taggard has put into hers some of her best work.
This makes a rare kind of publication, a collectors' item for several different interests.
An Astonished E'Ytl Looks Out of the Air is a selected pamphlet of Kenneth
Patchen's verse. The poe~ selected are those of conscientious objection, anti-war.
'The poems vary from direct statement. of the theme ("This is a man. You are
not to kill him") to Patchen's typical oblique narratives, nature references- and
others ("the stars go to sleep so peacefully"). The pamphlet matches the title at
least in typography, Kemper Nomland, Jr., putting a lot of care into the most
amazing printing job I believe I have ever seen. It is a three-color job: on each
page the title shows in large white letters through a reverse plate printed in grey;
over this plate the poems are printed in red, with each poem numbered in the
margin with large red numerals; and the titles are in large. black caps. This is
greater invention and experiment and care than went into the poems, I'm sure;
but the eyes have a hard time of it in. the reading.
ALAN
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New Directions 9: an A.nnual Exhibition Gallery of Divergent Literary
Trends, edited by James Laughlin. Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions, 1946. $3-75.
Any. review of such a comprehensive and eclectic volume as this must
proceed in an eclectic manner; for New Directions 9 brings ,together a random assembly of forty-two, for the most part, exceptionally gifted· and little
recognized authors, with no discernibly consistent direction or tendency in
the editing (as is copfessed in the subtitle), unless it be to snatch a bundle
of laurel boughs from th~ burning. Thus, th~ essay by James Farrell, "Some
Observations on the Future of Books," might well have served as the preface.
It is a portrait of the artist as corrupt salesman, painted on a large, imposing
canvas, with true art dying inconspicuously in the lower left-hand cornervery much left, of course, since Farrell fecit. This piece deserves, as it has
. been, to have been reprint~d for "widened circulation; for it becomes a
stirring reminder that--the operations of Gresham's Law, as enunciated in
the late Albert J. Nock's Memoirs of a Superfluous Man, hav~ already practically come full circle: the cultural bad currency driving the good out at
such appalling speed that the choice between integrity and sales, as of 1946
.
leaves no middle path for compromise.
Since the material murder of the true artist is seen best in the blushing
corpse of poetry, let us begin wjth the verse in this volume, scattered as it
is in ostensibly haphazard profusion; and let us begin where it~ begins, not
too promisingl,y, with Alex Comfort's paCifist poem, The Soldiers, which
works up into a fluent rhetoric the somewhat threadbare notion of war as
suicidal obedience:

All this I tllink the bUried men would say,
clutchi~g ~eir white ribs and their rusted helmets
n~tionless b~nes, under the still ground.
How many earnest poets, since Wilfred.Oweh, have written lines mistakable
. for these? If the poetry can be, as Owep said, me~ely in the pity, th;en
. repetition may justify itself (as in Owen himself) qua prognosis; but' since
the poetry must be in the poetry, and since the poetry of this pity wears so
thin, perhaps Yeats decided shrewdly to exclude poems like these from The
Oxford Book of Modern Verse.
William Everson's Waldport Poems, written in an internment camp for
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conscientious objectors: is peculiarly susceptible to Robert Bridge~.' strictures
concerning the rhythmic limitations implicit in the employment of free
verse. Phrase by phrase they proceed, pari passu with the line, the emotional weight of each phrase balanced with scrupulous conscience: the
whole, cumulative: and occasionally (as in Poem "Four," which contrasts
dream with actuality) moving as sentiment, but never as incantation, without
which poetry is emasculated.
Kenneth Rexroth and Herbert Cahoon have both had -the pluck to do
something about T. S. Eliot's advice ,to poets to write drama in verse. But
in returning to the crabbed, crepuscular style of James Elroy Fle~er's
Hassan, Mr. Rexroth might have been less unlucky if he had chosen another
theme than the Phaedra of Euripides and Racine; for it is almost as though
he is out to prove that our poetry is unequal to the task of encompassing
real sexual passion-as though several hundred lines of tm-gid and frequently prosaic verse are set up, principally that his philistine Theseus
may, .with a pithy geniality, knock them all down at the end.~ But surely
this wasn't the idea? Mr. Cahoon's three tiny verse charades, on the other
hand, have a good deal of elliptical wit and wisdom, but they are entirely
too self-conscious and intellectual to be even momentarily moving as drama,
even closet drama.
All these (and possibly also Tennessee Williams' spasms of dramatic,
but for the most part, as I cannot help feeling, theatrical notes for poems,
rather than poeInS') are without question serious, and more or less original,
excursions in the craft of English poetry; on the other hand, it is perhaps
unfair, withOpt a proper knowledge of the original, to attempt a review of
the seven Mexican poets here represented. It is clear that most of them
ring intriguing changes on the sad, sweet, bitter accents of erotic homage,
and, that much of the original fragrance has been lost in translation,· to be
only guessed at. More poetic energy seems to survive in Efram Huerta than
in the others, and incidentally a more masculine detachment from the faint
residue of self-pitying caterwaul heard in the other serenades; for he at least
can smile:
because your foolish little hand
is incapable of brutality . . .
because your sham is goodness,
ignoring grace of passion,
compassion alien to your face;
and because, at last, your watercolor kingdom,
your music and your eyes of ripe grain
do not pertain to this republic of lament,
nor are they meant for this moist hot forest
languishing. . . .
It must be admitted that our own inamo~ata are unaccustomed to inspiring
a passion conducive of the Elizabethan anatomies of these Mexican poets,
but it must also be doubted whether. a nostalgia for these engaging ana-
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chronisms is a new direction in any but a southern sense. As for all these·
translations of Eluard with which we are being beset, is it churlish to say,
let us have the French too, or none of it?
'
As for the selection from the posthumous works of Alice D. Estes (first
~ublished in Springfield, Missouri, In 1904) the unpretentiousness of this
drivel and doggerel 'does not make any the less pretentious the editor's introduction of it as "deserving wide recognition for its pure lyric quality and
freedom of invention:' It would be a relief to know that Mr. Laughlin was
pulling' our leg, but it is sufficiently .evident thaF, here as elsewhere, the
dross of New Dirf!ctions 9 is a deposit of a species of snobbish obscurantism,
like that of Veblen's conspicuous wasters with their' fantastic but 'useless
antiques. Something like the same goes for the' illegitimate Sandburg humbug of "J.L!' (not the editor).
.
The most seminal verse in the book is" in the poems of Jean Garrigue.
It isn't just that her poems are sincere and passionate and achieve, Qn a
high plane, the recOIlciliation of freedom and discipline. For when a.poem
floods the mind with tile possibility of. many kindred. pO"ems, then we know
we are in the presence of a fertility which it is impertinent to admire for
this or that quality that we take a fancy to in the existing product. Thus,
the love poetry carries us into a sphere' of struggle totally alien to the whimper of those Mexican troubadours:
Love may breed from hate again
. Or hate breed love anew
But there's a hatred that is whole
Which may not t~ from its own· soul
But, Narcissus-fascinate,
Repudiates the all.
Is this our ill?'
And the exasperated eloquence of Oration against an Orator's Oration "lets
us hear one instant silences" that, "with five green senses" all alive, tremble
on the verge of Andrew Marvell's miracles.
~ for the narrative, which engages half the bQok, the qualities immediately visible of Kenneth Patchen, like those of the early, Auden, 'are so
dazzling that the principle of cohesion might easily be lost t() view if it
existed. It appears, however, that this principle is involved by the author,
if at all, in a manner similar to the "God help me" stroke with which the
batter swings at a too-fast curve ball. Thus the reader is treated to the
spectacle of an endless succession of slashing foul balls, with the outfield
chasing them in every direction, and fifty voiCes simultaneously shouting
encouragement in a jumble of sound that acb;ieves only a spasmodic articulateness. A great many of th~sefoul balls have everything that a home run
has, with the exception of the single fa<:t that they don't get you to firSt base.
Now Patchen's mas~er, Henry Miller, at least has a thoroughly coherent personality. and one that can strike with stunning, unerring force. Miller, too
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craves anarchy, but for the world that he destroys lie substitutes one of his
own, with a radiant sun in the sky and a nimble air to breathe.
Boris Pasternak's story of the resuscitated Heine is an interesting attempt to make a myth that will distingUish poetry from reality; but it
wavers in such cr slipshod fashion between symbolism and allegory that that
girl of Mr. Laughlin's preface, who is to pick up 'the New Directions book '.
tossed out of the, train window, is never, with all the best intentiQns in the
world, going to finish reading Il Tratto -de Apelle. Conversely, an example
of how symbol and allegory achieve fusion is to be found in the three lucid
and glorious fables of Kafka, recreated in English, with true finality, by
Joseph Kresh. '
If we were considering only the ability to communicate reminiscence
with assimilated technique, then shining out with a further light than any
of the other stories is the subtle Proustian pastiche of John Berryman; for
not the fact that this pastiche amounts, again and again, to parody (I am
a little imitating his imitation) can avail' to detract from the consummate
skill of the effect, held in long solution, but, when achieved, bursting in
enigmatic stars. It is perhaps a sign of our jaded times that a piece of prose
as sophisticated as this, able to hoard and display its prismatic melancholies
like this, can and does come to mean more than the "brutal realism" of Dr.
William Carlos Williams' record of an abortion, or than the relentless
pathos of Mr. Lowry's unvarnished tale about the soldier whose furlough
is crucified by a "light woman."
.
To cavil at the downright 'readability of~these last two stories would be
just as snobbish as to proclaim the "lyric quality" of Mrs. Estes; but sin.ce
it is new directions that we are considering, and in the given space, we shall
have to let this "mention" suffice; we must appear to ignore altogether many
of these forty-odd authors and close with Paul Goodman and Henry·Miller:
the two who really have "something to say," as distinct from just a way of
saying it.
.
Mr. Goodman I know nothing about, but there is something of Blake
and something of Swift in the genius of these parables called The Knight.
It is impossible here to give a fair impression of their terrible wit. Time
and again he hits you from the direction you least expect. His paradox
diffuses itself throughout each myth, so that there could be profit in quoting,
for style savor, only some such self-contained bit of quiet, deadly reflection
as the following:
. '
Before it is possible to go directly to what one has at heart
one must deviate into a means to the end, which to be sure does
not lead to the end but contradicts it. For otherwisel' if one'
did not deviate, there would be the danger of attaining what
one has at heart.
Here, of course, the uppercut comes from the word "danger"; but the thing
is that there is no use in expecting this author to use that particular trick
again; and in fact "trick" is the wrong word for aggression so effortless, so
piercing, and so true.
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Henry Miller is, or soon will be, a famous man, like D. H. Lawrence.
His long essay here, on Rimbaud, is this prophetic writer at his worst:
exclamatory, repetitious, formless" 3;n<.J egotistical constantly to the point
of bad, taste. Nevertheless, here, 'as in everything that Miller has written,
there glows the sensation of his own freedom and naked power, whilst his
searing jeremiads leave us prostr,cited with a sense of doom impending for
oUr "air-conditioned nightmare." Thus, although we are never quite convmced that Rimbaud's living suiQde, in itself, expressed anything but defeat, Miller is certainly the man to build Rimbaud into a colossal figure of
'
\
affirmation and denial. And thiS he does.
Finally, there are the drawings at the end. For Ralston. Crawford.l am"
coptent that Vivie~ne Koch should speak; as for the selections from Margaret Graham's British Poets Illustrated J it is as with James Thurber's:
either·you sit back and chortle, or ,you regard them with a solemn stare,
as the case maybe. Alasl the present reviewer feels a little more at home in
the second category. Altogether, New Directions g1eaves the reader hoping
that New Directions IO will contain about half as much material as its
predecessor.-:.the
half really worth arguing
about.
r
.
JOHN

THEOBALD

The Sha'dow Falls, by Georges Simenon. New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1945. $2.50.
~
,The Man Who Watched the Trains Go By~ by Georges Simenon. New
York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1946. $2.50.
The Lonely Stee.ple~ by Victor Wolfson. New York: Simon and Schuster,
1946. $2.00.
The Power and the Glory~ by Graham Greene. New York: The Viking
Press, 1946. $2.50.
'
The novel of incident has regained respectability in our time by employing the findings of professional psychiatry. Melodrama supported by
psychological :veracity ,has greater adult appeal than melodrama merely
physical and fortuitous, and the contemporary reader who admires the oldfashioned virtues of a tale well plotted may find himself enticed, tJ,trough
traditional narration, into more astute dramatizations of personality than
heretofore.
'Monsieur Simenon, whose Inspector Maigret stories were always nearer
the psychopathic center of criminology than most thrillers, has now aQartdoned straight detective-story writing in favor of the serious novel-that is
to say, the novel in which the process of ratiocination is secondary to the
. social view or the ~nalysis of charactert for example. But Simenon has for
so long limited himself to observing the criminal mind housed in the normal
personality that he has lost interest in the normal personality frequently
surrounding the criminal mind. 'Consequen~y, both in The Shadow Falls
and The Man Who Watched the Trains Go By, one is provided arresting
glimpses into the area of psychosis but is neither aroused by nor sympa~
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thetically involved in a wider reference of human relations. The Shadow
Falls documents the fortunes, or rather misfortunes, of the wretched Dona.dieu family, entangled in every sort of incivility from bankruptcy to murder.
That the macabre saga of these utterly unblithe spirits adds up to nothing
proceeas from the fallacy inherent in Simenon's lack of any but a criminologist's point of view. He has given none of his characters :a conscience
above the level of a jackal's, so that valid as this deficiency may be as backhanded social criticism, it dries up artistic vitality at its source. The Donadieus are simply not interesting, either in their diseases or their destinies;
the succession of crimes committed in their name has no mote than tabloid
fascination. ~
In The Man Who Watched the Trains Go By~ written earlier, now published in America for the first time, Simenon's thriller-trained virtuosity is
more suitably enlisted. 'This case history o~ the diSintegratioq. of a Dutch
bourgeois into a calculating homicidal maniac is, in its progression, exciting; yet, since the murderer's motivation remains within th~ confines of
abnormal psychology, suspense, rather than sympathy, is likely to be the
reader's paramount emotion.
The reversal of this emphasis is the total effect of The LOinely Steeple~
(a first novel, it should be admiringly added) by Victor Wolfson, though
suspense is far from absent and prepared with an expert's skill. Wolfson's
marrow-chilling novel in G Minor is the confession of Addie Eldredge, in~
mate of a lunatic asylum, a confession which she forces out of herself after
eighteen years of scream-haunted solitude, an anguished re-enac;:tment of the
nightmare of her childl).ood that led to the deed of violence for which she
is suffering the further nightmare of her maturity. The superiority of this
nove~ over the wastelands and snakepits of the current fashion in psychiatric
fiction is resident in Wolfson's genuine imaginative resources, 'in the really
inspired craftsmanship with which he maintains clinical accuracy while conveying, through a wealth of sensitive metaphor, the pathos of a mind fractured by sexual guilt. A Cape Cod fishing village is the setting for this sanguine tragedy of regression; the intimacies of the weather, the architecture,
the flora, and the domestic gear are all engaged as simile or thematic imagery
in Addie Eldredge's recital. She is never permitted a literary cliche: every
obseryation is drawn up fresh and living from the deep pool of her memory~
not always without a struggle, like the exertions of her neighbetts in landing
, a net-full of gleaming blackfish-and the harmony betwee:q ,action and'
imagery produces not the mere bones but the living features of 'a style. One.
may well applaud the book not simply as a psychological and; stylistic tour
de force but as one of the few authentically felt regional close-tips in American fiction since Ethan Frome.
Graham. Greene's The Power and the Glory~ like Simenon's The Man
Who Watched the Trains GC? B'Y~ is a re-publication (formerly entitled The
Labyrinthine Ways). Also, like Simenon's it is a flight-and-pursuit novel;
but it far outclasses the Frenchman's book not only because of Gre~ne's
greater dramatic genius and practised -mastery of physical setting but also
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because its hero-victim has something at stake besides his skin. Graham
Greene long ago controlled the weapon :of psychoanalysis but he· directs it
at tasks more difficult than the encirclement of the patently criminal or
in,sane. His fugitives-a Catholic priest in this case, fleeing the wra~ of a:
"new" Mexican. govemment":'are, like Kafka's men, desperately seeking
moral identity, and their invariably twisted personalities (the priest has a
nervous· .giggle and tipples secretly) are QUt" the exteriol.' and pathetic mutilations of their besieged psyches. Just as Wolfson, by the color of his
imagination and the intensiveness of his sympathy, raised The Lonely
Steeple above the mere pity and terror' that were its basic ingredients, so
Greene, by his insight into the reality :of behavior, rescues the adventure
story technique from its characteristic implausibility. The Viking Press
should have earned the gratitude of the American reader for reintroducing
Grahain Green through the best of his many and little-known psychological
fictions.
VERNON A. YOU,NG

All the Kin(s Men, by Robert Penn Warren. New York: Harcourt, Brace
and. Company, 1946. $3.00.
Robert Penn' Warren's third novel is his' best. It is at once the most ambitious and. the most finished novel I have seen for several years and certainly ought to get real consideration for the Pulitzer Prize.
Warren continues his device of two plots or stories, adopted, apparently,
from Renaissance drama. But in All ,the Kin(s Men the two plots are mor-e
integrated than in either of his former novels. One story is of JaCk Burden,
confidence man for Willie Stark, and the other of Willie Stark, country man
of siniple purpose risen to political dictatorship of his state. Integration is
achieved because the stories are the same in many events, because both
stories are told through the consciousness of Jack Burden, and because they
both operate about the same thematic center.
Telling the story through Jack Burden was a fine choice on Warren's
part. Burden is conscious voice of the theme-the search of a "modem" man
for perma.Ii.ence an4 moral integrity in 'a world ~f Machiavellian and relativistic methods. In addition, Burden is both the moved and the mover ,in the
story, for although he is on the periphery of the main political action and
attempts to stand aside from it, his own action contributes to the great fall
of the house. Finally, Burden is a ma~ of intellect and of words, a student
of history and a journalist. Warren exploits this possibility to set down a
prose of immense suggestiveness, particularly at the level of detailed,
imagistic perception~ Perhaps no other recent ~iter of fiction has written
a prose of such detailed richness. '
.
,
The most serious 'criticism must see a fault in this style, also, since the
brilliant detail seems to glut the market, getting in the way of bringing the
story to a focus. Yet Warren,finishes off this novel better than At Heaven's
Gate, which is comparible to it
complexity, and as well as Night Rider,
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which was slighter in conception and ambition. The focus is brief and not
complete enough, probably, but it is more than sufficient,~ combined with
the richness of texture and the increasing ability of Warren to shape a good
many sharp characters, major and minor, to put Warren iQ. the first rank of
our serious writers of fiction today.
ALAN

SWALLOW

The Long Journey, by Johannes V. Jensen; translated from the Danish by
'Arthur G. Chater, with an introduction by Francis Hackett. New
York: 'Mfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1945. Nobel Prize Edition. $3.50.
Fire and Ice/the first volume of this trilogy, appeared first ill the United
States in 1923, followed shortly by the others, Norne-Gaest and Cristofer
Columb'lf,S. Ten y,~ars later they were united in one volume. In 1944" the
Swedish Academy conferred the 'Nobel Prize for Literature upon Mr.
Jensen "because of the exceptional vigor and fertility of his poetic imagination, combined with an all-embracing intellectuality and bold creative expression. The Long Journey has been called an epic novel.
In a warm forest on the flank of a volcano far to the north, Man first
emerged iJnperfectly from the beast. The memory of that warmth, like a
perpetual summer, dwells always in the subconscious of the generations
since that emergence. From it, however, the Ice Age drove Man and his
kind, all save a stubborn few who, num\?ed and long-haired, faced the cold
with their puny cunning. Mter the Ice had passed, Man returned to the
scarred north to learn from adversity hoW' to live on the altered land. There- \
after one body of mankind stayed in the north, restless, fretted with desire,
tormented by memories to pillaging in the -sbuth, bl:lt returning always.
The other body, driven by the summer in its memory, fled ever southward.
From these two impulses have sprung the extremes of civilization visible in
the world today.
_
The questing of mankind, the vagrant urges, the wanderlust find their
sum in the legendary, timeless figure of Norne-Gaest, a lonely' phantom in
all lands, a sail upon chartless seas, a walker upon strange bournes, one who
stalks through aeons and alien culture~ forever unable to extinguish utterly
the candle of his life, the fateful candle given him in his youth by his mother,
~ro. With him man moved down to the seas, westering ever !toward the
Land of the Dead. With him the Cimbrians moved south to the attack on
Rome, leaving their -scattered blondness upon the Mediterranean. With
him they met Christianity moving north. Mter him Christopher Columbus
moved westward to the Americas. Mankind moves in "an imaginary ring;
perhaps it has come about of itself as'a shadow of the curve withiin which an
individual human life begins and returns to its starting point."
What form this strange tale takes is, of course, a minor matter. In a
~_ ..,.book which moves freely from the most primitive man to Darwin and beyond, which flows over mountain barriers and upon all the seas man has
traversed, the question of form is beggarly.
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The question of artistic impact, however, is weighty. This book has
been called a..,'it epic novel. It is no epic,. for here the author sees and com~
ments reflectively upon the strange and ironic patterns of history. It is no
novel, for the focus is all mankind. Readers who wish to follow the agonizing upward struggle of man in the continuity and character focus of novels
should content themselves with Vardis Fisher's anthropological reconstrlJCtions, Darkness and the Deep and The Golden Rooms. This book is more
spacious.
If the question of form is small, it .is. not so with another questionTthe
qUf;stion of what binds and fuses this· complex and wide-ranging narrative
into a compelling whole. For it is a whole, and a strong one. The answer
to this is not simple. Two themes shape constantly the course of this narrative: the first and stronger is the concept of mankind as "a name for always roaming with a hungry heart," Man the Wanderer, a part of all that
he has met, a gray spirit yearning in desire
To follow knowledge like a sinking star
Beyond the utmost bound of human ·thought.
The second of the themes is quite simply that rebels against established customs have always forced the progress of humanity toward the civilization it
knows today. The rebellion has sometimes been bloody; always it has been
violent. Again and again in this long chronicle, when custom and convention have hardened into intolerance, it is the outlaw who strikes new ideas,
opens new ways. From Fyr, that early ancestor who plundered fire from
GunungApi, the volcano, to Columbus against the complacent'ignorance
of his day, the pattern perpetuates itself.
Together with these persistent themes, the authqr'svast knowledge of
archaeology and anthropology and his eloquence bind together these apparently broken elements. At times straight narrative, at times far-seeking
historical interpretation, at times lyric prose, and at times song itself, it is
many forms in one- a new thing born of the writer's passion, his love and
wonder for mankind.
I

QUINCY

GUY

BURRIS

The Rocky Mountain ReaderI' edited by Ray B. West, Jr. New York: E.
~
P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1946. $3'50.
The American West: a Tr~asury of StoriesI' LegendsI' NarrativesI' Songs and
Ballads of Western AmericaI' edited with an introduction by William
Targ. Cleveland and New York: World Publishing Company,' 1946.

$2·75·

"America Is West: an Anthology of MiddleWfstern-Life7J.nd LiteratureI' edited
by John T. Flanagan. Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota
Press, 1 945. $a.75.
Mid Country: the Best Writings from the Heart of AmericaI' edited by Lowry
C. Wimberly. Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebr·aska Press, 1945.

$3.50 •
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American Writing, I944: the Anthology and Yearbook of the American
Noncommercial Magazine, edited by Alan Swallow and Helen FergUson Caukin. Boston: Bruce Humphries, Inc., 1945. $2.50.
The Best American Short Stories of I945 and The Yearbook of the American
Short Story, editea by Martha Foley. Boston: Houghton MiHlin
Company, 1945. $2.75.
In a discussion of regionalism which appeared in the Rocky Mountain
Review, Wilson A. Clough asserts that the regional magazines "may water
the roots (of the literature of their section), but they are not the plant." In
the same sense, the anthologies listed above serve the cause of regionalism
indit:ectly. They are the baskets in which hanq-picked samples of the varied
prodhcts of that hardy plant are displayed to catch the "eye in the busy Fair
of .$nerican Readers.
.
The Rocky Mountain Reader ~nd The American West take their material from the section we usually think of as "The West"-from the Rockies
to the Pacific. The name of the first book shows it to have the more limited
scope of the two. It is, at the same time, more scholarly and valuable for a
genuine understanding of its particular region. Beginning with an intro- .
duction that outlines the .literary history of the Rocky Mountain area, its
material incluc;les excerpts from the best of the Mormon stories, the section
of The Ox-Bqw Incident describing the hanging of the supposed rustlers, and
a well-chosen variety of selections and stories of the life of the mines, farms
and small towns. The book is carefully planned and comprehensive; in .
fact, pne suspects that it follows the outline for a course on Rocky Mountain
Htefature that its editor, Ray B. West, Jr., has planned for Utah State College where he teaches. The American West, attractive in format and wearing an interesting dust jacket that reproduces an old engraving of a wagon
tra,in, is much more popular in tone. The only criterion for the choice of
material seems to be the individual taste of the editor, William Targ.
Anthologies sometimes make even stranger bedfellows than politics; an~
here we have Stephen Crane, Jack London, Mark Twain, Zane Grey, Washington Irving, and William MacLeod Raine as a few examples. Thebook
has an interesting section devoted to such Western~ phenomena as the stagecoach, the cowboy, and the holdup. It concludes with a collection, introduced by John A. Lomax, of some of the best-known cowboy songs and
ballads.
.
The third and foUrth bboks in the list deal with the literature of. the
Midwest. Both are excellent, with America Is West seIving as an introduction for the more modem writing in Mid Country. The outline of the English profess~r again shows thrpugh the pages of America Is West. Its editor,
John T. Flanagan, teaches American literature at the University of Minnesota, and his book is a splendid survey of the literature of his section from
the beginning. Its divisions are indicative of the thoroughness of his plan:
"Folklore and Legend," "The Indian," "Explorer and Traveler," "The
Frontier," "The Woods," "The Farm," "The River," "The Small Town,"
"The City." The authors are long established and well known-Sinclair
i
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~wis, Ruth Suckow, Edna Ferber, John Dos Passos. Mid Country, on the

other hand, has few of these longer-established bluebloods of the ,.lit~rary
trade. Its material comes from the regional magazines and contains the
names of the younger gen~ration of American writers-Warren Beck, Vardis
Fisher, Wallace Stegner, Jessamyn West, Walter Van Tilburg Clark, and
many others. The-material was ch'osen with delicate sensitivity and a welcome sense for variety. It would be hard to find a more touching story of.
childhood's tragedies than Wallace Stegner's "The Colt" or more delicious
nonsense than "Arkansas," by Raymond Weeks. Though it o(ten spills
over its self-appointed limits into oth~r sections of the country, Mid Country
is delightful Americana; it presents regional material at its best.
At first glance, it might seem that the last two books on the list would
have no conhect~on with regional literature. However, American Writing,
I944 ,is a compilation of prose and poetry from the "little" and noncommercial magazines. Inevitably, then, ils material is regional. It is inter~sting
to note, too, that in -The Best American Short Stories, :1945, Martha Foley's
continuation' of Edward I O'Brien's yearly collection, approximately twenty
per cent of the stories come from the regional magazines. Miss Foley comments on that fact in the Foreword. "The smaller magazines"':"and poorer,
in a financial sense-continue the classic tradition of the poor, comparatively
little known author turning out the 'best work under our present system of
living and publis~ing." Perhaps it would not be amiss to note that fifteen
of the stories in Miss Foley's list of "Distinctive Short Stories of 1945" were
published in the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW. American Writing,
I944 contains an "Honor Roll" of stories and poems, and here are listed
fourteen stories and fifty poems published by the NEW MExzco QUARTERLY
, REVIEW, besides eight poems from the same source that are reproduced in
the volume. Obviously, then, our own regional magazine is doing its part
in ."watering the roots" of worthwhiJe literature in ~eric3..
'
Regional writers all over the country may rightfully be proud of the
variety and flavor of the fruits of their labors as displayed in the anthologies
we have named. Their inclusion'in The Best American Short Stories ~ould
seem to indicate that regionalism is achieving the ideal set up by Mr.
Clough in the essa,y quoted above. "The literature of a given area will be
regional in the, best sense if it has come from the deepest springs of creative
life in the men and'women who write first of all as human beings."
.

1il

THELMA

~

CAMPBELL

Santa Fe: the Railroad that B'uilt an Empire, by James Marshall. 'New
York: Random House, 1945· . $3.75.
/
Via Western Express and Stagecoach, by Oscar Osburn Winther. Stanford
University, California: . Stanford University Press, 1945. $3.00.
Mr. Marshall, a newspaper correspondent who admits he would r~ther
ride locomotives than eat" turns the Santa Fe Railroad into 'a steel Alex~nder
of Maced~n marching west instead of east, looking for more lands to con-
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The dream of Cyrus K. Holliday, under Marshall's treatment, engulfs the personality of its dreamer and emerges a vibrant conqueror binding'states instead of nations in its web. Mr. Marshall is a practical writer,
meticulously following the intricate intrigue of railroad expansion and
putting it all down on many pages, enlivened now amI then with photographs of bewhiskered railroaders, Western seven-wonder scenery and ancient engines. The story is further leavened by the scene upon which it is
played, the throbbing West of the late nineteenth century with its Indian
fightil,lg, depredations of buffaloes, engineering feats, and battles for rights of
way. Any tale of American adventure and empire building cannot help
.stirring the reader if he's only 99.9 percent pure dyed patriot. Marshall for- tunately now and then leaves the smoke and coal dust of.the railroad behind
him and takes the reader on historical bypaths. For instance, his descr~p
tion of the passage of a string of modem silver cars along the old rotite:
"In the dust near Newton, the shadowy figure of Jesse Chisholm sits motionless on his paint horse beside his old trail . . . far across the prairie,. galloping in company, Phil Sheridan and George Custer are riding with the feathered war chiefs of the Cheyennes and Pawnees, .old scores forgotten now in
the happy hunting ground . . . beside the old trail to Santa Fe are the
gho~ts of the prairie people, the mountain blasters, the desert conquerors
.. ~'these were the people who manhandled track whfle behind them the
com grew tall . . . out across Kansas, the shades of sodbusters and the trackspikers and muleskinners . . . and old Pete Criley waving her across the
state line into Colorado . . . out past Las Animas and the slight, towthatched figure of Kit Carson, blue eyes ashine in the moonlight . . . into
the pass and up to where on Raton Mountain Uncle Dick Wooton highballs
her over_ the top and down onto the storied plains of New Mexico. . . . "
So writes Marshall and turns a business corporation into the heroic -figure of
an empire builder. It would be pleasant if he had stopped by the track to
pickup a few more personal anecdotes of those ruddy pioneers who assisted
in the Santa Fe's great march of conquest. And he dealt all too factually with
Mr. Harvey and his charming girls. Perhaps he felt that topic had already
been done too much and too often, and left the blaring of "Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe" to the juke boxes.
.
An excellent traveling companion for those 'who today grumble over
the inconveniences still attending postwar travel is M~. Winther's book, a
sprightly account of the troubles that attended the hardy souls in California's stagecoach days. There is a breezy good humor in the Winther style,
and an apt skill in bringing to life the old-time stagecoach drivers who were
no shy adventui::ers in themselves. The author -blends a happy cocktail of
straight history and the romance of Gold Rush days with its homesick grubstakers watching an~ious-eyed for the mails. For those who today can still
trace the vague outlines of the Butterfield Trail across a New Mexico mesa
by the dark green of the mesquites, Winther's story of the founding and
expansion of the old stagecoach line, as well as the story of Wells Fargo and
i~ history-making part in the development of the Southwest, is good fare.
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Not the least interesting feature of the book is Arthur Lites' contribution of
charming' illustrations in black and white bringing to life across the pages
the galloping of the sturdy horses and the crack of jehu's whip.
MARGARET

PAGE
,

HOOD

A Guide to Materials Bearing 01!- Cultural Relations in New Mexico, by
Lyle Saunders. Albuquerque: The University of New Mexico Press, .
1944. $5.00 •
A five-hundred-page book devoted exclusively to bibliographies is not
likely to be of interest to the general public, bu~Mr. Saunders' Guide is
~ for a number of people a publishing event of the first importance.. To
those of us for whom the history and folkways of our co':!ntry are of supreme
interest, such a book is an unmixed blessing. Most of us have had the experience of spending months and years getting up the background for some
special subject-running the files of scholarly publications, checking indexes,
reading whole books for th~ sake of finding a couple of pertinent paragraphs, worrying over photostats and microfilms. And all the while we are
getting older and the night cometh wherein no man can work. To have
all this done for one by competent scholars is, for a research worker, the
height of luxury.
The present volume (number ~ree in a series of bibliographies being
prepared by the School of Inter-American Affairs of the University of New
Mexico under the direction of Joaquin Ortega) is of primary interest to the
~ociologist, and particularly to the sociologist concerned with acculturatjon.
For material, on the traditional life patterns among the New Mexicans
whether of Indian, Mexican, or Anglo stock; the changes and adjustments
now going on; the problems created by contacts between various groupsfor what has been written on such subjects the searcher will start from now
on with ·Mr. Saunders' book. And since history and folklore are 50 intimately tied up with cultural developments, the book will also furnish a
prime source of leads for the historiaR and the folklorjst. Even the agronomist and the linguist will find' it useful.
The authors are careful to clisdaim any intention of compiling a complete bibliography of New Mexico. They merely wish to "list, with as much
thoroughness as possible, those. ppblished and ~nuscript materials having
" some relevance to' problems of cultural relations between the three main
ethnic groups within the state of New Mexico, and to indicate in some detail the specific contents of the ~arious titles which bear.most directly upon
these problems." Even a hasty glance discloses some gaps-for example Paul
Horgan's Return of the Weed, which is definitely within the area circumscribed. Nevertheless the Guide:',is a remarkably thorough and conscientious
p~ece of work.
. Mr. Saunders has arranged his material with an eye to the convenience
of the user, 'beginning:'with a "Dictionary-Guide" alphabetically arranged
where 263 primary topics can be quickly located. Following this is a series
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of eleven supplementary bibliographies on the Pre-Spanish Period, Indian
Tribes or tribal groups, Mexican Culture, The American Frontier, SpanishAmericans, and New Mexico Fiction and Drama. Adequate indexes complete the volume.
"
The University of New Mexico Press has been doing distinguished
pioneer work in regional publication for some time. With the extra im- ,
petus provided by the School of Inter-American Affairs, it seems to be
moving another long step forward. As Mr. Ortega says in his introduction,
·'the challenge for service is great," and the Southwest should be proud of
the way in which the various organizations centered in the University have
begun to answer the challenge.
C.L. SONNICHSEN

Racial Prehistory in the Southwest and .the Hawikuh Zunis, by Carl C. Seltzer. Papers of the Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and
Ethnology, Harvard University, Vol. XXIII, No.1, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Peabody Museum, 1944· $.75.
The Excavation of Los Muertos 'and Neighboring Ruins of the Salt River
Valley, Southern Arizona; by Emil W. Haury. Papers of the Peabody
Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard University,
Vol. XXIV, No. 1. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Peabody Museum,
1945· $4.50 •
.
On several occasions it has been my amazed misfortune to hear statements to the effect that "we know enough about Southwestern archaeology;
it is a worked-out field. Why not go' forward into greener pastures?" If
the persons who have uttered these words will read no more than the provocative and enthralling conclusions of the ~onographs here in review,
they will maintain their position only in the face of the evidence. Southwestern archaeology, far from being a dead issue, is but now arriving at a
point from which it- can define its problems and proceed to attack them
with· the directness and control necessary to sound scientific procedure. No
clearer demonstration of this fact and of the scope and fascination of these
problems has been offered than by the present papers.
Dr. Seltzer's brief monograph is, in, actual fact, Part II of his larger
report on the racial history and physical complex of the Zuni Indians of
New Mexico. A del3:Y in the publication of the more nearly. complete
work and the interest created among Southwesternists by foreknowledge of
his findings have influenced Dr. Seltzer and the Peabody museum to issue
this' segment ~ a separate.. In this decision and in the importance of the
contribution, both are to be congratulate~, for within this volume, we have
one of the major correctives which have been administered to Southwestern
studies in recent years. We are presented with a viewpoint whose implications extend to the very foundations of historical and anthropological problems in the area. If the cultural anthropologists and the culture historians
, make Dr. Seltzer's hyPOtheses their own and then test them in the field,
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we may expect a wedding of physical and cultural studies sudt as has 'not
been experienced before in this region.
His most signal conclusions may be listed: (1) he has laid to rest as
fallacious the once-prevalent conception that the physical and culturaldifferences between Basket Maker and Pueblo remains are to be credited to
an invasion of round-h.eaded people; (2) he has made a sound case for the
continuity of physical stock. "from the ,Basket Maker period clear up to re-"
cent times,"; and (3) he has shown that the customary designation of the
Pueblo people as round-headed ,(brachycephalic) and the B~ket Maker
people as .long-headed (dolichocephalic) is unwarranted. In this latter regard, he has demonstrated with facts and figures that both the Basket Makers
and Pueblos have a strong tendency toward the middle ranges of head form
(mesocephaly) and the long-' and round-headed classification is applicable
.
only to the extreme of certain groups.
This investigation into racial· prehistory "grew out of an attempt to
determine what historical changes had taken place in the somatological
complex of tlle Zuni Indians and to relate the ~unis from t:!te point of view
of time and culture to the general Southwest area and particularly' to the
Pueblo region of the past as well as its present ,extension." Starting with
the series of crania excavated by Hodge from the "Early Spanish" sections
of the Zuni pueblo, of Hawikuh, he proceeded to compare the means of
measur~ments and indices with those from various Basket Maker series, i. e.,'
from Grand Gulch in Utah, the Pecos "Basket Maker," and the Arizona
Basket Maker. When all of these proved to fall within the same physical
typel- the question arose as to-whether it was a uqique'type or whether it
, also existed among other groups more widely distributed in time and space
over _the Southwest. This problem led to, comparisons with crania from
Chaco Canyon and the Puye cliff dwellings in New Mexico and from the
Petrified Forest and Chaves Pass regions of ArUona. He also examined
specimens obtained by the Hemenway Expedition from Salado remains in
Southern Arizona as described by Haury in ,the paper reviewed below. In
all these instances; his conclusions w~re the, same: the crania represent a
smgle physical type which he called' the "S~uthwest Plateau'~ stock.
, From the fact that these series s:ome from sites dating from the earliest
to the latest 'times, he has concluded that there were no sweeping changes
in physical type or any substantial influx of new blood into this Southwest
Plateau stock until perhaps the latter part of the Pueblo IV period (13001500), except in the Rio Grande area. ,"In this latter region, the new elements arrived earlier and in greatef: s~ength than in the western part of the
upland plateau region and served to obliterate the -original 'Southwest Plateau' type."
,
One 'word of regret may be vo~ced in closing.' Although the cause was
probably a practical.one and unavoidable, it is unfortunate that Dr. Seltzer
made use only of cranial data for his generalizations. Much interest and
a sense of completeness would have been added if figures on the axial and
appendicular skeleton had been ;included in his analysis. As the matter
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. now stands, this reviewer feels a little cheated although not too greatly apprehensive of any modification that the more nearly complete information
might produce.
The excavation of Los Muertos and neighboring ruins was accomp·
lished ,by the almost legendary Hemenway Southwestern Archaeological
Expedition of 1887-1888 under the leadership of Frank Hamilton Cushing.Owing to Cushing's death and thee subsequent deflectiOJi of other memb~rs
of the expedition, a detailed report of the work had never been ·published.
Dr. Haury says that "the chid reasons for publishing at this late date are
. to make available to present-day investigators an incomparable amount of
material from the late prehistoric cultures of southern Arizona, and to roup.d
out and bring to a conclusion the work of this early archaeological expedition." In addition, however, there are some most interesting insights, provided by Dr. F. W. Hodge's Foreword (he is the only surviving member of
the Hemenway Expedition) and by Dr. Haury's Historical Notes, as to
Cushing's character and the nature of life and scientific exploration in the
early days of the Southwest. In fact, some of the quotations from Cushing's
journal indicate that he was a man of distinct literarj and historiographic
talents.'
.
-For the most part, Dr. Haury's report, originally written and presented
as a doctor's dissertation at Harvard University in 1934, is descriptive of the
finds made in Classic Hohokam sites of the fourteenth century in the vicinity of Phoenix, Arizona., The remains of these particular villages have long
since fallen before the plows and bulldozers of advancing white civilization,
and the report, therefore, represents a unique record. Dr. Haury has
gleaned from the all too meagre notes of that pioneer expedition the factual
information and has added, wherever possible, his own interpretation of
these and the 5,000 specimens now stored in the Peabody Museum of Harvard. His own great knowledge of the field and the dearth of data on
Classic Hohokam-Salado sites contrive to make this paper, factually speaking, one of the most important yet to appear on•.the subject of Southern
Arizona archaeology. However, it is the opinion of this reviewer that by
far the greatest contribution lies in his development of hypotheses toward
the attack and solution of the Salado problem. The encroachment of these
people into the Gila-Salt valley, their sojourn as neighbors of the indigenous
Hohokam, and their eventual withdrawal or, more exactly, their disappearance, all create questions of social and cultural relations that are tremenqously. interesting both historically" and anthropologically. Followed
through the maze of their ramifications, these problems would be enough
to keep most of the arc4aeologists in the United States busy for the rest of
their lives-and still leave a vast remainder for those of their children who,
possibly benighted but surely ebullient, might choose to plow "the spent
field" of Southwestern archaeology as a career.
WALTER W . TAYLOR, JR.
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Modern Women Poets of Spanish Am"erica, by Sidonia Carmen Rosenbaum.
New York: Hispanic Institute in the United States, 1945. $4.00.
)ntroducing a study of -Spanish American poetesses with a survey of
woman's participation in all phases of life from the Conquest of America
through the centuries to the present, Miss Rosenbaum believes that woman's
reahp is free expression. According to the author, woman is more successful in subjective literary forms because her emotion ,is st.I"onger than reason.
Her forte is lyric poetry where she can· measure every word "in terms of
herself:' .She excels' in intimate novels, letters, memoirs, and journals. Today women write professionally, not merely as. an oudet for pent..up
emotions.
/"
.
The four great contemporary Spanish American women poets, Delmira.
Agustini, Gabriela Mistral, Alfonsina Storpi, and Jual!a de Ibarbourou,
are analyzed, after a discussion of their predecessors, from the standpoints
of their life and character, works, themes, and style. A few words from this
study about each of these four poetesses will serve as samples of Miss Rosenbaum's penetrating evaluations: ~Of Delmira Agustini: "Delmira aspired to the highest-to completeness-in"Jife, iJl
love, in art, for she felt that all lives were rooted in her being and that she reflected
all things:' (Page 165).
Of Gabriela Mistral: "There is never any gaiety in hW poetry-nor lightness-for
her emotions are always ardently passionate (in the love poems), intensely.ierious
(in the 'philosophic' or religious ones), or poignantly tender (in the maternal ones,
or cradle-songs) . . . . For life, love, nature ... tum only a tear-stained face to
her:' (Page 193).
'
Of Alfonsina Stomi: "Her poetry frequently transcends the personal bounds and
becomes, at times, almost social in character . . . . Her poems too, may be called
'ce~ebral' . . . . Thus, we may well c;onsid~r her the most intellectual, the most objective, and the most social-minded of these modernist Spanish American poetesses."
(Page 226).
Of Juana de Ibarbourou: "In her coquetry, in her 'weakness,' in the preponderance
of the sensory, the instinctive, rather than the rational, mental attitudes, she is the
most truly feminine of the major poetesses of Spanish America; for it is said that in
those qualities lies the true essence of femininity." (Pages 255-6).
I
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The book is divided into three sections, "The Psychological Front,"
"The Econontic Front," and "The Political Front." In the first section Mr.
Privitera voi(~s some of the fallacious conceptions we, North Americans, .
have of the Latin Americans; and he points out some of the judgments,
based on ignorance, which we make in our smug, superior way. He quotes,
very aptly, some of the poorly informed writers, both travelers and offi~als,
"blitz visitors," who have aided greatly in continuing and extending these
fallacies. Government agencies have blundered badly; radios and movies
add to the misconceptions and prejudices. Truth, not condemnation or
romance, is the basis for real co-operation. The mate{ialistic United States,
measuring success in wealth, fails often to see any but a practical interpretation of life; Latin America has appreciation for the poet, the artist; it shuns
"the machine for technical work" that "binds men to things."
~ontinuing the contrasts of ideas, the author touches upon LatinAmerican individualism, the position of women, and religion, showing how
culturally and historically the mores have been built up.
Turning to the economic aspect of 'the Good Neighpors, Mr. Privitera
speaks warm'!y of Mr. Henry A. Wallace in his official visit to Latin Ameriea
and the contl'ibution to understanding made by his knowledge of the Spanish language. All this evidence is in contrast to the mistakes we have made
_in Puerto Rico, our economic imperialism and our perpetuating of economic slavery and the exploitation of the poor as in the tin industry in
Bolivia. Greater recognition of the interdependence of peoples is imperative if we wish to build good will south of the Rio Grande.
'.Pte last section; "The Political Ft:0nt," discusses the internal politi~
situation in Brazil and in Argentina, the Chilean Popular Front, Aprismo~
and the Mexican Revolution. Understanding these even a little, the author
thinks, will be of far greater benefit in furthering co-operation than poin~
ing to the results of Pan-American Conferences or praising democracy in
platitudes.
.
Mr. Privitera speaks frankly; h~ penetrating evaluation of the mistakes
and the crude brashiness of the materialistic "Good Neighbor" is thought
provoking. But upon co-operation and understanding our sound future
rests. We would do well to take stock and continue to build a Good Neighbor Policy, for "it is not too late."
DOROTHY

WOODWARD

A State University Surveys the Humanities~ edited with a Foreword by Loren
C. MacK.inney, Nicholson B. Adams, and H3;ITY K. Russell. Chapel
Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1945. $4.00.
DemoCTatic Edt/,cation~ by Benjamin Fine. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell
Company, 1945. $2.50.
The Development of Higher Education in Mexico~ by George I. Sanchez.
New York: King's CroWn. Press, 1944. $1.50.
The University of North Carolina has observed its sesquicentennial
fittingly through the publication of a number of volumes dealing with varl-
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ous phases of its activities. It is particularly appropriate that a comprehensive book should be devoted to the role of humap.ities, for North Carolina is one of the few state-supported aq.demic;: institutionsrwhich can rightly
claim an enduring and vital interest in humanistic studies. The introductory
essay by Wallace E. Caldwell is a historical survey of the humanities at the
University from 1795 to 1945 and, as such, serves not only to outline the
changing attitudes toward the humanities 'at that institution but also to
:remind us of the struggle the proponents of such studies have had to engage
in throughout tlJ,is country for the last century and a half.
The core of the present volume, is a series of ,.eleven essays under the
general heading, "The Humanities and the Humanistic. Ideal in the .Fields
of University Education." It is almost, axiomatic that nearly all discussion
of the humanities should be marked by sharp disagreement. Though most
of the authors accept the statement of the editors of the volume emphasizing
the point that humanistic study is something I!l0re than the pursuit of cerain subjects ("The validity in' the concept of the humanities lies in the
humanistic ideal, not. in a group 'of traditionally humanistic subiect~'), they
are far from unanimous in their views. James L. Godfrey's "Histqry,"
largely a plea for the historical method as a means of avoiding the separateness of the various disciplines, is followed appropriately enough by G. C. .
Taylor's "Th¢ Beast in Man," a dutiful application of the method to the history of an idea: the great thinkers of all times have been aware of the fa,ct
that man is not all good. But this comucopia of quotations is followed by
what is suppose.dly a companion piece, Paul Green'& "The Creative in Man,"
a pseudo-poetic ou~burst against the historical method. Again, Helmut
Kuhn ("The Hum~nity of Man") argues that, although man as an object
of study belongs to several fields of investigation, only a philosophical anthropology can provide a compreheJ;1sive theory of man: "Philosophy alone
asks the radical question, 'What is man?' And its answers alone, inadequate
though they be, touch' upon the root of what we are." , But though Kuhn
lists psychology as one of the most important contributory studies, J. F.
Dashiell, assaying its role along with' that of education, maintains loudly
that each is completely distinct in both aim and subject matter from the
humanities. Inci~eJltally, though the author of~this chapter is generally
successful in avoiding the jargon of his trade, he eaSily wins the laurel for
the heaviest of the seventeen styles represented in the cpllection: "It is to
be the suggestion of the present paper that an overview of the history ,of
educational systems of all centuries and countries leads to the disc~very of
an enlightening dialectical principle."
Perhaps many will .be surprised to find that the most pleasingly writ. ten essay is that by the mathematician of th~ group, Archibald Henderson,
though this fact will hardly be news to the many who are already familiar
with Mr. Henderson's contributions in a variety of fields. Here he asserts
convincingly the interdependence and mutual n~eds of' the sciences and the
humanities. Mr. Henderson's. paper constitutes an.admirable answer to
die point of view maintained by Howard Odum as champion of the social
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sciences: "What the social sciences would insist upon . . . would be that
the humanities are a part only and not the whole of any education, and
'above all not pf the,general education of modern folk in the contemporary
world."
Although it is impossible to comment even briefly on each of the remaining contributions, H~ward R. Huse deserves particular commendation
for his exerci~e in common sense, "Language Study," wherein he argues
that only througb the study of a foreign language can one thoroughly understand the characteristics of any language, especially hi~ own. He also re- ,
minds us that much study of foreign language is far from humanistic, a
point the language teachers are frequently inclined not to admit. Part Three
,of this volume, entitled "The Humanities and the Humanistic Ideal as
Viewed by Professional Men," is composed of three inconsequential essays
from the fields of medicine, law, and business, and an excellent chapter
representing journalism, Gerald Johnson's "The Humanities and the Common Man," one of its chief merits being that in neither subject matter nor
style does it have the slightest association with journalism. The fourth and
concluding section is made up ~f the most detailed discussion of all, NorIlian Foerster's "The Future of the Humanities in State Universities." Foerster possesses a prof<?und awareness of the extent to which humanism has
been almost completely displaced by' naturalism, but his program for a
humanistic revival is peculiarly unconcerned with the realities of modern
education as presently hawked in state-supported schools. We must have,
first of all, great faculties; great fa'culties t;esult only from great administrations; great administrations are the direct reflection of great presidents;
great presidents can be chosen only by great governing bodies; and great
boards of trustees must be composed solely of great men. Although this
essay emphasizes still further the disparate character of the volume,-Foerster and Henderson, for example, are far from agreement in their attitudes
toward science,-it is easily the most carefully developed of all and the most
worthy of careful reading.
If A State University Surveys the Humanities reflect~ the varied and
often inconsistent opinions of its seventeen authors, Democratic Education
mirrors in much more obvious fashion its author's well-defined attitude toward contemporary education. Mr. Fine, who, as education editor of the
New York Times~ earned for that paper the Pulitzer priZe through his now
famous report on the teaching of American history, is an enthusiastic champion of what he considers democratic education, a violently anti-Hutchins,
ardently pro-Dewey propagandist. Though there is actually very little that
is either new or important in this volume, there is none the less much inter.esting and provocative material here. The opening chapters provide a
fairly satisfactory hi$torical sketch of education in the United States, and
those which follow (chapters eight through eleven) limn rather neatly the
four main currents in our present higher educational system: the aristocrat-ic wing, traditional education-the main stem, democratic education in
practice-the land grant colleges, and, the progressive wing (to use the
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author's terminology). Like most of those who a:e unsympathetic toward
the Hutchins-Adler-Barr-Van Doren point of view, ,Mr. Fine discovers that
the only practical value in the Chicago and St. John's experiments lies in
• their influence on other institutions. He is only slightly more tolerant of
the traditional varieties of education as dispensed at such places as ,Princeton, Harvard, Yale, Stanford, Dartmouth, and Williams. But this almost
begrudging tolerance yields to veritable ecstasy 3;S he views the marvels of
our land grant institutions, especially as typified in the state universities of
",,\'- IlliI;lOis and Minnesota and in Rhode Island &,tate College (Fine's alma
.!Dater, where he earned his degree in agriculture but not without first
having been infected with the virus of journalism through his editorship
of the college newspaper).
, For many nonacademic readers (as well as for most of those associated
with either colleges or universities) the most significant,portion of this book
. is the last half, which centers' around the attitude of the returning veteran
.' toward education. If Mr. Fine's e)abore:,.te S'liryeys are correct, practically all
the veterans desire vocational or technical trainjng and wish to secure it in
the shortest possible time. Mr. Fine is convinced that this emphasis on the
practical is also shared by the populace at large and he advocates, therefore,
that practically any' sort of training should pe provided by the colleges for
every one. No i!1dividual shall be dropped merely because he happens to
fail but, on the contrary, he is to be encouraged to hang around as long
as he desires: "Stay as long as you wish. We feel that the longer you remain
at college, the better citizen you will be when Y0l;l finish." One shudders to
think of the college campuses of the futUre crowded with super-civic-minded,
senile students still striving to become better citizens so that in their dotage
they may contribu~e more hilly to the life of the community. Bahl All in
all, though, Democratic Education is well worth reading, not because it presents satisfactory solutions for all the.probletns considered but rather because ~ts elaborate analyses and opinionated views provide a vigorous' challenge to all who are in any way'interested in the future of higher education.
In a"sense, The Development of Higher Education in Mexico is ,a dangerous book in that most of us will r~ad it and then pat ourselves on our
much-patted' backs as we think: "Poor Mexicol Such illiteracyl Such lack
of educational administrative organizat~onl Such meddling political interferencel" Yes, with our semi-literate literacy, ~ur bumbling pedagogues,
our politics-free education I Reading this account of the vicissitudes of
higher educatipn in Mexico is a very sobering experience as well as a very
rewarding one. During the sixteenth century education in that country
was in a highly flourishing condition; many '~chools and colleges were
founded and developed by men of initiative, insight, and broad social perspective. Then a period of stagmition set, in and continued during the' '
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, only to be followed by the !urmoil
and chaos which characterized the life of our closest southern neighbor
during the nineteenth' century and the first two, decades of the. twentieth.
At first glance Mr. Sanchez's volume may seem to prove the correctness·' of
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Mr. Fine's position: universal education as the panacea for Mexico's varied
ills. Ac~ually, though, both of _these books are chiefly important because
they make clear the need for attempting to define and establish certain fundamental princip~es, the sort of thing the North Carolina symposium en4eavors to d9, albeit with only partial success.
THOMAS A. KIRBY

The Governing of Men, by Alexander H. Leighton. Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1945· $3.75·
Born Free and Equal, by Ansel Adams. New York: U. S. Camera, 1944.
No price indicated.
On'e Nation, by Wallace Stegner and the editors of Look. Boston: Houghton MifBin Company, 1945· $3.75
A Negro's Faith in America, by Spencer Logan. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1946. $1.75.
Dew on Jordan, by Harold Preece and Celia Kraft. New York: E. P.
Dutton and Company, Inc., 1946. $2.50.
Here are five books which are concerned, in one way or another, with
what may well be the central problem of our time: the question of the relationship of minority groups, racial and religious, to ,the larger groups in
which they are, atone and the same time, both members and aliens. These
books, even considered together, do not encompass the whole probleJ,ll, but
they do exhibit enough "ariety in their approach, content, and scope to indicate its enormity, its complexity, and its importance.
Commander Leighton, in what is easily the most scholarly of the five,
analyzes the history of the Japanese Relocation Center at Poston, Arizona,
for the purpose of deriving a set of principles and recommendations which
might be universally applicable to problems of public administration. As
head of a research project, jointly sponsored by the Navy, the Office of
Indian Affairs, and the War Relocation Authority, Leighton, together with
his fellow worKers" spent more than a year at Poston, charged with the responsibility of advising the administrative officers concerning current situations in the Center and making observations and analyses that would have
bearing on general problems of administration and government particularly
in occupied areas. The resulting book is really tWo books: one the story
of Poston itself and the relationships that developed among the Japanese
evacuees and between the Japanese and the administrators of the Center;
the other, illustrated with· examples drawn from a variety of sources, a set
of principles covering the reactions of individuals, systems of belief, and
social organization under conditions of stress. As such, The Governing of
Men is a doubly important contribution to the literature on the minority
group, for not only are the principles of behavior and the recommendations
for.the guidance of administrators of significance on both the· practical and
, theoretical levels, but the Poston research project is itself of. particular interest in that it repre§ents one of the too-few attempts to apply the methods
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and findings of social science to the solving of an iriunediate and practical
.
social problem.
Born Free and Equal deals with another Japanese Relocation Center,
that- at Manzanai in Inyo County, California. But where Leighton's approach is scholarly and analytical, Adams' is journalistic, with too much
talk of bright, cold mornings, dean, light, crisp air, small toddlers, benign
.old gentlemen, and $e lush bounty of the earth, and too little of how it
felt to be a Japanese-American, uprooted and stuck in what was essentially
a concentration camp, of the human problems that developed, or of the resentments and frustrations that the Japanese undoubtedly' felt. The Japanese th~t AdaIJlg portrays, both in his· text and his technically excellent
pqotographs, are so' healthy, so happy, so amiable, apd so apparently well
adjusted that one cannot escape the feeling that this book is a sort of Chamber of Commerce brochure filled with a good deal of sweetness and not too
'
' .
much light.
Much more successful with the technique of combining pictures and
text.into an indictment of our handling of the minbrityproblem is Wallace
Stegner's One Nation. In a series of fact-jammed essays and a gallery of
photographs which collectively pack a treJ!lendous emotional punch, Stegner .has sketched the backgrounds, present situations, accomplishment'S, and
aspirations of nine of our largest ,minority groups: the Filipinos, Japanese..
Americans, Chif:1ese, Mexicans, Indians, Sp,anish-Americans, Negroes, Catholics, and Jews. Seeing rightly that we do not have a separate Negro problem, .Mexican problem, Jewish problem, or Oriental problem but rather
"one national problem of how to integrate all our diverse' cultures and
peoples into one society," Stegner traces the causes and results of our present policies of segregation, discrimination, and denial of opportunity and
shows the cost in terms of wasted humanresource~: Th~ picture, as he presents it, is black, but less black than it was, and more than it will be in the
future. We are moving persistently"in the direction of something like~racial
equality, Stegner concludes, and although the lot of .the minority group
member in oUr society is hardly enviable, the solution of his problem: is not
only historically ineVitable, but "tan be materially hastene.d by the efforts of
a;ny American with the, imaginatipnand the good will to work at it."
One such American is Spencer ~ Logan, whose b~ok A Negro's Faith in
America won the Macmillan Centenary Award for nonfiction work by a
member of the armed services. The Negroes and the whites in America'can
come to terms, Sergeant Logan believes, but only if each is willing to make
some concessions to the other. The Negro must become more self-critical,
must have better leadership, must iearn to meet aggression and hostility
without retaliatory violence, and must exercise the patience which ~e
possesses in abUn~ce. The whites, for their pari,' must learn to see
Negroes as individuals rather than a stereotypes and must provide.'them with
an opportunity to earn social, economic, educational, and political equality.
,Although not yet admitted to all its benefits, the Negro believes in democracy, and that belief, in Logan's opinion, "constitutes a great challenge to
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America
a test of how much or how little faith white America has
in democracy." There is nothing very new in Logan's book, nor is it exceptionally well written.' But his ideas are expt:essed- simply and directly,
and the faith that he voices is a practical kind based on working as well as
waiting, a kind of faith that will ultimately work its own miracles. Spencer
Logan wants to be not a Negro-American, but just an American. And the
faith and course of action that he. sets down in his little book are well calculated to give him and his fellows that which they so greatly desire.
Dew on Jordan is an anecdotal account of the small religious cults and
folk churches of the Southern hill country and of the colorful and Godfearing characters who carry the Word among the backwoods people. Sympathetically written by two persons who know their subject through long
personal acquaintance, Dew on Jordan brings into focus a relatively neglected aspect of American folk life, the little churches and deviant sects which,
though small in size, are long on faith, and which have contributed their
mite of brightness and color to the American cultural mosiac.

.

LYLE

SAUNDERS

Lay My Burden Down, edited by B. A. Botkin. Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1945. $3.50'
Moving, dramatic narratives told ~by former slaves make up the' 286
pages of Lay My Burden Down. With unusual editorial adroitness Mr.
Botkin has chosen excerpts from nat:ratives of more than 2,000 persons and
with his own commentaries has woven them into a treatise most persuasive
against the inhuman system of slavery. Those who are interested in getting
at the truth behind this tragedy of human history need only read the answers which these people have given in their own words to the questions:
"What do~s it mean to be a slave? '\That does it mean to be free? And,
even more, how does it feel?" It is in the later category that Mr. Botkin's
book particularly excels; from the narrators' own lips come the graphic
portraitures which live, breClthe, and throb, recreating accurately an atmosphere not only of a past but a people. These recitals give a poignant study
of the structure of slavery-the torture of men being cruelly beaten, of being
tied to trees and left· unconscious all night, of the masters' children whipping
house servants who' had nourished them, of mothers not allowed to keep
their babies, of men sold like horses, of women forced to yield to masters or
to masters' choices for the breeding of more slaves.
There is information about house servants and field laborers, about
"paterollers" and slave drivers. Through the variety of themes, attitudes
and temp..ers. which the collection reveals, one sees mingled with the grim
trage~ touches of comic relief.
:
The organization is in five general categories: "Mother Wit," "Long
Remembrance," "From Can to Can't," "A War Among the White Folks,"
and "All I Know About Freedom." "Mother Wit" portrays the life of the
individual chiefly through tall tales and anecdotes. '''Long Remembrance"
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presents the anguish of human lives. One cannot. help· wishing that Mr~
Botkin had reversed the sequence of his topics an~ 'not introduced with
". jokes and anecdotes a book whose principal themes are misery and sulfez:ing. \
Interpolated in the narratives are a few incidents which show fidelity and
sometimes tender attachment of slave to master. There are some slave
heroes and heroines whom no masters ever downed. Some of the most
pathetic. ent:!ies are those concerned with freedom and the inability of L~e
~freedmen to disentangle the reality from wishful·thinking.
For the student of folk literature, the mO$t imp<?rtant section is "Mother
Wit.'; Here there are tall tales, preacher stories, beast_fables, anecdotes,
ghost tales, -and folk-say. Interspersed in the narratives in the other sections there are also proverbs and passages which show artistic poetic impulse,
the gift of condensation, vivid imagery, and pictorial language. One
realizes the difficulty of rendering narratives takeP,. from a multiplicity of
sources and under varying conditions in the language definitely used by the
folk. Yet h3;d reproduction of this language be~n possible it would have
.
given greater authenticity and force to the book.
Enlightening in the realm of social history, valuable as economic philosophy, illuminating as folk literature, Lay My Burden Down is revealing,
poignant, readable.'
S TEL LA. B R EWE R B ROO K E S
G

Names on the Land: a Historical Account of Plac.e Namin[{ in the United
States, by George R. Stewart. New York: Random House, 1945. $3.00.
,

Names on the Land is much more than the usual study of "place naming," for Mr. Stewart's names are most important links betw.een us and the
men who put them on the map and what those ~en did when they settled
the United States. His book is thus history at its most natural and human
level, whether he 'Writes "Of the naming that was before history" or of those
names blazoned by the first Spaniards or Charles Stuart or the Massachusetts General Court or Lewis and Clark, whether~e finds them the procLuct
of "Melodrama in the Forties," or-of the Civil War or Congress or the Board
of Geographic. Names. Always the r~adei is conscious of the men and the
human event behind the name, of the habit of mind, the homesickness of
heart, or the zest o~ imagination that gave names. to Goodnight and Picketwire, to Boston and Providence, New London and-Worcester, Chicken Thief
Flat and Angel's Camp.
.
From 'the Hudson to the Golden Gate in space and from Florida to
Lidice, Illinois, in time, Mr. Stewart ranges the more· than four centp,ries of
our naming. His record is constantly alive because he never forgets that
these names are men's handwriting on the land, that incident and anecdote
and character must keep constant upper hand of pure etymology.-Best of
all is the impetus this book should give to more of our states and counties
and towns to se¥ch out, with similar zest, the remaining local chapters of
this story in the further records of their place names.
KATHERINE
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The Photographs of Edwa1'd Weston" by Nancy Newhall. New York: The
Museum of Modem Art, 1946. No price indicated.
The Modern Museum continues its significant contribution to the art
world by publishing such books as Nancy Newhall's book on Edward Weston. With the Museum's usual high type of presentation, the book at hand
is an exemplary specimen of the art of bookbinding and printing. It reproduces twenty-three of the finest of Weston's' photographs and contains a
critical and biographical essay on Weston by Miss. Newhall. If Weston had
done no more than the photographs chosen for reproduction in this book,
he justifies the elevation to the top rank of master-ar.tist which the Museum
so magnanimously grants him. In showing his art and publishing it the
Museum has elevated itself.
LLOYD

L6zES

GOFF

Lincoln and the South" by J. G. Randall. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
'_
University Press, 1946. $1.50. :i
., . . . I aril by birth a Southe~er . . . " Lincoln told a delegation in
1864. Such is the starting point of these Fleming Lectures on Southern History given in Baton Rouge in 1945~ The author.th~_n proceeds to show
that the great Union leader of the 'sixties kIlew and understood his native
sectioIi. For many y~ars, Lincoln was an ardent member of the. Whig
Party, which was dependent on Southern, support. His ideal statesman was
Henry Clay. When the war ~~e, Lin~ln acted, as someone has said, as
though "he would like to have God on l}.is side, but must have Kentucky."
His moderation an~ patience saved the border stat~s for the Union, even
though Northern abolitionists and English liberals withheld their applause.
As late as the Hampton Roads conference (February, 1865), Lincoln favored compensation to slave owners. The following month he held a conference with Grant and Sherman and authorized the generous peace terms
which those generals gave Lee and Johnston. If the President's plans miscarried, the failure was due to his assassination and to partisanship in Congress. Randall shows that, at the time_ of Lincoln's death, there were some
discerning men in the South who realized that their section had lost its best
friend.
Perhaps this reviewer may be pardoned for mentioning a conversation
he had with a friend of the family in South Carolina' during the summer of
1915. This gentleman, a Confederate veteran, glanced"at Muzzey's An Ame1'ican History, which I was reading when he" called, and said that it would be
impossible to use the book in the college "of which he was president. When
asked for a reason, he cited the statement that "Lincoln's election did not
justify secessiQn." "Anyone who lived in those times," the good doctor declared, "knows that it is not due." Certainly this was the supreme tragedy
of the eighteen-sixties. Given opportunity, a wise leader might have averted
a bloody and expensive war and all the bitterness of reconstruction. And the
quarreling sections had the leader if only he had received more generous
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support., Unfortunately for the nation, he· was' misunderstood and dis·
trUSted until too late, and partisanship frustrated the work of statesmanship. _
And, the author adds, there was a similar tragedy in 1919.
The South generally accepted Lincoln as its frjend long before 1945.
-:. Yet it was em~ently fitting that this theme should have been developed in
such Convincing fashion before a Southern audience. The choice of the
speaker and the timing . are also excellent. Dr. Randall is an eminent Lincobi authority whose two-volume work was in press at the moment. Cer-~.
tairily the le~tures and the "small book on 'a very large subject" will reach
many who will never read Lincoln the President, though doubtless IIlany'
others will be unable to resist the temptation to allow the University of
Illinois professor to make them more intimately acquainted with the great
personality of whom he speaks and writes so persuasively.
Like Lincoln, Randall has ties which bind him to the South. The little
book is dedicated "To the Beloved Rebel who abides with me."
MARION

DARGAN

Saints and Strangers, by Geo~ F. Willison. New York: Reynal and Flitchcock, 1945· $3.75.
.

,

Here are the "sainets," like William Brewster and William Bradford,
who made their pilgrimage -from Scrooby, England, to Amsterdam, to Leyden, and finally to the Plymouth Colony; here are the "strangers," men and
women such as Miles Standish :and Priscilla Mullins, recruited to supplement that small band of the English merchant adventurers who financed
the Old Colony; here also are ~'hired hands," among them that "hopfull
young man," John Alden; here are "servants" too. With one bond in cOm. mon, that all were "from the cottages and not the castles of England," that
all were uin conscious revolt against the aristoaatic principle so-called,"
they sailed for the New World "without a drop of blue blood to be found
anywhere among them." Their story has been many times told, but this
time it comes, without myth and legend; layers of piety, Plymouth Rock~s
traditional certainty, Longfellow's Miles Standish, and, we suspect, several
generations of "Mayflower descendants," figure' in this account principally
for ref~tation. The result is a really living portrait of the New World's
first venture in demoaatic liviDg, 'penned in the humane tradition in the
best sense of that much-abused term.
Among his book's fresh and individual merits is Mr. Willison's .keenly
relished, full use of firsthand records, notably, of course, William Bradford's
Of Plimoth Plantation. From Scro.oby days to the virtual dispersal of Plymouth Colony, saints and strangers .seem always to s~ak for themselves. _
Their concrete, forceful Elizabethan English is skilfully woven into Mr.
Willison's account to tell how they met "with answerable courage" the hardships of settlement, of tangled &n;;tnce, and of the fru~tless struggle of Ply- .
mouth COlony against the austere, enaoaching, theocratic Massachusetts
Bay s~ttlement. Mr. Willison reads. between the lines as skilfully as he
. I
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quotes: the essential humanity of the Scrooby and Leyden cqngregations
shines through the fog of theological controversy; religious and economic
motives seem fairly balanced as "King Beaver" comes into account; MilesStandish~ and his Pilgrim supporters turn up without Bradford's whitewash as they rout the Massachusetts Indians at Wessagusset.
Through it all, these Pilgrims are men and women' once more, as they
were on seventeenth century New England shores. Even the appendices
are full o~ life. There is an excellent biographical roster of the Pilgrim
Colony. The modestly retired notes are so superbly readable as almost to
deny their scholarly identity, most of them being additional nuggets from
the records, set forth with just the right degree of present tolerance, perspective and humor. Even the bibliography is evaluated and annotated
with critical relish.
KAT HER I N E S I ld 0 N S

We Stand United and Other Radio Scripts~ by Stephen Vincent Benet, with
a foreword by Norman Rosten; decorated by Ernest Stock. New York
and Toronto: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 1945. $2.50.
~

~

You will want We Stand United in your bookshelf, just after John
Brown's Body and Western Star and just ahead of America. You will want
it there because one reading will not suffice,. and you will want ,to refer to
it again and again when you are pondering, along with 140 million other
Americans, the destiny of America . . . or is it democracy? .. -. about which
Benet thought and felt so much. Those problems left unanswered in his
great unfinished symphony, Western Star~ are answered in We Stand United~
answered in angry, hard-driving words o~ patriotic propaganda.
We Stand United is important because it presents Benet, the great believer in democracy, in the most democratic cultural medium, the radio
script. Through the scripts of this collection, and their presentation over
the air, millions of Americans heard and heard of Benet for the first time.
. Benet knew that here was the medium through which he could ,reach the
heartstrings of America. He knew that there were 32,000,000 homes in his
beloved America, and that 94.6 percent of the~homes had radios. He knew
that there were three times as many radio homes as there were telephone
homes, and five times as many radio homes as there were bathtub homes;
and that five times as many people listen to the radio as read the newspaper. Benet wanted to talk to America; radio was his medium. In com·
pany with Carl CC!IIIler, Archibald MacLeish, Orson Welles, Norman Corwin, Arch Oboler, and Ronald MacDougal, Stephen. Vincent Benet, in We
Stand United~ left the comparatively small audiences of the printed page
an~ ~ppealed, during the war years, to the audiences of millions who listen
to the spoken word over the radio. The initial essay, itself entitled "We
Stand United," read on the America United Rally at Carnegie Hall, with
music by Paul Whiteman, had a listening audience of approximately 30
million. Th~se were the millions that were America to Benet.
.
This posthumous collection also contains the six "Dear Adolf" letters;
~
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the prayer, "Towatd the Century of Modem Man," read to the nation by
President Roosevelt; "Thanksgiving DaY-1941"; "A Time to Reap"; "The}!
Burned the Books"; "The Undefended Border"; "Listen to the People";
"A Child Is Born"; and "Your Army." , This volume includes the best radio "
sc;ripts ever assembled under one cover; it will be a handbook for the student of radio~d.ramatic techniques; it will be a desk copy for any reader who
enjoys fine essays, good poetry, folk'humor and,wisdom; it will be 'a revelation to those who still believe that the literature of radio is limited to soap
.operas and commercials.
,
We Stand United is not Benet at his -beSt:: it is an angry, versatile, purposeful Benet-but always a Benet telling a good story or singing a massive
chorale.
ROBERT E. BARTON ALLEN

II
i
I
I

,I

I

I

Pr~historic Cave Paintings, by Max Raphael; translated by Norbert Guter-

man. The BollingenSeries IV. New York: Pantheon Books, 1945.

$7.50.

"

The texts of art books are, all too frequently, atteIJ;lpts to compete with
the art they reproduce and discuss. Such texts are usually blown-up, labored
efforts to create another "work of art" in juxtaposition with those shown.
The net result is dull, superfluous reading. What is needed is simply information, critical and personal observation.,
'
Max Raphael's :text in his first published book in, English, Prehistoric
Cave Paintings, one of the latest of the Pantheon Series, fits into the latter
category. His writing is an admirable accompaniment to the superb cave
paintings reproduced'. Unlike ~ too many writers on art, Mi: Raphael is
very well. qualified.' Born and educated in Germany, he q.as taught and
written on art and aesthetics, in that country, in France, and in the United
States (si~e 1941).. Of his many, books, his first ,was Von Monet Zu
Picasso, published in Munich in ~913. His knowledge is ably reflected in
the book at hand, although perhaps the writing suffers a bit in translation
from the, Germ.an. "(There is a certain awkwardness and overcrowding of
ideas which makes for slow reading.) The body of the text is rich in ideas
and observations of aesthetic, sociological, economic, ~nd historic significance. Certainly it is far from popular advertising-copy style so often used
to ':sell," first, the :writer or critic and, then, the art discussed. Instead,
, Mr. Raphael's writing enhances the appreciation and the enjoyment of the
most important cave paintings of France and Spain by demonstratipg
why they hold such an impact for modem man.
To begin with, Mr. Raphael accepts the fact that these paintings are
already aesthetically exciting. He'does not try to tell us what we must look
for, or how to enjoy them, or what they symbolize (as if modem man could
ever really know). He presents ~n art which communicates through its
timelessness. Here is an art, he says, which speaks CIa universally human, a
universally understandable language." One of the reasons, he co~tinues,
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that Paleolithic art is "close enough to make us feel the unity of mankind
and reduce the seeming difference between history and prehistory" is-that
"then, ilS today, man is oppressed by man; then, as today, art represented
the wishes and interest of the ruling classes which possessed the spiritual
and material tools and weapons. It is because prehis·tory is not ended . . :
but entering upon its last stage, that Paleolithic art is again so tremendously
effective. . . . The great force of this art appeals to our consciousness
of power over nature; ... it. expresses a sexuality both strong and controlled (and it must not be forgotten. that for the last two hundred years
sexuality has been the focus of all escapist thinking in our civilization)."
In concluding, our author writes, "The study of Paleolithic art should
serve as a reminder to us that it is high time to put an end to the prehistory
of man and to begin a new era, in which the human race will consciously
make its history." Bravo, Max Raphael, it is' high time!
LLOYD

L6zES

GOFF

1

"

Geoqtey Chaucer of England, by Marchette Chute. New York~ E. P. Dutton and Co., Inc., 1946• $3.75.
This book is as much an intimate picture of fourteenth-century England and Chaucer's relation to its tradition and customs as it is the story of
the poet himself. In the selection and development of material Miss Chute
has shown sensitive discrimination between what is essential recording and
what is essential to the writing of a highly readable biography. With·grateful acknowledgment of. indebtedness due the research of scholars, she
neither offers argument nor invites it, but proceeds with forthrightness in
the telling of a story ~ entertaining as that of any novel.
Chaucerian experts may quibble that some of their pet p~dantries have
been lightly tripped over or slyly sidestepped, but this will not be dis~urbing
to the lay reader who ·includes Chaucer in his scope of literary enthusiasms
and who will surely appreciate the efforts of a biographer to bring the attention of a wider reading public to a poet so demonstrably modem. Although
little, if anything, has been added to what is' already known about Chaucer,
caution has been taken to include, all relevant details which bear upon a
better understanding of the man in relationship to his own times as well as
to ours. Miss Chute makes her position clear by declaring this book not to
be designed for the picayune probing pf the seasoned Chauc~rian but as a
service for the uninitiated-or perhaps more realistically for those who
shudder in remembrance of the assigned memorization of the first twenty
lines of the "Prologue" presumed, supposedly, to prove the ease with which
Chaucer may be "mastered." Despite the author's wishful protests and her
determination to demonstrate that Chaucer need not be a bogey, there still
remains some doubt that those who have found the East Midland dialect
of Chaucer's time a barrier to pleasurable reading in the past will find all
difficulties surmounted after reading this book.
Whether to-know Chaucer, though, is worth some effort or not, op.e
:,\'
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needs only to read this biography and Miss Chute's spirited and frequently
~ppant analyses of ·The House of~Fiine, The Book of the Duchess, The
Parliament of Birds, TroUm and Criseyde, and, of course, The. Canterbury
Tales, to know that the answer is unquestionably yes. .In a popularized
approach such as this one, there has been a tendency, perhaps, to place a
. too-great emphasis upon those .;aspeas of Chaucer's writiI!g which are.. lively
and entertaining and not enough upon .the profounder qUalities which
designate his stature as a major philosophic, poet whose influence has domi- 'j'
nated the tradition of realism down to ~e present day and gained for him,
the title "father of English literature." Neverthele,~s, the book is more'
than satisfying an~ with index and bibliographica11i,stings of direct sources
and collateral reading from which informal sprinklings of explanatory footnotes are drawn, unusually compl~te. All decorations, based on fourteenthcentury illuminations, as well as an end-paper map of medieval London,
A DAR U T LED G E
are the work of the author.

I
!
j

e

Felix Mendelssohn Letters, edited by G. Selden-Goth. New York:
theon Books, Inc., 1945- $4'50.

Pan-

As a gifted child pianist, Mendelssohn v~its Goethe and plays for him.

The poet "sits in a dark comer and his old eyes, flash." . Later, a tale!1ted~
young composer-pianist at twenty, Mendelssohn, plays a concert in London.
The ladies' gay bonnets become agitated at every little flourish, reminding
him of wind in a tulip bed. Afterward, at dinner, he becomes intoxicated
with a brown-eyed girl. Her name is Louise and she speaks English.
He tells his sister casually that the organ piece for.'her wedding ~lbe
completed in a few days. One wonders what weddings were like before that.
After accepting a musical position at Dusseldorf,. he writes, "There is
an opera, a choral society, an orchestra, church music, a public, and even
a small opposition; it is simply delightful:'
.
, After strenuous practising for an organ recital. he walked along the
street, conScious only of organ passages. ~
His wife is not a diligent coqespondent because there are "three little
soprano singers in the house}' . We hear that he accompanies the 'young
Queen Vietoria,who sings for him 'and sighs, "Oh, if only I had not been
.so nervous."
,
"
If the reader "likes these very human flashes, he will' enjoy th~fine
Selden-Goth collection of the Mendelssohn letters. It is only fair t~say,
howeyer, that a good many of .the letters will be of interest prim¥ily to
J. D. ROB B
musicians.

Voltaire: Man of Justice, by Adolph' Meyer. New York: Howell, Soskin,
Pub1is4ers, Inc., 1945~ $3.50 •
This is an informal, smoothly written narrative, well digested from
s.ources many of whiCh are familiar but some newly unearthed by Mr. Meyer.

I
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Designed" for the general reader-almost, one feels, for a reader who has "
known nothing whatever of Voltaire-it carries no paraphernalia of documentation and sometimes is tantalizing as to the source and dependability
of a given datum.
.
Although Voltaire clearly is a hero to this biographer, he is seen with
reasonable objectivity. His lies are admitted and not particularly condoned,
his avarice is named as such, and his plays are recognized as hopelessly poor·
theatre. The stress, however, is pl~ced upon his shrewd analysis of the
social maladies of eighteentll~century France, and most of all upon his intense hatred of injustice.
Two climaxes are apparent: the r~alization of freedom that Voltaire
. found in England and described ,in the Lettres Philosophiques, and the
Calas case in which the aging cynic became almost a starrry-eyed crusader.
In between was a long passage of doldrums, due largely to the Marquise du
Chatelet but complicated also by the nagging friendship of the Prussian
Frederick. .
Meyer is judiciously restrained in his eSfimate of what Voltaire con~
tributed to the French Revolution. He admits that the notary's son was at
heart an aristocrat, and in the handling of the Ferney enterprise very definitely an autocrat. Of the three ideals of the Revolution, liberty indeed
was vital for this freest of thinkers; but equality persuaded him not at all,
and fraternity therefore could operate only within narrow limits. In sum,
the reader is confirmed in the thought that Voltaire (like Rousseau) probably was very lucky to die before the actual Revolution came.
Final thanks are due to Meyer for not reporting the apocryphal cliche,
"
. but I'd die for your right to say"it."
GEORGE

The Shape of Books to Come, by
ing Press, 1944. $2.50.

J. Donald Adams.

HEDL~EY

New York: The Vik-

The Shape of Books to Come has had some unkind cuts from its reviewers. Mr. Adams is "bourgeois" in his point of view, if not downright
priggish-so blow the winds from not a few newer directions. At the risk
of being assigned to accompany him ~o his bourgeois limbo, honesty compels
me to confess some sneaking fellow prejudices: that I dislike Finnegan's
Wake simply because I can't understand it; that I believe communication a
fundamental literary virtue; that I think the 'twenties and nat~ralism
sometimes overplayed sex and the sewer in a fundamentally adolescent
f"lIlanner; that I wish I could understand more of the contemporary poetS;
that it's comforting to be uplifted by literature now and then; that a little
uplift might come in handy-now espec~ally. It seems to me high time that
some of us settled down to being somewhat more honestly bourgeois in our
critical confessions; up to now the "I think it's jes' wonderful, Mr. Deshee,
I cain't understand a word of it" attitude of the Green Pastures cherubs has
dominated too many timid, puzzled souls like me who would like to follow
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the ruggedly intellectual lead but can't make the R.· p~ ,Blackm:ur level jon
theIr own power. Better honesty of the most J. Donald Adams-bourgeois
brand than cryptic posturing in all the new directions. ~ike Mr. Adams, I,
too, prefer living in a literary democracy that breathes a slightly better
"atmosphere than when knighthood was in flower to taking closed communion with cultists sweetly jaxgoning in the intellectual,upper air.
. But if I ever come to the point of writing a book about it, I hope that
book won't confuse what· I should like literature and the world to be with
an honest- facing up to what they are, and why they must be what they are.
To me, Mr. Adams has written a poor book because he creates just. that
confusion, not because his predilections may be commonplace and oldfashioned.
. t
. The chief parting of our ways comes at the point, I think, of definition
and clarification of the function 'and origin of literature: "it has an obligation to assist in restoring the· dignity of the . human spirit," says Mr.
Adams. And he sees our forthcoming literature about to ·fulfill this obligation. He condemns much of modern liter~ture for "its disgust with. life,
its inability. or disinclination to clarify its meanings for us; confusion of
what is .temporarily interesting or pr-ovokiIl:g with what is of abiding importance." On the. other hand, he says "that the literature in which we find
the fullest satisfaction is the literature in wllich we find the fullest reaction
to life."· Now it seems to me that Mr. Adams would have it both ways: he
wants literature to be an instrument for clarification, guidance, and reform,
a chief provi~er of abiding values for the flagging spirit of marl; and he
wants it to be a full reflection of the life of its time. Most of us are. pitched
upon the two horns of this same dilemina of conflicting desires. The .difference is that I think most of us know it. And we know that the first desire must inevitably be tragically limited by the.! second if not wholly subservient to it.. Mr. ·Adams seems unconscious of ahy conflict because he finds
much evidence for optimism about the world to come, which literature is to
guide and reflect. Both are going to be better. The reader who does not
share his optimism, but who is no pessimist at that, will struggle to bring
himself and Mr. Adams into a men~ clearing where the issue can be fought
out.
.
The book never seems to' take complete stock of the world which modem men of letters are up against, an atomic world sinc.e Mr. Adams-has written-of its ~ebellio'ns, confusion, complexities, loss of faith, tottering and hypocritical idealism, staggering, tonflicts-of the very world which contrib~tes
to earlier twentieth century literature those qualities· for which Mr. Adams
most condemns it. "To clarify its meanings" or discover what is "of abiding
importance," or even to reflect it fully ,is a herculean' labor for any literature, without the additional t obligation of "restoring the dignity of the
human spirit" so sorely battened by this same world. About all that can be
asked of any modem writer is to .tell his tpIth.as he sees it and be as,sessed
therefore.
. ~ Now, certainly, it seems to me that in making this assessment, Mr.
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Adams considers our writers much too superficially; he 'leaves too little sense
of his real assimilation of them; sharp analysis of. method and material escapes ~ost of his 196 pages. Our wiser sophomores are making practically
the same observations of Dreiser and Wolfe and Hemingway-aided by the,
same authorities as is Mr. Adams-; and they are doing far better with the
modern poets, whom Mr. Adams dismisses with appalling Casualness. In
short, his is the summarizing technique of the reviewer, as is this very
paragraph!
I don't pretend to know the answers, either, to this basic problem:
where can literature lead; where is it obliged to follow? But I cannot escape
the feeling that literature can never lead toward the restoration of the human spirit as much as Mr. Adams expects it to, or that books to come, if
they are wholly honest, will find so much affirmation in life to reflect. If'
the books to come are shaped as Mr. Adams forecasts, we shall be in danger
of a return to literary wishful thinking, semi-hypoa-isy, ~dent and misjudged enthusiasms, which will present a full reaction not to life but to a
false, glibly expected brave new world. Willy nilly, literature and the men
who write it are shaped by life far more than Mr. Adams indicates. Chaucer
pictures-he does not mold-the medieval life; Shakespeare at his greatest
brings us his reflection of the titanic cross currents of good and evil that
were shaking his Elizabethan world. The point of attack, it would then
seem, is upon the life and not the literature that displeases us; for the shape
of books to come will be the shape of the world and men to come; and the
duty of the critic is to probe beneath the superficial evidence which feeds
his hopes for a deep, wise, and realistic reading of that world and those
men as they are in his own present.
<

KATHERINE
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A GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE
·OF THE SOUTHWEST
Lyle Saunders
. 17-18

a service of the Inter-American Section of the
University of New Mexico's Research Bureau on Latin America
and Cultural Relations in the Southwest, attempts to list, vlith as
much thoroughness as time and resources permit, current materials
dealing with the Southwest.· The So.uthwest, as here defined, includes.
all of New Mexico and Arizona and parts of Texas, Utah, Oklahoma,
Colorado, Nevada, and California.
The symb61 (F) designates fiction; 0) is .' used to indicate materials on the juvenile level.
Be~use of a shift in the publication dates of the NEW MEXICO
QUARTERLY REVIEW, no issue of this Guide app~ared in the Spring, '1946,
number. TlUs issue, therefore, includes item.s 'which were published or
came to our attention between Aprjll, 1946 and September 30, 1946,
and has been given a double number.
The majoritY of the ,items for this issue were gathered by Robert'
Conway and Jack.Vogel.

T

HIS BIBLIOGRAPHY,

.'

BOOKS
Adamic, Louis. Nation 01 nations.,> New York, Harper, '1945. $a.50. Contains an essay
on Mexicans and" Spanish-Ameri¢ans in the United States.
Albright, Horace M. and Frank J. Taylor. Oh, Ranger! A. book about the national parks.
New York, Dodd, Mead, 1946. $2.50.
Appleton, Carolyn Ten Eyck. Cooky cactus. Chicago, Van Kampen Press, 1946.
$1·75. (JF)
Austin, Gladys Peters. Along the' century tTail (Early history 01 Tyler, Texas). Rogers,'
Arkansas, Avalon Press, 1945., $2.5b.
' .
Bennett, Russell H. The compleat rancher. New York, Rinehart, 1946. $2.75. '
Boatright, Mody C. Gib Morgan, minstrel Of the oil fields. E1 Paso, Texas Folklore
Society, 1945.
"
"Boyd, E. Saints and saint makers 01 New Mexico. Santa Fe, Laboratory of Anthropology,
1946. $5.00. Santos and santeros.
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Bruce, Florence G. Lillie of Si'Nhooter Junction. San Antonio, Naylor Co., 1946. $8.00.
Biography of Lillie Drennan of Hempstead, Texas.
Campa, Arthur Leon. Spanish folk-poetry in New Mexico. Albuquerque, University of
New.., Mexico Press, 1946. $3.00.
Corle, Edwin. Listen bright angel. New York, Duell, Sloan &: Pearce, 1946. $3.75. Grand
Canyon countTy.
Cunningham, Eugene. Buckaroo; a Texas rangers novel. New York, Popular Library,
1946. 2M· (F) Reprint.
Davis, Ellis Arthur. The historical encyclopedia of New Mexico. EI Paso, New MeJFico
Historical Association, 1946. 2V. $25.00.
Draper, Mabel Hobson. Though long the trail. New York, Rinehart, 1946. $3.00. Biography of a pioneer New Mexican, Mary Queens Hobson.
Ermine, Will. Outlaw on horseback. New York, Doubleday, 1946. $2.00. (F) Cimarron
country setting.
Eyre, K,atherine Wigmore! Star in the willows. New York, Oxford University Press, 1946.
$2.00. UF)
Geiser, Samuel,W&d. Horticulture and horticulturists in early Texas. Dallas, Southern
Methodist University Press, 1945. $1.50.
Gordon. Mildred. The little man who wasn't there. Garden City, Doubleday, 1946. $2.00.
(F) Arizona setting.
,
Haile, Berard. Navaho war dance. St. Michael's, Ariwna, St. Michael's Press. 1946. ShOO.
Hall, Eugene Raymond. Mammals of Nevada. Berkeley, University of California Press,
1946• $7·5°'
"
Hersch, Virginia. The 'seven cities of gold. New York, Duell, Sloan 8: Pearce, 1946.
$2.50. (F) A novel of the Coronado ~pedition.
.
'Hewett, Edgar L. and Bertha Dutton. The Pueblo Indian world. Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1946. $4.00.
Hoole, W. Stanley. Sam Slick in Texas. San Antonio, Naylor Co., 1945. $2.00. Biography
of Samuel Adams Hammett.
.
Houston, Noel. The great promise. Ne'Y York, Reynal &: Hitchcock, 1946. (F) Oklahoma territory setting.
"
Kuykendall, Lucy R. p.s. to Pecos. Houston, Anson Jones Press, 1946. $3.00. Life in a
Texas Army base.
'
McCarty, John L. Maverick town: the story of old Tascosa. Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1946. $3.00. A western Oklahoma tough town. .
Mahany, Maxwell M. Texas taxes. DallaS, ''vilkinson Co., 1946.
Mason. Bernard Sterling. The book of Indian crafts and costumes. New York, A. S.
Barnes, 1946. $3.00.
Mora, Jo. Trail dust and saddle leather. New York, Scribners, 1946. $8.00. History and
customs .of the cowboy.
Nye, Nelson C. Blood of kings. New York, Macmillan, 1946. $2.00. (F) Arizona
setting.
Ogden, Adele and Eugene Slinte",. Greater America. Berkeley, University of California
Press, 1945. $6.00. Collection of essays including one on the Pima uprising.
Patterson, Caleb Perry and others. State and local government in Tex~; with supplement of developments since I940. New York, Macmillan, 1945. $3.00.
Ralli, Paul. Nevada lawyer. Dallas, Mathis, Van Nort, 1946. $2.00. Biography of a Las
Vegas divorce specialist.
.
Rister, Carl Coke. Robert E. Lee in Texas. Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1946.
$2.50 .
Schmitt, Martin F., ed. (General George Crook; his autobiography. Norman, University
of Oklahoma Press, 1946.
Spier. Leslie. Comparative vocabularies and parallel texts in two Yuman languages of
Arizona. Albuquerque, University of New M~ico Press, 1946. $2.00.
~
Tait, .samuel W. The wildcatters. Princeton, Princeton University Press,' 1946. $3.00.
Informal history of oil hunting in the United States.
Tireman. Loyd. Cocky. Albuquerque. University of New Mexico Press. 1946. $1.25. (JF)
Wattrs, Frank. The Colorado. New York, Rinehart, 1946. $3.00.
Werte.nbaker. Green Peyton. San A.ntonio~ city in the sun. New York, Whittlesey House.
1946. $3.00.
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PERioDICAcS,
~ AGRICULTURE AND RANCHING
•Anonymous. "Loving. New Mexico. 'agricultural center:' Southern Union News, 18:
10-11, July 1946•
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway.. .Statement of agricultural conditions in Santa
Fe states. Regular publication, with crop prospects for Oklahoma, New Mexico. Arizona, and Texas.
Berry, L. N. Feeding and management of birds in laying cages. New Mexico Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin 328. State College, April 194~.
Cockerill, P. W. New'Mexico vegetable productiQn in relation to freight rates. New M~
ico Agricultural Experiment Station, 'Bulletin 329. State College, May 1946.
Crops and Markets. Quarterly publication of the U., S. Department of Agriculture with
statistics by states.
Current Farm Economics in Oklahoma. Bi-monthly'publication of the Oklahoma Agricultural Exp~ent Station.
.
The Dude Rancher. Official publication of the Dude Ranchers' Assn.
Economic News for New Mexico Farmers. Monthly publication of New M~ico State, College Extension Service.
Farm and Ranch. Monthly publication devoted to Southwestern farming.
.
New Mexico Stockman. Monthly publication of New Mexico. Cattle Growers' Assn., New
Mexico Wool Growers' Assn., and Southeastern New Mexico Grazing Assn.
. Whitaker, Thomas W. and others. Carrorproduction ,in the West and Southwest. U. S.
Department of_Agriculture, Circular 750. Washington, 1946.

ANTHROPOLOGY. ARCHAEOLOGY. AND SOCIOLOGY
Baldwin, G. C. "Notes on Rampart Cav~." The Masterkey. 20:94, May 1946.
Colton, Harold S. "Fools' nI'es like fools' faces." Plateau. 19:1-8. July 1946. Rock
inscriptions.
,
,
Dabney, Thomas E. "Squaw ance of the lost tribe." New Mexico Magazine, 24:25, 39.
41, April 1946. Alamosa Creek Navajos.
'
Gabel, Milton an.d Hortense. "Tel;Cas newspaper opinion: I." Public Opinion Quarterly,
10:57-70, Spnng 1946.
.
.
Gladwin, Harold S. The Chaco branch excavations at White Mound and in the Red Mesa
Valley. Globe, Arizona, Gila Pueblo, Medallion Papers, 1945.
,~
Goldfrank. Esther S. "More on irri~tion agriculture and Navaho community leadership."
American Anthropologist, 48:473-76, July-Sept. ,1946. .
Hawley, Florence. "The role of Pueblo sOcial·~organization in the dissemination of
Catholicism." American Anthropologist, 48:407-15, July-Sept. 1946.
Hobbs. Hulda R. "The story of the ArchaeologiCal Society. II. The first thirteen years."
EI Palacio, 53:175-86, July; 203-11. Aug. 1946.
Hoijer, Harry. ','The Apachean verb. Part III: ?:be classifiers." International Journal
of American Linguistics. 12:51-59,'Feb. 1946.
'
Hoijer, Harry and others. Linguistic structures of native America. Viking Fund Publications in Anthropology, No': 6. New York. 1946.
"
Hurst, C. T. "Colorado's old-timers; the Indians back to 25,000 years ago." (concluded)
- Southwestern Lore. 12: 18-30, Sept. 1946.
---,. "The !945 TabeqUache expedition:' Southwestern Lore, 12:7-15, June 1946.
~cCord. T. T .• Jr. An economic history of the Mescalero Apaches. Unpublished Master's
thesis. University of New M~ico. 1946.
Moke, Irene A. "Rol~ of Pueblo Indian -economy in Santa Fe." Economic Geography,
22:148-52. April 1946.
'
Nequatewa, Edmund. "The place of cern and feathers in ,Hopi ceremonies." Plateau,
"
19:15- 16• July 1946•
Opler. Morris E. "The creative role of shamanism in Mescalero Apache mythology."
Journal of American Folklore, 59:260-81. July-Sept. 1946.
- - ,-. "Mountain spirits of the Chiricab;ua Apaches." The Masterkey, 20:125-81. July
'
1946•
- - . "The. slaying of th~ monsters; a Mescalero Apache myth." EI Palado, 20:125-81,
Aug. 1946.
Schorr, Daniel L. "Reconverting Mqican Americans." New Republic, 115:412~.l.3, Sept.
30 , 1946.
.
SchUlman, Edmund. "Dendrochronology at Mesa Verde National Park." Tree-Ring Bulletin, 12:18-24, Jan. 1946.
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Senter, Donovan and Florence Hawley. "The grammar school as the basic acculturating
influence for native New Mexicans:' Social Forces, 24:398-407, May 1946.'
Tanner, Clara Lee. "Apache debut." Arizona Highways, 22:30-35, Aug. 1946.
Titiev, Mischa. "Suggestions for the further study of Hopi:' International Journal 01
American Linguistics, 12:89-91, Feb. 1946.
.
·Tower, Donald B. The use of marine mollusca and their value in reconstructing prehistoric trade routes in the American S.outhwest. Papers of the Excavators' Club. V.2.
nO'3' Cambridge, Mass., 1945.
Underhill, Ruth. Workaday life of the Pueblos. U. S. Indian Service, 1946.
Watkins, Frances E. "Hopi toys:' The Masterkey, 20:81. May 1946. Also, Southwestern
Museum Leaflet 19. Los Angeles, 1946.
ARTS
Barker, S. Omar. "Ranchwoman's magic." New Mexico Magazine, 24:14-4143, June 1946.
Craft work of Mrs. Mary Maurice, Rociada. New ~exico.
Sizer, Ina cassidy. "Art in primary schools:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:24. June 1946.
- - - . "Ceramics at Teacliers' College." New Mexico Magazine, 24-21 Feb. 1946.
- - - . "Painter of the desert:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:26.57. Sept. 1946. Barry
Atwater.
- - - . "School of the arts." New Mexico Magazine, 24:26, April 1946. Hill and
Canyon School of Arts, Santa Fe.
"
- - - . "Taos field school of art:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:24,53, Aug. 1946.
- - - . "University art department:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:24, May 1946.
Franklin, Era A. "An art centre in the desert:' School Arts, 45:312, May 1946.
Fuehr, Irma. "Paints. pottery, and plastics." New Mexico Magazine, 24:22-2341, April
1941. Handicraft program at Silver City Teachers' College.
Hougland, Willard. "Note on art in New Me~coo" Southwest Review,.31:262, Summer
1946•

- - - . "Santos: New Mexico p$itive art:' Southwest R-eview, 31:293, Summer 1946.
Langley, Dama. "Craftsman or wage earner-the Navajo must choose:' The Desert Magazine, 9:4, May 1946.
Lewisohn, Edna M. "Thirty-third annual exhibition: painters and sculptors of the Southwest:' EI Palacio, 53:235-41. Sept. 1946.
MacLean, J. Arthur and Dorothy Blair. The art of the North American Indian 01 tfle
United States. Toledo, Toledo Museum of Art, 1946. Includes paintings and pottery of Southwestern Indians.
Mallan, Lloyd. "New~·Mexican pottery." In New Directions, 1946.
Schmidt, Frederick, compo Himnos" alabanzas populares. Paterson, NIJ., St. Anthony
Guild Press, 1946. Traditional Spanish hymns.
Southwestern Musician. Regular publication, with items of interest to musicians and
music lovers.
Tanner, Clara Lee. "Apache basketry:' Arizona Highways, 22:38-39, Aug. 1946.
Underhill, Ruth. Pueblo cralts. Phoenix, PhoeniX Indian School, 1946.
BIBUOGRAPIDES
American Geographical Society. Current.~geographical publications. Monthly list including titles on Southwestern gepgraphy.
Library of Congress. Monthly check list 01 state publications.
U. S. Department of Agriculture. Bibliography of agriculture. Monthly publication inq,
eluding Southwestern items.

l, .

BIOGRAPIDCAL
Arnold, Oren. "Arizona's Aunt Adeline:' Reader's Digest, 49:55-59, Oct. 1946. Pioneer Adeline Gray.
Barker, S. Omar. "Prospector without a burro:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:11,35,37, Feb.
1946. U. Leon Guy of Las Vegas.
Eddy, Don. "Desert queen." American Magazine, 141:30-31,126, June 1946. Nellie Coffman of Palm Springs.
.
.
Flynn, Clarence Edwin. "Old Bill Williams:' New Mexico Magazine, ~4:20,31, Feb. 1946.
Harding, T. Swann. "Manuel D. Chavez:' Extension Service Review, 17:121, Sept. 1946.
New Mexican farmer at Polvadera.
Jackson, Mabel Ruth.· "The Indians call her Grandmother Doll Lady:' Independent
Woman, ~5:~04-o6, July 1946. Mrs. C. G. Wheeler-Jones of Tucson.
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Muench, Joyce and Joseph.' "The dean of the Southwest:' .Ariz.ona Highwaysl 22:28, April
1946. Dr. Byron Cummings, University of Arizona.
Richardson, Gladwell. "Shine Smith, friend of the Navajo." Arizona Highwaysl 22:26-29,
Aug. 1946.
.
Rosser, JohnE. "G. B. Dealey of the News!' Southwest Reviewl "81:827-82, Autumn 1946.
Dallas newspaperman.
Van Valkenburg. Richard. "Tom .Keen. friend of the Moq~i." The Desert Magazinel
9:9- 12 , Ju.Iy 1946.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
. Alcorn, J, R., "Birds of the Lahontan Valley, Nevada." The Condorl 48:129-88, May~~~~

:

Ligon, J. Stokley. "History and management of Merriam's wild turkey. Albuquerque, New
Mexico Game and Fish Commission, 1946.
- - , . Upland game birds restoration through trapping and transplanting. University of
New Mexico, Publications in Biology, No. 2~ Albuquerque, 1946.
Spensley, Robert D. Developmental anatomy'of descurainia pin~ata. UnpUblished Master's thesis, University of New M~co, 1945.
Stahnke, Herbert L. "Some poisonous animals of .the United States:' The Merck Reportl ..
55:22-26, July 1946. Includes Southwestern reptiles, and spiders.
,
CONSERVATION AND RECLAMATION
Anonymous. "Machines against mesqUite!' The Reclamation E-ral 32: 142-43, July 1946.
Reclamation work hear Tucumcari, New Mexico.
•
Finnell, ·H.ll. "Pity the poor lando" Soil Conseroationl 12:327-32, Sept. 1946. Erosion
and dust storms in the Southwest. ~t
Mutch, Harold W. "Lost: irrigation waJer!' The Reclamation Eral 82:182-88, Aug. i946.
. In Carlsbad area. .
CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
Birch, Rev. John J. The work of the Bishops' Committee for the Spanish-speaking people
of the Southwest and West. MimC9graphed report dated May 18, 1946.
_
Del Guercio, Albert. "Some Mexican bOrder problems:' U. S. Immigration and Naturalization Seroicel 3:289-93, April 1946.
Extension Service, Texas A Be M College. Reception centers for migratory farm wO'l'kers.
College Station, Texas, n.d.
Fergusson, Erna. "Paradox of the Pueblo veteran!' Southwest Review1 8:229, Summer
1946•
.
Jones, Robert C. Los braceros mexicanosen los &tados Unidos durante el periodo belico.
Washington, Pan American Union, 1946.
.
Kirk, Ruth F. "Indian welfare; the Navaho." Public Welfarel 4:83-87, April 1946.
Meyer, Agnes E. "Decency pays off. GOod housing holds' best workers:' Washington
Postl April 24, 1946. South T~ migratory 'Workers.
- - . "Forceful Archbishop crusades for Mexicans of San Antonio:' Washington Postl
April 28, 1946.
- - . ''Labor Camps transform life for migrant workers:'~ Washington Postl April 22,
1946. Robstown Farm Labor Supply Center, south Texas.
.
- - . "Migrant Mqican and Anglo labor!' WashingtofJ Post, April 28, 1946.
Pijoan, Jane. .A proposal concerning .the Spanish-speaking people in the United Statesl
submitted by the Institute of Ethnic .Affairsl Washingtonl D. C. Undated, mimeographed proposal for a program to improve social and economic conditions among
Spanish-speaking people. (Issued May 1 9 4 6 . ) '
.
. EDUCATION
Al~der, H. E. Mountain school districts of Western Valencia County; a study in consolidation. Unpublished Master's thesiS, University of ·New Mexico, 1945.
Anonymous. "Navajo school:' .Arizona Highwaysl 22:36-37, Aug. 1946.
- - - . "School is where you find ito" Timel 48:42, Aug. 12, 1946. Navaho schools.
---.. "Size of class in 149 public school systems in cities 80,000 to 100,000 in population,
1945-46." Educational Research Servict}, Circular NO.5, 1946. Includes schools in
Oklahoma, Arizona. Texas. and New Mexico.
Bacon, Frederick M. Contributions of Catholic religious orders to public education in
New Mc.xico. UnpUblished Master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1945. ' .
Campbell, Gloria A. Statutes, court decisions, and attorney-general's opinion affecting the
. schools of New Mexico. UnpUblished Master's thesis, University of New Me~co, 1945·
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Cantwell, George C. Differential prediCtion of college grades for Spanish-A.merican and
A.nglo-A.merican students. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of New M~ico,
1946.
Indian Education. Fortnightly field letter of the Education Division, U. S. Office of In·
dian Affairs.
Irish, Dorothy C. A.n experiment to determine the value of use of the mother-tongue in
teaching a beginning class of Spanish-speaking children. Unpublished Master's thesis,
University of New Mexico, 1945.
Journal Of the A.lbuquerque Public Schools. Regular publication.
McNeilly, Natha~. A. critical analysis of New Mexico school laws, :C9J5-45. Unpublished
Master's thesi~ University of New Mexico, 1945.
Nevada Educational Bulletin. Regular pUblication of- the Nevada State Department of
Education, Carson City. "
.
New Mexico Library Bulletin. Bi-monthly publication of the New Mexico State Library
Association and State Law Library. .
New Mexico Progress. Monthly publication of New Mexi<;o ,School for the Deaf.
Sanchez, George I. ed. First regional conference on the-', ~ducation of Spanish-speaking
people in the Southwest. Austin, University of Texas, Press, March 1946.
,Watson, Mary and Gail Barber. Navaho reservation schoOls; observation (February .1946).
U. S. Office of Indian Affairs, Navaho Service. Window Rock, 1946.
- - - . "An impartial survey of Navaho schools:' Indian Education, 136:1-8, May 15,1946..
FINANCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
A.lbuquerque Progress. Regular publication of Albuquerque National Trust &: Savings
Bank.
Anonymous. "State capitols:' Regular feature in the Oil and Gas JDUrnal.
Bail, E. B. and L. Root. "New Mexico highway materials laboratory report." Western
Construction News, 21:94-99, June 1946.
Conway, Robert G. The future of the meat packing industry in New Me~ico. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1946.
Duff, Dahl M. "FPC approves record-size. Texas California pipe line." Oil and Gas lournal, 45:76, June 15, 1946.
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City. Monthly review Of agricultural and business con.
ditions, tenth Federal Reserve District.
New Mexico State Bureau of Mines. "The mineral wealth of New Me~ico." Regular
.
feature in New Mexico Magazine, beginning April 1946.
New Mexico Tax Bulletin. Monthly publication of New Mexico Taxpayers' Assn.
, Oklahoma Business Bulletin. Monthly publication of the University of Oklahoma.
Parsons, Earl R. "We're learning a lot on G.I..loans:' Banking, 39:36,37,104, July 1946.
In Phoenix, Ar1zoila.
Schwartz, Charles F. and Robert E. Graham, Jr. "State income payments in 1945;' Survey of Current Business, 26:11-24, Aug. 1946. Includes statistics for Southwestern
states.
Vehling, V. B. "Boulder Dam tunnel outlets being changed." Western Construction
News, 21:85-89, June 1946.
FOLKLORE
Hambriento, Miguel. "Cooking secrets of Mesilla:' • New Mexico Magazine, 24:8,31, Jan.
1946; 24:1049,51, April 1946. Recipes and folklore m~ed.
GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Gianella, Vincent G. "Clinoclasite from Majuba Hill, Nevada." A.merican Mineralogist,
3l:liI59-60 , May-June. 1946.'
Hobbs. S. W. and S. E. Clabaugh. Tungsten deposits of the Osgood Range, Humboldt
County, Nevada. University of Nevada Bulletin. v40,no.5. June 1946.
Jahns, Richard. Mica deposits of the Petaca District, Rio A.rriba County, New Mexico.
New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, Bulletin 25. Socorro, 1946.
McKee, Edwin D. "On~ marble in northern Ari~ona." Plateau, 19;9-12, July 1946.
McKee. Edwin D. and Charles E. Resser. Cambrian history of the Grand Canyon region.
Carnegie Institution, Pub. 563. Washington, 1946.
McLellan, H. J. "Raccoon Bend salt dome. Austin County. Texas:' Bulletin of the
A.merican A.ssociation of Petroleum Geologists, 80:1806-<>7. Aug. 1946. •
The Mining Journal. Regular pJJblication with notes on Southwestern mining.
Neely, Lottie M. "Jeffers agate field in New Mexico.' Rocks and Minerals, 21:480-81.
July 1946.
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Brown, Ralph H. "Texas cattle trails." The Texas Geographic Magaz.inel 10:.1.6, Spring
"., 1946.
Calvin. Ross. "Westward empire." New Mexico Magazinel 24:14-15. Aug. 1946.
Haydee. Noya. "The Gabriel Moraga expedition of lSo6; diary of Fray Pedro Muiioz."
Huntington Library QuarterlYI,9:223-4S. May 1946.
Langley. Dama. "Hopi trek to the land of the big water." The ,Desert Magazinel 9:4,
June 1946•
Lauritzen. Jonreed. "Valley of the sun." The Reclamation Eral 32:144'46. July; 173-75,
ISo, Aug. 1946. Arizona irrigation••
Lindgren, Raymond E. "A diary of Kit Carson's Navaho campaigns. IS~3-1864." New
Mexico Historical Reviewl 21:226-46. July 1946.
Livingston. Carl. "Rattlesnake Spring." New Mexico Magaz.inel 24:1~.35.37. May 1946.
Historical reminiscence of an area near Carlsbad.
Lockwood. Frank C. "The Gadsden Treaty." Arizona QuarterlYI 2:5-16. Summer 1946.
Lounsbury. Ralph G. "Materials in the national archives for the history of New Mexico
before IS4S." New Mexico Historical Reviewl 21:247-56, July 1946.
Sister M. Lilliana~Owens. "The valiant .women." New Mexico Magazinel 24:22, Aug.
1946. Sisters of Loretto.
Reeve. Frank D. New Mexico: yesterday and today. Albuquerque, University
of .,New
.
Mexico, Department of Govemment, Aug. 1946.
Roy, Janet T. "T~e life and times of Minera. Te~." Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
49:510-17. April 1946.
Stoes, K. D. "The gambling lady." New Mexico Magazinel 24:19,39, May, 1946. Gertrudes Barcelo of Taos.
.
Taylor, Mendell Lee. "The western services of Stephen Watts Kearney, ISI5-1S4S." New
.
Mexico Historical Review, 21:1Gg-84. July 1946.
Thomlinson, M. H., "Border outpost." New Mexico Magazinel 24:2249-51, May. 1946.
Fort Fillmore. N.M.
Tichy, Marjorie F. "New Mexico's first capit.a1." New Mexico Historical Review, 21:14044, April 1946.
Trumbo, Theron M. "Guardians of the trail." New Mexico Magaz.ine, 24:20-214143,
Jan. 1946• Ford S,eldon ruins.
,
- - - . "The house of Amador." New Mexico Magazine, 24:18454749, April, 1946.
History of Amador Hotel, Las Cruces.
Walter, Paul A. F. "New Mexico's pioneer bank and bankers." New Mexico Historical
Review, 21:209-25, July 1946.
Wilson. Eldred D. "Early mining in Arizona." The Kiva, 11:39-47. May 1946.
MISCELLANEOUS
Aldrich, A. D. "Oklahoma's future as a playground state." Tulsa, 1:1S-19, June 1946.
,Anonymous. "Featuring Texas." Manufacturers' Record, 115:134-40, July 1946.
- - -.. "Hero of Los Alamos." Time, 47:91, June 10. 1946.
- - -.. "Indian converts." Life, 21:64-66, July 15, 1946. Indian baptisms in Arizona.
- - -.. "Summer ceremonies at the Indian Pueblos." EI Palacio, 53:155-60, June 1946.
- - -.. "V-2 rocket tests." Chemical and Engineering Newsl 24:1386-87, May 25. 1946.
Arnold, Oren. "Rediscovering the Southwest." Kiwanis Magazine, 31:9-11, July 1946.
Bailey, Alfred M. "High country of Colorado." National Geographic Magazine, 90:43-72,
July 1946.
Brothers, Mary H. "Fruit country," New Mexico Magazine, 24: 15,50-51. June 1946. San
Juan Basin.
Burch, Tillie. "The best food on the trail." New Me:;ico Magazine, 24:214749, Aug.
1946. Recipes.
Condon, Jane. "Crossroads." New Mexico Magazine, 24:23.33, Jan. 1946. Bayard. N.M.
Dabney, Thomas E.. "Branding time." New Mexico Magazine, 24:12-13.33,35, Feb. 1946.
"BUilding blocks, 1946 model." New Mexico Magazine, 24:16-17,52. Sept. 1946.
Pumice blocks.
- - - . "I live in a ghost town." New Mexico Magazine, 24:23, Aug. 1946. Park City,
N.M.
Dorroh, C. H .• Jr. Certain hydrologic and climatic characteristics of the Southwest. University of New Mexico, Publications in Engineering, NO.1, Sept. 1946.
Fitzpatrick, George. "Atomic bomb sightseeing." New Mexico Magazine, 24:13-15.33,35.37.
Jan. 1946. At site of first explosion.
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Gipson, Fred. "Sad Sam." Southwest Review, 31:333-36, Autumt;l 1946. An un-rideable
Texas bronc:
Hendron, J. W. "Atomic man in the haunts of the anqent cave men." The Desert Magazine, 9:5-10, Oct. 1946~
Hening, H. B. "New Mexico's marvellous Mesilla Valley." New Mexico Stockman, 11:4142, May 1946.
'
Hilton, John. ' "Fossils while you wait.·· The DeseTt Magazine#i}9:5-'1, Aug. 1946.
Hinga. D. "Rio Grande, river of death," CollieT's, 118:24-26. Aug. 17. 1946.
Hipkoe. Alfred R. '''We found crystals in the Hopi buttes." The DeseTt Magazine, 9:1316, Oct. 1946.
'
Indians at Work. M~nth1y publication of Office of Indian Affairs, with news of, Southwestern Indians.
.
Jennings, Herbert S. "Stirring da}'s at 'A. Be M:' Southwest Review, 31:341-44, Autumn
1,946. T e J F a s . .
.
Kerchville, F. M. "Dialogues of Don Placido:' Regular feature~in New Mexico Magtnine.
Knight, Charlotte. "V-2 rockets over New Mexicoo'~ A.ir Force, '29:26-27. May 1946.
Langley, Dama. "Man of the lonely places." Arizona Highway, 22:4-9, Aug. 1946.
Navajos.
_
' .
Lantz~ Edith M. Effects of canning and drying on the carotene and ascorbic acid content
of chile. New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 827. State' College,
April 1946.
- . Preparing green chile for free1.ing. New Mexico Agricultural ~periment Station,
Press Bulletin 1012. State College, June 29, 1946.
Laudermilk, Jerry. "How nature cOlored the. hills at Calico:' The Desert Magazine, 9:58. July 1946.
.
LaViness, W. Thetford. "Fiesta celebration:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:11-13, Aug. 1946.
At Santa Fe.
.
- - . "Southwestern Indians hold summer fiestas:' Journal of Illinois State A.rchaeological Society, 4:31, July 1946.,
,
- - . "Summer fiestas:: New Mexico Magazine, 24:2148-50, June 1946. At Pueblos.
Mathews, Truman. "A. house for G.1. Joe." New Mexico Magazine, 24:13-15, April 1946.
Plans for low-cost Southwestern type home.
'
Muench, Joyce and Josef. "Arizona's geological comedy." Travel, '87:28-30,32, Aug. 1946.
Rock formations.
- - . "Marble Canyon country." A.ri~titJ Highways, 22:4, April 1946'.
New Mexico Alumnus. Regular publication of New Mexico Alumni Assn.
Oklahoma Planning and Resources Board. Your Oklahoma. Oklahoma City, The Board,
1945. Information on agriculture, land, water, etc.
.
Oklahoma Public Welfare Review. Monthly ,pUblication of Oklahoma Department of
.
Public Welfare..
The Padres' Trail. Regular publication: of Franciscan Fathers,. St. Michael's, Arizona.
Philibert, Sister M. A mir~ulous stairease in a mechanical age. Santa Fe, Santa Fe Press,
1946. At the Cpapel of Our Lady of Light, -Santa Fe.
Pillsbury, D. L. "Romance on the hoof:' Christian Science Monitor Magazine, June 1,
1946. Sheep.
,
Redfield, Georgia. "The Diamond A empire:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:24,35,37, April
1946. Old Diamond A ranch on Rio Hondo, near Roswell, N.M.
'
Scarritt, Ed. "Clovis, metropolis of the plains:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:11-13,35, June
,
1946.
Scott, Earl W: "Hopper, hackle, and worm:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:20, Aug. 1946.
. . Fishing.
- - . "Wagons rolling west:' New Mexico,Magazine, 24:204748, June 1946. Pioneer
Day at Bluewater, N. M.
- - . "Where old trails meet:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:16-17,31,33, Feb. 1946. Carrizow and vicinity.
Seibold, Doris K. "Cattle raising and Spanish speech in Southern Arizona:' Arizona
Quarterly, 2:24-34, SUD;lmer 1946.
Sheldon, Walt.. "Crossroads fair:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:11-13,37, Sept. 1946; New
Mexico State Fair,' Albuquerque. , .
'
Smith, Catherine Chambliss. "Havasupai." A'rizona Highways, 22:10-15, Aug. 1946.
Smith, H. V. The climate Of Arizona. Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin
197· Tucson, July 1945.
The Southwest Wind. Monthly publication.of New Mexico Highlands University.
The SouthwesteTn Baker. Montlily tradC? journal.
.
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Stamm, Roy A. "Pioneers in the air." New Mexico Magazine, 24:18-1943, Sept. 1946.
. Early flying in Albuquerque.
Stevens, Alden. "Small town America. V. Los Alamos, N. M." The Nation, 163:127-28, Aug.
3,1946.

. Monthly publication devoted to Western houses, gardens, home hints, etc.
Texas: a monthly magazine devoted to the welfare of the people of Texas. Regular pUblication of Te'Fas Social Welfare Assn., Austin. V.l,DO.l, April 1946.
Texas Bar Journal. Monthly publication of Texas State Bar Assn.
The Turquoise. Quarterly publication of New Mexico Federation of Business and Pro·
~
fessional Womens Clubs.
u. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Population: internal migration,
1935 to 1940. Social characteristics of migrants. W~hington, 1946. Includes statistics
for Southwestern states.
U. S. Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau. Monthly weather review. Statistics for
Southwestern states.
Vroman, Harry. "Freak. rocks in nature's wonderland." The Desert Magazine, 9:lU-22,
July 1946.
Woods, Betty. "Trip of the month:' Regular feature in New Mexico Magazine.

Sunse~
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Saludo a Todos Los Palsanos:
One hundred years ago Stephen Watts Kearny and his Missourians invaded that part of'Mexico then and now known as New Mexico.
Kearny and his soldiers traveled from the Missouri River to the Mora
River in New Mexico, a distance of 775 miles, without seeing ;in in- .
habited house. The Missourians came into New Mexico through Raton
Pass, following a trail that later became a stagecoach road, near, the
present line-of the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. The invaders
made their first camp in present New Mexico on the west side of Raton
Mountain. Kearny issued an order of the day, just before entering New
\>¥exico, prohibiting his men from disturbing a blade <;>f grass or taking
an ear of corn from any man's property. He read his carefully prepared
manifesto to the people of New Mexico at Las Vegas on August 15,
1846, and entered Santa Fe on August 18, 1846, taking possession of
New Mexico in the name of ~he United States. On October 16, 1946,
Santa Fe celebrated "Kearny Day" "at the Palace of the Governors.' It
was a thril!ing occasion, as you may well imagine. In the forenoon
Postmaster General Hannegan formally presented the Kearny Memorial stamp, of which 100,000,000 were issued. In the evening at' a joint
meeting of the New Mexico Historical Socie~y and of the New Mexico
Archaeological Society in St. Francis Auditorium, Rear Admiral George
Lester Weyler, at one time commander of the New Mexico, presented
to the state the battle flag of that war ship. The "Kearny" address of
3·
.the evening was given by W. A. Keleher.
Dayto:tl Kohler's article entitled "Conrad Richter: Early Americana," which appeared as the ieadarticle in the English Journal for September, is excellent. He evaluates the distinguished novelist from the
viewpoint of 'substance, technique, and style, and -maintains that Richter has reclaimed two segments of the American past widely separated
.in time and space, and that working within a recognizable and a~then-
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'tic folk tradition, he has achieveci'regionalism as art. Accorping to this
citic, a new short novel by Conrad Richter will soon be published,
and a later publication to be called The Town will be a continuation
of The Fields. Mr. Kohler established my confidence,in his ability to
judge regionalism as art by the fo!lowing opinion: "The¥ew realistic
and intelligent novels about the West have been ignored by criticism,
which now takes the conventions and cliches df the Western story for
granted. Writers of real talent-witness Eugene Manlove Rhodeshave passed almost without notice."
Paul Horgan has returned to his h,omeland, New Mexico, in order
to write his fo~thcoming book, The Rio Grandtt,} in the Rivers of
America Series. The manuscript will be written at the ranch home of
Peter Hurd:, who will illustrate the book. You probably recall that this
talented artist illustrated ,The Return of the Weed} one of Paul's finest
books. . . . Robert Van Gelder, book editor of the New York Times
Revi~w} who resigned not long ago to work on his novel, is seriously
considering. residence in southeastern New Mexico during the time
required to write the book, t~ntatively called Important People.
Writers accustomed to living in a garret on starvation diet while working on literary masterpieces will be interested to know that Mr. Van
Gelder has an advance of twenty ~ thousand dollars against future royalties, a sum believed to be an all-time high in the writing world. . . .
Monroe L. Fox, who was blinded by a Japanese bomb which made a
direct hit on the U. S. S. Blessman where he was serving as a member. of
the Underwater Demolition team, is the author of that recently pub.
lished book Blind Adventure. We are especially interested in it because at the present time Mr. Fox is successfully running a dude ranch
near Chama, New Mexico.
Interesting visitors of recent date included Professor and Mrs.
George R. Stewart of the University, of California, who came to see
, their son, John, a student at the University of New Mexico. Professor
Stewart, in addition to being the author of that very popular book, The
Storm} has also written the following books: Names on the Land} Doctor's Orals} and Man. Members;.of: the English department gave a
luncheon at La Placita in honor of
guests, at which time Dr. Stewart
.
talked informally of his writing experiences. .
According to the New Mexico Book Store popular books this season include It Happened in Taos} by Dr. J. T. Reid; When The Dogs
Bark cTreed'} by Elliott S. ,Barker; Jim Bridger: Mountain Man} by
Stanley Vestal; and Star-Mountain and Other Legends of Mexico} by

the

.

.
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Camilla Campbell and Ena McKinney. Lantern Press Incorporated
announce a Fourth Mystery Anthology to be edited by A. L. Furman.
Speaking of mysteries, did you hear that Dorothy 'B. Hughes is working
on a novel that is not- going to have a bit of mystery about it?
Jose Garda Villa is the ¢itor of the new.quarterly Viva. Each
issue of tl1eanthology will be devoted to ~n important living poet and
will include, in addition to the,poet's new work, a symposium of eriti.. '
tal appreciative essays about him. The fall issue was devoted to Edith
'Sitwell, and succeeding issues WIll present works by Marianne Moore,
Ezra Pound, and Dylan Thomas; University. of New Mexico campus
friends of 'Villa's are especially interested in the'publication because it
. was here that he edited a little magai.ine called, Morado, in which his
. first stories appeared.'
.
D~d you read "A Fallen Sparrow," by Dorothy Thomas,in th~ New
YOTher? If not, look it up because it is one of the best little satires on
Santa Fe that have appeared· in. sqme time, and incidentally the first
appearance of Miss Thomas in this magazine.
'
.
Hasta la pr6xima vez.
JULIA

....

KELEHER

.. i.
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The ThoDlas Y. CroweD CAtlDpaDy
FICTION FELLOWSHIPS
The Thomas Y. Crowell Company announces, through the co-operation of the NEW
MExIco QUARTERLY REVIEW, the University of Kansas City Review, the Prairie
Schooner, and ~e University of Iowa. the availability of $4,000 in ~ction fellowships.

THE PURPOSE-To encourage and assist talented fiction writers
THE AWARDS• Eight fellowships of $500 each. available to authors who submit five
chapters or 15.000 words of a proposed nn~vel'. brief outline
of the remainder.
i
• The fellowships will be outright awards a )(l not -advances against
royalties.
• The author of any book purchased as a ._--,~ f this contest will
receive an additional sum of at least $500, as an advance against
royalties.
.
• The Thomas Y. Crowell Company reserves the right to make no
award if the material submitted does not meet fellowship
standards.
>

ELIGmILITY-

• Limited to writers whose work (fiction, non-fiction. or poetry) has
been published. or is to be published before the fellowship
. deadline, in:

• The Prairie Schooner
• The University of Kansas City Review
• The New Mexico Quarterly Review

.,

• Those ~ters who have attended, are enrolled, or are planning to enter
the :University of Iowa School of Letters.

THE CONDITIONS• Deadline: All material (five chapters or 15,000 words and the outline)
must be in the publisher'S office by April 15, 1947.
• There are no restrictions as to subject matter, theme, or locale.
• Manuscrlpts must be in English, typed double spaced, on one. side of
the paper only.
• With each entry send a covering letter stating that the manuscript
submitted is original and unpublished.
• There will be no predetermined deadlines for sending the remainder
of manuscripts awarded fellowships.
• The Thomas Y. Crowell Company reserves the right to negotiate for
the publication of any novels awarded fellowships. Arrangements for
pUblishing are to be agreed upon between the author and the publisher.
• The judges will be the editorial staff of the Thomas Y.· Crowell
Company. Their decisions will be final.
• All care will be taken to protect manuscripts, but the publisher will be
in no way respOnsible for loss or damage.

Queries and entries should be se~t .to:
THE FELLOWSHIP EDITOR
THOMAS

"j

43 2 Fourth Avenue

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol16/iss3/1

Y.

CROWELL COMPANY

New York 16, New York
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